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Preface

Recent biomedical research is directed at a new challenge to a microcosm
of life and a deeper recognition of life by new technologies. Studies of the
living body by new methods are a common idea, and new analytic methods
have been developed to study objects that have not previously been visible. In
Japan, there are several groups that are developing the required new methods.
The latest physical approaches are used by these groups. This book is written
by the Japanese leaders in this field for young biomedical researchers.

Medical informatics, biological engineering, and computer analysis for the
next generation strategy of biomedical research. New developments such as
nanomachines and intelligent materials are also included in this book. We
have paid attention to the mathematical recognition that was lacking in bio-
logical and medical studies to develop a theory and technology for biofunction
analysis. Five topics have been included in this book: photonics technology,
ultrasonic techniques, solution of inverse problems, remote sensing and con-
trol, and biosensors. The chapters were organized by the following researchers:
Satoshi Kawata, Professor at Osaka University, Department of Electric En-
gineering Postgraduate Course, for “photonic bio-information measurement
and control”; Masatsugu Hori, Professor at Osaka University Medical School,
Department of Internal Medicine and Therapeutics, for “development of in-
novative technology for ultrasonic diagnosis and treatment”; Hisashi Kado,
Professor at Kanazawa University, for “development of magnetic source ima-
ging for clinical applications”; Kunihiko Mabuchi, Professor at the Univer-
sity of Tokyo, International Industry–University Co-Operation Center, for
“systemic research on sensing and information-processing techniques aimed
at biological applications”; Eiichi Tamiya, Professor at Hokuriku Postgra-
duate Research Institute for Advanced Science and Technology, Department
for “material science basic development to create the second-generation bio-
sensor”.

This book contains many interesting topics. One of the most unique ar-
ticles concerns an implantable artificial heart pacemaker in which electrical
energy can be charged with a near infrared laser. This product has been an-
nounced in several newspapers, but you will find a detailed description in this
publication. By doing complex information processing of MEG using the per-
sonal computers in parallel, highly brain function of human being of thoughts
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is analyzable. It is remarkable that the three-dimensional ultrasound imaging
of the human fetus was first invented in Japan. Now complete spherical ul-
trasound waves and a combination of composite aperture antennas have been
developed. An extremely sharp eye watching the living body is going to be
offered. These results emphasize the self-discipline of the Japanese biomedical
engineer.

I believe that this book will provide cutting edge ideas for the development
of new technologies in biomedical measurement and control, and facilitate the
task of students and young scientists to maintain a keen interest in research
work.

Osaka T. Furukawa
July 2001
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1 Biological Imaging and Sensing
from Basic Techniques to Clinical Application

S. Kawata, O. Nakamura, T. Kaneko, M. Hashimoto, K. Goto, N.I. Smith,
T. Sugiura, I. Fujimasa, and H. Matsumoto

1.1 Introduction: A General View
of the Electromagnetic Waves That Pass
through the Living Body

In the last 20 years of the 20th century, amazing developments were accom-
plished in photonics technology, such as optical communications, optical data
storage, short-pulse laser technology, and so on. In particular, the progress
in the technologies related to semiconductor lasers and optical fibers is note-
worthy. One of the keywords common to these technologies is “near infrared
(NIR) light.” The applications of these “NIR” technologies to biology and
medicine have just begun at the beginning of the 21st century. “NIR” biome-
dical photonics is regarded as one of the most desirable future developments
in science and technology.

NIR light is defined as light that has the wavelengths from 0.8 μm to
2.5 μm. Figure 1.1 shows the NIR band represented on the wavelength axis.
The advantage of NIR light over visible and infrared light is its “transpa-
rency.” This is because there are few atomic absorptions, and there is little
molecular vibration, in the NIR band. Since NIR light is transparent to most
materials, it is used for long-distance optical communications through optical

Fig. 1.1. The spectrum of light
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fibers without much attenuation. NIR light is also used to remotely control
televisions, air conditioners, and many other electric products due to its lo-
wer absorption by the surrounding materials. All these facts tell us that NIR
light is tender and friendly to living bodies.

In this chapter, applications that utilize transparency of NIR light, such as
multi-photon microscopy, coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering microscopy,
light-power transmission into a living body, optical communication through
skin, laser nanosurgery, and laser trapping of cells, are presented. All of this
work uses the “transparency”, in other words less scattering and less absorp-
tion, properties of NIR light.

We have described four ways of applying NIR to living bodies. The first is
to use the high transmittance of NIR light on living bodies. In Sect. 1.4, we
report on transcutaneous optical power supply and optical communication
methods using NIR light. A cardiac pacemaker implanted in a rat is driven
by NIR light sent from outside the body. The second method is to sense the
infrared vibration at a focused spot by using a set of NIR lasers. This is
called CARS microscopy and is discussed in Sect. 1.3. The third way is to
send and focus NIR short-pulse light into a deep portion of a living organ,
and induce multi-photon absorption, whose energy corresponds to a photon
in the visible range, by the resultant spatially and temporally condensed
intense spot. This method is discussed in Sects. 1.2 and 1.5 as multi-photon
microscopy and multi-photon surgery, respectively. The fourth way is to use
the momentum of the NIR photons to move and control small particles such
as cells, organellas, and latex beads attached to protein and DNA molecules.
To move these kinds of particles, a force of the order of at least a piconewton
is required. This means that the total irradiation power of the light is about
1 watt or more. Thanks to the transparency of NIR light, one can feed focused
laser beams of some watts into biological specimens without thermally or
photochemically destroying them.

1.2 Imaging Cells through a Multi-Photon Process

1.2.1 Nonlinear Optics in Cells

In the observation of a living specimen, it is important to reduce physical
or physiological damage in the specimen during or even before the observa-
tion. For this reason, a confocal fluorescence microscope has been often used
to observe those specimens, where the optically sectioned three-dimensional
images can be obtained without slicing the specimen mechanically. However,
even with a confocal microscope, the observable depth in such specimens is
usually given as 50 μm, and this observable depth is still not enough to see
the functions of whole parts of organs or other apparatuses in bodies.

Microscopic techniques have been advanced by the introduction of the
multi-photon fluorescence microscope, which has been realized with the re-
cent development of ultra-fast high-power laser systems [1,2]. Since the proba-
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bility of two-photon excitation is proportional to the square of the excitation
intensity, the fluorescence emission can be obtained only in the focal volume
of an objective lens which illuminates the specimen. This localization of the
fluorescence emission brings about three-dimensional resolution, the same as
that in a confocal microscope, and reduces photobleaching without exciting
out-of-focus planes. Furthermore, the near-infrared light used for two-photon
excitation can penetrate more deeply into the specimen than visible light for
single-photon excitation [3].

1.2.2 The Imaging Property of Multi-Photon Microscopy

Multi-point excitation is useful for increasing the amount of fluorescence at
a moment in time without increasing the excitation power, because the flu-
orescence emission is less restricted the cell viability or nonlinear optical
phenomena such as self-focusing, continuum generation arising in specimens
with an increase in the excitation power [4]. The microlenses are arranged
in a Nipkow-disk configuration that gives uniform illumination onto the spe-
cimen by its rotation [5]. The rotation of the microlens array brings about
a real-time or faster scanning on the observing plane, and the fluorescence
image can be captured by a CCD camera. Each focus is separated by around
6–10 μm so that the overlapping of light between the foci is restrained and
does not reduce the spatial resolution. It is also possible to use galvanometer
mirrors placed behind the microlens array for scanning the foci in a specimen
[6]. The use of a pinhole-array disk in a multi-point multi-photon excitation
microscope increases the lateral and axial resolution and enhances the con-
trast of images by reducing the fluorescence scattered within a specimen and
that from reabsorption [7,8].

The pinhole-array disk eliminates undesirable fluorescence that is scatte-
red or emitted by reabsorption in the specimen. Fluorescence excited in the
specimen behaves just like a small light source and illuminates other parts of
the specimen. The illuminated parts scatter or absorb the fluorescence and
are imaged onto the CCD camera as a conventional scattering or fluorescence
image. For this reason, fluorescence scattered or emitted by reabsorption blurs
obtained images and makes the contrast of the images lower. This phenome-
non appears more prominently in fluorescence images from deeper parts of
a specimen, depressing the resolving power and the long-penetration advan-
tages in multi-photon excitation with near-infrared light. We compared the
imaging properties of the confocal and the nonconfocal systems by observing
a specimen. Figure 1.2 shows images of the root of the convallaria obtained
with our developed microscopes. An oil-immersion objective lens (Zeiss, NA
1.3 oil, ×40) was used for the observation. The total excitation power at the
focal plane of the objective lens was 150 mW in both cases. Autofluorescence
was obtained in the specimen by multi-photon excitation. The images in
Fig. 1.2a were obtained with the confocal system and the images in Fig. 1.2b
were obtained with the nonconfocal system. The z values in the images show
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(a) two-photon (confocal)

(b) two-photon (nonconfocal)

Fig. 1.2. Comparisons of the images obtained by a the confocal system and b the
nonconfocal system

the depth of the observation planes in the specimen. By comparing these
images, it is obvious that the fluorescence scattered within the specimen is
effectively eliminated in the confocal images. The scattered fluorescence gives
blurred images in the nonconfocal system and this becomes more prominent
in the deeper part of the specimen. Figure 1.3a,b shows an x–z cross-section
of images of the same specimen with and without the pinhole array, respec-
tively. It can be seen that the deeper part of the image is more blurred in the
nonconfocal image, but not in the confocal image. At the bottom of the spe-
cimen, the structure of the specimen cannot be recognized in the nonconfocal
image. Although less fluorescence is detected with the confocal system, one
can say that the penetration depth is longer with the pinhole array, because
the structure in the deep part can be recognized with the pinhole array, but
not without it. The fluorescence images at relatively shallow positions of the
specimen are also blurred in the nonconfocal system. We think that this is
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(a) Two-photon (confocal) (b) Two-photon (nonconfocal)

Fig. 1.3. x–y cross-section images obtained by a the confocal system and b the
nonconfocal system

because of backward scattering of the fluorescence coming from the deeper
parts of the specimen. This means that the use of confocal pinholes is also
effective for observing not only deep parts of a specimen but also the shallow
parts of it. Although the resolution of the CCD camera is not high enough to
observe the enhancement of the lateral resolution in our current setup, the
reduction of the scattered fluorescence helps one to recognize the details of
the observed specimen.

The use of a pinhole array in a multi-point multi-photon excitation micros-
cope increases the lateral and axial resolution and eliminates fluorescence
scattered or emitted by reabsorption within a specimen. We demonstrated
that the pinhole array eliminates the scattered fluorescence effectively and
brings about higher contrast of images and a sharp depth-discrimination
property.

1.2.3 Instrumentation

Figure 1.4 shows a schematic of a multi-point multi-photon excitation
microscope. A collimated laser beam from a mode-locked Ti : Sapphire laser
(Spectra-Physics, Tsunami, wavelength = 800 nm, pulse width = 80 fs, repe-
tition rate = 82 MHz) is incident to a microlens-array disk and focused onto
a pinhole-array disk. Each focused beam passes through each pinhole and is
focused in a specimen by an objective lens so that the pinholes are imaged on
a focal plane of the objective lens as multi-photon excitation points of fluore-
scence. Fluorescence from a specimen is introduced onto an intensified CCD
camera (Hamamatsu, C-2400-35) by a dichroic mirror that is placed between
the two disks and has around 95% reflectivity at a 400–580 nm wavelength
of light.

Simultaneous rotation of the two disks scans a specimen to realize confo-
cal fluorescence imaging of the specimen. The diameters of the microlenses
and the pinholes are 250 μm and 50 μm, respectively. The microlenses and
the pinholes are arranged in a helical order to achieve uniform illumination
on a specimen and produce 12 images with one rotation of the disks. Both
disks are precisely aligned so that each pinhole is placed on each focal point
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Fig. 1.4. An optical setup of a two-photon multi focus fluorescence microscope with
a microlens and pinhole-array scanner

of the microlenses. In principle, simultaneous rotation of the two disks scans
a specimen in 3 ms at 1800 rpm. However, in our current setup, the image
acquisition time is limited to 33.3 ms because of the imaging speed of the
CCD camera. Fluorescence imaging through the pinhole array is expected
to yeild twice higher resolution compared with that of a nonconfocal system
[3,9]. Although, even without a detection pinhole, multi-photon excitation
microscopes have a three-dimensional resolution equivalent to that of confo-
cal single-photon excitation microscopes, the lateral resolution is almost the
same as that of conventional fluorescence microscopes because of the use of
near-infrared light for excitation. The scattered fluorescence blurs the images
in observing both shallow and deep parts of the specimen. From the compa-
risons between images obtained by the confocal and the nonconfocal system,
the use of the pinhole array is useful irrespective of the observation depth
and works more effectively for observing stronger scattering specimens. The
elimination of the scattered fluorescence enables us to observe deeper parts
of the specimen than without it. Except for the high spatial resolution, these
advantages brought about by confocal detection do not appear in a typical
multi-photon excitation microscope with single-focus scanning.

1.2.4 Calcium Ion Dynamics Revealed
by Multi-Photon Microscopy

Modulation of the intracellular Ca2+ concentration ([Ca2+]i) constitutes a
fundamental mechanism of signal transduction in excitable cells. A spon-
taneous increase in Ca2+ concentration can occur at a single focus or at
multiple foci within a cell, and can lead to propagation of an elevation of
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Fig. 1.5. Two-photon fluorescence images of a Ca2+ wave in a cultured rat cardiac
myocyte

[Ca2+]i throughout the cytosol in a wave-like pattern. Although these Ca2+

waves have been observed widely in both excitable and inexcitable cells, their
role in the cardiac cell function remains unclear. For the past decade, after
the advent of fluorescent Ca2+ indicators [10] and laser scanning confocal
microscopy [11], the properties of Ca2+ waves in cardiac myocytes have been
studied precisely.

We observed Ca2+ dynamics in a cultured rat cardiac myocyte with confo-
cal two-photon microscopy [12,13]. Fluo-3/AM (Molecular Probes, 0.018 mM)
was used for a fluorescent Ca2+ indicator and loaded into the cell for 30 min
with a Tyrode solution containing 145 mM NaCl, 4 mM KCl, 1 mM CaCl2,
1 mM MgCl2, 10 mM glucose, and 10 mM HEPES (pH = 7.4 by NaOH). A
water-immersion objective lens (Olympus, NA 0.8 water, ×40) was used for
the observation. The total excitation power at the focal plane of the objective
lens was 152 mW. Each image was obtained sequentially with a time reso-
lution of about 33 ms. The brighter parts of the images show higher Ca2+

concentrations in the cell. In Fig. 1.5, a Ca2+ wave can be seen as the move-
ment of higher Ca2+ concentration from the lower right edge of the specimen
to the upper left.
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The role of the Ca2+ waves in the heart in situ is poorly understood, be-
cause Ca2+ waves have been studied mostly in enzymatically isolated cells.
We have developed a system for in situ imaging of [Ca2+]i equipped with
a multi-pinhole-type confocal scanning device, which enabled us to visualize
real-time x–y images of Ca2+ waves [14,15]. Using this system on Langendorff-
perfused rat hearts, with simultaneous recording of electrocardiograms, we
found that Ca2+ waves were completely abolished by ventricular excitation,
suggesting that the waves in the whole heart play little, if any, pathophysiolo-
gical role. Nevertheless, it is possible that Ca2+ waves play some aggravating
role in cardiac function if they occur frequently and propagate beyond in-
dividual cells on a large scale under certain Ca2+-overloaded conditions. In
this regard, quantitative analysis of Ca2+ waves in the working whole heart
is essential in order to understand their functional significance.

Two-photon Ca2+ imaging was also performed in situ with muscle cells in
a whole heart of a rat. The heart was excised under anesthesia with diethyl
ether, and perfused on a Langendorff apparatus for 5 min with a Ca2+-free
Tyrode solution under 100% oxygenation. Thereafter, the heart was loaded
with fluo-3/AM (100 μg) dissolved into the Ca2+-free Tyrode (4 ml) contai-
ning 1% fetal calf serum and 0.06% pluronic F-127 on a recirculating system
for 30 min. Following another 15-min perfusion with 0.5 mM-Ca2+ Tyrode
to allow hydrolysis of acetoxymethyl esters within the cells, the heart was
used for the experiments. The motion artifact on the image was prevented
by 20 mM 2,3-butanedione monoxime (BDM), which was added to the perfu-
sate. Unless otherwise specified, Ca2+ waves were analyzed under quiescence
via blockade of atrioventricular conduction produced by mechanical ablation
of the atrioventricular junction.

Figure 1.6 shows distributions of the Ca2+ concentration in the right
ventricle of the heart. The total excitation power at the focal plane of the
objective lens was 150 mW. Each image was obtained sequentially with a
time resolution of about 33 ms. In Fig. 1.6, a Ca2+ wave propagating from
the lower right to the upper left was observed.

In the experimental condition for observing [Ca2+]i, the excitation rate
of fluo-3 in each focus can be estimated to be about 6% from its two-photon
absorption cross-section, the numerical aperture (NA) of the objective lens
used and the excitation power. This excitation rate is not high enough for
this application, nor probably for many others. In addition, the field of view
in our microscope cannot be considered to be wide enough. The penetration
depth, the excitation rate and the field of view discussed above are currently
limited by the maximum output power of the Ti : Sapphire laser used. The
maximum output power of a commercially available Ti : Sapphire laser is
about 2 W and this value is still not high enough in our calculation. We
think that the development of a Ti : Sapphire laser with a higher output is
necessary for further advancement of the multi-point multi-photon excitation
microscope.
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Fig. 1.6. Two-photon fluorescence images of a Ca2+ wave in the whole heart of
the rat

1.3 Nonstaining Molecular Imaging (CARS)

Single-photon excitation confocal fluorescence microscopy is widely used be-
cause of the capability of 3D (three-dimensional) imaging of living cells [16].
Recently, multi-photon excitation fluorescence microscopy has been succes-
sfully developed owing to the progress of ultra-fast laser technology [17].
However, both microscopies fundamentally require a staining procedure with
a suitable fluorophore. The ability for molecular discrimination depends on
the dye. The staining procedure affects the biological sample, and hence the
function of the cell is often lost. In addition, staining requires technical skill.

In analytical chemistry, vibrational spectroscopy observing molecular vi-
brations (Raman and infrared spectroscopy) is widely used for molecular
identification, since the frequency of the molecular vibration is extremely
sensitive to the molecular structure. Molecular mapping without staining,
with micrometer or sub-micrometer resolution, is expected to be achieved
through a combination of vibrational spectroscopy and microscopy. However,
this combination is not so widely used for biological applications. Infrared
microscopy suffers from the problems of strong absorption of water in the
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biological samples and poor spatial resolution governed by the diffraction li-
mit. Although confocal Raman microscopy was developed with micrometer-
or sub-micrometer-order 3D resolution [18], it requires a pinhole in the de-
tector side and a high-resolution spectrometer. The weak intensity of the
spontaneous Raman scattering is weakened by the pinhole and the spectro-
meter, and the Raman scattering is often disturbed by the autofluorescence
of the biological samples.

In this section, another new nonstaining molecular imaging technique,
coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) microscopy, will be described.

1.3.1 The Fundamentals of Coherent Anti-Stokes
Raman Scattering

CARS microscopy is a combination of microscopy and CARS spectroscopy
and is the most widely practiced technique of four-wave mixing spectroscopy.

Figure 1.7 shows the relation between photons and the molecular vibra-
tion in the CARS process [19]. In CARS, two laser beams whose angular
frequencies are ω1 and ω2 are mixed into the substance. If the difference in
angular frequency of these beams (ω1 − ω2) is consistent with that of the
Raman active molecular vibration (Ω), the molecular vibration is coherently
excited by the beating of the two beams. Then, the vibration mixed with
the wave at ω1 yields coherent radiation, which is CARS, at the anti-Stokes
frequency ω3 = 2ω1 − ω2.

The advantages of CARS spectroscopy over conventional Raman (spon-
taneous Raman) spectroscopy are high intensity and separation from flu-
orescence. The high intensity of CARS shortens the exposure time, whereas
conventional Raman spectroscopy often requires a long exposure time. The
CARS radiation is separable from the fluorescence in CARS spectroscopy,
since the wavelength of CARS is shorter than that of excitation beams.

CARS is a coherent process. The CARS radiation from different points
interferes. It is known that this situation of mutual intensification each other
is a phase-matching condition [19]. The phase-matching condition of CARS

Fig. 1.7. A schematic showing a CARS process
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Fig. 1.8. The phase-matching conditions of CARS

is given by

k3 = k1 + k′
1 − k2 , (1.1)

where k1 and k′
1 are the wave vectors of the ω1 beam, k2 is that of the

ω2 beam, and k3 is that of the CARS radiation in the sample. In CARS
spectroscopy, the configurations shown in Fig. 1.8 are used to satisfy the
phase-matching condition to observe the isotropic sample.

1.3.2 3D Resolution by CARS Microscopy

The combination of CARS spectroscopy and microscopy was proposed by
Duncan et al. [20]. Their system does not have axial resolution because the
incident beams were not so tightly focused. We have proposed that three-
dimensional imaging properties should be obtained to focus the excitation
beams tightly [21]. Independent of us, A. Zumbusch et al. succeeded in ob-
taining the 3D resolved image and applied it to the observation of biological
samples [22].

Figure 1.9 shows the optical layout of tightly focused CARS microscopy.
The ω1 and ω2 beams are tightly focused into the sample by an objective
with a high numerical aperture (NA), and then the yielded CARS radiation
is collected by another objective though a filter. The tightly focused beam
has a variety of wave vectors; the phase-matching condition is not so severe.

When the collimated beam is tightly focused by an objective, the electric
field is given by gathering of plane waves that have various directions of
progress. Since the wave vector indicates the direction of progress, the wave
vector of the focused beam is distributed spherically, with radius 1/λ, limited
by the NA of the objective. Figure 1.10 shows this wave vector distribution
of the focused beams, where n is the refractive index of the sample, μ is the

Fig. 1.9. The optical layout of a tightly focused CARS microscopy system
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Fig. 1.10. The wave vector distribution of the focused beam

Fig. 1.11. The relations among km, k1, k′
1, and k2

axis of the lateral direction, and η is the axis parallel to the optical axis. In
Fig. 1.10 one section is shown, because it is symmetrical about the η-axis.

If the vector km is defined by

km ≡ k1 + k′
1 − k2 , (1.2)

it can take many kinds of combinations of k1, k′
1, and k2, because each wave

vector of k1, k′
1, and k2 has a distribution like that shown in Fig. 1.10 (see

Fig. 1.11).
The gray region in Fig. 1.12 shows the available km. The observable

wave vector of the yielded CARS is also expressed by Fig. 1.8 and drawn
in Fig. 1.12 by an arc of a circle. The phase-matching condition is satis-
fied with the crossing of km and k3. It is found that the available region of
km is so wide as to cross k3. Hence, the phase-matching condition is easily
satisfied.

The above phase-matching condition is the result of the isotropic sample.
To estimate the imaging properties, it is necessary to take into consideration
the effect of diffraction. The effect of diffraction will not be discussed here
(the detailed discussion was described in reference [21]), but only the result
will be described.

Figure 1.13 shows the cutoff frequency of the transfer function of CARS
microscopy with a confocal configuration. The cutoff frequency of the trans-
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Fig. 1.12. The available area (gray region) of vector
km (≡ k1 + k′

1 − k2) and the observable wave vector
of yielded CARS k3 on the circular arc. The phase-
matching condition is satisfied by the crossing of these
vectors

Fig. 1.13. The observable wave vector region
of the sample in CARS microscopy

fer function shows the observable wave vector of the sample, taking into
consideration that the sample is a set of plane-wave like distributions. It was
found that CARS microscopy has 3D resolution, since the cutoff frequency
in Fig. 1.13 extends from the origin of the axes in all directions, and is much
the same as that of confocal fluorescence microscopy [16]. It is known that
conventional fluorescence microscopy (not confocal fluorescence microscopy)
or absorption microscopy have an insensitive region along the optical axis.
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Fig. 1.14. The response of CARS microscopy along the optical axis

This fact means that the structure along the optical axis only is not observed
by conventional microscopy.

It was also found that the cutoff frequency of the transfer function of
CARS microscopy with a confocal configuration is the same as that with a
nonconfocal configuration under the condition of weak contrast. This means
that CARS microscopy has 3D resolution with or without a pinhole in front
of the detector.

We observed the step response of CARS microscopy along the optical axis
to confirm the 3D resolution power. Figure 1.14 shows the result of the step
response (circles), the result of curve fitting (solid line), and the differential of
the solid line (broken line). The sample, which was liquid benzene sandwiched
between two glass plates, had a structure along the optical axis and one of
the edges was shown. The NA of both objectives was 0.65. The full width at
half-maximum of the broken line was 3.2 μm. We estimated that the z-axis
resolution of the developed system was 3.2 μm at NA = 0.65. If the emission
is a linear optical process, step-like response is not observed because the
sample has a structure along the optical axis only. It was confirmed that
CARS microscopy has depth resolution without a pinhole in front of the
detector.

1.3.3 High-Speed Image Acquisition

W.W. Webb pointed out that it takes a long time for CARS microscopy
obtain an image [23]. Zumbusch et al. took a few tens of minutes to obtain
an image. Moreover, not only a CARS image but also a CARS spectrum is
required to obtain a map of the molecular distribution. Hence shortening the
observation time is a significant problem for CARS microscopy.

One method of high-speed imaging is the multi-focus system using a rota-
ting microlens array [24]. We have proposed a multi-focus CARS microscopy
system using a rotating microlens array [25]. Figure 1.15 shows the schematic
layout of the multi-focus CARS microscopy system. The collimated ω1 and
ω2 beams are collinearly overlapped and incident to the microlens array. The
microlens array makes the collimated beam focus on many points through the
objective, typically from a few hundred to a thousand. The yielded CARS
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Fig. 1.15. The schematic layout of the multi-focus CARS microscopy system

radiation from these points is imaged by the other side of the objective onto
the two-dimensional detector. These points are made to scan on the focal
plane of objective 1 by rotating the micro-lens array.

A rotating microlens array may be suitable for CARS microscopy, to
excite the sample and to detect the yielded CARS on a focal plane at a
certain time. It is difficult to apply spectral imaging to the microlens array
system, because a spectrometer is generally required to obtain a spectrum.
On the other hand, CARS microscopy never requires a spectrometer. The
CARS spectrum is given by scanning the wavelength of the ω2 beam.

CARS radiation is sensitive to the intensity of excitation lasers, since
CARS is a nonlinear process. It is difficult to obtain a CARS image when
the pulse-to-pulse intensity of the excitation lasers is not very stable. Paral-
lel excitation and detection make CARS imaging become insensitive to the
intensity stability of lasers.

1.3.4 Molecular Imaging by CARS Microscopy

We produced a CARS microscopy system in the fingerprint region with a
collinear configuration by using a tunable picosecond laser [26].

In the previous investigations, the observable Raman shift region was hig-
her than 2000 cm−1 or around 3000 cm−1. The molecules of biological samples
consist of C, O, H, and N. It is difficult to distinguish the molecular species
in the higher frequency region of the CH, OH, and NH stretching vibrations.
The Raman bands in the fingerprint region, whose Raman shifts are typically
from 500 to 1800 cm−1, are much more sensitive to the functional groups of
the molecule and the molecular conformations. Therefore, the extension of
the observable Raman shift region into the fingerprint region is important.

Since CARS is a nonlinear process, the efficiency of CARS increases with
the peak intensity of CARS excitation lasers. The ultra-fast laser with short
pulse duration, high peak intensity, and low average power is suitable for
CARS excitation. However, the spectrum of the femtosecond laser is too
wide to identify the fine structure or the slight shift of the Raman bands. We
used the picosecond laser to satisfy the high peak intensity and the narrow
spectral bandwidth.
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Fig. 1.16. The schematic layout of the CARS microscopy system

Figure 1.16 shows the developed CARS microscopy system for the finger-
print region. The system consists of a tunable picosecond laser system and
a transmission-type scanning microscope with an xyz piezoelectric scanning
stage.

The laser system is based on the femtosecond Ti : sapphire mode-locked
(Ti : S) laser. The femtosecond pulses are used as a seed for a regeneration
amplifier (RGA). The spectrum of the femtosecond pulses was limited by
a mask placed in the pulse stretcher and the pulse duration was stretched
to the picosecond region. The output pulses of the picosecond regeneration
amplifier were divided in two. One is for the ω1 beam and the other is for
excitation of the optical parametric amplifier (OPA) for the ω2 beam. The
second harmonic of the idler wave from the optical parametric amplifier was
used for the ω2 beam. To obtain the CARS spectrum, the wavelength of
the ω2 beam must be scanning. The wavelength of the picosecond optical
parametric amplifier is tunable by adjusting the angle of the OPA crystal
and the angle of the grating. Stepping motors are attached to the crystal and
the grating in order to control the wavelength of the ω2 beam by a computer.

The ω1 and ω2 beams were collinearly superimposed and were temporally
overlapped by optical delays. These beams were tightly focused by an objec-
tive. The yielded CARS was collected by another objective and detected by
an avalanche detector (APD). The ω1 and ω2 beams were removed by filters,
but CARS radiation was passing through them. The sample was moved by a
piezoelectric stage (PZT) to obtain an image.

The dotted line in Fig. 1.17 shows the obtained CARS spectrum of poly-
styrene beads (diameter = 4.5 μm). The solid line is the Raman spectrum
of the same samples observed by a conventional Raman microscope (JASCO
NRS-2100).
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Fig. 1.17. The spectrum of polystyrene beads observed by conventional Raman
microscopy (solid line) and CARS microscopy (dotted line)

Fig. 1.18. The spectral images observed by the multi-focus CARS microscopy sy-
stem at 990 cm−1 (a) and 1050 cm−1 (b)

A high-intensity band was observed around 1000 cm−1 in both spectra.
This band is the phenyl breathing mode of polystyrene. From the bandwidth
of this band it was found that the resolution of the developed system was
about 30 cm−1. In the CARS spectrum, an offset signal without a Raman
shift dependency was observed and the phenyl breathing mode was about
15 cm−1 down shifted. The offset signal is the nonresonant background, and
it is known that the intensity of the CARS spectrum is proportional to the
square of the conventional Raman spectrum and the nonresonant backgro-
und. We considered that the down shift is the result of interference with the
nonresonant background.

We also constructed a multi-focus CARS microscopy system to shorten
the observation time [25]. Figure 1.18 shows the image of a mixture of poly-
styrene (diameter = 4.5 μm) and glass beads (diameter = 3–5 μm) observed
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Fig. 1.19. The CARS spectra at α and β in Fig. 1.18

by the multi-focus CARS microscopy system at 990 cm−1 near the peak of
the polystyrene band (a) and 1050 cm−1 away from that band (b). The laser
system shown in Fig. 1.16 was also used, and the images were observed with
a 2.5 cm−1 step. The exposure time of the each image was 20 s, which is 100
times shorter than for the stage scanning type.

Figure 1.19 shows the spectra at α and β in Fig. 1.18. These spectra are
clearly different, and it is found that these are a polystyrene bead and a glass
bead. The polystyrene has an intense band at 1000 cm−1, but the glass has
no high-intensity bands around there. It is possible to draw a clear distinction
between polystyrene and glass.

We have developed a CARS microscopy system for the fingerprint re-
gion. The spectral resolution is about 30 cm−1, and the spatial resolution in
the depth direction is 3.2 μm. We have also developed a multi-focus CARS
microscopy system and demonstrated that spectral imaging of a mixture of
polystyrene and glass beads could identify these two substances.

In a CARS spectrum, the nonresonant background without any structure
overlaps with the resonant CARS band, and many bands are closed in the
fingerprint region. As the poor spectral resolution and thelow stability of
laser intensity reduce the contrast of the CARS image nad spectrum, a laser
of narrower spectral bandwidth and higher stability is required for biological
applications.

We used near-infrared lasers to reduce the nonresonant background, be-
cause the intensity of the nonresonant background will be increased when
two-photon absorption exists. However, if the wavelengths of the CARS ex-
citation beams are close to the single-photon absorption of the molecule, the
CARS emission is strongly enhanced by the electronic resonance. It is pos-
sible to obtain information about a specific molecule by electric resonance
enhancement. The wavelength selection of excitation lasers is also important
for CARS microscopy.
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1.4 Transcutaneous Near-Infrared Light Power/
Information Transmission for Implantable
Medical Devices

1.4.1 Feasibility of Powering, Controlling, and Monitoring
Implantable Medical Devices Using Near-Infrared Light

Implantable medical devices assist or substitute for natural organs. Currently,
cardiac pacemakers and cochlear implants are already in practical use. They
are implanted to give signals to organs through electrical stimulation. In
the near future, implantable microelectronic mechanical systems will become
available, which will have more complete functions.

These devices need to be supplied with electric power and/or to commu-
nicate with instruments outside the body. In order to prevent infection, these
two requirements should be met by wireless methods. One promising method
is to use near-infrared light as a medium to transfer power [27,28] and infor-
mation [29–31]. High-efficiency, noninvasive power/information transmission
can be performed by using near-infrared light, because biological tissue exhi-
bits a considerably high transmittance in the near-infrared region. Figure 1.20
shows a schematic diagram of implantable medical devices powered and con-
trolled by near-infrared light. In Fig. 1.20, the implanted devices are equipped
with photoelectric devices for receiving and emitting near-infrared light. For
power supply, as shown in Fig. 1.20a, near-infrared light is sent from outside
the body through the skin to a photodiode (PD) that powers an implanted de-
vice. Near-infrared communication has two functions, as shown in Fig. 1.20b:
controlling and monitoring implanted devices. For controlling an implanted
device, near-infrared light is aimed at a photodiode inside the body to send
signals. For monitoring an implanted device, light transmitted from a light-
emitting diode (LED) or a laser diode (LD) inside the body is detected by a
receiver outside.

Figure 1.21 shows the spectral properties of human skin [32] and photo-
electronic devices. As shown in Fig. 1.21, human skin shows a high transmit-
tance in the near-infrared region. The sensitivity of Si PDs, the most widely
used type of photodetectors, is high for wavelengths of about 900 nm. A light
source can be selected from a wide variety of commercially available LEDs
and LDs in the wavelength range of 700–1000 nm. The efficiency of transfer-
ring power to an implanted photodiode is determined by the product of the
transmittance of the skin and the sensitivity of the photodiode at the wave-
length of a given light source. It follows from Fig. 1.21 that high-efficiency
transmission of light can be performed in the range of 800–1000 nm. In the
following, techniques to transmit power and information are described.
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1.4.2 Transcutaneous Power Transmission
by Near-Infrared Light

Once medical devices are implanted, they are expected to be used for a decade
or more. For their continuous use, they should be powered indefinitely by a
wireless method. To date, the following two methods have been considered to
be practical. One method is to equip an implanted device by a primary bat-
tery. Cardiac pacemakers currently in use are powered with lithium primary
batteries. The other method is to supply electromagnetic power through the
skin, allowing implanted devices to be powered indefinitely from outside the
body. In fact, power transmission by high-frequency electromagnetic induc-
tion is considered promising for driving artificial hearts [30]. However, these
methods have the following disadvantages. Implanted devices using the for-
mer method require an operation every time the battery is replaced by a
new one. The lifetime of batteries for cardiac pacemakers is in the range of
5–10 years. The latter method may cause electromagnetic interference with
surrounding devices. In medical facilities, there are a lot of instruments that
are susceptible to electromagnetic waves.

An alternative to these methods is to use near-infrared light as a medium
to transfer power [27,28]. High-efficiency, noninvasive power transmission can
be expected from this method, because biological tissue exhibits a consider-
ably high transmittance to near-infrared light. To our knowledge, the first
experiment on near-infrared power transmission was reported in 1999 [27]. In
this experiment, a cardiac pacemaker was successfully powered by an implan-
ted photovoltaic cell illuminated with near-infrared light through the skin of
a guinea pig. The light source was an 810 nm near-infrared LD. The thickness
of the skin was 2 mm. This technique is not only noninvasive to tissue but also
almost free from electromagnetic interference with surrounding instruments.

A basic experiment was performed to investigate the efficiency of power
transmission through tissue. Figure 1.22 shows the power density distribu-
tion of near-infrared light diffused by tissue. Samples of chicken were irra-
diated with a laser beam (140 mW, λ = 810 nm), the diameter of which
was determined to be 10 mm by using a circular aperture. Then the diffused
light was detected behind the samples with a PD having a detection area of
1 mm ×1 mm. The thicknesses of the samples were 5 and 10 mm. In Fig. 1.22,
the lateral axis represents the distance between the beam axis and the po-
sition of the PD. As shown in Fig. 1.22, the beam spreads with increasing
thickness of the tissue. The power transmittance can be defined as the inte-
gral of the power density over a sufficiently large area on the samples. From
Fig. 1.22, the power transmittance is as high as 30% and 20% for thicknesses
of 5 and 10 mm, respectively.

Figure 1.23 shows a rechargeable near-infrared power supply. It consists
of an Si single-crystal solar cell array, a rechargeable battery, and a voltage
regulator. The rechargeable battery is a polyacene capacitor (Kanebo). The
voltage regulator is a step-up dc–dc converter (Ricoh). The output of the
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rechargeable power supply

voltage regulator is kept at 3.0 V if sufficient voltage is applied to its input.
Figure 1.24 is a charge/discharge curve obtained for a 25 F polyacene capa-
citor. During the measurement, the regulator output was supplying a power
of 0.2 mW. The power density of the light given to the solar cell array was
46 mW/cm2. The period of illumination for the battery charge was 80 min.
As shown in Fig. 1.24, the regulator output is continuously 3.0 V for more
than 24 h after the discharge starts. Owing to the long life-time of the battery,
this device can be recharged more than 100 000 times.

Recently, we have succeeded in developing an improved version of the
rechargeable near-infrared power supply (Fig. 1.25). The solar cell array used
in the previous version (Fig. 1.23) has been replaced by an Si PIN photodi-
ode array. The power conversion rate of the photodiode array can be as high
as 20%. With the new device, one can supply a charge of 0.5 mAh by illu-
minating the device with 25 mW/cm2 for 15 min. A charge of 0.5 mAh can
operate a commercial cardiac pacemaker, which generally consumes 0.02 mA,
continuously for 24 h. The details of this new device will be reported else-
where [28].

1.4.3 Transcutaneous Information Transmission
by Near-Infrared Light

Near-infrared transcutaneous transmission [29–31] is a promising technique
for communication between an implanted device and its controller or monitor
placed outside the body. One of the greatest advantages of the use of near-
infrared light as a medium is that the light emitted from transmitters does
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Fig. 1.25. A near-infrared power supply having a rechargeable battery charged by
a photodiode array

not interfere with surrounding instruments; nor is the transmitter disturbed
by the surroundings.

The principle of near-infrared transcutaneous transmission is simple, as
shown in Fig. 1.20b. For a better signal-to-noise ratio, the light for transmis-
sion is usually modulated in the following way. First, the transmission light is
intensity-modulated in order to produce a carrier wave. Light from LEDs and
LDs can be easily intensity-modulated by changing the current injected to
them. The carrier wave is then frequency- or phase-modulated according to
a baseband signal. Also, pulse modulation such as pulse interval modulation
is made possible by using a pulse wave as a carrier.

Recently, an implantable transmitter driven by near-infrared laser irra-
diation has been proposed. Figure 1.26 shows a schematic diagram of a near-
infrared telemetry system using such a transmitter. The power necessary
for operating the transmitter is sent to the body from outside it, by near-
infrared light transcutaneous power transmission, as shown in Fig. 1.20a.
In addition, a carrier wave is injected by illuminating the transmitter with
intensity-modulated light. A PD in the transmitter receives the intensity-
modulated light and converts it into an electrical carrier signal. The carrier
signal is then phase-modulated by a modulator inside the transmitter. The
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Fig. 1.26. A near-infrared transcutaneous telemetry system having a transmitter
driven from outside the body

phase-modulated signal is transmitted with a near-infrared LED. For low-
power operation of the transmitter, the intensity of the LED light is set
as low as possible. For selective sensing of the LED light, it is separated
from reflection of LD light by using optical filters. With a synchronous de-
tection technique, the carrier-to-noise ratio can be improved even though
the transmitted light is weak. A compact transmitter based on the above
principle is shown in Fig. 1.27. Figure 1.28 is a result of transmission tests
using the transmitter. It was covered with a chicken sample 3 mm thick, and
transmission was performed through the sample. As shown in Fig. 1.28, the
receiver output (phase) faithfully follows the input signal given to the trans-
mitter (voltage). The details of the proposed transmitter will be reported
elsewhere [31].

1.5 Cell and Nanosurgical Operation with Light

1.5.1 Introduction and Interactions between Ultra-Short Pulses
and Biological Materials

Interactions between light and biological tissues have been studied with in-
creasing interest since the invention of the laser. The ability to focus high
concentrations of radiant power into a biological sample provides unique op-
portunities to examine and modify the biological samples. Lasers have become
commonly used in fluorescence microscopy and, more recently, pulsed lasers
have found widespread biomedical applications such as corrective eye sur-
gery, and may prove to be suitable for dental drilling and macroscale surgery
[33]. These examples are based on the phenomenon that occurs when light
of a peak power density on the order of gigawatts/cm2 to terawatts/cm2 is
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Fig. 1.27. An implantable near-infrared light transmitter driven by light. The
thickness of the transmitter is about 4 mm
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Fig. 1.28. A result of a transmission test using a triangular wave. The transmission
was performed through chicken meat

absorbed locally by the sample. The energy transferred from the photons to
the sample is sufficiently high to tear the sample apart, a process generally
known as laser-induced ablation.
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Fig. 1.29. One-photon versus two-photon absorption

Of particular interest to the biomedical field is that this damage can be
restricted to a small focal zone, making possible a highly accurate method of
cutting biological tissue. The amount by which damage can be restricted to
the irradiated region depends on various parameters, including the illumina-
tion wavelength, pulsewidth, intensity, focusing conditions, and absorption
properties of the sample.

The mechanism by which the sample absorbs light changes with increasing
intensity. At a sufficiently high photon density, photons can be absorbed in
simultaneous pairs or triplets (two- or three-photon absorption). Figure 1.29
illustrates the fundamental principle of two-photon absorption. The two pho-
tons must both be absorbed within 10−15 s and in the same region of the
sample – a process that is low in probability [34]. This ensures that signifi-
cant levels of two-photon absorption are only seen in regions of high photon
density. The effect of this is to reduce the volume in which light is absorbed
and therefore to decrease the volume in which laser-induced damage appears.
Two-photon absorption can be applied in laser and biological material inter-
actions by using near-infrared laser illumination. Many biological materials
do not absorb strongly in the near-infrared, allowing transmission of laser
power through the specimen except for the region in focus, where absorption
of two or more photons occurs [35].

The peak power provided by pulsed laser illumination is sufficiently high
to enable two-photon absorption. Pulsed illumination does, however, have
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other advantages over continuous wave (cw) illumination. At a given mean
power, a pulsed laser has a higher peak power than a cw laser, the peak power
rising as the pulsewidth decreases. Where focused laser light meets a living
cell, the mean power of the laser is a measure of how much overall power the
cell will be subjected to. We can increase the peak or instantaneous pulse
power while retaining the same mean power by decreasing the pulsewidth.
Femtosecond (fs) lasers may have pulsewidths smaller than 80 × 10−15 s.
Focused femtosecond pulses transfer their energy to a cell on a time scale that
is faster than the time taken for heat to thermally diffuse out of the focal
volume [33], effectively confining the absorbed energy to the illumination
zone.

1.5.2 Laser-Induced Disruption in Biomaterials

If sufficient energy is delivered to the sample, an irreversible transition occurs.
Material inside the focal volume can be completely ionized to form plasma,
and although some residual material remains, the focal volume is effectively
destroyed. If the laser is focused at the surface of the sample, the high local
temperature causes some of the material to be ejected at high speed. If, ho-
wever, the focus is beneath the surface of the sample, material is not ejected,
but still undergoes a transition, and the contents of the focal volume are
destroyed.

These effects can be observed at peak power densities on the order of
terawatts/cm2 and exhibit fairly consistent threshold behavior in the depen-
dence of damage on peak laser intensity. Laser ablation thresholds have been
extensively studied in a variety of materials. However, biological materials
are particularly difficult to characterize due to their wide variation in com-
position.

1.5.3 Cell Nanosurgery by Focused Light

Laser-induced disruption can be used as a tool to dissect or modify parts of a
cell by focusing the laser in the region to be modified. Figure 1.30 shows inci-
sions made in the surface of red blood cells using 800 nm 140 fs illumination
at a mean power of 30 mW.

The damage threshold is higher in some areas of cells than in others.
It also increases with depth beneath the cell surface: however, multi-photon
absorption tends to minimize this effect. For characterization purposes, we
measured the dependence of the damage threshold in dye-stained collagen
on the depth beneath the sample surface [36]. Figure 1.31 shows the relation
between the exposure time required to cause damage and the incident pulse
energy (or peak power) for two different depths in a collagen sample. Alt-
hough the damage threshold changes with depth, the functional relationship
is the same, allowing well-controlled micro- or nanoscale manipulation within
a cell.
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Fig. 1.30. Surface incisions created in rat erythrocytes (red blood cells) of sub-
micron width by a NIR laser of 140 fs pulsewidth

Fig. 1.31. The exposure time required to cause laser-induced disruption in Rho-
damine G dye-collagen as a function of average laser power at 2 μm and 15 μm
depths beneath sample surface

In the case of laser-induced disruption in living cells, the contents of the
focal volume are destroyed but the cell as a whole can survive the disruption.
This allows the dissection of cell components as well as investigation of a
cell’s resistance to and recovery from damage. The primary advantage of this
type of submicron-scale surgery is that it allows the possibility of interacting
with and modifying specific regions in a living cell without destroying the
cell as a whole or even damaging the surface membrane of the cell.

1.6 The Manipulation of Living Bodies by Light

The manipulation of living bodies under a microscope is one of the essential
techniques for experiments in biology and medicine. Recently, a manipula-
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tion scheme of such objects with laser light has started to be widely used
[37,38]. This technique is called laser trapping, which enables us to capture a
microscopic object by a radiation pressure force without mechanical contact.
In this section, the mechanism of laser trapping and applications to biological
and medical investigation are described.

1.6.1 Photon Pressure

Photon pressure is the force that is exerted on an object under manipulation
by laser light [39]. The force is caused by momentum change of the photon
when it is scattered by the object. The momentum of each photon is expressed
as hk/2π, where k is the wave vector of the photon and h is Planck’s constant.
The direction of the momentum is equivalent to the propagation of light.
While the propagation direction of light changes through light scattering, the
momentum of the photon changes, so that a force is exerted on the object
according to the momentum conservation theorem. This is photon pressure.

Figure 1.32a shows a schematic diagram of photon pressure exertion, as
a result of light refraction at the surface of a spherical particle both on the
incidence to the particle and on exit. The light ray has a moment p and p′

before and after travelling through the particle. The momentum change p′−p
causes the radiation pressure force f to be exerted on the particle, as shown
in Fig. 1.32a.

If the incident laser beam has an inhomogeneous intensity profile like a
Gaussian beam, the force exerted on the particle has two components; one is
the scattering force F scat and the other is the gradient force F grad [37,39].
The net force F on the particle is described as the summation of these two
forces, as follows:

F = F scat + F grad . (1.3)
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Fig. 1.32. A schematic of laser trapping. a The radiation force exerted on a particle
by scattering. b The radiation force exerted by a converging laser beam acts to keep
the particle at the spot
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The scattering force F scat pushes the particle along the propagation direction
of light. In the case of a weak absorbing particle, such as a metallic particle,
the force generated by light absorption is dominant in the scattering force [40].
The gradient force F grad is exerted on a particle according to the gradient
of the electromagnetic field around the particle. If the incident laser beam
has a Gaussian beam shape, the particle is attracted to the center of the
laser beam by the gradient force. By using this phenomenon, A. Ashkin,
of the AT&T Bell Laboratory, developed an optical levitation technique to
make a microscopic particle hover and translate from position to position,
with a weakly focused laser beam coming from beneath the particle [39,41].
The particle is captured in the lateral direction of the laser beam owing to
the gradient force. In the axial direction the particle is blown upwards by
the scattering force and is stabilized at the point at which the scattering
force is balanced by the gravity on the particle. With the use of optical
levitation, dielectric particles sized from several micrometers up to 100 μm
can be translated.

1.6.2 Three-Dimensional Laser Trapping

In 1986, A. Ashkin invented a method for trapping a small dielectric par-
ticle by the photon pressure exerted by a strongly focused laser beam under
a microscope [37]. In this technique the particle can be trapped in three
dimensions, and translated to an arbitrary location in a sample cuvette.

Figure 1.32b shows a schematic of radiation force generation on a particle
with a strongly converging laser beam. In the figure, the particle is assumed to
be larger than the spot size of the laser beam and to have a higher refractive
index than that of the surroundings. A ray depicted as A–A′ in Fig. 1.32b
generates radiation force fA on the particle, as shown in the figure. Also,
other rays generate radiation forces on the particle in the same manner. The
net radiation force on the particle is given by the summation of such forces
induced by all rays hitting the particle. The net radiation force becomes the
force F shown in the figure. The force pulls the particle into the laser beam
spot, even if the particle is located beneath the spot. The particle, which has
a higher refractive index than that of the surroundings, can be trapped in
three dimensions.

If the particle has a lower refractive index than that of the surroundings,
it is hardly trapped because it is pushed away from the laser beam. Also,
a metallic particle that has a size of the order of a micrometer is barely
trapped in three dimensions, because of reflection on the surface of the metal.
For lower refractive index particles and metallic particles, three-dimensional
laser trapping was demonstrated by Sasaki et al. [42]. In their scheme the
position of a laser beam spot was constantly moved to encircle the particle.
The particle was captured three-dimensionally in the light field surrounding
the particle, like being in a cage. In the case of a sufficiently small metallic
particle compared to the wavelength of the laser beam, the particle can be
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10μm 10μm

(a) (b)

Fig. 1.33. Manipulation of a human red blood cell with a single laser beam. The
arrows indicate the position of the laser beam spot. A trapped cell was first located
near the center of the image (a). By shifting the spot position, the cell was moved
to the right in the image with the spot movement (b). Other cells were not moved
during the manipulation

trapped in three dimensions by radiation force [40,43]. For the trapping of
such particles, the gradient force generated from the laser beam spot that
pulls a particle must be stronger than the scattering force that expels the
particle from the spot.

In the case of trapping in two dimensions, a micrometer-sized metallic
particle on a substrate can be trapped by a strongly focused laser beam [44–
46]. This is explained by optical absorption of the metallic particle. When the
particle is located below the laser beam spot at the distance of the particle
diameter, the net force on the particle by optical absorption is exerted to pull
into the optical axis of the beam. In this case we can trap a metallic particle
on a substrate in the lateral direction, but we cannot lift the particle away
from the substrate in the axial direction.

Figure 1.33 shows the manipulation of a human red blood cell trapped
by a Nd : YAG laser beam (λ = 1064 nm, 2 W). In the microscope images,
first the red blood cell marked by an arrow is trapped around the center of
the image (a), then the cell is translated to the right by moving the spot
position of the laser beam (b). But other red blood cells in the image do not
change their positions, because the laser beam is not irradiated onto these
cells. Only the cell located at the laser beam spot can be manipulated with
the light. This is an advantage of laser trapping. In this experiment the laser
beam was focused with a microscope objective (×100, 1.3 numerical aperture
(NA)) and the spot size of the beam was around 1 μm in diameter.

1.6.3 Force Measurement

In laser trapping the spring constant of the trapping force is small, in the
μN/m order [47]. In comparison with a cantilever for an atomic force micros-
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Fig. 1.34. A schematic of the surface force measurement

cope, the spring constant of the laser trapping force is more than two orders
smaller. According to that property, laser trapping is utilized to measure a
weak force, such as a surface force. For force measurement two schemes are
used: one is by detecting the displacement Δx of the trapped particle to de-
termine the force F with the equation F = −KΔx, where K is the spring
constant of the laser trapping; and the other is by measuring the laser inten-
sity variations to stabilize the particle position with laser intensity feedback.
In the first scheme, the linearity of the trapping force to the particle displa-
cement is assumed to determine the force, and this scheme can be applied
for the measurement of a force that changes not only in strength but also in
its direction. This scheme has been used for the measurement of a surface
force [47] and a driving force on muscle protein [48]. The second scheme can
sensitively detect small variations of force, which do not change direction.
The second scheme has been applied to measure the tension on a string-like
molecule; for example, the pulling force on DNA by RNA polymerase can be
measured, during the transcription of DNA into RNA [49].

Surface force measurement on a small particle from a sample surface has
been performed with laser trapping [47]. In general, the surface force attracts
the particle from a distance of several hundred nanometers from the sample
surface. Below a distance of several tens of nanometers, the particle is repelled
from the sample surface. In the authors’ experiments, a polystyrene particle
was used as the probe particle to measure the surface force. Figure 1.34 shows
the schematic of the surface force measurement by use of a laser trapped
particle. First, the probe particle is trapped far from the sample surface to be
measured and then moved down to the sample surface. At a certain distance,
a surface force starts to work on the particle and the particle is slightly
displaced. The displaced position of the particle is the balanced position
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Fig. 1.35. The surface force as a function of the distance from the surface

between the three forces: the surface force from the surface, gravity, and
the bouyant force on the particle. The trapping force exerted by the laser
beam and the amount of displacement Δz of the particle are related by
Fz = −KzΔz, where Kz is the spring constant of the laser trapping in the z
direction. Considering that the gravity and the bouyant force on the particle
do not change during the measurement, the surface force is obtained from
the displacement measurement.

To measure the particle displacement, evanescent illumination is used. In
the evanescent illumination, a laser beam is incident to a prism attached to
the sample substrate under a total internal reflection condition, and it gene-
rates an evanescent field on the sample surface. The evanescent field decays
in an exponential manner with increase of the distance from the surface. The
decay length, which is defined as the distance from the surface to the point
at which the field intensity decays to 1/e2, is a fraction of the wavelength
of the laser light. If a small particle is located in the evanescent field, the
particle scatters the field and the scattered light can be detected far from
the surface. The scattered light intensity also changes as a function of the
distance between the surface and the particle in an exponential manner. The
relation between the distance and the scattered light intensity is

I = A exp{−2Δz/α} , (1.4)

where α is the decay length of the evanescent field and A is a constant.
From this relation, the displacement of the particle can be obtained through
scattered light intensity measurement.

Figure 1.35 shows a measured result of a surface force on a glass sur-
face. The sample was a clean glass substrate and the probe particle was a
polystyrene latex particle of 1 μm diameter, dispersed in water. The curves
in the figure show the different results taken under three different solution
conditions. Plot (a) is the case of deionized water as surroundings, plot (b)
is that of 0.01 M tris-aminomethane solution, and plot (c) is that of 0.1 M
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tris-aminomethane solution. In all cases, the attractive force starts to work
below a distance of 600 nm, and then the force becomes a maximum around
the distance of 200–400 nm. After that, the force changes direction and the
repulsive component increases. The maximum values of the attractive force
are 5.50 pN, 7.57 pN, and 9.22 pN for (a), (b), and (c), respectively. From
these results, the attractive force from a clean glass substrate is smaller in
the solvent that has greater ion strength. In this experiment, the maximum
and minimum detection limits were 21 pN and 32 fN, respectively. The spring
constant of laser trapping in this experiment was 42 μN/m.

1.6.4 Microscopy with a Laser-Trapped Particle

By the use of a particle trapped by light as a probe, the local mechanical
and optical properties of a sample can be investigated. The surface force
measurement is an example of such an investigation. Furthermore, we may
scan the particle over the sample to achieve local information at each po-
sition and make a map of the achieved information in two dimensions, to
show the sample structure and the distribution of materials on the sample
in more detail. This procedure is regarded as a scanning microscope with a
laser-trapped particle probe. This idea was first demonstrated by Ghislain et
al. as an atomic force microscope [50]. They successfully demonstrated force
measurement by detecting the scattered light from a polystyrene particle sus-
pended near a sample surface. Later, a near-field scanning optical microscope
with a laser-trapped particle (laser trapping NSOM) was reported by Kawata
et al. [51]. In their experiments, the near-field probe was also a polystyrene
particle of 1 μ, irradiated by a laser beam for illumination in the total inter-
nal reflection condition. They measured the intensity of scattered light from
the particle and fluorescence emitted from the sample, to perform scattering
imaging and fluorescence imaging, respectively. Sasaki et al. [52] applied this
probing method for a tiny chemical sensor which could detect pH in the nan-
ometer region. They utilized specially designed fluorescence beads as a probe
that changed the local fluorescence intensity with pH. They trapped a single
fluorescence bead by a laser beam and detected the fluorescence emission
from the bead. They showed that the fluorescence intensity changed with the
changing of the pH of the surroundings.

In 1997, the authors developed a laser trapping NSOM with a three-
dimensionally trapped metallic particle [40,53,54]. Metallic particles have
many important features for near-field imaging, such as a high scattering
efficiency and a large enhancement factor of the near field. In the authors’
experiment, gold colloidal particles of 40 nm diameter were used as near-
field probes. A gold particle has 350 times the scattering efficiency compared
with a glass particle in water, when these particles are much smaller than
the wavelength of light. Hence a gold particle gives a considerable amount of
scattered light from the near-field region on the sample. Also, gold has im-
portant characteristics in that it is quite stable but is easily modified on its
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surface with molecular self-assembly. The surface modification of gold par-
ticles enables us to add specific functionalities on the particles, such as pH
sensing by the change of fluoresence intensity. According to the characteri-
stics, we may use the laser trapping NSOM for nanometric-chemical sensors
which detect specific ions with ultra-high sensitivity, and fluorescence probing
of specific biomolecules on a cell membrane by the use of conjugate materials
fixed on the particle. In this section, the details of the laser trapping NSOM
are described.

The Principle of the Laser Trapping NSOM. Figure 1.36 shows a
schematic of the laser trapping NSOM with a metallic probe particle. An
intense near-infrared laser beam is focused with a microscope objective to
trap a metallic particle. A single metallic particle is suspended near the focal
spot of the laser and approaches a sample surface from beneath. A gold
colloidal particle, which has a diameter of several tens of nanometers, is used
as a near-field probe.

Another laser beam which has a visible wavelength is also focused onto
the particle simultaneously. This laser beam is for illumination on the sample.
The laser beam for illumination is scattered by the probe particle, and then
the scattered light diverges like radiation from a point light source as small
as the diameter of the particle. When the particle is sufficiently close to the
sample surface, the scattered light illuminates a part of the sample as small
as the size of the probe particle and interacts with the material of this region.
The scattered light is collected with the objective and is detected through
a pinhole placed in the image plane of the objective. The detected light
intensity of the scattered light contains local information about the sample,
and therefore the microscope gives the structure and material distribution on
the sample with a higher lateral resolution than the diffraction limit of light.

�����
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Scattered Light
Metallic Probe Particle
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Illumination Laser Beam (Vis)
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Fig. 1.36. Schematics of laser trapping NSOM with a metallic probe particle
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This microscope has the following advantages, as follows. 1) Since the
spring constant for holding a probe particle is so weak, a sample is rarely da-
maged mechanically. 2) There is no need to regulate the distance between the
probe particle and the sample, because the probe particle touches a sample
surface during scanning. 3) Observation with this microscope is done under
water. It is quite useful for biological applications [55] such as fluorescence in
situ hybridization (FISH) [56]. 4) According to the use of a metallic particle,
light intensity scattered by the particle is expected to be much greater than
that from a dielectric particle.

Experimental Setup. Figure 1.37 shows the experimental setup of the
NSOM. The laser for optical trapping is a Nd : YLF laser (TFR, Spectra-
Physics, 2.5 W, 1047 nm wavelength). This laser beam goes into microscope
optics and is focused with an oil immersion objective (UPlan Apo, 100×,
1.35 NA, Olympus). DM1 in microscope optics is a dichroic mirror which
reflects the light of the Nd : YLF laser and transmits visible light. Due to this
mirror, almost none of the light from the Nd : YLF laser penetrates to the
upper part of the microscope optics.

The laser for sample illumination is an air-cooled Ar ion laser (Uniphase,
20 mW, 488 nm wavelength). This laser is also incident on the microscope
optics and is focused onto the probe particle. The spot position of the Ar
ion laser corresponds to that of the Nd : YLF laser. Scattered light from the
probe particle is collected with the objective, and an image is formed at
the position of a pinhole and detected with a photomultiplier tube (PMT)
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Fig. 1.37. The experimental setup of the laser trapping NSOM
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behind the pinhole. The pinhole eliminates undesired light from other parts
of the sample. Sample scanning is done by changing the applied voltage of
a piezo tube. A CCD camera is used to observe the sample surface under a
conventional microscope condition.

Feedback Stabilization of a Particle. According to thermal energy con-
ditions, a probe particle moves continuously in a laser-trapping potential due
to collisions with water molecules (Brownian motion). Due to this Brownian
motion, the intensity of the light scattered from the particle changes over
time. This will cause noise on measured signals when we use the trapped
particle as a near-field probe. This noise affects the maximum resolving po-
wer of the laser-trapping NSOM. Consequently, it is necessary to reduce the
fluctuation of the probe position in order to enhance the resolution of the
NSOM. To reduce the fluctuation of the particle, a feedback stabilization
technique is effective [53].

In the feedback stabilization technique, information about the particle
position is given back to the spot position of the trapping laser beam. The
position of the probe particle is monitored by the detection of the spot posi-
tion. The spot position can be detected sensitively with a quadrant detector
and two sets of deferential amplifiers to calculate the displacement signals of
the spot in the x- and y-directions. To shift the spot position of the trapping
laser beam, two galvanomirrors are used. The angles of the galvanomirrors
are changed to minimize the displacement signals in both x- and y-directions.
The displacement signals in the x- and y-directions are captured on a personal
computer.

Figure 1.38 shows displacement diagrams that depict movements of a
probe particle. Figure 1.38a is the result taken without feedback of the dis-
placement signal to the galvanomirror and Fig. 1.38b is the result taken with
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Fig. 1.38. Particle displacement in an optical trap (experimental data): a without
feedback stabilization of a probe particle; b with feedback stabilization
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feedback. The time interval of the displacement measurement was 10 ms.
The probe particle was a polystyrene latex particle that had a diameter of
1 μm. The standard deviation of the particle position was about 13 nm in
the case without feedback (a), although with feedback the standard devia-
tion of the particle position was reduced to 0.45 nm. From this result, the
feedback method is shown to be effective in stabilizing the position of the
probe particle.

Observation of DNA Molecules with a Laser Trapping NSOM. The
observation of DNA molecules was performed with the laser-trapping NSOM.
DNA molecules were stained with YOYO-1 iodide dye (Molecular Probes,
Inc.) in order to be visualized by fluorescence emission [53,54]. The dye has
an absorption peak at 491 nm wavelength and an excitation peak at 509 nm
wavelength and has a high affinity to bind DNA molecules. The efficiency of
the fluorescent emission from the dye molecule increases significantly after
binding to the DNA.

DNA molecules from calf thymus (Sigma Chemical Co.) were used. The
sample was prepared as follows. First, the DNA was dissolved in water and
stained with YOYO-1 iodide. Then the DNA solution was dropped onto a
silane-coated cover glass. After 5 minutes the glass was rinsed with deionized
water 10 times to wash away unadsorbed DNA molecules.

Figure 1.39 shows an observed result of DNA molecules stained with
YOYO-1 iodide. A gold colloidal particle of 40 nm diameter was used as
the near-field probe. In the middle of the picture an entangled DNA mol-
ecule can be seen. Also, in the left part many aggregated DNA molecules
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Fig. 1.39. DNA molecules observed with a laser-trapping NSOM
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Table 1.1. Factors affecting skin surface temperature

are observed. From these, the laser trapping NSOM can be seen to have the
ability to image biomolecules fixed on a substrate.

1.7 Physiological Function Analysis of the Human
Body and Organ-Using Far-Infrared Imaging

The surface temperature of the human body and organs is determined by
the blood-flow rate, the structure of surface tissue, and the activities of the
neurohumoral system, which regulate heat dissipation from the body surface.
Because of this, we can detect distributions of many physiological functions
from thermal images of the surface of the human body and organs obtained
by far-infrared (FIR) imaging.

1.7.1 Static Analysis of Abnormal Temperature Distribution
on the Skin [57]

In clinical practice, for thermal comfort, we set the examination room to an
ambient temperature that is relatively warm. We refer to this as a thermally
neutral condition, and the patient’s body is able to maintain thermal equili-
brium. The equilibrium condition is at 29–31◦C when light clothes are worn.
Under thermally neutral conditions, heat production and loss by the body are
equal, and the skin-surface temperature is controlled only by the blood-flow
rate of the cutaneous tissue. Under these conditions, it is possible to classify
abnormal thermogram patterns according to their physiological origins. As
shown in Fig. 1.40, many control factors are involved in determination of the
skin-surface temperature [58,59].

The five parameters listed in Table 1.1 might be regarded as the most
fundamental physiological causes of abnormality. In the table, the termino-
logy used is of thermatomes for the specific temperature patterns. The word
thermatome originated in (neuro-)dermatome, and was coined by P. LeRoy
as defining an abnormal segmental pattern of a thermogram caused by di-
sturbances of somatosensory and sympathetic pathways [60]. It is possible to
expand the definition because the word thermatome is appropriate for descri-
bing a regional pathophysiological abnormality. Therefore, a thermatome is
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Fig. 1.40. Factors affecting skin surface temperature

Table 1.2. Factors affecting skin surface temperature

a region within an abnormal thermal image and is associated with a thermo-
physiological disorder [61]. When we classify the applications of clinical ther-
mography, we can indicate each pathophysiological diagnostic principle using
such thermatomal expressions (Table 1.2).

Fundamental Thermo-Physiological Image Expressions

Angiologic Thermatomes. Skin-temperature distribution is determined
primarily by the skin blood flow. Arterial obstruction usually causes a se-
vere drop of peripheral skin temperature in cool and neutral thermal en-
vironments. It is proposed that such images should be called angiologic-
thermatomes because they reflect the local blood-flow distribution. However,
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Fig. 1.41. An angiologic thermatome of a femoral artery obstruction. Left: a stan-
dardized thermogram. Right: asymmetry detection thermogram ([right leg] – [left
leg], displayed on the left side)

it must be emphasized that the name is not based on the original concept of
the angiosome, which is derived from the region of the body used for source
arteries in skin flap transplantation [62]. Figure 1.41 shows a low-temperature
area on the left foot caused by obstruction of the left femoral artery.

Functional Angiologic Thermatomes. The skin blood flow is controlled
by the adrenergic sympathetic nervous systems. In particular, the vasomo-
tor sympathetic nerves in the distal regions of the extremities are composed
only of contractile nerve endings, which control body temperature by vascu-
lar contraction or dilatation. Images with lower temperatures are sometimes
not a result of mechanical obstruction of peripheral arteries, but are due to
functional obstructions, such as the case of Raynaud’s syndrome. The term
functional angiologic thermatome indicates that the lower- or higher-temper-
ature areas are a reflection of functionally reduced or increased blood flow,
respectively. In Fig. 1.42, the left half of the body is at a higher tempera-
ture than the right. The patient suffered from cervical syringomyelia and
shows left-side Horner’s syndrome. The pattern indicates a lack of sympa-
thetic control in the left half of the body, and resembles a thermogram in
stellate ganglion block.

Dermatomal Thermatomes. The sensory nerves are distributed at a par-
ticular vertebral level, with the segment referred to as a sensory dermatome.
As the vasomotor centers of the vertebrate are present in each somatic seg-
ment, skin-temperature distribution within the segments is usually called a
thermatome. Here, they are referred to as dermatomal thermatomes; i.e.,
thermally expressed sensory dermatomes. The terms are usually applied to
the lower-temperature regions produced as a result of radiculopathy. The
sensory segment of skin exhibiting chronic pain coincides with the lower-
temperature area of the extremities (especially the legs and feet). Figure 1.43
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shows a case of L5/S1 lumbar-disk herniation. The area of pain coincides with
the area of lower temperature indicated by the L5/S1 sensory dermatome.
It has been agreed that the area of chronic radiculopathic pain coincides
with the lower-temperature regions and that the dermatomal thermatome is
a good screening tool for the detection of radiculopathic complaints.

Myotomal Thermatome. Recent research has shown that some low-temp-
erature areas can indicate muscular lesions. In particular, areas of low-temp-
erature skin on the surfaces of the body trunk and the medial side of the
extremities may indicate a reduced blood flow or the lower temperature of
a muscle under the skin. Low-temperature zones produced as a result of
whiplash injury or cervical radiculopathy indicate the muscle lesion directly.
The myotomal thermatome is defined as a thermogram expression of muscle
lesions.

Metabolic Thermatome. Thermographic observation can detect abnormal
temperature distributions. Many thermographers consider that hot or cold
spots indicate metabolic abnormalities, and the detection and measurement
of hot spots is still an important factor in the differential diagnosis of tumors
and for making prognoses for inflammatory diseases. The term metabolic
thermatomes refers to a metabolically dominant thermal image. However,
the metabolic image is usually combined with the skin blood-flow image,
which may lead to ambiguity. A thermal stress test is therefore required in
order to distinguish between those two phenomena.

Fig. 1.42. A functional angiologic thermatome of a left-side Horner’s syndrome by
cervical syringomyelia (the right-side image is a time-sequential subtraction image
between the before and after images of the left-side stellate ganglion block)
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Algorithms to Convert Static Physiological Functions. When we de-
scribe the physiological function of a unit element of tissue (a boxel), we
must define at least two more dimensions to an anatomical image, such as
the environmental and intrinsic parameters of the boxel [63]. We should fix or
measure these two extra parameters to diagnose the status of a physiological
function.

Asymmetry Detection Algorithm. Many abnormal temperature distri-
butions have been observed on one side of the body. Breast cancer, Horner’s
symptom and lumbago usually exist on one side of the body. After we develo-
ped a computer thermography system (CTS) [64], we developed a method for
deleting the environmental and intrinsic parameters from a thermal image.
In this method, the thermal image of one side of the body was subtracted
from the corresponding part of the other side [65]. This can be done because
the temperature distribution of the skin shows a symmetric pattern along
the sagittal plane [66]. Thus, we can observe asymmetric abnormalities with-

Fig. 1.43. The patient suffers from pain in the left back lower extremity and foot.
We can detect a low-temperature part from two standardized thermograms (lower
left and lower right). However, if we subtract the temperature of the right leg from
that coincident part of the left leg, and print on the left side, we can see more clearly
the temperature differences between the two sides. The patient was suffering from
sclerotic vertebral canal stenosis at the L5/S1 level and told us that his painful
parts were coincident with the parts where the temperature was lower by 0.6◦C or
more than the right side. If the site shows that an abnormal temperature exists
on one side of the body, we can eliminate personal differences and environmental
effects from the thermograms using this method
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out interference from individual, environmental and anatomical variations
(Fig. 1.43).

Heat-Conduction Formulas at the Skin Surface. Under a thermally
neutral condition (around 29◦C in the nude, or around 25◦C in half-body
exposure), we can write static heat-conduction formulas for the skin sur-
face [67,68]. The parameters of skin-temperature control are composed of
three heat-flux components from the body – radiation (Qr), basic evapora-
tion (Qe), and heat convection (Qf ) – and three heat-production components
– conduction from deep body (Qc), metabolic heat production (Qm), and
blood-flow convected heat (Qb). In the thermally neutral condition, equili-
brium is established at the skin surface:

Qr + Qe + Qf = Qc + Qm + Qb . (1.5)

The parameters are expressed by the following equations:

Qr = Krε(Ts4 − Tw4) = 0.805 × 10−10(Ts4 − Tw4) , (1.6)

Qf = 0.58 × 10−2(Ts − Ta)1.25/D0.25 , (1.7)

Qe = 1.85 × 10−2 , (1.8)

Qc = Kc(Tc − Ts)/3d = 0.93 × 10−2(Tc − Ts)/d , (1.9)

Qm = Mo × S × 2(Ts−Tm)/10 = 1.44 × 10−2 × S × 2(Ts − Tm)/10 ,
(1.10)

Qb = αρcV s(Tb − Ts) × S , (1.11)

where Kr = 4.88 × 10−3 (kcal/m2hK); Ts (K) is the skin temperature; Tw
(K) is the wall temperature; ε = 0.98 (emissivity of skin); D (cm) is the dia-
meter of a model; Ta (K) is the room temperature; Kc = 0.168 (kcal/mhK)
(thermal conductivity of skin); d (cm) is the depth of the core temperature
point from the skin surface; Tm = 309 (K) (standard tissue temperature); S
(cm) is the thickness of the skin; α = 0.8 (counter current heat exchange ratio
in warm conditions); ρc = 0.92 (cal/mlK) (heat capacity of blood); Tb = 310
(K) (blood temperature in the core); and Vs (ml/100 g tissue min) is the
skin blood-flow rate.

These equations become a basic mathematical model for skin temperature
analysis. We can obtain the following and calculate the blood-flow rate of
cutaneous and subcutaneous tissue (Vs):

V s = [Krε(Ts4 − Tw4) + 0.58 × 10−2 × D−0.25(Ts − Ta)1.25

+1.85 × 10−2 − Kc(Tc − Ts)/3d − Mo × S × 2(Ts−Tm)/10]/
αρcS(Tb − Ts) . (1.12)
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Fig. 1.44. In the thermally-neutral condition, heat production and convected heat
are equal within the four layers, and the total system is in equilibrium. Metabolic
heat is produced in the first layer (Qcm) (the body core). This heat is convected to
the second layer of cutaneous and subcutaneous tissue [Qc + Qm + Qb in (1.5)], it
radiates or is convected to the third layer between the clothing and the skin surface
[Qr + Qe + Qf in (1.5)], and it dissipates into the environment (Qrf + Qef + Qff ).
Therefore, in the neutral condition, equations Qcm = Qc +Qm +Qb = Qr +Qe +
Qf = Qf + Qef + Qff are valid

If we can measure deep body temperature and other anatomical parame-
ters, we can convert a thermogram into a blood-flow rate image from (1.12)
(Fig. 1.45) [69]. Theoretically, functional images of other parameters can be
obtained by those formulas.

1.7.2 Dynamic Analysis of Abnormal Temperature Distribution
on the Skin [70]

The physiological procedures described above are performed at thermal equi-
librium. Under thermal nonequilibrium conditions, the dynamic thermal con-
trol process can be observed on the skin. In clinical trials, one solution for
detecting hidden pathophysiological function is to introduce some physical,
chemical, or neurohumoral stress to a patient and then take time-sequential
thermal images.
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Fig. 1.45. The blood-flow rate distribution of cutaneous tissue of hands. The blood-
flow rate (ml/min/100 g cutaneous tissue) of both hands is calculated by (1.12).
The patient was injured on his left hand by pulling it violently in a motorbike
accident. The right image shows a thermogram and the left image shows the blood-
flow rate calculated by (1.12) using the parameters written in the right corner of the
figure. Deep body temperature was measured by a deep body thermometer, using
the Fox’s method. The cutaneous tissue blood flow of the left fingers decreased to
under 5.4 ml/min/100 g tissue

Time-Sequential Image Processing. If the thermal production of a re-
gion does not balance the thermal dissipation, we must add a heat accumula-
tion factor in (1.12). If the observation time is short and the body temperature
and the environmental temperatures (wall temperature and ambient tempe-
rature) are kept constant over this period, we can estimate the quantitative
changes of some physiological parameters under a transient status. The most
dominant parameter is blood flow.

When we administer a vasodilator as a load (Fig. 1.46) [71], or induce
reactive hyperemia using vascular occlusion [72], the environmental tempera-
ture change has negligible effects on skin-temperature control. In such cases,
we should add thermal accumulation item to the equilibrium equation (1.5)
of the thermally neutral condition. If we observe skin-temperature change
(ΔTs) in a short period (Δt), the following equation results:

Cs × ΔTs = ΔQc + ΔQm + ΔQb − (ΔQr + ΔQe + ΔQf) , (1.13)

where Cs is the heat capacity of skin. In this equation, we can neglect me-
tabolism (ΔQm) and evaporation (ΔQe). We analyzed the effect of the re-
gional skin-temperature change on those parameters. If the change is more
than 1◦C and we calculate the contribution rate of each of the parameters
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Fig. 1.46. Time-sequentially subtracted thermograms before and after analgesic
drug injection. The patient suffered from left-foot pain caused by lumbar disk her-
niation. The lower right thermogram shows baseline data. She complained of right
foot pain where the thermogram shows a hypothermic region. Three minutes af-
ter injection of an analgesic (Neurotropin), her pain was diminished and the skin
temperature of her foot was elevated (lower left). When we subtract the baseline
image from the image after injection, we obtain the left upper image. The subtrac-
ted image is called the difference thermogram. The image clearly indicates to us
regions where the temperature was elevated. From (1.15), we understand that the
temperature difference of the image was proportional to the cutaneous blood flow.
The patient’s vascular bed responded to the analgesic and dilated the arterial bed.
We can easily see that the blood-flow rate of the region decreases by functional con-
striction of arteries and not by organic obstruction. The upper right image shows
the mean temperature elevation rate distribution in this three minute perior. If the
interval between the images is shorter and the sensitivity of the machine higher,
the image might show us sympathetic vascular control signals

in (1.6)–(1.11), quantities of heat production and dissipation (i.e. of ΔQr,
ΔQe, and ΔQf) are calculated to be 1/100 of ΔQb [73]. Therefore, the rate
of skin-temperature change in a short time period is calculated by the follo-
wing equation:

Cs × ΔTs = ΔQb + ΔQc = Aρc[ΔV s(Tb − Ts) + V sTs] + KcΔTs .

(1.14)
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Therefore,

C1ΔTs = C2ΔV s + C3 , (1.15)

or, after differentiating, we obtain the following equation:

∂V s

∂t
= C × ∂Ts

∂t
. (1.16)

If we subtract two thermograms after imposing a stress, and consider the
meaning of (1.15), the subtracted image shows us the amount of regional
blood-flow rate change between the two images.

Strong Thermal Stress Application to the Body. There have been
many reports relating to vascular diseases. The cold-water immersion test is
the most prevalent test for identifying peripheral arterial obstruction. Howe-
ver, when we apply the water-immersion test to a patient, the skin-surface
temperature is forcedly changed within a very short period (Fig. 1.47). In
such a case, we must make use of two Newton cooling equations. One is from
the environment to cutaneous tissue and the other is from cutaneous tissue to
subcutaneous tissue. However, we cannot estimate each parameter separately
in clinical use. Therefore, we must make a complicated sensitivity-analysis ta-
ble to analyze the parameters jointly [74].

1.7.3 Dynamic Analysis of the Surface Temperature
of Internal Organs

Recently, following the development of new FIR sensors, which are able to
work without liquid nitrogen cooling, FIR devices have been applied to mea-
sure the surface temperature of internal organs or tissues in an operating
theater. Blood flow, metabolic heat, and environmental temperature deter-
mine the surface temperature of an internal organ. When we expose it to an
environmental temperature, the surface temperature decreases in accordance
with Newton’s cooling law, because its surface lacks thermal insulation tissue.
If there is an arterial network on the surface, we can easily detect the image
and evaluate the status of the blood-flow rate. A coronary arterial network
exists on the cardiac surface. After exposing the heart in the open air, it shows
up clearly. When a clip on a branch of a coronary artery is released after an
anastomosing coronary bypass-graft operation, we can observe the pattern
of warm blood flow running in the peripheral coronary arteries (Fig. 1.48).
The coronary blood-flow rate can be observed remotely and noninvasively. If
a thermal coronary angiography system is installed in the cardiac operating
room, not only the coronary bypass graft operation but also other operations
of open heart surgery can be carried out safely.
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Fig. 1.47. Time-sequentially subtracted thermograms after cold-water immersion
stress to both hands of a Raynaud’s syndrome patient. a The upper row of images
shows, from left to right, the baseline thermogram (0), directly after immersion
in 4◦C water for 10 s (1), 5 min after immersion (2), 10 min after immersion
(3), 20 min after immersion (4), 30 min after immersion (5), and 1 hour after
immersion (6). Before applying the cold-water immersing stress, we cannot detect
the abnormal temperature pattern. However, after applying the load, we can analyze
each finger condition precisely. If we apply image subtraction to the thermogram, we
can find the difference in the blood-flow recovery for each finger. b Time-sequentially
subtracted thermograms: [(a)2−(a)1] (upper left), [(a)3−(a)2] (upper right), [(a)4−
(a)3] (lower left), and the same image of (a)5 in the lower right image. However,
in the cold-water immersing test, not only the skin surface temperature but also
the deep body temperature usually change. Thus, many parameters in (1.6)–(1.11)
might also change. Considering the equations, we should use a milder thermal load
than in this trial
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Fig. 1.48. The blood-flow pattern in a coronary arterial graft and the peripheral
coronary arterial network. An ordinary video image is shown on the left and a
thermal image on the right

Thermal Coronary Angiography (TCA). Thermal coronary angiogra-
phy (TCA) is a cardiac imaging system to apply a far-infrared sensing tech-
nology. The main purpose is to display the coronary arterial network during a
grafting operation on the coronary artery using a noninvasive method. Three
cases of coronary bypass-graft operation were applied with a median sec-
tion of sternum for the feasibility study. The TCA system was composed of
a far-infrared camera (FIR camera), Thermal Vision LAIRD S270 (Nikon),
and a video camera, Handyscope HVS-10 (Aishin Cosmo Co. Ltd.). The FIR
camera has an image sensor with 410,000 picture elements of a PtSi Shottky-
barrier charge-couple device cooled with a Stirling engine, and has a camera
head of 140(W ) × 390(D) × 175(H) mm in size and 9.2 kg in weight. The
FIR camera and the video camera were mounted on an aluminum board
and were assembled into an optical head system [75]. The fused images were
displayed on television monitors in an operating theater through a camera
control system. Images and control signals between the optical head and the
camera control system were connected by an electrically shielded line of 20 m
in length.

1.7.4 Unsolved Problems

There are many applications of FIR imaging. The analysis algorithms for
each system are still being developed. One of the most important problems is
to develop an analysis algorithm for indirect temperature reactions. We have
observed that skin-temperature change occurs at a location that is distant
from the stimulation site. The autonomic nervous system and neuro-humoral
system control cutaneous blood-flow distribution. If we can find the control
algorithms and install them in the image-processing system, we will be able
to detect autonomic nervous system disorders noninvasively. These demands
already exist in the clinical setting, so clinicians should directly communicate
their requirements to thermographers.
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1.8 A New Technology for Detecting
Coronary Artery Disease

1.8.1 Coronary Artery Disease

Coronary artery disease is life threatening and happens due to the gradual
progression of coronary artery stenosis. For the prevention of coronary artery
disease, the detection and suppression of coronary artery stenosis is of most
importance. In general, diagnosis of coronary artery disease is invasively done
by coronary arteriography, following the onset of symptoms of coronary ar-
tery disease. A reliable noninvasive method is required for the early detection
of coronary artery disease and for repeated monitoring of the flow state of
the coronary artery. It is reported that arterial narrowing as small as 25%
can produce post-stenotic turbulence [76–78]. The related auditory response
can be used to detect lesions of the coronary artery [78]. However, occlusions
larger than 95% may not produce noises, since in such instances blood flow is
drastically reduced. In spite of an ongoing effort to develop an instrument to
noninvasively detect coronary disease, a noninvasively detecting device that
is commercially available for clinical use has not yet been developed. Be-
cause coronary artery disease is one of the major causes of mortality in the
developed world, the prompt dissemination of research results is critical to
advancing patient care. In particular, better methods for identifying asym-
ptomatic persons at high risk of developing future clinical coronary artery
disease are needed, so that we can target preventive monitoring methods,
such as noninvasive examination, at those most likely to benefit from such
examinations in a cost-effective fashion.

We have developed a new technology of a noninvasive laser phonocardio-
graph, which is made up of a noncontact ultra-supersensitivity and small mass
laser sensor with low noise and a high gain amplifier and signal processing
approach using a maximum entropy method [79–81].

1.8.2 The Detection of Subclinical Coronary Stenosis

For the prevention of coronary artery disease, the detection and suppression
of subclinical coronary artery stenosis induced by subclinical atherosclerosis is
of most importance. Methods for detecting subclinical atherosclerosis can be
grouped into physiological and anatomical methods. Physiological methods
require some functional impairment of blood flow or another arterial vascular
function. Because acute coronary events are frequently caused by lesions that
represent less than 75% stenosis of the vessel, the goal in identifying persons
at high risk of coronary events is not to identify those with flow-limiting coro-
nary stenoses (as does stress testing) but, rather, to identify persons who are
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at higher statistical risk of having or developing vulnerable coronary lesions.
Therefore, the most promising methods are likely to be those that sensiti-
vely and specifically detect and quantify atherosclerosis rather than stenosis.
Although physiological tests clearly have a role in symptomatic persons and
could have a role in asymptomatic persons, they are not fundamentally tests
designed to detect and quantify subclinical atherosclerotic stenosis.

1.8.3 A Noninvasive Physiological Approach to the Detection
of Coronary Artery Disease

The use of noninvasive physiological methods to examine vascular beds for
the presence of suclinical stenosis prior to the development of symptoms is
an attractive way of identifying high-risk individuals who may be candidates
for more aggressive therapy. Anatomical methods designed to directly detect
and quantify subclinical stenosis noninvasively, that have been tested in large
populations, and clinically available technique, used for intima-medial thickn-
ess are conceptually attractive methods of stratifying selected asymptomatic
persons according to coronary heart disease risk, as a guide to more informed
decisions regarding individualized preventive measures, such as drug therapy
for atherosclerosis reduction. A noninvasive diagnostic system for coronary
artery disease using a specially designed accelerometer has been reported by
only one research group in the United States of America [82]. In this sy-
stem, the vibration sensor is not so supersensitive and has not been put into
practical use.

1.8.4 The Rheological Basis

The theoretical background of the acoustic diagnosis of coronary artery ste-
nosis with our invention is described in the following.

The rheology of the coronary and other arteries as blood shows a feature in
which the viscosity increases with the shear rate increasing: it is handled as a
non-Newtonian incompressible fluid. In the case of fluid with such a viscosity
flowing in a circular pipe the diameter and flow rate of which completely
change, the flow pattern is divided into two different flows, namely laminar
flow and turbulent flow.

Given that the maximum diameter of the right or left coronary artery
in the trunk is about 5–6 mm, it is considered that the Reynolds number
in the trunk of the right or left coronary artery is about 200–300 in the rest
condition and about 1500 or less in intense motion: therefore turbulent flow is
not generated in the coronary artery through all the cardiac cycle. However,
in the case that a local change of a diameter of the blood vessel is generated
by deformation of the vessel wall.
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Local Turbulence of a Blood-Flow “Jet.” The factor causing local tur-
bulence of blood flow is described in the following. When the blood vessel in
the heart ventricle wall is strongly compressed by contraction of the cardiac
muscle, the coronary blood flow decreases. Therefore, the coronary blood flow
mainly flows during cardiac muscle diastole, which is different from other ar-
teries. Also, the left ventricle wall is thicker than that of the right ventricle:
therefore, the left coronary artery blood flow is accelerated at diastole, and it
reaches the maximum blood flow from almost zero. When stenosis occurs, the
fluid is accelerated at diastole, and it is immediately decelerated afterwards.

Transmission of the Jet Vibration to the Chest Wall. There have
been several cases in the past in which the stenotic murmur of the coronary
artery could be detected in a clinical demonstration [83–86]. The murmur
generally cannot be detected, as it is very minute and is attenuated in in-
verse proportion to involution of a frequency from a source of vibration. It
is considered as a cause that the murmur has been buried in other biological
vibrations with the attenuation. The vibration of coronary artery stenosis,
which is very minute, intermingles with the displacement vibration of the
surface are amplifier processing, signal processing are carried out by using
the high-resoluble

In what follows, the measuring principle is described. The vibration signal,
which is a mechanical and physical signal, arises in the body.

On the vibration signal, there are heart sounds that derives from swit-
ching of the heart valve (the sound generated as the atrioventricular valve
between the atrium and the heart ventricle closes), heart sounds generated
as an arterial valve between a blood vessel and the heart ventricle closes,
extra heart sounds, valve abnormal sounds, and a murmur that derives from
coronary artery disease. The vibration signal travels to the body surface, cau-
sing biotissue to vibrate. The mechanical vibration transmitted to the chest
wall becomes a displacement signal. At the body surface, the heart sound
and cardiac murmur that are detected by a stethoscope as vibration of the
surface are caught and are recorded by a phonocardiograph, which produces
a displacement signal.

The turbulent flow murmur vibration based on stenosis, diastole coronary
artery and other sources is buried in the overall noise because the amplitude
is very weak, compared with the usual heart sound and murmur, and the
frequency band of the vibration shifts into the high-frequency area. There is
also the displacement signal on the chest wall. Generally, in the record using
the phonocardiograph, the stenotic vibration is buried in the basic line, and
it cannot be detected and distinguished as a stenotic murmur because the
vibration is very minute.
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1.8.5 The Impossibility of Conventional Standard
Phonocardiography Technology

It is regulated in the conventional industrial standard that a phonocardio-
graph can detect a heart sound signal with frequency between 20 and 600 Hz,
and the heart sound signal is that vibration signal deriving from the heart
and blood vessels and transmitted to the body surface, which contains any
cardiac murmur.

The phonocardiograph comprises a heart sound microphone, an equalizer
(in the case of using a direct conductive microphone, such as an accelerometer
microphone or a velocity microphone), a heart sound recorder, an electrocar-
diographic signal power supply, and it records the heart sound signal and the
electrocardiographic signal simultaneously.

The measurement of the phonocardiograph in accordance with the inter-
national industrial standard is for detecting actuation abnormalities of valves
and the existence of an intracardiac shunt.

However, in regard to the very minute signal driving from the coronary
artery stenoses during diastole and having a wide frequency band between 200
and 1200 Hz, it is impossible to match the acoustic impedance between the
heart sound microphone and body surface if the weight of the microphone
is not 5 g or less and ideally 1 g [78]. Therefore, it is impossible for the
phonocardiograph, in accordance with the international industrial standard,
to detect the very minute acoustic vibration signal between 200 and 1200 Hz,
as mentioned above.

1. In conventional practice, this very minute vibration signal in the fre-
quency band between 200 and 1200 Hz is outside the international in-
dustrial standard, and the signal is outside the frequency range of the
measured object of the phonocardiograph. As the vibration intensity of
such a very minute vibration signal is very weak, it needs to be ampli-
fied to over 100 dB in order to make the signal the measured object.
In the case of using an acoustic vibration sensor, such as a microphone
and an accelerometer, as the detecting sensor of the phonocardiograph
for the above amplification, the matching of acoustic impedance between
the sensor and the body surface cannot be undertaken, since the weight
of the sensor becomes over 200 g.

2. Although the sensor technology by the displacement gauge principle is
the conventional practice, satisfactory detection cannot be carried out
because the sensitivity is insufficient and the vibration signal of the object
is buried in the noise.

3. The time resolution is also insufficient in conventional practice, using a
vibration sensor such as a microphone with vibrating plate resonance or
an accelerometer with charge generation based on enclosure resonance.

4. There is no system that can perceive and detect very minute displacement
vibration signals such as the coronary artery stenotic, diastolic and other
murmurs. To detect the very minute signal, transmission of the stenotic
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vibration is needed, which is difficult to achieve in a conventional phono-
cardiograph in view of the objective vibration frequency band, the degree
of amplilfication, the signal-to-noise ratio and other factors. The essential
problem is that the microphone, which captures the vibration signal, has
an important defect. This defect is that the vibration transmitting cha-
racteristics of the chest structure are lowered and changed by the weight
of the microphone; in other words, a mismatch of the acoustic impedance
is generated, because the microphone contacts the body surface (using
the contacting technique of a vibration perception detector).

1.8.6 The Theoretical Basis for the New Technology

It has been known in our previous research that the resolution of the vibration
detector is not sufficient even if such a supersensitive accelerometer is used.
A noncontacting technique has to be chosen as a structure for the vibration
perception detector in order to detect the vibration at the body surface. In
order to detect the very minute displacement amplitude accurately, a laser
beam of which the monochromaticality, directionality, and convergence are
excellent is the only choise at the present time. The transitivity of that laser
beam must be low, and the reflectivity high, while the light source focus
should be as small as possible.

The displacement signal measured by the laser displacement gauge is in-
tegrated by the chest tissue, while the acceleration signal due to stenosis
and diastole are transmitted to the chest wall. The frequency domain can
distinguish the detected displacement signal on the chest wall, since the fre-
quency of the displacement signal of the vibration does not change: only the
phase changes. Thus, coronary artery disease can be diagnosed through di-
stinguishing the displacement signal containing the turbulent flow vibration
deriving from coronary artery stenosis in the frequency domain. The ampli-
tude strength can be distinguished as a power.

The new technology is a high-resolution phonocardiography technique
that allows detection and analysis of low-amplitude phocardiographic signals
that may not be detected on the body surface by routine measurements.

Our aim is to provide a state-of-the-art review of the noninvasive detec-
tion of coronary stenotic murmurs. Theoretical and technical principles are
discussed in detail. It is a potentially powerful technique, but one that is
still in need of further technical refinement before it can be introduced into
routine clinical use. While the light microscope reveals important cell struc-
tures, such as the cell membrane, cytoplasm, and nucleus, it gives us little, if
any, information on mitochondria, the Golgi apparatus, ribosomes, and so on,
and conventional phonocardiograms only provide heart sounds and cardiac
murmurs that correspond to blood flows in cardiac cavities in that order.
Only with higher-resolution techniques, the electron microscope for anatomi-
cal studies and high-resolution phonocardiography in our case, can we detect
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other crucial events in coronary blood-flow states, which are not represented
by waveforms in conventional standard phonocardiography.

1.8.7 The Principles of the New Laser
Phonocardiography Technology

It is a primary objective of this invention to provide an acoustic and nonin-
vasive diagnostic system for coronary artery disease and other conditions,
which can detect the vibration signal of a murmur deriving from a shape
abnormality such as stenosis of a blood vessel like the coronary artery. De-
tection of the vibration signal of the murmur deriving from stenosis of the
coronary artery in its early stages provides the possibility of diagnosing ab-
normal condition, preventing and treating heart disease and other conditions.
According to the present invention, in one aspect thereof, there is provided
an (acoustically noninvasive) diagnostic system for coronary artery disease
and other conditions comprising a detector for the vibration signal from a
subject using pulsed laser beam, which is placed apart from the subject, and
a detector of vibration signal detected by the detector of vibration signal of
environmental noise, and vibration signal detected by the detector of vibra-
tion signal of subject and the detector of vibration signal of environmental
noise is filtered for canceling internal noise and external noise, and filtered
vibration signal is amplified and recorded. That is to say, it comprises a com-
plex multiple vibration sensor system with a detector of the vibration signal
from the subject using the pulsed laser beam and a detector for the vibration
signal from environmental noise, and a processing facility that cancels the
internal noise of the measuring instrument and the external noise, amplifies
only the very minute vibration signal deriving from stenosis of the coronary
artery on the body surface, and records the vibration signal as data.

According to the present invention, in another aspect thereof, a diagnostic
system for coronary artery disease and other conditions is provided, which is
characterized in that the said detector of the vibration signal of the subject
has one or several laser source heads and vibration detective sensors with a
laser displacement gauge and a three-axis accelerometer. In our invention,
perception and detection of the stenotic vibration signal on the body surface
is conducted using a noncontacting technique, and a pulsed laser beam is
used in the vibration detecting sensor for the input vibration signal, which
is harmless to the skin. The laser source head is fixed to a support or is slid
along the support, and is incorporated in the sensor system.

According to the present invention, in still further aspect thereof, there is
provided a diagnostic method for coronary artery disease and others compri-
ses the steps of detecting vibration signal by a detector of vibration signal of
subject using pulsed laser beam which is placed apart from the subject and
a detector of vibration signal of environmental noise, filtering said vibration
signal to cancel internal noise and external noise, amplifying the filtered vi-
bration signal and recording said filtered vibration signal. That is to say, the
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diagnostic method for coronary artery disease and other conditions perceives
and detects the very minute vibration signal of the murmur deriving from
stenosis of the coronary artery on the body surface in a noncontacting tech-
nique by using the above diagnostic system for coronary artery disease and
other conditions using a pulsed laser beam that is harmless to skin tissue.

The foregoing objects, other objects as well as the specific construction
and function of the present invention will become apparent and understanda-
ble from the following detailed explanation thereof, when read in conjunction
with the accompanying drawing.

1.8.8 The New Laser Phonocardiography Technology Design

The present invention, with a complex, multiple sensor system, has a vibra-
tion displacement gauge that utilizes the Doppler phenomenon and regular
reflection and diffuse reflection of the laser diode visible pulsed laser beam on
the body surface. Based on the data gathered by basic research done up to
now, in order to set the measuring range, the working distance, the resolution
for entering the frequency and the amplitude of the displacement element of
the very minute stenotic murmur of the coronary artery containing each dis-
placement element of respiratory movement, the heartbeat fluctuation com-
ponent, and the heart murmur fluctuation component in the displacement of
the chest wall in the dynamic range, the wavelength of the pulsed laser beam
should be 760 nm, the pulse duration 10 nm, and the sampling frequency
50 kHz. The laser safety standard is class 2 (“class 2” in the following), for
example.

A supersensitive and high-resolution three-axis accelerometer is attached
to the laser source head in order to the detect vibration signal from the inter-
nal noise and the external noise deriving from the environment of the laser
source head, which is included in a complex sensor. Since measurement at the
bedside is disturbed by noise, the accuracy of the measurement is reduced
or the measurement itself cannot be carried out. Therefore, the supersen-
sitive three-axis accelerometer is incorporated in the system as a vibration
sensor, in order to monitor the vibration signal from the internal noise and
the external noise deriving from the environment of the laser source head
directly and visually as a noise signal to correct, and cancel, the above vibra-
tion signal from the vibration signal of the body surface as a vibration signal
to be measured by using time averaging, an ensemble mean, the differential
composition of the bridge circuit, and other techniqes.

The detector of the vibration signal of the measured object with the
united complex sensor is fixed to a support, and is allowed to slide along this
support. The measuring equation is set in the complex-multiple sensor system
or the diagnostic system in order to remove environmental noise: accordingly,
the specific fixed apparatus or device which has been considered up to now
is not required. A supersensitive microphone is incorporated in the system
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in order to monitor the environmental noise deriving from the measuring
environment.

Therefore, the system can monitor the vibration signal of the environ-
mental noise by visualizing it as a referred vibration signal of the environ-
mental noise, and cancel the vibration signal of the environmental noise from
the vibration signal of the body surface as a vibration signal to be measured.

A number of high damping gradient filters (about 1000 dB/octave) are put
on an amplifier with low noise and a high amplification factor. This may form
a system that measured displacement of such a system from the laser source
is extracted as an acceleration signal by combining differentiating circuits,
and is displayed and recorded. As mentioned above, the noise is removed on
the hardware. Each objective amplified signal is converted into the frequency
domain by a signal processing method such as linear prediction processing
and is made to be a power spectrum. Thereafter, the noise signal is canceled
from the objective measured signal and only the frequency of the objective
signal is extracted, displayed, and recorded.

The coronary artery blood flow causing the objective measured signal is
the flow during the heartbeat diastole. The frequency band is designed to be
of 100 Hz width (recently of 10 Hz width), as it is an unsteady quantity with
fluctuation. The domain from (II) heart sound being stop consonant of arte-
rial valve in the heart sound to the time after 100 ms of the (II) heart sounds
in the maximum is recorded for ten heartbeats. Therefore, the measuring
time is about 10 s, and this time is much shorter than the measuring time of
the electrocardiogram, the 24 h electrocardiogram (conventionally called the
Holter ECG), the motion loaded electrocardiogram, or the scintigram in the
conventional noninvasive examination of coronary artery disease.

The software supplements the low signal-to-noise ratio in the hardware in
the measuring system, and the noise element entering from the commercial
power supply is removed by using a filter transformer. There, the measuring
system is the sensor fusion measuring system as a whole.

1.8.9 The Details of the Prototype Device

The measuring principle of displacement of vibration utilizing a pulsed la-
ser beam is shown in Fig. 1.49 (currently, combined with a pulse Doppler
method).

A class 2 laser diode is used as a laser beam, being harmless to humans,
and the near infrared area of 670 nm wavelength is utilized. The displace-
ment is outputed as a displacement magnitude signal (shown as AB and A′B′

in Fig. 1.49), which is based on the principle of triangulation. The minute
vibration of the light source is generated in the environment even if the la-
ser beam is used as the signal detecting medium, and this becomes internal
noise deriving from the measuring system. Therefore, measurement with mo-
nitoring is also carried out to cancel this internal noise. Furthermore, as the
minute vibration of the body of the subject also becomes a kind of internal
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Fig. 1.49. A diagram showing the measuring principle of displacement of vibration
utilizing pulsed laser beam. 1: laser diode driving circuit, 2: a projection of the laser
beam, 3: reception lens, and 4: light position detecting element

noise deriving from the measuring system, measurement with monitoring is
also carried out in order to cancel this internal noise.

The displacement of the body surface due to respiration and the displa-
cement of the body surface due to heartbeats and other movements become
mixed in the detected displacement magnitude signal as internal noise of the
measured object. In order to narrow down the signal frequency, which is ne-
cessary for the distinction of the signal of the vibration deriving from the
coronary artery disease, the displacement signal is passed through a low-pass
filter and a high-pass filter which have sufficient attenuating gradients.

As described above, the acceleration signal deriving from coronary artery
stenosis during diastole becomes the displacement signal by being passed
through the body tissue. Therefore, it is necessary to differentiate the dis-
placement signal of the body surface, which is detected by using the laser
beam as a signal-detecting medium on the principle of triangulation, in order
to convert it into an acceleration signal. And the frequency domain as the
frequency of that does not change can distinguish the displacement signal by
the differential and integral operation.

The signal from the measured object can be taken out of the time domain
as necessary. As the signal of the measured object deriving from coronary ar-
tery disease is based on the beating period of the heart, an electrocardiogram
is used as the scale of the time domain.
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Fig. 1.50. A diagram showing the layout of the diagnostic system for coronary
artery disease and other conditions in the present invention

In the electrical processing of the measurement signal, in order to reduce
systematic errors, a power supply that sufficiently takes into consideration the
internal noise deriving from the measuring apparatus and the noise entering
the measuring system and the ultra-low noise and supersensitive amplifiers
and others are used, and the connection method and others are done.

The stenotic murmur signal in the measured signal of the outputting ob-
ject is formed as a whole, and contains the remaining noise signal deriving
from the measuring system, which cannot be removed, and the noise signal
deriving from the measured object. In order to acquire the signal of the mea-
sured object, which is buried in the noise by exceeding the signal-to-noise
ratio of the system, it is separated from the other noise by using a signal-
processing technique, which follows our earlier research. It has known from
our earlier research that the frequency of the noise vibration of the steno-
tic murmur and its power value are determined by the internal diameter of
the stenotic site, the flow velocity, the viscosity of the blood, and other fac-
tors. Therefore, conversion into the frequency domain compares the signal
of the object. Then, it is displayed as the power value of the generating fre-
quency after conversion into the frequency domain by using the maximum
entropy method (MEM) as a means of linear prediction. In this form, it is
measured by using the complex multiple sensor system shown in Fig. 1.50 as
a basic measuring system. In Fig. 1.50, 21 is the detector of the vibration
signal of the measured object, which has one or a number of laser source
heads and a vibration detecting sensor of the measured object (complex sen-
sor) with a laser displacement gauge and a three-axis accelerometer, 22 is
a vibration-detecting sensor of environmental noise for a bed using a three-
axial accelerometer in a detector of vibration signal of environmental noise
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for a bed, which is incorporated with the detector of vibration signal of mea-
sured of measured object into the system, 23 is a supersensitive condenser
microphone for detecting the external noise of the measuring environment,
which is included with 22 in the detector of the vibration signal of the envi-
ronmental noise, and which is fixed in the same way as the laser source head
and is incorporated into the system with the detector of the vibration signal
of the measured object.

Furthermore, in Fig. 1.50, 24 is a consultation bed, 25 is the subject, 26 is
an electrocardiogram, 27 is a filter that has a high-pass filter and a low-pass-
filter, 28 is an amplifier, and 29 is a DAT (digital audiotape) recorder. The
united detector of the vibration signal of measured object 21 is placed apart
from the subject 25, and may be attached to a fixed support 30 or be made
to slide along the fixed support 30. The murmurs and internal and external
noises are detected by the detector of the vibration signal of the measured
object and the detector of the vibration signal of the environmental noise,
and the vibration signal containing the murmur and the internal and external
noises is sent to the filter 27. The filtered vibration signal is amplified by the
amplifier 28 and is recorded on the DAT recorder 30.

1.8.10 Data Acquisition of the Vibratory Signal
of the Anterior Chest Wall

It is possible to measure in a lying position (supine) or in a sitting position
and others because the measurement is done using a noncontacting technique.
It is measured by fixing a projecting laser beam to the left sternal border
of the left fourth intercostal space, which corresponds to the front of the
heart, or by sliding a number of laser source heads or one laser source head
over the left back in a position without lung respiration. The reason for
measuring without respiration is to avoid the effect of vesicular sound from
the anatomical respiration. In our earlier research, it has been found that the
frequency band of the stenotic vibration deriving from the coronary artery
stenosis ranges from almost 200 Hz to 1000 Hz. The signal is filtered by
the high-pass filter at 200 Hz and by the low-pass filter at 1000 Hz, and
it is possible to set the system from 100 Hz to 1000 Hz. According to the
superscription, it is possible to acquire the above frequency band with an
excellent signal-to-noise ratio. The gain of the amplifier 28 is approximately
set from 200 times to 1000 times. The measurement is done for ten heartbeats
of a subject; that is, for about 10 s. This measured signal is recorded with
the electrocardiogram signal in the DAT 29.

1.8.11 Signal Processing

The acquired signal is converted from analog to digital at 2 kHz as a sampling
frequency, and is incorporated into the computer. The maximum entropy
method (MEM) is used for analyzing in the frequency domain. The objective
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Fig. 1.51. A histogram showing several instances of mean values of the power
spectrum strength of ten heartbeats

position of the frequency (spectrum) analysis is set at auxocardia from the
R-R interval on the electrocardiogram. Although the spectral power by the
MEM is shown as a relative value, it needs to be compared not by a relative
value but by an absolute value. Then, the power spectral density is integrated
on each 100 Hz frequency band. The reason for the 100 Hz interval is that it
seems that the coronary rate of the blood flow in heart diastole is changeable
and unsteady.

The histogram shows several instances of the mean value of the power
spectrum strength of ten heartbeats, as shown in Fig. 1.51. F, A, B, and
others in Fig. 1.51 are the testee, and after B is a testee after a coronary
artery bypass operation. In Fig. 1.51, the abscissa shows the frequency and
the ordinate shows the power spectrum. The rows of the amplitude strength
correspond to the number of stenotic sites. By comparing the histogram with
the findings of the coronary angiography that is done independently, it is
found that a vibration with a strong power spectrum is the vibration of the
stenotic murmur.

A histogram showing a preoperative and a postoperative instance of the
mean value of the power spectrum strength of ten heartbeats of the coronary
artery bypass operative patient is shown in Fig. 1.52. B shows the preopera-
tive stage and after B shows the postoperative stage in Fig. 1.52. It is known
that the noise at the stenotic site disappears due to the superfluous vibration,
since the stenosis is canceled by formation of the bypass and the blood flow
increases.
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Fig. 1.52. A histogram showing a preoperative and postoperative instance of the
mean value of the power spectrum strength of ten heartbeats of a coronary artery
bypass patient

The dynamic flow imaging of coronary blood flows can be analyzed by
the new technology using calculations of time serial signals, power spectral
densities, and trajectories. Detailed data showed that the turbulence flows
due to stenosis and calcification of the coronary artery, restenosis, or rem-
nants of stenosis after PTCA and little improvement of coronary artery flow
following CABG had produced chaos in coronary blood flow. The diastolic
noises detected on the anterior chest wall were analyzed to determine whether
or not multi-periodic or chaotic signals had been contained. In the normal
coronary artery, the flow dynamics showed quasi-periodic cycles. Turbulent
flows produced chaos in the coronary blood flow in the atherosclerotic coro-
nary artery. The trajectory is a useful tool as an indicator of the coronary
flow dynamics.

1.8.12 The Future of the New Laser Phonocardiography
Technology

The present invention is aimed at providing a diagnostic system for coronary
artery disease and other conditions, and a diagnostic method using the above
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diagnostic system, which can detect vibration signals of murmurs deriving
from stenosis of the coronary artery in their early stages, that it is possible
to diagnose abnormal conditions, and prevent and treat heart disease. What
has been shown is a diagnostic system for coronary artery disease comprising
a detector of the vibration signal of environmental noise, and vibration signal
detected by the detector of vibration signal of subject and the detector of the
detector of vibration signal of environmental noise is filtered to cancel internal
noise and external noise, and the filtered vibration signal is amplified and
recorded. The above detector of the vibration signal of the subject has one
or a number of laser source heads and a vibration detecting sensor with a
laser displacement gauge and a three-axis accelerometer, and the detector of
the vibration signal of the environmental noise has a three-axis accelerometer
and a supersensitive microphone.

The new technique is a potentially powerful technique, but it is still in
need of further technical refinement before it is introduced for routine clinical
use.

A visual presentation of comparativ signal spectra can be provided on the
CRT in the form of a side-by-side window or split-screen presentation of the
earlier spectra and the later spectra, or an overlay presentation.
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2 Imaging of Tissue/Organs with Ultrasound

M. Hori, T. Masuyama, K. Baba, O. Ohshiro, K. Ishihara, and H. Kondo

2.1 Ultrasonic Biological Measurement
(Ultrasonography)

2.1.1 The Principle of Ultrasonography

By definition, ultrasound is sound with a frequency greater than 20 000 cycles
per second; that is, the sound is above the audible range. The principal ad-
vantages of high-frequency sound or ultrasound as a medical diagnostic tool
are: 1) ultrasound can be directed in a beam, 2) it obeys the laws of reflection
and refraction, and 3) it is reflected by objects of small size. The principal
disadvantage of ultrasound is that it propagates poorly through a gaseous
medium. When discussing any type of sound, one must understand what a
cycle, wavelength, velocity, and frequencies are. A sound wave is a series of
compressions and rarefactions, and these changes are frequently depicted as
a sine wave, with the peak of the hill representing the pressure maximum
and the nadir of the valley the pressure minimum. The combination of one
compression and one rarefaction represents one cycle, and the distance bet-
ween the peak compression of one cycle to the next is the wavelength. The
velocity represents the speed at which sound waves travel through a parti-
cular medium. The frequency is the number of cycles in a given time. Thus,
the velocity is equal to the frequency times the wavelength. The velocity at
which sound travels through a medium depends on the density and elastic
properties of the medium. In other words, sound travels faster through a
dense medium than through a less dense substance. Velocity also depends on
temperature. The velocity of sound is fairly constant for human soft tissue,
approximately 1540 m/s (meters per second).

When sound travels through a medium, it shows different forms of be-
havior depending on the acoustic impedance of the medium. By definition,
the acoustic impedance is the density of the medium times the velocity with
which sound travels through that medium. As a sound wave travels through
a homogeneous medium, it essentially continues in a straight line. When the
beam reaches an interface between two media with different acoustic impe-
dances, it undergoes reflection and refraction. The amount of sound that is
reflected depends on the degree of difference between the two media; i.e., the
greater the acoustic mismatch, the greater the amount of sound reflected.
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Fig. 2.1. The block diagram of the components of an ultrasonic echograph

For example, more sound is reflected from an interface between gaseous and
solid media than from a liquid–solid interface. Whether the ultrasound is re-
flected by an interface also depends on the relative sizes of the mismatched
media and the wavelength. The total thickness presented to the ultrasonic
beam must be at least one fourth the wavelength of the sound. Thus, ultraso-
und with a higher frequency or a shorter wavelength can reflect sound from
smaller objects. The loss of ultrasound as it traverses a medium is known as
attenuation, which is a combination of absorption and scattering.

The instrument used to create an image using ultrasound is known as an
echograph. Figure 2.1 shows a block diagram of an echograph. The trans-
ducer both sends and receives the ultrasound, and the transmitter regulates
the sending of the ultrasound by way of a timer that controls the duration
and frequency of the ultrasonic pulse. The transducer converts the returning
echoes to electrical impulses, which in turn go to the receiver and the signal
amplifier. The returning echoes or impulses are processed so that they can
be displayed. The impulse is converted from a spike to a dot and, within
limits, the taller the echo, the brighter the dot. This presentation is known
as B-mode, the B standing for brightness. This type of display was the back-
bone of ultrasonography for many years. If the interface from which the echo
is derived is constantly moving, then the echo position changes constantly
with reference to the transducer. The echo signal moves back and forth on
the face of the display. If the intensity-modulated dots sweep from left to
right, M-mode tracing, where M stands for motion, is obtainable. If the spa-
tial orientation of the transducer is tracked electronically, one could obtain
a spatially oriented M-mode examination (Fig. 2.2). In this figure, when the
ultrasonic transducer is close to the top of the beaker, it traverses the circular
object at the point at which the two echoes are relatively close together (A).
When the transducer is moved downward, the two B-mode echoes are farther
apart and in the center of the display (B), and then the two echoes are closer
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Fig. 2.2. A spatially oriented M-mode examination for two-dimensional imaging

together (C). In combination, these dots reveal the shape and size of the
object being examined (D).

2.1.2 The Doppler Technique

The Doppler technique is playing an increasingly important role in ultrasound
examination, particularly of the heart. There have been significant advances
in Doppler instrumentation and in our understanding of how this information
can be clinically useful. The Doppler examination is based on the Doppler
effect first described by Christian Johann Doppler in 1842. If a source of sound
is stationary, then the wavelength and frequency of the sound emanating from
that source are constant. If, however, the source of the sound is moving toward
one’s ear, then the wavelength is decreasing and the frequency is increasing.
If the source of sound moves away from the ear, then the wavelength is
increasing and the frequency decreasing. Figure 2.3 demonstrates how one
can use reflected sound to determine the motion of a target that reflects the
ultrasound. Briefly speaking, the Doppler shift, or frequency, represents the
difference between the received and the transmitted frequencies. The relation
between the reflected frequency (fr) and transmitted frequency (ft) differs
depending on the direction of the movement of the target. The faster the
movement, the larger the difference is between fr and ft.

There are at least three kinds of Doppler ultrasound: continuous-wave
Doppler, pulsed-wave Doppler, and color Doppler techniques. Figure 2.3 il-
lustrates the principle of continuous-wave Doppler ultrasound. One uses two
transducers, a transmitter and a receiver, or a transducer with both trans-
mitter and receiver elements. Because the ultrasonic beam is constant, all the
moving targets within the beam produce Doppler signals. There is no way
knowing where the individual target might be with relation to the transdu-
cer. In addition, one cannot determine how many moving targets there are
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Fig. 2.3. Drawings demonstrating the Doppler effect using reflected sound from
a target

within the beam. Thus, to overcome these problems, the pulsed-wave Dopp-
ler technique has been invented. By sending a short burst of ultrasound, the
frequency of that burst is distorted if the target from which it is reflected is
moving. Similarly to the continuous-wave Doppler technique, when the target
is moving, the frequency of the received burst of ultrasound alters, reflecting
the direction of the movement and the velocity. One may determine velo-
city just as with the continuous wave approach. The major disadvantage of
pulsed-wave Doppler is that the velocity that one can measure is limited.
The pulsed system inherently has a pulse repetition frequency (PRF). The
PRF determines how high a Doppler frequency the pulse system can detect
(the Nyquist limit). A combination of Doppler and two-dimensional echo was
developed for flow mapping (color Doppler). This approach utilizes multiple
Doppler gates, which register the Doppler signals rapidly. Because the flow
patterns are dramatically displayed using the flow mapping technique, this
approach is currently the most frequently used Doppler technique among the
three techniques in ultrasonography laboratory.

2.1.3 Recent Advances in Ultrasound Imaging

Ultrasound imaging has seen dramatic improvements in image quality over
recent years with the utilization of harmonic frequencies in the imaging of
both tissue and contrast agents. Although clinical validation of this new tech-
nology is ongoing, it is worthwhile to consider some of the physical principles
underlying its use. When sound traverses through the body, it is compo-
sed of a group of frequencies that define its spectral content. If the ultra-
sonic wave consists of a single frequency (the fundamental frequency), then
it forms a sine wave passing through the tissue. Harmonic frequencies are
those that occur at a multiple of the fundamental frequency, with the second
harmonic referring to twice the fundamental frequency. Ultrasonic energy
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Fig. 2.4. Nonlinear propagation of ultrasound through water. Features at peaks
are harmonic components and travel faster than rounded nadirs

was originally considered to propagate by a linear process, meaning that new
frequencies cannot be created. Attenuation may differentially affect some fre-
quencies more than others. Therefore, the spectral content may change with
propagation, but frequencies that were absent in the original wave cannot
subsequently appear. However, it has become apparent recently that there
are nonlinear acoustic effects active in ultrasonography. The nonlinear effects
of the interaction of ultrasound with matter (both on propagation and re-
flection) may create frequencies that were not present in the incident beam.
New harmonics are considered to be generated because water or tissue is not
a completely incompressible medium. Thus at the peaks of pressure, water is
slightly denser than it is at the nadirs of pressure. This change in density also
affects how sound travels through water. Sound travels just a little faster at
the peaks of waves than in the nadirs. This leads to a very slight change in
the shape of the wave as it propagates. At each instant in wave propagation,
an infinitesimal amount of harmonics is generated. Such a shape change is
shown in Fig. 2.4, which reveals that sharp features in the waveforms require
harmonic frequencies beyond the fundamental. As the fundamental frequency
propagates through a compressible medium, nonlinear interactions – i.e., the
generation of harmonic frequencies – occur. The range of frequencies that ac-
cumulate along the distance of propagation change the wave shape to include
sharp features. These sharp features at peaks are harmonic components and
travel faster than rounded nadirs. Anyone who has ever been to a beach has
witnessed a shape change with wave propagation. As the sinusoidal swells
of the ocean move toward the shore, the swells develop into sharp, breaking
waves. The sharp peaks of the waves represent the higher harmonic frequen-
cies, whereas the swells approaching the shoreline represent the fundamental
frequencies.

Two aspects of harmonic generation are critical to their utility in impro-
ving image quality: 1) the growth with distance of propagation; and 2) the
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nonlinear relation between the source pressure and the second harmonic pres-
sure. At the transducer surface, the ultrasound pulse is composed only of the
fundamental frequencies. As soon as it propagates through tissue, however,
energy builds up at the second harmonic frequency. After a few centimeters of
distance, enough energy has been converted from the fundamental frequency
to yield a significant second harmonic frequency energy wave. Because much
of the artifact in an echo image is related to reverberations and scattering
at or near the chest wall, these artifacts contain relatively little harmonic
frequency energy. If imaging is confined to the harmonic range, then most of
the near-field artifacts are eliminated.

2.1.4 The Ultrasonic Characterization of Myocardial Tissue

Abundant indirect information is obtainable by analysis of ultrasonographi-
cally (echocardiographically) assessed abnormal regions of the myocardium;
however, direct, noninvasive identification of the tissue composition of cardiac
structures is still one of the important but unmet goals of cardiac diagnosis.
Ultrasonic cardiac tissue characterization may be defined as the identification
and characterization of abnormalities in the physical or physiological state
of the myocardium based on analyzing interactions between ultrasound and
tissue [1]. The rationale for this field of study is that sufficient information
is available in the ultrasound signal passing through or returning from myo-
cardial tissue to identify the tissue as normal or abnormal, and to indicate
the nature of the abnormality. Progress in quantitative myocardial tissue
characterization to date has been possible because of significant advances in
electrical engineering and physics, applied to improving and modifying ultra-
sonic measurement and imaging systems. Quite a few groups have approached
the problem of ultrasonic myocardial characterization with different instru-
mentation techniques and analysis systems, and one important direction of
research has relied on the analysis of unprocessed radio-frequency signals re-
turning from the myocardium. Initially, the degree of ultrasonic attenuation
was quantified in transmission studies, but there are more reflection studies
now in which the extent of ultrasonic backscatter is quantified. This is largely
attributed to the recent advent of a real-time backscatter imaging system.

Biological determinants of tissue acoustic properties have not been fully
understood. As mentioned earlier, when sound waves traverse through a ma-
terial, they are reflected or scattered where local regions of different acoustic
impedance are encountered. Thus, tissue elements responsible for scattering
represent local regions of acoustic impedance mismatch. Early work in this
field identified collagen as a primary determinant of both scattering and at-
tenuation of myocardial tissue [2]. The geometric attributes of myocardial
scatterers have been investigated by a number of groups, who have postu-
lated that myocardial scatterers are comparable in size to cardiac myocytes
[3,4]. Myocardial acoustic properties are also influenced by the orientation
of ventricular muscle fibers. Mottley and Miller have demonstrated that the
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Fig. 2.5. Cardiac cycle-dependent variation in ultrasonic integrated backscatter
from the myocardium of the left ventricular posterior wall in a human subject

magnitude of both ultrasonic attenuation and backscatter in excised heart
tissue depends critically on the angle of insonification [5]. Tissue water con-
tent and hematocrit both influence myocardial scattering and attenuation;
however, nutritive blood flow per se may not be necessary for the produc-
tion of cardiac cycle-dependent variation of myocardial backscatter [6]. The
dynamic aspect of ultrasonic scattering was first described by Madaras and
associates [7]. They observed that backscatter intensity varies throughout the
cardiac cycle, with maximal levels at end-diastole and minimal levels at end-
systole (Fig. 2.5). This variation is observed in both experimental animals
and human subjects. The magnitude of cyclic variation of backscatter is re-
lated to intrinsic myocardial contractile performance, but is independent of
perfusion with blood [8,9]. Several hypotheses have been advanced to explain
the cyclic alteration of myocardial acoustic properties: these include cyclic
alterations of myocardial elastic characteristics and alteration of myocardial
scatterer geometry. However, no simple explanation yet appears sufficient
to account for the entire range of evidence from experimental animals and
human subjects.
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2.2 Three-Dimensional Ultrasound Imaging
of the Fetus

2.2.1 Conventional Ultrasound Imaging of the Fetus

Ultrasonography, or two-dimensional (2D) ultrasound, has been widely used
in obstetrics, since fetal assessment by using fetal images is indispensable for
modern practice, and ultrasound is the only imaging modality proved to be
safe for a fetus. More than one million babies are born in Japan every year
and almost all of them undergo ultrasound examination before birth. Two
approaches, transabdominal and transvaginal, are available in ultrasound ex-
amination for a fetus. The transabdominal approach is easy to perform, and is
used for fetuses mainly after 12 weeks of gestation. The transvaginal approach
is not easy to perform but resolution of the image near the vagina is high
because a high frequency is applied in a transvaginal probe. The transvaginal
approach is used for fetuses before 12 weeks of gestation.

A gestational sac (GS) is seen in the uterus by transvaginal ultrasound in
the middle of 4 weeks of gestation (Fig. 2.6). This finding usually excludes the
possibility of ectopic pregnancy. A fetus can be depicted at the end of 5 weeks
of gestation as a tiny circle. Multiple pregnancy is diagnosed at this stage
by counting the number of GS’s or fetal images. Morphological abnormalities
of a fetus cannot be depicted, because it is too small at this stage, but its
heart can be seen beating. Fetal biometry is strongly recommended in the
first trimester to confirm or determine the gestational age (Fig. 2.7). But an

Fig. 2.6. A gestational sac (arrow) in the uterus (arrowheads) in the middle of the
fourth week of gestation
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Fig. 2.7. Gestational age is confirmed or determined by fetal biometry in the first
trimester. CRL: Crown–rump length

Fig. 2.8. Two-dimensional ultrasound images of a fetal face in the third trimester.
Left: a longitudinal section showing the nose (arrow) and the mouth. Right: a
coronal section showing a eye (arrow)

appropriate section for biometry cannot be always obtained because probe
manipulation is limited, especially in the transvaginal approach.

Morphological abnormalities of a fetus can usually be diagnosed by trans-
abdominal 2D ultrasound after 15 weeks of gestation. Figures 2.8, 2.9, and
2.10 show examples of transabdominal 2D ultrasound images. Although a
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Fig. 2.9. A 2D ultrasound image of a fetal thorax, showing the heart (arrow) in
the second trimester

Fig. 2.10. Fetal body weight is estimated by fetal biometry. TTD: transverse trunk
diameter. APTD: antero-posterior trunk diameter
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fetus has a three-dimensional (3D) structure, 2D ultrasound can depict only
sectional images. This means that 2D ultrasound cannot depict the eyes, nose,
and mouth on an image (Fig. 2.8), for example. An examiner has to imagine
the 3D structure of the fetus in his or her mind for an accurate diagnosis. Ho-
wever, it is not easy for most examiners to imagine the 3D structure from 2D
ultrasound images, and many abnormalities are overlooked in daily practice.
Fetal growth is evaluated by estimating fetal body weight. However, the esti-
mation is sometimes inaccurate because it is based on only several lengths,
biparietal diameter (BPD), antero-posterior trunk diameter (APTT), trans-
verse trunk diameter (TTD) (Fig. 2.10), and so on.

2.2.2 The Development of Three-Dimensional Ultrasound

Three-dimensional ultrasound for a fetus was introduced in the 1980s [10–12]
to overcome the limitations of conventional 2D ultrasound. Many technologies
for 3D untrasound were developed in the 1990s. [13,14]. The following 3D
ultrasound imaging methods are available at present:

1. Computer processing
Section reconstruction
Surface rendering
Volume rendering

2. Defocusing lens method
3. Real-time ultrasonic beam tracing

Computer Processing
Computer processing is the oldest and the most popular method for 3D ul-
trasound. Three steps (3D data acquisition, 3D data set construction, and
projection/display) are required in this method. Three-dimensional data are
usually acquired through movement of a probe. A 3D probe contains a con-
vex probe of conventional 2D ultrasound, and the convex probe swings in
the 3D probe to acquire 3D data. A 3D data set is then constructed in the
computer. In 3D ultrasound by computer processing, many kinds of images
can be generated from the 3D data set. Surface rendering was initially in-
troduced for a 3D fetal image in the 1980s [10–12]. Good 3D images can be
obtained in X-ray CT and MRI by surface rendering, because a boundary
between different tissues can be clearly identified. But in ultrasonography,
the boundary is often obscure and 3D images by surface rendering are often
insufficient. Volume rendering usually makes a better 3D image (Fig. 2.11)
and is used more often nowadays than surface rendering. Not only a surface
image but also a skeletal image (Fig. 2.12) can be obtained by both surface
rendering and volume rendering by selecting parameters in their processes.
Any arbitrary section can be obtained by section reconstruction from the 3D
data set. In practice, three-orthogonal sectional images are usually displayed
simultaneously (Fig. 2.13).
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Fig. 2.11. A 3D surface image of a fetus by 3D ultrasound

Fig. 2.12. A 3D skeletal image of a fetus by 3D ultrasound
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Fig. 2.13. Three orthogonal sectional images of a fetus in the first trimester by 3D
ultrasound

Defocusing Lens Method
This method is basically tomography with a thick slice [13,15], but an image
just like a transparent 3D image can be obtained. Even a surface image can be
obtained under some conditions. The image is recognized three-dimensionally
by its observer when the probe is rotating. Real-time observation is possible,
but the applications are very limited because the structure surrounding the
fetus makes the fetal image obscure.

Real-Time Ultrasonic Beam Tracing
This is the latest method in 3D ultrasound [16,17]. Generation of a 3D image
and 3D data acquisition are done simultaneously in this method, and a com-
plete 3D image is displayed on the monitor when a 3D scan is completed. This
is the most promising method for real-time 3D ultrasound [18]. By selecting
parameters, a 3D fetal skeletal image can be obtained as well as a 3D fetal
surface image.

2.2.3 Clinical Applications of Three-Dimensional Ultrasound
in Obstetrics

Three-dimensional ultrasound has not been popularized. But its significance
in obstetrics has been recognized widely [19].

First Trimester
Three orthogonal sectional displays by 3D ultrasound enable the examiner to
locate a gestational sac in the uterus more accurately and to measure crown–
rump length (CRL) for gestational age confirmation and nuchal translucency
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for screening for chromosomal abnormalities more accurately than 2D ultra-
sound. A 3D image can make complicated fetal abnormalities clear and can
demonstrate all fetuses in multiple pregnancy.

Second and Third Trimesters
Morphological abnormalities of a fetus, and their severity, especially on the
face, ears, extremities and skeleton, can be depicted clearly on 3D images
by transabdominal 3D ultrasound [19,20]. A 3D fetal surface image assures
worrying parents that their fetus is normal, and may aid the parents–fetus
bonding [21]. Three orthogonal sectional displays are useful for analyzing a
complicated structure step by step.

2.2.4 The Advantages and Limitations
of Three-Dimensional Ultrasound

Advantages
It is often difficult to imagine the 3D structure of a fetus from 2D images,
even for an expert on ultrasonography. Three-dimensional fetal images can
make the 3D structure clear and are useful for an accurate diagnosis of fe-
tal abnormalities which may be overlooked by conventional 2D ultrasound.
An appropriate section cannot be always obtained by conventional 2D ul-
trasound, because of the limitation of probe manipulation, especially in the
transvaginal approach. In 3D ultrasound, any desirable section for diagno-
sis or biometry can be obtained by section reconstruction. This results in
accurate diagnosis and shortens examination time.

Reexamination is possible without the presence of the patient by using the
3D data set. This means that reexamination or tele-examination by an expert
is possible by just sending the 3D data set via the Internet, for example.

Volume measurement is another prominent function of 3D ultrasound.
The difference between estimated fetal body weight by 2D ultrasound and
actual weight is sometimes not negligible in critical cases, such as a fetus
with a severe intrauterine growth restriction or a fetus in preterm labor.
Volume measurement by 3D ultrasound is expected to provide more accurate
fetal body weight estimation. Volume measurement by 3D ultrasound is also
applicable to fetal organs such as the lungs and liver.

Limitations
It takes some time to scan a 3D space. A 3D ultrasound scanner generates a
3D image on the assumption that the object (the fetus) does not move during
the scan. When the fetus moves during the scan, motion artifacts will appear
on a 3D image. Even maternal aortic pulsation sometimes causes pulsatile
movements in the uterus and motion artifacts on a 3D fetal image. Although
the fetal heart is an important organ for prenatal diagnosis, it is not a suitable
object for 3D ultrasound because of its beating motion.
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Three-dimensional fetal surface images are very attractive. But they are
not always obtained due to lack of amniotic fluid around the fetus or an
inadequate fetal position.

There are some artifacts in 2D ultrasound [22]. Multiple reverberation
causes a band-like artifact image under the abdominal wall. The side lobes of
an ultrasonic beam causes artifact images from one side of a strong reflector
to the other. An acoustic shadow appears under a strong reflector. These
artifacts also exist in 3D ultrasound and sometimes hide a fetal image or
cause a false deformity on a 3D fetal image.

2.2.5 The Future Development of Three-Dimensional Ultrasound

Three-dimensional ultrasound is still immature and has to be developed much
more. Two main developments are expected in future 3D ultrasound. One is
real time and the other is tissue characterization.

Real-time 3D ultrasound will resolve the motion artifact problem, one
of the major problems in 3D ultrasound. Figure 2.14 shows 3D fetal images
obtained at a frame rate of 3.2 frame/s by a specially designed high-speed
3D ultrasound scanner with a real-time ultrasonic beam tracing method.
The fetus opened its mouth for a split second in conjunction with its finger
bending. Fetal movement or fetal behavior can be observed in this way. Fetal
behavior is expected to be used as the basis of a method for evaluating the
development of the motor and nervous system of the fetus. It is necessary to

Fig. 2.14. 3D fetal images obtained at the frame rate of 3.2 fps (left to right) by
a specially designed high-speed 3D ultrasound scanner. Note the mouth opening
(center) and an index finger bending (right)
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increase the frame rate up to 15 fps or more to observe rapid movement of the
fetus in real time. However, an ultrasonic speed does have some limitations.
Ultrasound travels at a speed of 1540 m/s (mean) in soft tissue. This speed
limits the number of ultrasonic beams available per second. When a diagnostic
range is 15 cm, about 5000 ultrasonic beams per second are available at the
maximum. This means that only 18×18 pixels can be used for each 3D image
when the frame rate is 15 fps. Under these conditions, the resolution of the
image will be extremely low or the field of view will be extremely narrow if the
ultrasonic beam density is kept high enough. New technologies are needed to
realize real-time 3D ultrasound with high resolution and a wide field of view.
One of the promising technologies is parallel receiving processing, in which a
broad ultrasonic pulse is transmitted and ultrasonic echoes are received as if
many ultrasonic beams had come back from different directions. A 2D array
probe, in which transducers are arrayed two-dimensionally, can scan a 3D
space fast enough if parallel receiving technology is applied. Real-time 3D
ultrasound will be used not only for observation but also in treatment, such
as fetal surgery, as a noninvasive eye of the operator.

Tissue characterization by ultrasound will differentiate two kinds of tissue
and identify the border clearly. A 3D fetal surface image will be possible by
tissue characterization even when the fetus touches the uterine wall or the
placenta. Tissue characterization will realize automated fetal organ measure-
ment, which will be a new diagnostic method for some fetal conditions such
as hypoplastic lung, which is one of the most critical conditions for a newborn
baby and can be hardly diagnosed before birth. Even automated diagnosis of
fetal abnormalities is expected, by combining tissue characterization with a
computerized recognition technology.

Further development of 3D ultrasound will lead to many more fetuses in
the world being examined and treated. Three-dimensional ultrasound will be
used not only in obstetrics but in most fields of medicine, since the technolo-
gies being developed in 3D ultrasound for a fetus are applicable in all fields
of medicine.

2.3 Imaging by a Spherical Ultrasound Wave

Ultrasound imaging is widely used in various fields because it visualizes not
only the exterior structure of a measurement object but also the interior
structure that cannot be visualized with an optical measurement method,
such as the inside of a human body. Therefore, ultrasound imaging is an
essential technique for the medical field in diagnosis of human organs like
the heart, liver, and so on. Furthermore, intravascular ultrasound imaging
(IVUS) [23] has been developed to show the cross-section of a blood vessel
and reveal morphological information of a blood vessel, such as stenosis,
aneurysm, and so on in the clinical field of cardiovascular medicine. This
imaging method, however, cannot give the frontal image of a blood vessel,
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which is useful for the treatment of a blood vessel, such as in percutaneous
transluminal coronary angioplasty (PTCA) [24].

We have been studying the ultrasound frontal imaging system [25]. This
imaging method requires one transmission of spherical ultrasound to recon-
struct a three-dimensional (3D) image. Therefore, this method enables us to
show a 3D frontal image with a very high frame rate, above 1000 fps.

In this section, imaging by a spherical ultrasound wave is described. This
imaging is an instantaneous imaging method [25] and is based on the synthetic
aperture method [26] and a spherical wave that is generated by laser-induced
breakdown (LIB).

2.3.1 An Instantaneous Imaging Method

In the conventional ultrasound imaging method, a pulsed ultrasound beam
scans the object electrically to reconstruct a two-dimensional (2D) image
[27]: this is called a “sequential imaging method”. The image has a frame
rate of about 10–100 fps, but it is difficult to increase the frame rate to about
1000 fps because ultrasound has a finite velocity in the human body, typically
1500 m/s. In the final decade of the last century, the sequential imaging me-
thod was often extended to 3D imaging [28]. However, the sequential imaging
method takes a much longer time to reconstruct a 3D image because of the
finite velocity of ultrasound. The sequential imaging method, especially 3D
imaging, is not suitable for use in a treatment that requires rapid imaging.

To overcome this difficulty, we have proposed an imaging method that we
call an “instantaneous imaging method” [25], using the synthetic aperture
method and a spherical wave. In the experiment using this method, a 3D
object was imaged as follows:

1. A sound source, for example an ultrasound transmitter, a measurement
object, and several ultrasound receivers were positioned in water.

2. A limited measurement region was determined and divided into small
elements (voxels).

3. The ultrasound flight time from a sound source to a receiver by way of
an element was calculated for all receivers and elements.

4. Pulsed and spherical ultrasound were transmitted once.
5. The wave reflected from a measurement object was received at several

receivers.
6. The magnitudes of the echo signals from each element were summed for

all receivers.
7. The summed values were converted to gray levels in a 255-level scheme.
8. The 3D image of a measurement object was reconstructed.

As spherical ultrasound is transmitted, this imaging method enables us
to obtain a 3D image with a frontally wide view. Moreover, the 3D image
has a very high frame rate above 1000 fps because the imaging method needs
only one transmission of ultrasound. However, the following problems are
encountered:
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Table 2.1. Laser parameters for generating laser-induced breakdown (LIB)

Pulsed laser Nd:YAG
Wavelength 1064 nm
Pulse repetition frequency 10 Hz
Pulse energy 10 mJ (typ.)

0.2× 109 J/m2

1.25× 106 W
Pulse width 8 ns
Laser beam radius 16 mm
Focused laser beam radius 16 μm
Focal length of the lens 30 mm

• The transmitted waveform does not have a single peak but many peaks,
owing to the transducer ringing on transmitting ultrasound (the ringing
phenomenon) [25], which results in blurring of the reconstructed image.

• Ultrasound with low directivity cannot be transmitted from a transdu-
cer of a piezoelectric device, for example, made of ceramics [29]. The
ultrasound enables us to visualize only a very narrow region.

Judging from the matters mentioned above, the instantaneous ultrasound
imaging technique has been awaiting the development of ultrasound with low
ringing and low directivity.

2.3.2 Laser-Induced Breakdown

When a pulsed laser beam is radiated to atoms or molecules in a very small
region, some atoms or molecules absorb light, which induces an increase in
their energy levels and leads to ionization of the atoms or molecules. This
ionization causes a cascade ionization of other atoms or molecules. Then,
ionized atoms or molecules are re-combined with an electron. Immediately,
light emission, a shock wave, and cavitation follow. Consequently, light, heat,
and sound are generated from the laser focal point. This phenomenon is called
“laser induced breakdown” (LIB) [30]. Here, we performed an experiment to
create LIB in water. In this experiment, the pulsed laser beam was focused
in a water bath using an optical lens with a focal length of 30 mm. Table 2.1
summarizes the parameters of the pulsed laser.

Figure 2.15 is a photograph of LIB recorded with a digital video camera.
In this figure, the LIB occurred at the bright spot and heat was also generated
because bubbles were thought to be produced by water boiling. Moreover, the
click-like sound was heard and was expected to have low directivity because
the sound is generated by a very small source.
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Fig. 2.15. The laser-induced breakdown (LIB) phenomenon in a water bath. The
LIB occurred at the bright spot and heat was thought to be generated because of
bubble generation

2.3.3 Ultrasound Generated by Laser-Induced Breakdown

We created LIB in a very small region in water. In order to examine the cha-
racteristics of ultrasound generated by LIB, we carried out an experiment to
measure the waveform and directivity of the ultrasound. Figure 2.16 shows
the experimental arrangement, where the z direction is set along the laser
beam and the other directions (x and y) are normal to the z-axis; x is ho-
rizontal and y is vertical. This time, ultrasound was received with a needle
hydrophone made of polymer, because it has a higher sensitivity than a re-
ceiver made of ceramics. The received signal was amplified and then stored
in a digital storage oscilloscope (DSO) at a sampling frequency of 500 MHz.

Figure 2.17 is an example of an ultrasound waveform. The wave has a
large and sharp peak at 30 μs after LIB occurs, and is a sinusoidal wave with
a period of 200 ns. Besides, the small peaks appear in the range of 30–50 μs.
The former peak is the wave received from LIB directly. As the pulsed laser
was radiated in this measurement, this figure shows the impulse response of
the measurement system including the hydrophone and the amplifier. This
result demonstrates that ultrasound by LIB has little ringing. On the other
hand, the latter peaks are the waves reflected at the walls of a water bath
or the water surface, and the period of the wave becomes larger as reflected
waves from various points are superimposed.
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Fig. 2.16. The measurement arrangement for ultrasound by LIB. The z-axis was set
along the laser beam and the other axes were normal to z. Ultrasound was received
with a needle hydrophone, amplified, and stored in a digital storage oscilloscope
(DSO)
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Fig. 2.17. The waveform of the ultrasound by LIB, which has a large peak at 30 μs
and small ones at 30–50 μs. The former is the wave received by LIB directly, while
the latter is reflected at the walls of a water bath or the water surface

Using the same measurement system as seen in Fig. 2.16, we investigated
the directivity of the ultrasound generated by LIB. In this experiment, the
origin of the coordinates was set at the LIB point. The measurement points
were varied from −70 to 70 mm in the x direction at a constant step of 10 mm,
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and from 0 to 70 mm in the y and y directions at the same step owing to
the finite volume of the water bath. On the z-axis, the measurement point
was not set, to avoid damage by the laser. We assumed that the ultrasound
propagation is symmetric in the y and z directions.

Figure 2.18 shows the propagation of ultrasound at (a) 200, (b) 250, and
(c) 300 μs after LIB, where the nodes of the grid correspond to the mea-
surement points. In this figure, the grids were distorted as the nodes were
shifted in proportion to the ultrasound magnitude received at the measure-
ment point, and the nodes were drawn brightly.

This figure reveals that the ultrasound propagated in any direction and
that the ultrasound has little directivity. Therefore, we succeeded in trans-
mitting a spherical wave.

2.3.4 Imaging Using Laser-Induced Breakdown

We can obtain ultrasound with little ringing and little directivity by LIB.
Using this ultrasound, we constructed an instantaneous imaging system and
performed two experiments. The first experiment was performed to observe
an echo signal by LIB and to examine whether it can be used for imaging.
Figure 2.19 shows the measurement arrangement, where LIB was generated
in a water bath and a measurement object and a hydrophone were set in the
same bath. The reflected wave from a measurement object was received with
25 hydrophones with a constant step of 10 mm on the x–z plane. A steel
wrench was selected as a measurement object, so that a signal with a larger
amplitude could be received.

Figure 2.20 shows an example of the reflected waveform. In comparison
with Fig. 2.17, this waveform has more peaks, which indicates that echo
signals were received from various portions of the measurement object.

Figure 2.21 shows an example of a 3D image with a voxel size of 5 mm ×
5 mm × 5 mm, where (a) and (b) are images observed from different direc-
tions. The insets in this figure are photographs of the measurement object
viewed from the same direction as the reconstructed image. Comparing the
3D images with the insets in Fig. 2.21, the 3D image can be reconstructed
correctly: in particular, the corner of the measurement object can be visua-
lized, as indicated by the arrow shown in Fig. 2.21b. These results indicate
that ultrasound generated by LIB can be used for instantaneous imaging.

The second experiment was carried out to confirm whether ultrasound by
LIB is suitable for frontally wide view imaging. Figure 2.22 shows a measu-
rement arrangement where LIB was generated in a water bath and a mea-
surement object and a hydrophone were set in the same bath. Styrene balls
were set at positions 1–3. The reflected wave from a measurement object was
received at 12 hydrophones, which were located in a circle with a radius of
15 mm.

Figure 2.23 shows an example of a 3D image, which indicates that every
object could be observed wherever it was positioned. It is noted that the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2.18. The propagation of ultrasound at 200 (a), 250 (b), and 300 μs (c) after
LIB occurred, where the nodes of the grid correspond to the measurement points.
The grids were distorted as the nodes were shifted in proportion to the ultrasound
magnitude
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Fig. 2.19. The arrangement for measurement to observe an echo signal by LIB and
to examine whether it can be used for the imaging. The measurement was done in
water and the waves were measured at 25 points
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Fig. 2.20. An example of a reflected wave. This waveform has more peaks, which
indicates that echo signals were received from various portions of the measurement
object
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a b

Fig. 2.21. Examples of 3D reconstructed images with a voxel size of 5 mm ×
5 mm×5 mm, where a and b are observed from different directions. The insets are
photographs of the measurement object

Fig. 2.22. The arrangement for measurement to confirm whether ultrasound by
LIB is suitable for frontally wide view imaging. The waves were measured at
12 points on a circle with a radius of 15 mm

object at position 3 could be visualized, although it was located outside the
aperture. These results demonstrate that ultrasound generated by LIB is fit
not only for frontal imaging but also for frontally wide view imaging.
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Fig. 2.23. Examples of 3D reconstructed images, which indicate that every object
could be observed wherever it was positioned

2.3.5 Summary

The instantaneous imaging method was developed using the synthetic aper-
ture method and a spherical wave generated by laser-induced breakdown.
LIB was created by a focused laser, and we succeeded in transmitting the
ultrasound with little ringing and little directivity. The imaging experiments
demonstrate that spherical ultrasound enables us to reconstruct a 3D image,
and that ultrasound can obtain not only a frontal image but also frontally
wide view imaging; that is, a panorama image. Therefore, with this imaging it
should be possible to obtain various morphological information from a blood
vessel. In the future, this system will be implemented with a catheter, where
laser energy is imported into a blood vessel through an optical fiber.

2.4 Imaging Tissues Using an Ultrasound Wave
and Light

2.4.1 An Ultrasound Wave and Light for Tissues

The imaging of biological tissues by ultrasound wave and light suggests the
possibility of noninvasive, informative observation for thick tissues in vivo.
Ultrasound wave has the characteristic of high penetration (centimeter order)
of tissues at a MHz frequency, although light is strongly scattered in the
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tissues and cannot propagate over a long distance in a straight line. However,
the light interacts with the atoms and molecules, of which the tissue consists
through the energy level and/or the vibration energy level, and informs us
about the live state of the tissues. By combining both of these advantageous
characteristics, new techniques for medical diagnostics, surgical operations,
and biopsy can be pioneered.

In aiming at these applications, optoacoustic tomography and sonolumi-
nescence imaging have been applied to the observation of tissue for the past
several decades. In optoacoustic tomography, the modulating light irradiated
to the tissues is converted to ultrasound waves at the location of the opti-
cal absorbers, because the heated regions due to light absorption produce
expansion and shrinking of the local volumes, which generates compression
waves. Observing these waves, the optical information, such as the complex
refractive index, in the tissue can be obtained. In contrast with tomogra-
phy, light is generated locally at the tissues by means of irradiating with
focused ultrasound in sonoluminescence, and the resultant light intensity is
observed. Among the research projects using ultrasound wave and light, new
ultrasound-assisted optical imaging has been developed recently as a good
candidate observing the inside of the tissues [31–35]. In this section, one of
these new imaging methods is described [31].

2.4.2 Ultrasound-Assisted Optical Imaging

In ultrasound-assisted optical imaging, the light scattered in the tissues is
tagged locally with an ultrasound wave to distinguish it from the other ma-
terials. A converging pulsed-ultrasound wave and a continuous light are used
to irradiate a tissue. The ultrasound wave, which interacts with light via the
density change in the tissue, modulates the density of the material at the in-
stantaneous location: meanwhile, the light is strongly scattered by the tissue,
consisting of the sum of small components in a cell. The modulation changes
the optical scattering efficiency according to the dependence of the optical
property, because the path of the scattering for the incident light is changed
by the change of the efficiency. As the pulsed ultrasound wave propagates
through the sample, the temporal intensity of the light transmitted through
the tissues is changed. Through the observation of this change, optical infor-
mation such as the complex refractive index can be obtained.

2.4.3 The Experimental Setup

Figure 2.24 shows the experimental setup of the ultrasound-assisted cross-
sectional imaging system. A specially shaped ceramic ultrasound transducer
generates converging pulsed ultrasound waves. A laser beam from a He–
Ne laser (632.8 nm wavelength, 0.5 mW output power, and 1.0 mm beam
diameter) is irradiated to the sample in the focal region of the converging
ultrasound wave, which means that the ultrasound wave and the light are
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Fig. 2.24. The experimental setup of the optical cross-sectional imaging system
with pulsed ultrasound wave assistance
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a b

Fig. 2.25. A ultrasound transducer head. a is a spherical piezoelectric ultrasound
transducer. b is an ultrasound transducer head, which consists of a piezoelectric
transducer attached by rubber and a damper

on the same axis and in the same same direction. The pulsed ultrasound
wave travels through the sample and scatters some of the incident beam.
The scattered light is detected on the other side of the sample with a PIN
photo-detector, positioned behind a knife edge that blocks light that is not
scattered by the ultrasound wave. The signal from the detector is recorded
with a digital storage oscilloscope up to a 20 MHz bandwidth. The time-
dependent scattered light intensity is synchronized from the start pulse of
the ultrasound wave.

Figure 2.25 shows a piezoelectric ceramic and an ultrasound transducer
head designed specially for use in this experiment. The piezoelectric ceramic
ultrasound transducer in Fig. 2.2a has a spherical shape with a 25.0 mm ra-
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Silicone rubber

(a) (b)

Sample surface

Fig. 2.26. An example of a sample. a is the side view and b is the top view. The
thickness of the sample is 10 mm. An absorber which is made of a silk thread is
embedded at a 5-mm depth from the sample surface

dius of curvature, so that the pulsed ultrasound wave converges to a point
located at a distance of 25.0 mm from the surface of the transducer. The dia-
meter of the transducer is 25.0 mm and a hole, which is for light irradiation
from the same direction and along the same axis, is opened with a 5.0 mm
diameter at the center of the transducer. The transducer contacts a coupler
made of silicone rubber to reduce the coupling loss of the ultrasound wave
at the surface of the sample. The silicone rubber is transparent in the visible
region, to transmit the laser beam efficiently to the sample. The distance
from the transducer to the surface of the coupler is 20 mm, and the focal
point of the ultrasound wave is located at a depth of 5.0 mm in the sample.
The rear of the transducer is mounted on a rubber damper to generate the
ultrasound wave efficiently. A hole 5.0 mm in diameter is also made in the
rubber damper, to transmit the laser beam for observation through the tran-
sducer. In generating an ultrasound wave, the voltage of 12.0 V peak applied
to the ceramic, which produces peak pressure of approximately 2.7 × 105 Pa
at the focal point of the ultrasound wave, is a rectangular wave from a pulse
generator. The pulse width is around 0.5 μs and the repetition rate of the
pulses is 1 kHz. The repetition rate was set at a suitably low value to wait
for a sufficient time for the next pulse after the sample had been irradiated
with pulsed ultrasound. The ultrasound velocity of the silicone rubber in the
experiment was around 1000 m/s. With these parameters, the diameter of
the focal spot of the ultrasound wave is 0.3 mm in the full width at half
maximum (FWHM) and the depth of the focal area of the ultrasound wave
is 2.5 mm, also at FWHM.

Figure 2.26 shows an example of the samples used in this experiment.
Figures 2.26a,b are the side and top views of the sample, respectively. The
sample is made from an absorber and its surrounding material is made from
silicone rubber, which is the same material as the coupler in the transducer
head. The absorber is made of a silk thread stained with victorial blue dye,
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which has a high absorbance around 633 nm. The diameter of the thread is
0.3 mm and the length is around 10 mm along the y-axis. In our experiment,
the location of the thread in the depth is changed. The scattering coefficient of
the surrounding material is adjusted according to the amount of Intralipid�

(Teruno, Tokyo, Japan) resolved in the sample. The thickness of the sample
is 10 mm. Experiments are performed in an almost clear sample and in a
scattering sample with absorbers.

2.4.4 An Experiment for Weak-Scattering Samples

Observation of an Absorber in the Medium. A sample with an absor-
bing object in an almost transparent medium is observed. The thread was
located at a depth of 5 mm, so that the position of the thread could be set
at the focal point of the ultrasound. Figure 2.27a shows an example of the
axial cross-sectional signal obtained by the apparatus. The observed signal
contains an alternating component (ac) that describes the modulation of the
scattered light intensity, induced by the pulsed ultrasound wave and a direct
component (dc) that represents almost constant intensity of the scattered
light, which is caused by the silicone rubber. The signal is an accumulation
of 256 data sets, with each set containing 500 data points along the z-axis.
The longitudinal axis shows the time delay after pulse initiation from the
piezoelectric ceramic. The value of 20.0 μs on the axis corresponds to the
position at the surface of the sample, estimated from the velocity of the ul-
trasound wave. After the pulsed ultrasound wave reaches the surface of the
sample, the scattered signal is detected for a period of 10.0 μs. At the 25.0 μs

Fig. 2.27. The observed signal of an absorber in a silicone medium. a is a graph of
the temporal light intensity scattered by an ultrasound wave. b is a cross-sectional
image of an absorbing object embedded in silicone rubber
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delay the signal changes dramatically. This time delay corresponds to a loca-
tion of 5.0 mm from the surface of the sample when using a value of 1000 m/s
as the ultrasound velocity in the sample. This is the same position at which
the thread was located at a depth of 5.0-mm. This shows that the detected
signal is changed only when the pulsed ultrasound wave is located at the
absorber. The shape of the signal was mainly affected by the pulse shape of
the ultrasound wave. Because the damping of the pulse ultrasound wave was
not optimized, the pulsed wave had some side lobes caused by ringing.

By scanning the sample against the ultrasound transducer head laterally,
the cross-sectional image of the sample can be obtained. Figure 2.27b shows
a surface plot of the cross-sectional image of the same sample. The correspon-
ding size of the image is 10.0 mm in depth and 2.0 mm in a lateral direction.
The height of the image is equivalent to the intensity of the scattered light.
The height level shows an ac signal that corresponds to the range between
−40.0 mV and 40.0 mV. The center of the image shows one major peak that
corresponds to the location of the embedded thread.

The Effect of a Pulsed Ultrasound Wave and an Absorber. The
effect of the pulsed ultrasound and an absorber is confirmed. Figure 2.28a is
the result which is observed the same sample by the same setup in Fig. 2.27b.
Figure 2.28b is an image resulting from an ac signal measurement in which
the same sample is observed by the same setup but without applying the
pulsed ultrasound wave to confirm the effect of the pulse ultrasound wave.
The ac signal was reduced to less than 1% compared with the ac signal that
was measured with the pulsed ultrasound wave. Consequently, the image
without the pulsed ultrasound wave had almost no structure. To verify the
validity of the significant ac modulation at the position of the absorbing
object, a sample without a thread was observed. Figure 2.28c shows a cross-

(a)

Light
Ultrasound
Absorber

(b)

Light

Absorber

(c)

Light
Ultrasound

Fig. 2.28. A cross-sectional image of an absorbing object embedded in silicone
rubber and two reference images taken at various conditions for confirmation of the
effect of ultrasound and light
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sectional image of the sample while a pulsed ultrasound wave was applied.
There is no significant modulation that may be attributed to an absorbing
object. Only small fluctuations can be observed along the optical axis. These
fluctuations are caused by the electronic noise generated by the ultrasound
transducer. The sensitivity of the system is derived as 0.005 from the ratio
of the modulation amplitude in Fig. 2.28a and the fluctuation amplitude in
Fig. 2.28c.

Observation of Absorbers at Different Depths. A series of samples
that contains the blue-stained threads embedded in silicone rubber at diffe-
rent depths were investigated. The scattered light intensity is expressed as
a height. Both light and ultrasound are radiated in the +z direction. The
position of the sample surface is on the x-axis. The z-axis corresponds to the
depth of the absorbers. The locations of seven threads were 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0,
6.0, 7.0, and 8.0 mm, respectively. Figure 2.29 shows the two-dimensional
cross-sectional image obtained from each sample. In sample (a), the modu-
lation of the signal caused by the absorber is seen at a time delay of 22.0 μs.
The corresponding distance of the time delay of the signal estimated from the
ultrasound velocity is 2.0 mm from the surface of the sample. This value is
equal to the distance from the surface of the sample to the absorbing object.
From this series of results, the modulations of the signal caused by the thread
in each result appeared at time delays of around 23.0, 24.0, 25.0, 26.0, 27.0,
and 28.0 μs, respectively. These values are in accordance with the delay time
expected from the thread positions.
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Fig. 2.29. A cross-sectional image of a series of samples which contain absorbing
objects at different depths. The depth of the objects are 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 mm.
Light and focused pulsed ultrasound are irradiated in the z direction
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Fig. 2.30. The system performance of the apparatus. a shows the lateral resolution
of 0.3 mm. b shows the axial resolution of 1.5 mm. c shows the focal zone of the
focusing ultrasound wave along the z-axis

The Performance of the Apparatus. The performance of the develo-
ped system has been estimated. Figure 2.30a shows the lateral cross-section
of Fig. 2.28a at the 5 mm location. In defining the lateral resolution as a
FWHM of the cross-section, the value is obtained as 0.3 mm. This value is
reasonable from the expected diameter of the ultrasound wave. Figure 2.30b
shows the resolution along the z-axis, which is estimated as 1.5 mm from
the measurement at FWHM of the envelope of the ac signal. The envelope is
fitted by the Gaussian distribution. The shape of the signal was mainly affec-
ted by the pulse shape of the ultrasound wave, because the damping of the
pulsed ultrasound wave was not optimized, so that the pulsed wave had some
side lobes caused by ringing. To decrease the FWHM in the depth direction,
the observed signal is deconvoluted with the shape of the ultrasound, because
the FWHM in the depth direction is determined from the convolution of the
pulse shape of the ultrasound and the size of the absorber. Figure 2.30c is the
superposed trace of each raw data value in Fig. 2.29. The envelope of the raw
data exhibits the axial response of the apparatus, which is mainly determined
by the change in amplitude of the ultrasound wave as it propagates in the
axial direction. The FWHM of the envelope was 4.2 mm.

2.4.5 An Experiment in a Strongly Scattering Medium

A sample that gave strong light scattering was observed. The sample consisted
of silicone rubber that contained Intralipid, to simulate a highly scattering
medium. Intralipid was dispersed into the silicone rubber with a surfactant.
The scattering coefficient of the silicone rubber was measured at 2.0 cm−1

by using the Beer–Lambert law. An absorber was embedded at a depth of
4.5-mm from the surface of the sample. Figure 2.31a shows the axial cross-
sectional signal of the sample. The lateral axis shows an ac signal level, which
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Fig. 2.31. The observed signal for a scattering medium. a is a graph of the temporal
light intensity scattered by an ultrasound wave. b is a surface plot of the cross-
sectional image of an absorbing object embedded in silicone rubber

ranged from −3.5 mV to 3.5 mV. At 4.5 mm from the sample surface, the
modulated signal caused by the absorbing object appeared strongly. The am-
plitude of the ac signal is smaller compared to the signal obtained from the
sample without Intralipid in Fig. 2.27a. This is due to the fact that the scat-
tered light modulation generated by the pulsed ultrasound wave decrease as
the scattered light propagates from the absorber through the sample. Fi-
gure 2.31b shows a cross-sectional image of the sample. The height indicates
the ac signal level of the scattered light. In this result, a peak of the signal
has been observed, which corresponds to the location of the absorber.

2.4.6 Conclusions

In this section, a detailed description of the imaging of tissues by an ultra-
sound wave and light is given. The basic physical mechanism leading to the
change of the optical scattering pattern due to a pulsed ultrasound wave has
been explained. A new transmission system for optical measurement has been
developed, and the system performance has been assessed. Furthermore, this
system have shown the cross-sectional image of an optical absorber embedded
in scattering medium. From the results, this system shows the possibility of
depth discrimination of an absorbing.

The technique described is able to be extended to the imaging of blood
vessels under a scattering medium such as skin tissue, and is therefore an aid
in the study of biological structures. This system limits the thickness of the
sample at around a few centimeters, because the incoming light needs to be
transmitted through the tissue sample. The proposed technique may possi-
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bly be applicable as a diagnostic tool in mammography. In the future, this
technique will be applied to a reflection system, which is not limited by the
size of the target. The possibility of a reflection system can be considered, be-
cause the imaging mechanism in optical measurement with the assistance of
ultrasound assistance is explained by scattering theory. The theory indicates
that the main kind of scattering involved in biological tissue is forward light
scattering, and that backscattered light is only slightly involved. This shows
the possibility to reflection measurement, through the detection of the small
amount of backscattered light. The reflection system can be realized by repla-
cing some apparatus. The light source is replaced by a near-infrared light, to
reduce the light scattering effects. The photodetector is also exchanged for a
highly sensitive one, such as an avalanche photodiode and a photomultiplier.
Furthermore, a high voltage is applied to the ultrasound transducer produces
a high-power ultrasound field, and the pulse shape of the ultrasound wave is
optimized. In extending the application to biological tissue, a coupler is nee-
ded in which the acoustic impedance of the ultrasound transducer is matched
to that of biological tissue. The specification also demands a material that is
clear in the visible region so that light can be transferred efficiently into the
tissue, and the power of the pulsed ultrasound and light should be increased,
while adhering to safety standards.

2.5 An Ultrasonic Drug Delivery System
Using Microcapsules

2.5.1 The Requirement for a Drug Delivery System

We have developed an ultrasonic drug delivery system (DDS) using air-filled
microcapsules. We have confirmed the physical possibility of the resonance
design for the drug carriers, depending on the shell structure of the micro-
capsule. In addition, we have developed a novel echographic imaging system
to locate microcapsules precisely. The path lines of microcapsules in blood
flow could be clearly visualized.

Cancer, which ranks as one of the principal causes of death, and arte-
riosclerotic thrombosis, are both local lesions. However, it is often inevitable
that drugs having that are strongly effective against such diseases will be
used, even though they have seriously adverse effects on the whole body. As
a result, there has been a great demand for a method that will release the
drug only to the diseased region.

To meet such a demand, various DDSs for realizing the most effective cure
by drugs while suppressing the side effects have been proposed with regard to
the desired absorption passage, degradation rate, metabolic rate, and other
factors. Nevertheless, none of the proposed methods have satisfied all of the
following important conditions that are necessary in clinical application:
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1. Drug delivery should be controlled so that only a specific organ or disea-
sed region is targeted, or is subjected to concentrated administration of
the drug.

2. The release or activation of a drug should be able to be specified for a
certain time following administration.

3. A method for observing the distribution state and the drug concentration
should be available.

4. The drug delivery system should applicable to any type of drug.
5. The drug delivery system should be noninvasive.

There are some techniques that satisfy some of these conditions. However,
if any one of these conditions is not satisfied, the DDS cannot be regarded
as a complete method for medication.

To eliminate these problems, a DDS should be a microrobotic system;
that is, controllable DDS system. It should be able to carry any type of
drug and should be measurable and controllable using intelligent diagnostic
decision-making.

Therefore, we have proposed a new concept of an intelligent microrobotic
system in vivo, as a DDS in which drug carriers of air-filled microcapsules
are measured using a novel high-resolution echography system [36–38] and
are noninvasively actuated [39,40] using resonant ultrasound from the skin
surface of a patient.

2.5.2 The Acoustic Characteristics of Microcapsules
as Drug Carriers

In this system, the micro-encapsulated drug carriers are microrobots within
the blood vessels.

The substantial requisite for these microrobots is to be micro-balloons or
to be microcapsules containing harmless gas. A significant difference between
acoustic impedances of the water and the gas is essential to maintain suitable
ultrasonic backscatter and resonance.

The microrobots – i.e., microcapsules – are visualized and measured using
nonresonant ultrasound. In this regard, it is well known that microbubbles
in the blood are a good contrast agent in the field of ultrasonic diagnosis.

The control of the microrobots is based on the principle that an air-filled
microcapsule in liquid absorbs ultrasound energy at the resonant frequency
[41]. In other words, it can be excited with resonant ultrasound. Fortunately,
the resonant frequency of a microcapsule having the same, or a smaller, dia-
meter as a red blood cell coincides with the frequency of medical ultrasound.

As active microrobots, the micro-encapsulated drug carriers are nonin-
vasively actuated and controlled by resonant ultrasound from outside the
patient’s body. Equation (2.1) represents the resonant frequency of a micro-
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bubble in water [42]:

f =
1
πd

√
3kP

P
, (2.1)

where f is the resonant frequency; d is the diameter of the microbubble or
microcapsule; k is the specific heat ratio of gas, a constant; P is the pressure
of the water; and p is the density of the water, a constant.

The resonant frequency depends mainly on the bubble diameter and the
pressure of the surrounding water.

Although this formula does not describe the structure of a microcapsule
shell, it is valid for the order estimation of microcapsule resonance with thin
shell walls.

Equation (2.1) assumes that the microcapsule is a perfect sphere. Micros-
copic photographs show perfect spherical microcapsules made of polymethyl-
methacrylate (PMMA). Newton rings, which interfere between the microcap-
sule membrane and the stage glass, demonstrate the perfect smoothness of
the microcapsule surface. They all contain harmless gas. These data confirm
the validity of (2.1).

In addition, an ultrasonically excited drug matrix releases the drug com-
ponent into the surrounding liquid [43]. If the shell of a microcapsule was
made of drug matrix, then the release of the drug component from the
microrobotic DDS could be controlled by resonant ultrasound.

To confirm the physical possibility of resonance control based on shell
design, three series of microcapsules were made from one series of PMMA
and two series of vinylidenedichloride VCl, with diameters ranging from 5 to
90 μm. The experimental results showed that the resonant frequencies of the
microcapsules made of hard VCl with mean diameters of 82, 54, and 26 μm
were 110, 220, and 330 kHz, respectively.

Thus, the smaller the diameter, the higher is the resonant frequency. The
resonant frequencies of the microcapsules almost coincided with the theore-
tical values calculated by (2.1) [44].

In the case of microcapsules having the same diameter, the resonant fre-
quency depends on the material. The harder the material, the higher is the
resonant frequency. The resonance of the soft VCl capsules was lower than
that of the hard VCl capsules. Rigid PMMA microcapsules showed the hig-
hest resonance.

These findings show that we can design microcapsules of sufficient reso-
nance to be controlled by ultrasound. Microcapsules smaller than red blood
cells can provide a feasible resonant frequency for clinical use through ad-
justment of their diameter and material.

2.5.3 A Noninvasive Measurement System for DDS

For adequate control of the microrobotic system, a measurement method
is necessary. Information concerning the accurate location and velocity of a
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microcapsule is essential to achieve measurement and control of the system
in the blood flow [45].

However, with a conventional imaging technique, echography must be
used, which provides an insufficient spatial resolution of 1–3 mm. The Dopp-
ler method only provides the flow velocity component projected into the
ultrasonic beam.

To alleviate these constraints, a two-dimensional moving target indication
(2D-MTI) method has been developed to enable direct visualization of the
2D vector and path line (streamline) of a microcapsule in the blood flow.

The principle of the 2D-MTI method is serial image accumulation of sub-
tracted images (high-speed DSE images) of echoic particles in blood like
optical flow method. In the DDS system, the high-speed DSE system [37]
executes image subtraction between successive frames of high-speed B-mode
echograms of the blood flow containing highly echoic particles, such as micro-
capsules.

The digital subtraction unit reveals the new location of an echoic micro-
capsule as a positive intensity (white), on its 2D high-speed DSE image and
displays the vanishing location as a negative intensity (black). Finally, the
accumulated high-speed DSE image shows the streamline; that is, the trace
of rapid motion of the microcapsule.

Through the 2D-MTI method, the path lines of rapid motion in vitro
were demonstrated with highly echoic particles, air-filled microcapsules made
of PMMA. The current 2D-MTI system was able to visualize the path of
microcapsules smaller than the lung capillaries of 8 μm diameter without the
restraints of Doppler echography.

2.5.4 Collapse Monitoring of Microcapsules

The brightness of the microcapsule suspension captured on the echogram
decreases after ultrasound emission, because microcapsules collapse at their
resonant frequency. Therefore, by comparing two successive echograms, the
location and degree of microcapsule collapse can be indicated [46].

To evaluate the degree of microcapsule collapse, we applied a method to
measure the density of capsules from the B-mode echogram. This method elu-
cidated the relation between the density of the capsules and in the brightness
of the echogram. The variation in the density of the capsules is calculated
throughout digital processing of successive B-mode echograms. We construc-
ted in vitro phantom with fixed microcapsules and calculated the density
of the capsules. Figure 2.32 indicates the experimental setup to capture the
echogram of capsules inside a phantom [47].

Figure 2.33 shows an echogram of a cross-section of a phantom. Inside
the phantom, capsules can be seen as speckles. From the brightness variation
in proportion to the depth, the density of the capsules can be estimated.
The brightness B depends on the depth x by calculation of the constant
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Fig. 2.32. The experimental setup to capture an echogram of capsules inside a
phantom

Fig. 2.33. An echogram of a cross-section of a phantom

coefficients c and d using an approximate logarithmic function as follows [46]:

B = c lnx + d . (2.2)

Figure 2.34 is a result of brightness variation measurement. The measured
variation in the density of the capsules is classified and superimposed on the
original gray-scale echogram using color, to assist in the measurement of the
effect of ultrasound emission. By using this method, we could easily evaluate
not only the collapse phenomena of microcapsules, but also the optimum
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Fig. 2.34. Brightness variation depending on the depth of the phantom

emission power and period of ultrasound for the collapse of microcapsules in
vivo.

2.5.5 Conclusion

We can conclude that the microrobotic DDS can be measured and controlled
using ultrasound. Determining the exact location with the 2D-MTI system,
the microrobot can be activated anywhere and at any time with resonant
ultrasound.

If the system requires much more complex control, the current microro-
botic DDS could provide an intelligent DDS system, with a microcomputer
or a man–machine interface installed within the sensing and control feedback
loop.

This system could form the basis of an intelligent noninvasive in vivo drug
delivery system, although no conventional DDS has an active feedback loop
for measurement and activation drugs. Using this method, any type of drug
can be delivered anywhere in a patient. This technique will play an important
role in medical microrobot systems.

2.6 The Biological Effects of Ultrasound

Ultrasound has been utilized as a source of vibration and cavitation in the
industrial field. The term “sonication” means the use of ultrasound for was-
hing small fine parts of a machine, homogenizing suspensions and emulsions
such as milk, destroying structure, and many other purposes. In the medical
field, the ultrasound scalpel is very useful for soft tissue surgery. Ultraso-
und (shockwave) lithotripsy has become a common therapy for stones in the
urinary tract calculi. In the production process of medicine, ultrasonic ho-
mogenizing and standing wave formation can be used for homogenizing and
particle separation.
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Ultrasound utilization for the human body is mainly for the breaking
down of biological structures using a high power density. Otherwise, a very
low acoustic power is used for an imaging machine. It is easy to understand
that high-energy ultrasound may cause considerable damage to the target
structure due to its mechanical effects, and that a low enough energy may
not have such an effect. However, a modest level of acoustic power may have
the potential to stimulate biological tissue or may alter metabolic pathways
and tissuefunctions.

2.6.1 The Utilization of Ultrasound Energy for Therapeutics

Extracorporeal shockwave lithotripsy requires a high energy density to break
up a hard stone. The peak-to-peak pressure change is up to 30 MPa,
32 kW/cm2, at the focal point in water. This high-energy shock wave is pro-
blematic in that it causes damage to skin and tissue, such as subcutaneous
hemorrhages, by a simple mechanical effect even far from the focus. Another
therapeutic usage of acoustic power is as a heat source. Hyperthermia, in
the form of ultrasonic thermotherapy for cancer treatment, is one such major
application. The use of low-intensity ultrasound in the field has been limited,
but minute mechanical and thermal effects are expected, which may help to
resolve tendonitis or to relieve pain from a shoulder.

The effects of mechanical and thermal damage on biological tissue vary de-
pending on the acoustic power and its absorption coefficient. The absorption
coefficient basically depends on the protein content and density. For exam-
ple, tendons and bones have a relatively higher absorption coefficient than
other tissues. The nervous system also has a higher absorption coefficient
than other organs. The theory of ultrasound imaging is based on the fact
that ultrasound energy can pass through muscles and organs. Those ultra-
sound-transparent tissues are relatively insensitive to the acoustic power. If
an appropriate level of acoustic power is chosen, ultrasound imaging should
be applicable without any anxiety concerning side-effects on biological tissue.

2.6.2 The Biological Effects of Diagnostic Ultrasound

Accordingly, imaging devices use an acoustic power that is low enough to
avoid apparent damage to human organs and skin. Ultrasound power for dia-
gnostic usage may reach as high as 2 W/cm2 even in continuous-wave Doppler
examination, which requires the most intensive ultrasound power. Early stu-
dies showed that biological effects were subtle at this acoustic power level,
except for the thermal effect on bony tissue and collagen-rich tissue. Because
there is no mechanical and thermal damage, clinical ultrasound examination
may be considered completely safe. The diagnostic usage of ultrasound, in-
cluding imaging, geometry measurement, and backscatter examination, has
become common today.
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These are continuing experiments that report the biological effects of dia-
gnostic ultrasound [48]. In their official statements, The World Federation for
Ultrasound in Medicine and Biology (WFUMB) and the American Institute
of Ultrasound in Medicine (AIUM) have mentioned the biological effects and
adverse effects of diagnostic ultrasound [49,50]. There is some evidence sug-
gesting that the heating effect causes a biological response [51]. Ultrasound-
induced heating of the embryo or fetus should not be neglected, because a
small volume of developing bone tissue and nerve system is heated signifi-
cantly by ultrasound at diagnostic power. The lens of the human eye is highly
sensitive to heat, with the risk of the development of cataracts. Cavitation
effects on the gas/fluid border and gas-saturated fluid produce free radicals
at diagnostic power [52]. Lung tissue bleeding has been reported as a result of
cavitation-related effects. Free radicals have chemical activity such as oxida-
tion, and disrupt chemical bonds and structures of biological molecules [53].
Such effects cannot be explained by the thermal effects of ultrasound.

2.6.3 The Effect of Ultrasound on the Cell Membrane

Progress in molecular biology provides us with a lot of information that helps
us to understand machinery of cell and sub-cellular structure on a molecular
basis. Proteins and other organic compounds have their biochemical roles,
including interactions that determine biological responses. Ultrasound may
affect protein particle aggregation and may change its chemical properties.
The fluid mosaic model of the cellular membrane indicates that the lipid flui-
dity of the membrane and the membrane proteins change their compositions
due to local pressure variation such as ultrasound exposure. Phase transition
in a lipid bilayer changes membrane stability and permeability. Effects on
membrane proteins, such as receptors, can trigger a biochemical signaling
cascade followed by a variety of cellular responses. In recent years, interest
in the biological effects of ultrasound has been rekindled, as it has become a
method of manipulating living phenomena.

Biological tissue is constructed from cell and interstitial matrix and connec-
tive tissue. Each cell has a membrane at its outer boundary. The basic struc-
ture of the cell membrane is a lipid bilayer that has a hydrophobic layer
in the middle. Hydrophilic, water-soluble dye cannot penetrate the intact
membrane. Ethidium bromide is one fluorescent hydrophilic dye that does
not stain the inside of an intact cell. However, after 5 s of ultrasound expo-
sure (2 MHz, 200 mW/cm2, SPTA), an ethidium bromide stain was found
(Fig. 2.35).

This result shows us that ultrasound exposure at the same acoustic power
as diagnostic equipment has the effect of increasing membrane permeability.
The cell membrane works as a protective barrier when attempts are made
to transport materials into a cell. Severe disruption of the integrity of the
membrane may cause drastic changes in the internal environment of the cell
that results in immediate cell death.
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Fig. 2.35. Hydrophilic fluorescent dye staining showed an increased membrane per-
meability due to ultrasound exposure. Left panel: No staining without ultrasound
exposure. Right panel: Staining (white dots) by 5 s of ultrasound (0.2 W/cm2,
2 MHz) exposure

2.6.4 Ultrasound for Gene Therapy

Current research is making great efforts to use high molecular weight com-
pounds as medicines. Because those molecules are primary functional units
in cells, their replacement or repair means the direct treatment of diseases
based on molecular functions, not on symptoms. A simple strategy is the ins-
ertion of defective or missing functional genes. An introduced gene molecule,
deoxyribonucleotide (DNA), would be transcribed as a template for protein
synthesis.

This kind of therapy requires the insertion of a functional form of those
molecules into a cell to obtain a therapeutic effect. One problem is that such
a high molecular weight, “macro” molecule is very difficult to introduce into
a cell. As gene therapy, several methods have been contrived. Electroporation
uses a electric pulse to make pin holes in a cell membrane. A particle delivery
system uses accelerated micro-particles that fire DNA molecules into a cell
like a gunshot. A gene transfection technique uses a cationic liposome, a
positively charged lipid particle, as a carry molecule that makes a DNA carrier
complex.

Increased cell membrane permeability might help gene transportation into
a cell. The efficiency of gene transfection can be assessed by the amount of
gene products, which is usually measured by enzyme activity. Ultrasound ex-
posure, hypothetically, makes a perforation in the cell membrane, so this tech-
nique is called “sono-poration”. The activity of the gene product luciferase
was 3.4-fold higher after 30 s of ultrasound exposure (1 MHz, 800 mW/cm2,
SPTA). However, the amount of introduced gene vector was 16-fold greater
in the ultrasound exposed group than in the control group. Because more
than 30 s of ultrasound exposure caused cell damage, the total gene activity
was not increased from the condition of 30 s exposure. Here, we saw two
phenomena. First, there was an optimal power of ultrasound to increase the
efficiency of gene transfection. In other words, too much exposure to ultra-
sound increases the chance of seeing adverse effects. Second, there was a
discrepancy between the increasing ratio of the gene activity and the net
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Fig. 2.36. Fluoresence labeled vectors (DNA) and their products (GFP). The vec-
tors were introduced into the cell by ultrasound. Then cells transcripted them and
synthesized fluorescent protein

amount of introduced gene. This suggests that ultrasound exposure has ef-
fects on cellular properties in addition to changing the permeability of the
membrane (Fig. 2.36).

2.6.5 Direct Effects on Cell Components

The mutagenic activity of radiation is well known and is mainly explained by
damage to DNA. Any kind of energy may lead to the same effect on biological
materials as radiation. Fragmentation of genomic DNA was assayed by gel
electrophoresis study. Smaller DNA fragments that have a smaller molecular
size move greater distances than unfragmented DNA. The electrophoresis
pattern of the cell exposed to ultrasound showed a fragmented DNA tail,
while the pattern of the untreated cell did not (Fig. 2.37).

This result indicates that ultrasound exposure causes DNA damage. Free
radicals and hydrogen peroxide that are generated by the cavitation effect of
ultrasound may cause DNA damage just as radiation does. Nevertheless, this
hypothesis is likely to be supported: the lifetime of the free radicals is too
short to allow them to reach the nucleus DNA from the cell membrane. There
is no clear evidence that cavitation may occur inside a cell at the acoustic
power used in diagnosis today. Thus, we should consider another hypothesis,
that DNA damage results from cellular activity.

2.6.6 The Stress-Induced Cellular Response

A mammalian cell has a sophisticated system to repair damaged DNA. Severe
DNA damage does not allow expression of any gene, even for repair, which
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Fig. 2.37. The Results of comet assay show that fragmented DNA that has a small
molecular size is easier to translocate from its original position than the intact and
larger DNA molecules. A: The absence of comet tail like trace of DNA without
ultrasound exposure meant that DNA was intact in the control condition. B: A
comet tail like DNA trace (the blurred image) from the position of the nucleus
means the existence of fragmented DNA in an ultrasound-treated cell

means immediate arrest of cell function, and cell death. If complete repair is
achieved, the damaged cell can survive as before. At the intermediate level
of ultrasound exposure, not severe enough to cause immediate death but
too severe for complete restoration, cells go into apoptosis. Necrosis means
a status of cell death. Apoptosis is another route to cell death, that can be
explained as programmed cell death.

In apoptosis, cell activity initiates a process of degrading the genomic
DNA into fragments. The sequence of apoptosis consists of three phases:
damage sensing, the initiation of degradation activity, and cell death with
morphological change. Initially, apoptosis has been found to be induced via
the stimulation of several cell surface receptors. Cell membrane alternations,
activation of enzymes, disruption of mitochondria, and DNA damage are
other possible key triggers of apoptosis.

A protein, p53, was initially introduced as a cancer suppressive factor. Its
function is regulation of the cell cycle. DNA damage results in phosphoryla-
tion of p53, which protects p53 from degradation. Accumulation of p53 arrests
the cell cycle at the G1 phase, which is the pre-phase of DNA synthesis for
mitosis. This regulation of the cell cycle plays a role in the time taken to
repair the DNA, before DNA duplication in preparation for cell proliferation.
Further accumulation of p53 molecules triggers the induction of apoptosis.
This means the abandonment of any effort to repair.

The accumulation of p53 was monitored by the expression of a manipu-
lated gene which is a fused gene of p53 and green fluorescent protein (GFP)
into a cultured cell. Then, we monitored p53 accumulation by measuring the
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Fig. 2.38. The Accumulation of p53-GFP fusion protein by ultrasound exposure.
The graph of time versus the relative fluorescence level shows that p53 accumulation
begins approximately 30 minutes from the start of ultrasound exposure. The right
upper panel shows the result of 0.1 W/cm2 acoustic power. There was no significant
increase of the fluorescent level, which meant that P53 accumulation by ultrasound
had exposed the dose dependency

intensity of the green fluorescent. Exposure to ultrasound at 1600 mW/cm2

acoustic power showed its increase, but at 100 mW/cm2 there was no signi-
ficant change (Fig. 2.38).

At a lower acoustic power, the different aspect of the response was seen.
Cellular function is regulated by changing protein characteristics via the ac-
tivation and inactivation of enzymes. Protein kinase C is an enzyme protein
that has signaling roles of in the regulation of cellular function. It is well
known as an upstream factor of the cell proliferation sequence in several cell
lines.

Protein kinase C (PKC) is located at cytosol when it is in an inactive form,
and it is activated by stimulation. The activated form of PKC is located
in the cell membrane. Therefore, we may assess the activation of PKC by
observation of its location. A fusion of PKC and green fluorescent protein
(GFP) was introduced into a culture cell as a marker of the PKC location.
An accumulation of PKC-GFP on the cell membrane was seen as a result of
continuous exposure to low acoustic power ultrasound (Fig. 2.39).

2.6.7 Potential Applications of Low-Power Ultrasound

We have seen several adverse effects of ultrasound for biological tissue. Re-
cently, another aspect of the biological effects of echo image contrast agents
has become known. Gas-filled particles for an echo image contrast enhancer
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Fig. 2.39. Continuous exposure to 0.1 W/cm2, 2 MHz ultrasound resulted in trans-
location of green fluorescent dye from cytosol to the cell membrane, which demon-
strated the ultrasound medicated activation of protein kinase C

also enhance the cavitation effect [54]. Thus, today, biological effects should
not be ignored even if ultrasound is used for imaging purpose. Risk–benefit
oriented decision-making might be required even for ultrasound exposure. Ul-
trasound examination should not be performed lightly, without any need for
clinical benefit. On the other hand, an osteogenesis acceleration device which
features daily exposure to low acoustic power ultrasound has been introdu-
ced. Ultrasound-induced apoptosis is potentially applicable to the treatment
of leukemia [55]. Low acoustic power ultrasound, at 1 W/cm2

SPTA or lower,
does not suffer from problems of adverse effects, and has the potential for
cellular function control. Further investigations on the biological effects of
ultrasound, especially exposure to an acoustic power lower than the power of
an imaging device, may lead to mechano-chemical manipulation of biological
functions.
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3 The Imaging of a Magnetic Source

H. Kado, H. Ogata, Y. Haruta, M. Higuchi, M. Shimogawara, J. Kawai,
Y. Adachi, C. Bertrand, and G. Uehara

3.1 The Principle of Magnetic Field Measurement

The purpose of this section is to provide information about magnetic field
measurement, especially of very weak magnetic signals, and about the ana-
lysis of the source of the measured signal. It is not our intention to provide
full information on magneticism and the related area, which is too wide and
beyond our capability. To realize the purpose, limited discussions will be pro-
vided on topics from basic principles of measurement to several examples
of the state-of-the-art issue. The discussions will include the definition of a
magnetic field, an example of a magnetic field source, the concept of measure-
ment of the field, practical technology and measuring devices and an example
of source analysis. Most of those items are also described in the following subs-
ections in more detail. Some of the details are basic knowledge, while others
have to do with contemporary studies on applications of the technology. We
have tried to arrange the description as self-contained as possible and to keep
reference citations to the necessary minimum.

A knowledge of magnetism is assumed to be already established at a level
such as a university undergraduate course on electromagnetism, including
basic vector concepts. If you are not familiar with these subjects, we stron-
gly recommend that you refer to textbooks on electromagnetism that are
accessible at most public or university libraries. Two physical quantities in
magnetism – the magnetic field and magnetic flux – are important concepts
in the context of this chapter. Two systems – SI and cgs – are commonly used
to express electrical and magnetic quantities. In this chapter, we use the SI
system.

3.1.1 The Magnetic Field

A magnetic field is a result of the existence of magnetic sources. One simple
magnetic source would be a magnet. To observe the magnetic field generated
by a magnet, small compass magnets, which are one of the most simple
magnetic measurement devices, can be used. Figure 3.1 shows the pattern
of the compass magnets placed around the magnetic source. The pattern
indicates the existence of an invisible force distribution between the compass
magnets and the magnetic source. The strength and direction of the force
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Magnetic
Source

Compass

Fig. 3.1. Compass magnets and a magnetic source

differ from place to place around the source magnet. The concept of the
pattern is one of the operational definitions of a magnetic field. Actually,
electromagnetism gives us various definitions of a magnetic field. If we need
to quantify the field, we could calculate the strength of the field by (3.1),
which describes the relationship between the magnet and the magnetic field.

B(r) =
μ

4π

{
1

|R − r|3
(

3 r
r · M

|R − r|2 − M

)}
, (3.1)

where μ is the relative magnetic permeability, M is the magnetic moment
of the source magnet, R is the location of the magnet, and r is the measu-
rement location in the magnetic field. In the SI system, the magnetic field
is expressed in Tesla. Assuming that a number of iron particles instead of
compass magnets are distributed around the magnetic source, we could see
the same pattern, which could be described as many lines in a pattern. These
lines give us the concept of the magnetic force line in electromagneticism. We
can define the idea of the density of lines, and this density varies from place
to place. The density of the lines expresses the strength of the magnetic field.

3.1.2 The Magnetic Dipole

To be more precise, the length of the magnet is relatively small in comparison
with the distance between r and R (say, the length is 1 cm, and the distance
is 1 m). The source magnet is regarded as a single particle, which is called a
magnetic dipole. Equation (3.1) is the equation of the magnetic dipole.
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3.1.3 Magnetic Flux

Assuming that there is a small area around the magnetic source, we could
accumulate the magnetic force lines that pass through this small area. In other
words, the magnetic field integrated over the area is defined as the magnetic
flux. The magnetic flux is expressed in webers (Wb) in the SI system. A
quantitative expression for the magnetic flux is also given in (3.2).

Φ =
∫

S

B(r)dS . (3.2)

From the discussion on the magnetic field and flux using the concept of
the magnetic force line, the magnetic field is also called the magnetic flux
density. In physics, the terms magnetic field and magnetic flux density are
equivalent. Both expressions are used in the following text, depending on the
context.

3.1.4 The Electromagnetic Coil

Instead of a source magnet, the elementary electromagneticism teaches us
about a device that generates an equivalent magnetic flux density by an
electrical current, using a coil. Figure 3.2 is an electrical coil that generates
a magnetic field. The relation between the coil parameters and the magnetic
field is defined in the following equation:

B(r) = F (I, A,R, N | r) , (3.3)

where I is the electric current in ampere, A is the diameter of the coil, R is the
position of the coil, N is the direction of the coil, and r is the measurement

B(r)

O

r

R

A

I

N

Fig. 3.2. The magnetic field generated by a coil
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location in the magnetic field. These definitions are shown in Fig. 3.2. When
the diameter of the coil is small, the magnetic field becomes similar to that
of a small magnet.

3.1.5 The Current Dipole

To divide the coil into small current elements, the magnetic field can be
approximated by the contribution of all of the current elements. The magnetic
field dB(r) generated by a current element is expressed by the following
equation:

dB(r) =
μ

4π

I dL N × (R − r)
|R − r|3 , (3.4)

where I is the electric current of the element, dL is the length of the element,
N is the direction of the element, R is the position of the element, and r
is the measurement location in the magnetic field. If we use this idea, the
magnetic field can be expressed by the integration of dB(r) along the coil:

B(r) =
∫

c

dB(r) dL . (3.5)

As you can imagine from this example, a general magnetic source can be
approximated by the summation of current elements with the length being
small. Therefore, such a small current element itself is one of the most funda-
mental magnetic sources. We can rewrite (3.4) as the magnetic field expres-
sion of a small current element:

Bcd(r) =
μ

4π

i N × (R − r)
|R − r|3 , (3.6)

where i = I dL. From the physics viewpoint of the current element, the
length of the element is relatively small in comparison with the distance from
R to r. In this case, we can regard the element as a point of current flow.
The parameter i is called the electric current dipole moment. The concept
of current flow is called the electric current dipole, proposed by Biot and
Savart (the Biot–Savart law). From these considerations, we could reconstruct
the magnetic field of a source magnet by considering the number of electric
current dipoles. This is called the equivalent current dipole model.

3.1.6 Time-Varying Magnetic Fields

Magnetic fields sometimes vary. This is mostly caused by variation of the
magnetic source parameter. If we are measuring the ambient magnetic field
at a certain point in the street, and an automobile passes by the magnetic
sensor, we can observe the time-varying magnetic field intensity. In this case,
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the automobile could be regarded as a magnet and the movement of the
automobile is modeled by the motion of a magnet. The parameter of the
magnetic source varies over time, and the magnetic field of the source varies
over time. The time-varying magnetic field is expressed by a function of time.
For example, in the case of a current dipole as a magnetic source, (3.6) is
modified by the time parameter as follows:

Bcd(t, r) =
μ

4π

i(t) N(t) × (R(t) − r)
|R(t) − r|3 . (3.7)

The magnetic field at location r which is generated by a current dipole
as a function of i(t), N(t), and R(t). In a practical application of a magne-
tic field measurement, when we observe a time-varying magnetic field signal
with a measurement instrument, this means the possibility of a time-varying
magnitude and/or direction and/or position of the magnetic source. Most
of the applications of magnetic field measurement are to identify the cha-
racteristics of the source of the magnetic field. This study is in the field of
inverse problems. In particular, magnetic source analysis is called an inverse
source problem. We will address the basic considerations of magnetic source
analysis in the later part of this section, and an example of the analysis ins a
subsection of Sect. 3.3 (Magnetic Source Analysis). In the issue of magnetic
source analysis, one single-point observation of a time-varying magnetic field
data does not give us enough information on whether the intensity and/or
the direction and/or the position of the signal source contribute to the data.
This is the so-called ill-posed problem of an inverse problem. Before addres-
sing magnetic source analysis, some of the technologies on how to measure
the magnetic field will be discussed.

3.1.7 The Search Coil Magnetometer

One of the simple methods to measure a magnetic field is to use a search
coil. If one places a coil in a varying magnetic field, a voltage is induced the
coil. The induced voltage versus the intensity of magnetic field depend on the
following equations:

V (t) =
dΦ(t)

dt
, Φ(t) = kSB(t) ,

⇒ V (t) = kS
dB(t)

dt
. (3.8)

By integrating V (t) with an electronic circuit, we could obtain the value of
B(t). Figure 3.3 shows the electronic integration circuit of a magnetometer.
It is sometimes called a search coil. The search coil measures the normal
component of the magnetic field vector facing the diameter of the coil. If
we define the direction of the search coil as N and note the magnetic field
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Fig. 3.3. the configuration of a search coil

vector at the search coil, the value measured by the magnetometer is the
inner product of two vectors B(t) and N :

B(t) = B(t) · N . (3.9)

Most of the magnetometers describe later, such as the search coil, the
fluxgate magnetometer, and the SQUID magnetometer, are needed to mea-
sure a component of the vector magnetic field as an inner product of two
vectors B(t) and N . As important information for further analysis, not only
the sensitivity of the magnetometer, but also the position and direction of
the sensor should be recorded.

3.1.8 The Proton Magnetometer and Other Magnetometers

On the other hand, a proton magnetometer measures the direct value of the
intensity of the magnetic field; in other words, the absolute value of the vector
magnetic field. The proton magnetometer uses the phenomenon of nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR). A proton in water has spin, and if the proton
is superposed on an artificial dc magnetic field, the spin shifts to a certain
angle, which is determined by the summation of the ambient and the artificial
magnetic fields. If we erase the artificial magnetic field stepwise, the shifted
spin comes back to the initial state: this is called a relaxation process. During
the process, the proton emits an electromagnetic wave whose frequency is
proportional to the intensity of the ambient magnetic field. Therefore, if we
count the wave of the relaxation process, we could calculate the intensity of
the magnetic field. This is called a proton magnetometer. The concept of the
configuration of the proton magnetometer is shown in Fig. 3.4.

There are many magnetic measurement devices: the compass magneto-
meter, the fluxgate magnetometer (Fig. 3.5), the optically pumped magne-
tometer, the Hall effect magnetometer, and the SQUID magnetometer. The
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Fig. 3.5. the fluxgate magnetometer

most sensitive magnetometer is the SQUID, which is introduced in a later
section for very weak magnetic signal measurement.
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3.1.9 Magnetic Source Analysis

As mentioned above, if we know the position, direction, and intensity of a
certain component of a vector magnetic field, we can estimate the spatio-
temporal information about the source of the magnetic field. Most magne-
tometers are designed to measure a component of the magnetic field vector
in the sensor direction. The proton magnetometer is one of the exceptions.
If we would like to know the absolute value of the magnetic field vector at
the sensor position, we need to measure the three components of the vector
by independent perpendicular measurements. If the magnetic field varies over
time, we should measure the three components simultaneously. In most of the
studies on magnetic measurements in geophysical applications – for example,
magnetic storms due to solar activity or magnetic anomaly detection for mi-
ning – the magnetic field information at the sensor position has been used.
On the other hand, in biomagnetic studies such as magnetoencephalogram
(MEG), the main target of the measurement is not only to get the magnetic
field value at the measurement point but also to analyze the obtained value
by localization of the source of the magnetic field, especially the electrical
activity in the object.

The Biot–Savart law tells us that an electrical current generates a ma-
gnetic field around the current. The relationship between the current and
the magnetic field is defined by an equation. The current is the cause and
the magnetic field is the result. To obtain some information on the cause by
observing the result is what is known as an inverse problem. Magnetic source
analysis is once such inverse problem, or inverse source problem. A simple
example of magnetic source analysis is to localize an electric current dipole
(strictly speaking, no true current dipole exists). A current dipole must have
a current source and a return current, but we can assume an independent
current dipole as a model of an approximation of a physical system.

The magnetic field measured by a sensor is expressed by (3.7). If we
observe the field in a certain time period, the data obtained is the time-
varying series. From the data, we cannot localize the position of the source
and, furthermore, we can only say that at least one magnetic source exists. If
you add one more sensor placed at a different position and consider the data
from the two different sensors, and if the data vary with the same phase, you
can conclude that at least the source has neither moved nor rotated, and that
only the intensity of the source has varied. If you then to add more sensors
placed at yet more different positions, the signals of all of the channels would
also vary with the same phase, and you would obtain a distribution pattern
on the magnetic field which would not change during the time period of
observation. You could estimate the position and direction of the source from
this pattern. If the source does not vary in intensity but varies in position
and/or direction, the observed data are assumed to be influenced by the
actions. For example, if there are two sensors at different positions and the
source is moving between these two positions, the observed data from the
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two sensors would vary with different phases, as shown in Fig. 3.6. The phase
difference depends on the relation of the positions of and directions between
the sensors. If the sensors are close together, the phase difference becomes
very small and it is difficult to make a decision as to whether or not the source
is moving. In this case we need more sensors to learn about the source. From
this simple example, we can see the possibility of knowing the dynamics of
the source, such as movment, rotation, or a combination of both, if we have
more than two sensors. To analyze such data, we need to consider not only
the distribution of the magnetic field but also the time variation. Therefore,
this can be called this spatiotemporal analysis. Practical data and methods
about this will be described in later sections.

3.2 A High-Sensitivity Magnetic Field Sensor

3.2.1 The SQUID

The fundamentals of a dc SQUID are described in this section. A dc SQUID
consists of a superconducting loop with two Josephson tunnel junctions. Each
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Fig. 3.7. The equivalent circuit of a dc SQUID. Junctions are described in terms
of the RSJ model

junction is shunted with a resistor in order that the current–voltage (I–V )
characteristics cannot be hysteretic. Figure 3.7 shows the basic circuit of a dc
SQUID, which is analyzed with the RSJ model. The loop has the inductances
Lsq, which is the sum of the inductance of each branch Lsq1 and Lsq2, or
Lsq = Lsq1 + Lsq2. The junctions have maximum critical currents of Ic1 and
Ic2, respectively. When a bias current larger than the critical current of the
loop is applied to the circuit, a voltage appears across the loop and varies with
the external magnetic flux entering the loop, because the critical current of
the loop is modulated by the external flux. In this section, the fundamentals
of dc SQUIDs, a noise analysis, and readout methods are described [1–5].

Critical Current Modulation by Applied Magnetic Flux. If an exter-
nal magnetic flux Φex enters the loop, there is an exclusion flux Φsc caused
by a screening current Is in the loop. The total magnetic flux Φt in the loop
is

Φt = Φex + Φsc . (3.10)

In terms of Lsq1, Lsq2, Ic1, Ic2, and the phase differences of the two junctions
φ1 and φ2, Φsc is given by

Φsc = Lsq1Ic1 sin φ1 + Lsq2Ic2 sin φ2 . (3.11)

According to the flux quantization condition, φ1 and φ2 satisfy the following
relation:

2nπ = 2π +
Φex + Φs

Φ0
+ φ1 − φ2 . (3.12)

Combining (3.11) with (3.12),

Φex

Φ0
= n − Φex + Φs

2π
− βL1 sin φ1 + βL2 sin φ2 (3.13)
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Fig. 3.8. Threshold curves of a dc SQUID numerically calculated for a Ic1 = Ic2,
Lsq1 = Lsq2, b Ic1 = Ic2, Lsq1 = 0.25Lsq2, and c Ic1 = 0.25Ic2, Lsq1 = Lsq2

is derived, where

βL1 =
Lsq1Ic1

Φ0
, βL2 =

Lsq2Ic2

Φ0
. (3.14)

Since the critical current of the loop Ic is the sum of the superconducting
currents of the two junctions, Ic is written as

Ic = Ic1 sin φ1 + Ic2 sin φ2 . (3.15)

The relationship between Φex and Ic is obtained with the maximum Ic for
various φ1 and φ2 under the condition indicated as (3.13), using Lagrange’s
method of undetermined multipliers. The solutions are

Φex

Φ0
=

φ∗
2 − φ∗

1

2π
+ βL2 sin φ∗

2 − βL1 sin φ∗
1 , (3.16)

φ∗
2 = cos−1

(
− Ic1 cos φ∗

1

Ic2 + 2πIc1β∗
L cos φ∗

1

)
, (3.17)

where φ∗
1 and φ∗

2 are the phase differences for the maximum Ic, and β∗
L is

given by

β∗
L = βL2 + βL1

Ic2

Ic1
. (3.18)

The calculated Φex–Ic characteristics from the above equations, which are
called threshold curves, are shown in Fig. 3.8. In the case that the SQUID
is symmetric, or Lsq1 = Lsq2 and Ic1 = Ic2, the threshold curve is also
symmetric, as shown in Fig. 3.8a. If the SQUID is asymmetric, the threshold
curve becomes asymmetric, as shown in Fig. 3.8b,c in the case of Lsq1 �= Lsq2
and Ic1 �= Ic2, respectively. The vertical axis is normalized with the maximum
critical current of the loop Ic0 (Ic0 = Ic1 + Ic2).
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Current–Voltage Characteristics of dc SQUIDs. If a dc SQUID is
biased with a current Ib, the voltage across the SQUID loop is modulated by
an applied flux because the critical current of the loop is changed as shown
for the threshold curves. For simplicity, suppose that the inductance of each
branch and the critical current of each junction are the same, respectively, or
Lsq1 = Lsq2 = L0, and Ic1 = Ic2 = Ic0. The bias current Ib and the screening
current Isc are written in terms of the current flowing in each branch, i1(t)
and i2(t), as follows:

Ib = i1(t) + i2(t) , (3.19)

Isc =
i2(t) − i1(t)

2
. (3.20)

i1(t) and i2(t) are expressed using the voltages across each junction, v1 and
v2, namely:

i1(t) = Ic0 sin φ1(t) +
v1

Rs
, i2(t) = Ic0 sin φ2(t) +

v2

Rs
, (3.21)

where the phase differences φ1 and φ2 are related to the Josephson equation:

dφ1

dt
=

4πe

h
v1 ,

dφ2

dt
=

4πe

h
v2 . (3.22)

The voltage across the SQUID loop V is the sum of the voltages across the
junctions and the inductance:

V = v1 + L0
di1
dt

= v2 + L0
di2
dt

, (3.23)

where the mutual inductance between two branches is neglected. Rearranging
(3.19), (3.21), and (3.23), for a constant bias current,

V (t) =
h

4πe

dφ(t)
dt

(3.24)

is obtained, where φ(t) is written as

φ(t) =
φ1(t) + φ2(t)

2
. (3.25)

Equation (3.24) indicates an “ac Josephson effect”, which means that the
phase difference varying in time across the junction results in a voltage out-
put.

Using (3.21) and (3.23), (3.19) and (3.20) are rewritten as

Ib = 2Ic0 cos
[
φ1(t) + φ2(t)

2

]
cos

[
φ1(t) − φ2(t)

2

]
+

2V (t)
Rs

, (3.26)
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Isc = 2Ic0 cos
[
φ1(t) + φ2(t)

2

]
sin

[
φ1(t) − φ2(t)

2

]
, (3.27)

where the second term on the right-hand side of (3.27), which is the contri-
bution of quasi-particles, is neglected for simplicity.

Considering the flux quantization condition,

φ1(t) − φ2(t)
2

= −π
Φt(t)
Φ0

(3.28)

is true. Substituting (3.28) into (3.26),

Ib = 2Ic0 sin [φ(t)] cos
[
π

Φt(t)
Φ0

]
+

2V (t)
Rs

(3.29)

is derived. Since the flux caused by the screening current Φsc is written as

Φs = LsqIsc , (3.30)

the following equation is yielded by rearranging (3.19), (3.26), and (3.28):

Φex − Φt

Φ0
= βL sin

[
π

Φt(t)
Φ0

]
cos [φ(t)] , (3.31)

where 2L0 is replaced by Lsq, and the parameter

βL =
2Ic0Lsq

Φ0
(3.32)

is introduced. If the screening current Isc is neglected, Φt(t) ∼ Φex(t) because
βL −→ 0. Equation (3.29) is simplified as

Ib = Ic(Φex) sin [φ(t)] +
2
Rs

h

4πe

dφ(t)
dt

, (3.33)

where

Ic(Φex) = cos
[
π

Φex

Φ0

]
. (3.34)

The I–V characteristics of SQUIDs are obtained by solving these nonli-
near equations with changing Ib for a constant flux. The Φ–V characteristics
are also obtained with changing Φ for a constant Ib. However, a simple ap-
proximation has been proposed for the detailed analysis, as follows:

0 ≥ |Ib| ≥ Ic(Φex) ⇒ V (t) = 0 , (3.35)

|Ib| ≥ Ic(Φex) ⇒ V (t) =
Rs

2

√
I2
b − [Ic(Φex)]2 . (3.36)
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Fig. 3.10. Φ–V characteristics calculated numerically with 2I0 = 40 μA, 2L0 =
50 pH, Rs = 4 Ω, and Ib = 32, 36, 40, and 44 μA

Equation (3.36) indicates that the output voltage of a SQUID is approxima-
ted by a hyperbolic function of Ic, which is practically useful for the analysis
of the operation of SQUIDs. The schematic I–V characteristics with the hy-
perbolic approximation are shown in Fig. 3.9, where two curves are drawn
for Φ = nΦ0 and Φ = (n + 1/2)Φ0. Φ–V curves calculated numerically with
an increase in the bias current are shown in Fig. 3.10, where Ic0 = 20 μA,
L0 = 25 pH, Rs = 4 Ω, and Ib = 32, 36, 40, and 44 μA. The Φ–V curve shifts
upward with an increase in the bias current and the maximum peak-to-peak
voltage, which is called the “maximum voltage modulation”, is obtained at
a bias current equal to the critical current of the SQUID, or Ib = 2Ic0.
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In this calculation, no noise is taken into account. Therefore, theoreti-
cally, the I–V curve intersects with I-axis at V = 0 with zero slope. The
corresponding Φ–V curve has infinite slope near V = 0 for Ib < 2Ic0. But in
practical SQUIDs, the I–V curve and the Φ–V curve are rounded by noises,
which consist of the thermal fluctuation of the critical current and some other
noises. The noise attributed to the thermal fluctuation at a finite temperature
T is characterized in terms of the noise parameter Γ , defined as the ratio of
the thermal energy kBT and the coupling energy of the junction Ic0Φ0/2π,
where Γ is

Γ =
2πkBT

Ic0Φ0
. (3.37)

It is necessary for stable operation of a SQUID that the coupling energy is
much larger than the thermal energy, or Γ � 1. According to the study by
Tesche and Clarke [6], Γ should be smaller than 0.05, from which a SQUID
requires a minimum critical current larger than 3.5 μA at 4.2 K.

Noise in dc SQUIDs. In practical SQUIDs, noise should be discussed in
order to evaluate the field sensitivity. After thermal fluctuation of the critical
current, the main source of noise is the Johnson noise generated in the shunt
resistors. In this section, noise estimation of dc SQUIDs is outlined, including
the attribution of preamplifier noise for practical use [4–6].

A dc SQUID provides the maximum voltage modulation, ΔVmax, if the
bias current Ib is equal to the maximum critical current of the SQUID, 2Ic0.
From (3.36), ΔVmax is given by

ΔVmax =
Rs

2

√
(2Ic0)2 − I2

cm = RsIc0

√
1 − (

Icm

2Ic0
)2 , (3.38)

where 2Icm is the minimum critical current of the SQUID obtained with the
flux of (n + 1/2)Φ0. The difference of 2Ic0 and 2Icm is called the modulation
depth ΔIc, which is approximately given by

2Ic0 − Icm

2Ic0
=

ΔIc

2Ic0
=

1
1 + βL

. (3.39)

From (3.38) and (3.39), ΔVmax is written as

ΔVmax =
RsIc0

1 + βL

√
1 + 2βL . (3.40)

A SQUID has the maximum sensitivity if it is operated at the steepest
slope on the Φ–V curve, which provides the largest differential coefficient
∂V/∂Φ. ∂V/∂Φ is called the “flux-to-voltage transfer coefficient”, or simply
“transfer coefficient”, with the units of [V/Φ0] normalized by Φ0. Using (3.40),
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∂V/∂Φ is approximately given by

∂V

∂Φ
	 ΔVmax

1/2Φ0
=

2Ic0Rs

Φ0

√
1 + 2βL

1 + βL
. (3.41)

Johnson noise generated in the shunt resistors appears not only as voltage
noise across the SQUID, but also as current noise in the SQUID loop, which
induces flux noise through the SQUID inductance. Both noises are converted
into flux noises and discussed in general terms. The spectral density of the
voltage noise Sv

Φ is

Sv
Φ = 8kBTRs

(
∂V

∂Φ

)−2

, (3.42)

while the spectral density of the current noise Si
Φ is

Si
Φ =

8kBT

Rs
L2

sq . (3.43)

Accordingly, the total spectral density SΦs is the sum of Sv
Φ and Si

Φ:

SΦs = 8kBTRs

[(
∂V

∂Φ

)−2

+
(

Lsq

Rs

)2
]

. (3.44)

In normal SQUIDs with a small inductance of ∼10 pH, Si
Φ is negligible com-

pared to Sv
Φ. In this case, SΦs is of the order of ∼1 μΦ2

0/Hz.
According to Tesche and Clarke [6], optimized SQUIDs with βL = 1 have

the minimum energy resolution ε, which is derived from (3.41) and (3.44):

ε =
SΦs

2Lsq
≈ γh

(
kBT

eIc0Rs

)
, (3.45)

where γ is generally 2–5 with Γ = 0.05. Typical SQUIDs with a small induc-
tance have ε values of ∼10 h. As indicated in (3.45), the energy resolution
becomes small with a large product of Ic0 and Rs in keeping βc < 1. This
means that the capacitance of a junction should be as small as possible to
obtain higher energy resolution.

In practical operation of a SQUID, preamplifier noise must be taken into
consideration. The voltage noise of the amplifier Vna is converted into flux
noise through the transfer coefficient. The spectral density SΦa is

SΦa = V 2
na

(
∂V

∂Φ

)−2

. (3.46)

The total noise in the SQUID, SΦ, is given by the sum of the intrinsic noise
and the amplifier-attributable noise:

SΦ = SΦs + SΦa = 8kBTRs

[(
∂V

∂Φ

)−2

+
(

Lsq

Rs

)2
]

+ V 2
na

(
∂V

∂Φ

)−2

.

(3.47)
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Commercially available amplifiers have an input voltage noise of about
0.4 nV/Hz1/2 at best at room temperature, which is normally larger than
the intrinsic noise level of SQUIDs. Therefore, larger ∂V/∂Φ should be re-
quired to reduce the amplifier-attributable noise. Some methods have been
proposed to obtain a large ∂V/∂Φ, which are mentioned later.

The above theory is valid in the white region. On the other hand, 1/f
noise exists in the low-frequency region below ∼1.0 Hz. Various mechanisms
of 1/f noise are predicted, such as the fluctuation of the tunneling probability
in a junction caused by trapped electrons [7–9] and fluctuation of trapped flux
in superconducting films [10]. However, a clear theory is lacking at present.

Readout Methods: Flux-Locked Loop (FLL). The output voltage from
SQUIDs is a nonlinear function with a periodicity of Φ0. The linear relati-
onship between the flux and the voltage is achieved with a method called a
“flux-locked loop (FLL)” as a null detector, which provides high resolution,
a large dynamic range, and a high slew rate. Two popular FLL methods are
described in this section.

FLL with Flux Modulation. Figure 3.11 shows a typical circuit of an FLL
with flux modulation. A bias flux Φb and modulated flux Φm with a peak-
to-peak amplitude of Φ0/2 and a frequency of fm are applied to the SQUID
loop. A rectangular wave or a sine wave is used as the modulation signal.
With a quasistatic flux in the SQUID of nΦ0, the resulting output voltage
V is a rectified signal with 2fm, as shown in Fig. 3.12a. If this signal is lock-
in detected with reference to fm, with a phase-sensitive detector (PSD), the
output voltage from the lock-in detector VL will be zero. On the other hand, if
the quasistatic flux is (n+1/4)Φ0, V is a modulated signal with fm, as shown
in Fig. 3.12b, and VL will be a maximum. Thus the linearized voltage for a
signal flux can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 3.12c. The lock-in detected signal
is integrated with an integrator and fed back to the SQUID loop through a
feedback coil Lf , via a feedback resistor Rf . If there is an external flux ΔΦ

Bias Current
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OSC.

OUTPUT

Rf

Phase 
Shifter

SQUID

PSD

Integrator

Lp
Li Lsq

VLV

Lf (Mf)

Fig. 3.11. A schematic diagram of an FLL with flux modulation
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into the SQUID, the feedback circuit applies an opposite flux of −ΔΦ; that
is, the net change in flux in the SQUID is zero, or locked at the bias flux Φb.
Therefore, one can know the change in the flux with the voltage that appears
across the feedback resistor proportional to ΔΦ. The maximum feedback flux
Φmax to lock the SQUID – in other words, the maximum flux that one can
measure – is restricted by the mutual inductance Mf between the SQUID
and the feedback coil, Rf , and the voltage of the power supply V0, namely
given by

Φmax =
Rf

Mf
V0 . (3.48)

The slew rate s in the circuit depends on the modulation frequency fm:

sΦ 	 π2

16
fm . (3.49)

With this technique, detection of flux much larger than Φ0 is possible. In
addition, the use of modulating flux has the advantage of eliminating 1/f
noise. This method is not useful for SQUIDs with asymmetric Φ–V charac-
teristics.

Direct Offset Integration Technique (DOIT). Another FLL method without
flux modulation has been adopted recently. This method was proposed by
McWane et al. [11] and developed by D. Drung as the Direct Offset Inte-
gration Technique, or DOIT [12]. A schematic diagram of a DOIT circuit is
shown in Fig. 3.13a. The difference between the voltage V from a SQUID,
which is amplified, and a reference voltage Vr is detected and integrated. The
output from an integrator is fed back to the SQUID through a feedback coil
Lf via a feedback resistor Rf , so that the change in voltage in the SQUID
is zero. Consequently, the SQUID is locked at Vr. Vr should be adjusted to
the voltage at which ∂V/∂Φ is a maximum on the Φ-V curve, usually for
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Fig. 3.13. A schematic diagram of a DOIT circuit (a), and reference voltage ad-
justment on a Φ–V curve (b)

(n + 1/4)Φ0, as shown in Fig. 3.13b. The slew rate of a DOIT circuit is
limited by the time constant of the integrator.

The advantage of a DOIT is that the electronics is quite simple compared
to that of a flux modulation type. There is, however, a disadvantage, in that
that amplifier noise affects a SQUID directly. Especially at low frequency, the
1/f noise of the amplifier degrades the performance of the SQUID. DOIT
is useful for SQUIDs with a large ∂V/∂Φ, which eliminates the amplifier-
attributable noise.

Increase of ∂V/∂Φ: Additional Positive Feedback (APF). As men-
tined in a previous section, the resolution of a practical SQUID is limited
mainly by preamplifier noise rather than the intrinsic noise of the SQUID.
However, if the transfer coefficient ∂V/∂Φ is increased, the amplifier-attrib-
utable noise SΦa given by (3.46) can be reduced. Especially for SQUIDs ope-
rated with DOIT, amplifier noise is dominant – if ∂V/∂Φ is small. D. Drung
et al. proposed that additional positive feedback (APF) is effective to obtain
Φ–V characteristics with high ∂V/∂Φ [13]. An equivalent circuit of APF is
shown in Fig. 3.14, where a resistor Ra and a inductor La are connected in
parallel to the SQUID loop as a APF circuit. Because a part of the bias cur-
rent Ib flows in the APF circuit, the inductor La generates a magnetic flux,
which couples to the SQUID through the mutual inductance Ma.

The flux induced in the APF circuit makes the Φ–V curve of the SQUID
asymmetric. The asymmetric Φ–V curve is calculated numerically, adding
the flux by APF Φa to the sets of equations indicated in a previous section,
where Φa is given by

Φa = Ma
V

Ra
. (3.50)

Figure 3.15 shows the calculation results of the Φ–V curve of a SQUID with
an APF effect for various bias currents. The calculation parameters are Ic0 =
0.1 μA, Lsq = 20 pH, Rs = 1 Ω, Ra = 100 Ω, and Ma = 300 pH. The bias
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currents are 0.101 mA, 0.11 mA, and 0.2 mA, respectively. The Φ–V curve
has a steep slope on the left-hand, at which ∂V/∂Φ becomes larger than that
of a symmetric Φ–V curve. Thus, a large ∂V/∂Φ is achieved.

If Φa is equal to 1/2Φ0, the slope of the Φ–V curve goes to infinity, the
Φ–V curve is no longer stable, and noise in the SQUID increases [14]. The
APF condition for stable operation is therefore

Ma
V

Ra
<

Φ0

2
. (3.51)

When the SQUID has the maximum output voltage modulation ΔVmax, the
following condition should be satisfied for stable operations:

Rs

Ra

Ma

Lsq
<

1 + βL

βL
√

1 + 2βL
, (3.52)

where Lsq is the inductance of the SQUID.
The transfer coefficient ∂V/∂Φ is exactly the differential coefficient of the

curve. The effective (∂V/∂Φ)a is, however, approximately characterized with
a parameter βa:(

∂V

∂Φ

)
a

=
(∂V

∂Φ )sym

1 − βa
, (3.53)

where (∂V/∂Φ)sym is the transfer coefficient of the symmetric Φ–V curve
without APF, and βa is given by

βa =
Ma

Ra

(
∂V

∂Φ

)
sym

. (3.54)
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Fig. 3.14. The equivalent circuit of a SQUID with APF
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Fig. 3.15. Calculated asmmetric Φ–V characteristics with the APF effect. Ic0 =
0.1 mA, Lsq = 20 pH, Rs = 1 Ω, Ra = 100 Ω, and Ma = 300 pH

(∂V/∂Φ)a becomes larger with increase of βa up to unity. But if βa > 1, the
Φ–V curve is no longer stable, which provides the same condition as indicated
in (3.52).

With a large APF gain, that is, with large Ma/Ra the output voltage is
reduced, if Ra is too small. While with large La, the current noise induced in
the resistor Ra affects the SQUID through large Ma [15]. APF circuit should
be designed to take into consideration the reduction of the output voltage
and the attribution of the noise induced in the APF circuit.

3.2.2 A System for Biomagnetic Measurement

Configuration. In the previous section, SQUID sensors and their driving
electronics were described. The system configuration for high-sensitivity ma-
gnetic measurement can be accomplished by highly integrated digital and
analog signal processing technology. All the signals from the SQUID electro-
nics are acquired digitally for further numerical analysis. The analog signals
must be filtered and amplified before recording the signals as digital data.
The dynamic range of the amplifier and the cutoff frequency of the analog
filters are important for high resolution of the digitized data.

SQUID sensors must be kept in a refrigerant such as liquid helium. The-
refore, cryogenics are indispensable in SQUID magnetometry. The cryostat
specially designed for biomagnetic measurement is used in a biomagnetic field.
The cryostats for different measurement objects have different structures. For
example, the tail of the cryostat of the multi-channel system for magnetoen-
cephalography has a helmet-like shape in order to allocate the sensors around
the whole head at high density.

The magnitude of the biomagnetic field to be measured is extremely low.
The magnitude of the geomagnetic field is from one to ten billion times larger
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than the biomagnetic field. Environmental magnetic noise in a laboratory
is several orders higher than the signals and has much more effect on the
measurement. Power lines, elevators, electronic devices, laboratory equipment
(metal doors, chairs), and so on all cause disturbances. Magnetic shielding is
necessary to protect the measurement from these disturbances. The magnetic
shield is formed by enclosing the observation site with a high-permeability
material such as mu-metal. Most shielded rooms have several layers of the
mu-metal to increase the shielding factor of the magnetic field, and they
have a layer of high-conductivity metal such as aluminum or copper to shield
relatively high-frequency electromagnetic waves. Some measurement systems
have reference sensors especially to observe environmental magnetic noise.
The signals provided by the reference sensors are used for cancellation of the
external magnetic noise.

A computer system is also included in a modern measurement system. The
computer system covers control of the electronics, digital data acquisition,
signal processing, magnetic source analysis, data visualization, management
data and networking, and so on.

Estimation of the source of neuronal electronic activity needs simulta-
neous magnetic observations at multiple locations. A higher density of sensor
location provides higher accuracy of the source estimation. Therefore, every
recent biomagnetic measurement system has a multiple SQUID sensor array.
Many recent magnetoencephalography systems have more than 100 channels.

Figure 3.16 shows a conceptual drawing of a multi-channel SQUID mea-
surement system for magnetoencephalography. Every piece of magnetic ma-
terial can cause artifacts when it moves during measurement. Therefore, all
mechanical items in the shielded room (the cryostat, the table for the subject,
and the stimulators) must be made of nonmagnetic materials.

Data Acquisition. The neuromagnetic signals observed by the SQUID sen-
sors are recorded digitally for further numerical analysis on computers, such
as magnetic source localization. Most of the signals have a time dependency
and should be recorded as wave data. The analog signals from the SQUID
electronics should be amplified and filtered before analog–digital conversion
to give an adequate signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and dynamic range. In this
section, analog signal processing and digital data acquisition are described.

In general, when analog wave signals are digitized, we always have to be
careful about the sampling rate and quantizing resolution. A higher sam-
pling rate provides a more frequent quantization and more accurate analog
information can be maintained. However, high-speed sampling needs a more
expensive A/D converter and yields a huge amount of digitized data, which
is often hard to treat even in a modern multi-channel SQUID measurement
system equipped with more than 100 sensors. The sampling points should
be decreased to much as possible to save time and money, and the original
analog wave information should not be lost. The basic rule to satisfy this re-
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Fig. 3.16. The configuration of a modern magnetoencephalography system. Bold
arrows represent flows of the signal from the SQUID sensors. Thin arrows represent
controling signals from the computer

quirement is the sampling theorem. The theorem states that a band-limited
analog signal x(t) – that is, a signal in a finite frequency band (e.g. between 0
and fc Hz) – can be completely reconstructed from its samples x(n) = x(nT ),
if the sampling frequency is greater than 2fc (the Nyquist rate); expressed in
the time domain, this means that the sampling interval T is at most 1/2fc

seconds. Sampling below the Nyquist rate can produce serious errors (alia-
sing) by introducing low-frequency artifacts into the digitized data, as shown
in Fig. 3.17.

Any analog signals have their own bandwidths. In the case of the neuro-
magnetic signal, the maximum limit of the bandwidth is from several hun-
dreds of hertz to several tens of kilohertz at most. The sampling rate should
be twice as high as at least the maximum limit. The analog signals include
noise in a higher-frequency region than the bandwidth, and the aliasing error
caused by the higher-frequency noise can be a problem in the digitized data.
Therefore, an analog low-pass filter that reduce the higher-frequency noise
has to be applied before digitizing the signals, even if digital noise reduction
processing is to be used after data acquisition. This low-pass filter is called
an anti-aliasing filter.
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Fig. 3.17. Aliasing error. a The original signal. b Sampling under the Nyquist rate.
c The sampled data. d The low-frequency artifact

An instantaneous value of the magnitude of the continuous analog signal
is quantized by the A/D converter and stored as discrete digital data at each
sampling point. The minimum quantization of an A/D converter q is given
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Fig. 3.18. Quantization noise. a Quantization of a continuous signal. b The diffe-
rence between the quantized data and the original signal

by

q =
S

2n
, (3.55)

where S is the magnitude of maximum input signal and the A/D converter
has n bits of resolution. The value of the quantized data is limited to multiple
of q. Therefore, the magnitude of analog signal x, satisfying(

N − 1
2

)
q ≤ x <

(
N +

1
2

)
q , (3.56)

is clipped to Nq, as shown in Fig. 3.18a. The difference between the ac-
tual value of the analog signal and the quantized value is called the quan-
tization error. Quantization error is unavoidable in digital data acquisition.
Figure 3.18b shows the quantization error in the digitized data. This error
acts as white noise added on the original signal. A larger value of n provi-
des less quantization noise. There is a tradeoff between the resolution and
speed of an A/D conversion. Therefore, we should compare the noise inclu-
ded in the original analog signal with the quantization noise before applying
a high-resolution A/D converter. A higher resolution that gives much less
quantization noise than the original analog noise is an overspend in view of
the cost performance.

Cryogenics. To operate a SQUID, we have to cool the device to the very low
temperature which is necessary to maintain superconductivity. For example,
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the superconductivity transition temperature of niobium is 9.3 K (−263.9◦ C)
and that of yttrium–barium copper oxide is about 92 K (−181◦ C). Therefore,
we cool a device by immersing it in a coolant with a low boiling-temperature,
or cool it directly with a refrigerant. The coolant for the former device (LTS:
Low Temperature SQUID) is liquid helium, the boiling point of which is
4.2 K, and the typical coolant for the latter (HTS: High Temperature SQUID)
is liquid nitrogen, the boiling point of which is 77.4 K. We call these low-
temperature coolants “cryogen”.

The cryogen is highly evaporative and very expensive. Therefore, a very
high thermal insulation efficiency is required for the preservation container of
the cryogen. We can procure a cryogen through local gas sales companies, by
having it supplied in a container that is a kind of large-sized thermos flask.
If equipped with a cryogen liquefaction apparatus, a recycling system that
collects and re-liquefies the evaporating gas can be put into operation on site.

Liquid Helium. Helium is a rare resource that exists to a small extent in
air (1/200 000), but in practical use, it is separated from natural gas, which
contains helium. A considerable part of the helium consumed in the world
is produced in North America. Helium is chemically inactive and harmless.
The density of the gas at room temperature is approximately 1/7 that of
air. The density of liquid helium is 1/8 that of water (0.125 kg/l), and the
liquid becomes a gas with about a 750 times increase in volume at room
temperature when vaporized. 1.4 liters of liquid per hour evaporate when
1 W of heat is added.

Liquid Nitrogen. On the other hand, nitrogen is the main element in the
atmosphere, the separation is easy, and there are no resource problems. The
density of liquid nitrogen is 80% that of the water (0.8 kg/l), and the liquid
becomes a gas with about a 700 times increase in volume at room temperature
when vaporized. The liquid evaporates at 0.022 liters per hour when 1 W of
heat is added. It is easy to handle compared with liquid helium and, moreover,
it is economical.

Dewar. Here, the thermos flask that accommodates the SQUIDs and the
cryogen is called a “dewar”. The general method of cooling used for bioma-
gnetic measurement at present is a method of keeping a constant temperature
with the vaporization of the cryogen stored up in the dewar. Therefore, the
cryogen must be supplied regularly to compensate for the vaporized portion.

The outline structure of the dewar for multi-channel SQUIDs (LTS) which
is used for magnetoencephalography (MEG) is shown in Fig. 3.19. The dewar
has a helmet-shaped base that is equipped with a hundred or so SQUIDs and
covers much of a human head. The material of the main part of a dewar must
be nonmagnetic and nonmetallic, so a plastic resin is selected. As the material
should withstand a low temperature and have enough strength, GFRP (Glass
Fiber Reinforced Plastics) is optimal.
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Fig. 3.19. A schematic of a typical dewar and SQUID system used for measuring
the magnetic field of the brain

The thermal insulation structure is quite complicated, but basically it is
the same as that of a thermos flask, except that a radiation shield and layered
insulation sheets fill the vacuum layer. Because a considerable amount of heat
enters into liquid helium from the opening in the upper part, called a “neck
tube”, the structure is taller than it is wide to secure a sufficiently long
distance from the room-temperature part. In the opening, a measurement
line lead-out port, a supply port for liquid helium, and an exhaust port for
vaporized helium are fitted.

The magnetic detection coils coupled to the SQUIDs are attached to the
bottom of the inside vessel and the thickness of the heat insulation layer is
made as thin as possible to approach a measurement object. However, because
such construction becomes a factor in reducing heat insulation efficiency,
the optimal structure taking into consideration the measurement efficiency
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and convenience is required. The helium consumption of the present helmet
systems is between 8 and 20 liters per day.

Refrigerator. By using a refrigerator, regular replenishment of the cryogen
becomes unnecessary. The refrigerator used is a small machine called a “cryo-
cooler”, the refrigerant of which is helium. The cryocooler consists of a com-
pressor that is placed at room temperature and an expander that has a cold
stage, and both are separated by the plumbing. The most popular model is
called the “Gifford–McMahon type” and has a displacer that is made from
metal and reciprocates in the expander. When we attach sensors with SQUIDs
to the cold stage of the expander, the machine vibration noise and the elec-
tromagnetic noise that occur with this movement overlap with the signal to
be measured. Because these noises are periodic, they can be canceled by com-
puter software. There is a “pulse-tube type” cryocooler that uses a stationary
displacer. In this case, the noise accompanied by mechanical movement dies
down, but noise caused by the pulsation of the pressure and temperature in
the displacer is left. The biomagnetic measurement system with a refrigerator
has been used experimentally up to now: there is no one system for practical
use as yet. To detect a very minute signal, users may think that a system
that intrinsically has less noise is better, even though it is possible to cancel
this noise.

Magnetic Shielding
The Biomagnetic Field and Environmental Noise. When measuring a minute
magnetic field such as a biomagnetic field, various environmental magnetic
noises induced from the Earth’s field, the power supply line, the measurement
equipment, and city traffic such as cars and trains become obstacles. The
strength of the Earth’s magnetic field is about 10−5 to 10−4 T (tesla: the
strength of the magnetic field in SI units) and changes daily by about 1/1000.
The environmental magnetic noise depends on its frequency [16] as shown in
Fig. 3.20. As for the magnitude of this noise, the difference between that of
the central part of a city and a silent place in the country can be hundredfold.

The strength of the biomagnetic signal is tens of pT (10−12 T) for the
heart and from tens to hundreds of fT (10−15 T) for the brain. Therefore,
it becomes necessary to shelter or cancel the environmental magnetic noise
to detect these signals. Two ways of sheltering the magnetic noise exist.
“Passive shielding” is realized by sheltering the measurement equipment with
a ferromagnetic material or a superconductor. “Active shielding” is a method
of canceling the magnetic noise with an opposite magnetic field generated by
an electric current fed to the compensation coil.

On Magnetic Shielding Using a Ferromagnetic Material. The strength of the
magnetic field in air is proportional to the interval of the magnetic force li-
nes. Figure 3.21 shows the distribution of the magnetic force lines when a
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long circular cylinder which consists of ferromagnetic material is placed in
a uniform transverse field. Because the magnetic permeability of the ferro-
magnetic material is large, the outside magnetic force lines go through the
cylinder wall, and the density of the magnetic force lines becomes sparse in
the inner air space of the cylinder.

As the material used in the magnetically shielded room (MSR) for the
biomagnetic measurement, a metal having excellent magnetization charac-
teristics in a low field is selected. The most popular material with a high
permeability is “permalloy”, which is an iron alloy containing 78% nickel.
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The Design of the Magnetically-Shielded Room. The shielding factor is used
as the measure that shows the efficiency of the magnetically shielded room
(MSR). The shielding factor S is shown as the ratio of the magnetic field
outside, He, and the magnetic field inside, Hi, of the MSR:

S =
He

Hi
. (3.57)

Supposing that the MSR is spherical, with outside diameter D, thickness
t, and relative permeability of the material μ, the shielding factor is simply
shown by

S =
4
3

μt

D
. (3.58)

The higher the permeability of the material and the thicker the shell of MSR,
the higher is the expected shielding factor.

The permalloy that is used as the shielding material is heavy and expen-
sive. Therefore, to reduce the use of the shielding material, the MSR is made
with a multiple shell structure. However, the structure becomes complicated
with an increasing number of shell layers and becomes uneconomical. For
most practical MSRs, a two- or three-layer structure is adopted.

The shielding effect against the alternating magnetic field depends on the
material and the frequency of the field change. To shield a slowly varying
field generated by cars and trains, a material having an especially high initial
permeability must be chosen. Against an electromagnetic wave of high fre-
quency, a shield must be made of a good-conductivity metal such as copper
or aluminum. Because the nature of a superconductor is to reject a magnetic
force line, if this is used for a shielding material, we can ideally shield the sta-
tic magnetic field from the high-frequency field. However, since the shielding
material must be cooled below its superconducting transition temperature,
this method is not economical and is not of practical use.

Most of the magnetically shielded rooms for biomagnetic field measure-
ment consist of a box of side 2–3 m to house the primary equipment and the
bed inside. The wall consists of two layers of permalloy plate and a single
layer of copper or aluminum plate. The common shielding factor of these
MSRs is approximately 1000 at 1 Hz. The range of magnetic field noises in
the MSR at various sites is shown in Fig. 3.20, with the white noise of SQUID
sensors.

As a special example, there is a soccer ball shaped MSR [17] that has a
shielding factor of 100 000 and four layers.

Active Shielding. By combining compensation coils with the ferromagnetic
shield, attempts have been made to improve the characteristics of the shiel-
ding in the low-frequency area. This method is called “active shielding” and
is a way of making the magnetic noise zero by adding an artificial magnetic
field that has the same strength in the direction opposite to the detected
magnetic noise.
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Calibration and Alignment
Calibration of the Sensitivity and the Position of the Sensors. The bioma-
gnetic measurement system is an instrument to measure a magnetic field, so
it is important that the value is correctly measured in the sense of “traceabi-
lity”. The sensitivity, position, and direction are calibrated with a multi-coil
set which is machined precisely and fed with current using a generator-of-
standard instrument. The coils are fed with a known current and emit a
known magnetic field at a known position in a known direction. The output
voltage of the FLL circuit is represented by V = h(I, x, y, z,n, b; gs, xs, ys, zs,
ns), where I is the current in the calibration coil, x, y, and z are the position
of the calibration coil, n is the unit vector (nx, ny, nz) of the direction of the
coil, b is the baseline between the sensing coil and the reference coil, gs is the
magnetometer or gradiometer sensitivity, xs, ys, and zs are the position of the
sensor, and ns is the unit vector (nsx, nsy, nsz) of the direction of the sensor
(Fig. 3.22). The detailed expression is described by an integral of the Biot–
Savar equation. Six variables, gs, xs, ys, zs, nsx, and nsy, are unknown. (The
variable nsz is a dependent value of nsx and nsy.) This means that measure-
ments by the five different calibration coils yield five different equations to be
solved using the five answers to these variables. It is desirable to do the cali-
bration using 10–20 coils in order to obtain better precision. The procedure
is carried out for all sensors installed in the cryostat. With this calibration
procedure, the magnetic field can be precisely identified and the source of
the field can be estimated through an inverse problem. To demonstrate that
the calibration has been carried out correctly, we have done the following.
We have prepared another coil and measured the magnetic field produced by
this coil (Fig. 3.23). With this measurement result, we have estimated the
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Table 3.1. Examples of calibration error

x (mm) y (mm) z (mm)

Real value 0.000 −75.000 0.000

Estimated value 0.181 −75.302 0.290

nx ny nz

Real value 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000

Estimated value 0.99999 0.00893 −0.00177

coil position (xc, yc, zc) and the coil direction nc. Then we have compared
this estimation with the real coil position and direction. Table 3.1 shows the
results of this procedure, illustrating that the real position and the estimated
current source position are in quite good agreement. For a circular current
source, the estimation error is ±0.3 mm as shown in Table 3.1.

Alignment of the Field Distribution and Anatomical Information. The mea-
sured biomagnetic response is not of much use unless the data is proposed
in reference to the anatomical position of the subject. In case of a magneto-
encephalography measurement, the position of the head is calibrated with
five markers, five sets of small coils, attached to the heads which is visible to
SQUID sensor array. This means that the position of the head is identified
in “the coordinate system of the SQUID sensor array”, which is calibrated
through the procedure described in the previous section. Different five mar-
kers visible to MRi (Magnetic Resonance Imaging), which contain water, are
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attached at the same position to be scanned by MRi after/before the MEG
measurement. The information from the MEG markers and the MRi markers
is combined, and registration is carried out in order to superimpose the MEG
data on the MRi data.

3.3 Magnetic Source Analysis

3.3.1 The Forward Problem

Biological Magnetic Sources. The magnetic field of the human being
has been considered to be caused by ionic currents due to the activity of
the muscle and neurons. Especially in the case of MEG, the postsynaptic
potentials at dendrites in neurons have been considered to be main sources.
Figure 3.24 shows the phenomenon of the postsynaptic potential at a synapse
near the end of a neuron’s dendrite. The local decrease of the transmembrane
voltage increases the transmembrane sodium conductivity and allows an in-
flow of ions. The electrostatic repulsion provided by these ions causes an
intracellular current to flow primarily toward the cell body. The intracellular
current makes a closed circuit with the return current in the extracellular
medium [18].

This is a simple source current model in a microscopic view. But the
magnetic field due to this model is very small, so it is impossible to detect
this signal outside the head. It is necessary to concentrate a large number of
neurons oriented in the same direction to detect the signal outside the head.
It is estimated that the collection of 104 neurons in 1 mm2 is needed for a
measurable magnetic field. Fortunately, the dendrites and axons in the brain
are distributed with a high density and tend to be oriented perpendicular to
the cortical surface, as shown in Figs. 3.25 and [19,20].

Such a collection of activated neurons can be assumed to form a current
dipole. This is a source current model for the simplest model in MEG. Ac-
tually, most biological magnetic sources seem to be more complex, but this
model has often been used in practical MEG studies.

Dendrite

Soma

Equivalent current 
dipole

Fig. 3.24. Ionic current by synaptic activity around a neuron (adapted from [18])
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Fig. 3.26. The total current in a volume conductor G

Field Equations in Biomagnetism. We show the basic equations for the
calculation of the magnetic field generated by the source current described
in the previous section. The following manipulation of equations in this and
the next section is derived from reference [21]. Here J i is the applied current
in a volume conductor G which has conductivity σ, as shown in Fig. 3.26.
The total current J in G is described as follows:

J = J i + σE , (3.59)

where E is the electric field caused by J i in G. The second term on the
right-hand side is the ohmic current, sometimes called the volume current.
If we obtain the total current J , we can calculate the magnetic field B by
using the Biot–Savart law:

B(r) =
μ0

4π

∫
G

J(r′) × r − r′

|r − r′|3 dv′ . (3.60)

Instead of E, we use the electric potential V , by means of the equation

E = −∇V , (3.61)
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where ∇ means the gradient operator of the scalar potential. Using this equa-
tion, (3.59) is transformed into

J = J i − σ∇V . (3.62)

If G is divided by surface Sj , j = 1, , n, into subregions Gj , j = 1, , n, so that
σ = σj in each Gj (see Fig. 3.27), (3.60) is transformed into

B(r) =
μ0

4π

∫
G

[J i(r′) − σ(r′)∇V (r′)] × r − r′

|r − r′|3 dv′

= B0(r) − μ0

4π

n∑
j=1

σj

∫
Gj

∇V (r′) × r − r′

|r − r′|3 dv′ , (3.63)

where

B0 =
μ0

4π

∫
G

Ji(r′) × r − r′

|r − r′|3 dv′ . (3.64)

B0 is the magnetic field caused by the applied current only. We can derive
the identity

∇V × ∇g = ∇ × (V ∇g) , (3.65)

with

∇g =
r − r′

|r − r′|3 . (3.66)

Using the above identity and Stokes’ theorem,∫
G

∇ × A dv =
∫

∂G

n × A ds , (3.67)
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we obtain∫
Gj

∇V (r′) × r − r′

|r − r′|3 dv′ =
∫

∂Gj

V (r′)n(r′) × r − r′

|r − r′|3 ds , (3.68)

where n is the outer unit normal of the surface ∂Gj . In the case of Fig. 3.27,
the second term in (3.63) is expressed as follows:

σ1

∫
G1

F1dv + σ2

∫
G2

F2dv + σ3

∫
G3

F3dv

= σ1

(∫
s1

f1ds −
∫

s2

f2ds −
∫

s3

f3ds

)
+ σ2

∫
s2

f2ds + σ3

∫
s3

f3ds

= σ1

∫
s1

f1ds + (σ2 − σ1)
∫

s2

f2ds + (σ3 − σ1)
∫

s3

f3ds , (3.69)

where F and f denote primitive functions in (3.68). From this example, we
obtain the general form of the equation follows:

B(r) = B0(r) − μ0

4π

n∑
j=1

(σ′
j − σ′′

j )
∫

Sj

V (r′)n(r) × r − r′

|r − r′|3 ds , (3.70)

where σ′ and σ′′ are the conductivities on the inner and outer sides of Sj , res-
pectively. This equation is known as Geselowitz’s formula [22]. This equation
means that the magnetic field caused by the volume currents is determined
by the surface electric potential V . To discover the surface electric potential,
we have an equation similar to (3.70) for V :

σ′
k + σ′′

k

2
V (r) = σnV0(r) −

n∑
j=1

σ′
j − σ′′

j

4π

∫
Sj

V (r)n(r) · r − r′

|r − r′|3 ds . (3.71)

As a general forward calculation to know the total magnetic field, we first
obtain the electric potential by solving (3.71) and then calculate the magnetic
field by using (3.70). To solve (3.71) as a practical way, the boundary element
method (BEM) is often used. However, it calls for complicated procedures.

The Spherical Conductor Model. In this section we introduce the sphe-
rical conductor model, which is often used in MEG. This is one of the special
cases where the magnetic field shown in the previous section can be descri-
bed by simple equations. In this model, the volume conductor G is bounded
spherically and symmetrically, as shown in Fig. 3.28. First, we show one of
the special features of this model. From (3.70), the radial component of B
outside G can be written as follows:

Br(r) = B0(r) · er − μ0

4π

n∑
j=1

(σ′
j − σ′′

j )
∫

sj

V (r)n(r) × r − r′

|r − r′|3 · erds .

(3.72)
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Fig. 3.28. A spherical conductor model

Using n(r) = r/r, er = r/r,

n(r′) × (r − r′) · er = 0 (3.73)

is derived. Thus,

Br(r) = B0r(r) =
μ0

4π

∫
G

J i(r′) × r − r′

|r − r′|3 · erdv . (3.74)

This means that the radial component of the magnetic field is equal to that of
the magnetic field caused by the applied current only. When we calculate only
the radial component of the magnetic field outside the spherical conductor,
we neglect the volume current. The other components of B are affected by
the volume currents. To give all the components of B, we use a magnetic
scalar potential:

B(r) = −μ0∇U(r) . (3.75)

The scalar potential U is obtained by a line integral of ∇U :

U(r) = −
∫ ∞

0
∇U(r + ter) · erdt

=
1
μ0

∫ ∞

0
Br(r + ter)dt =

1
μ0

∫ ∞

0
B0(r + ter)dt

=
1
4π

Q × (r − r0) · er

∫ ∞

0

dt

|r + ter − r0|3
. (3.76)

In the above equations, we assumed a current dipole as the applied current.
The last integral can be computed; that is,∫ ∞

0

dt

|r + ter − r0|3
=

r

a(ar + r2 − r0 · r)
. (3.77)
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Fig. 3.29. A current dipole oriented parallel to the radius

Therefore,

U(r) = − 1
4π

Q × r · r0

F
, (3.78)

where F = a(ra + r − r0 · r),a = r − r0. As a result, we obtain an equation
for the magnetic field outside the spherical conductor G as follows:

B(r) =
μ0

4πF 2 (FQ × r0 − Q × r0 · r∇F ) , (3.79)

where,

∇F = (r−1a2 + a−1(a · r) + 2a + 2r)r − (a + 2r + a−1(a · r))r0 . (3.80)

From (3.78) or (3.79) we find that if the dipole is parallel to the radial direc-
tion, the magnetic field does not appear outside G. Furthermore, the magnetic
field outside G does not depend on the value of the conductivity σ.

Examples of Field Patterns. We demonstrate typical field patterns ge-
nerated by the spherical conductor model (see Fig. 3.30). Figures 3.31, 3.32,
and 3.33 show the contour maps of the x, y, and z components of the ma-
gnetic field, respectively. For comparison, we show the contour maps due to
a current dipole only in Figs. 3.34, 3.35, and 3.36. From these figures, we
can show that the tangential components are easily affected by the volume
currents in the conductor.

3.3.2 The Inverse Problem

The Equivalent Current Dipole. The MEG inverse problem consists in
estimating the neuromagnetic source characteristics from the observed ma-
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Fig. 3.30. The conditions for the calculation of the field patterns
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Fig. 3.31. The x component of the magnetic field due to a spherical conductor
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Fig. 3.32. The y component of the magnetic field due to a spherical conductor
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Fig. 3.33. The z component of the magnetic field due to a spherical conductor
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Fig. 3.34. The x component of the magnetic field due to a current dipole only
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Fig. 3.35. The y component of the magnetic field due to a current dipole only
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Fig. 3.36. The z component of the magnetic field due to a current dipole only

gnetic measurements. It has been shown [23] that knowledge of the electro-
magnetic field outside a conductor is not sufficient to uniquely determine the
current distribution inside the conductor. This means that there is no unique
solution to the inverse problem, so that additional constraints must be added
to restrict the number of possible solutions. Basically, one can distinguish two
approaches for the resolution of the inverse problem, depending on whether
distributed or localized sources are assumed.

Imaging methods [24–29] assume distributed sources and compute an esti-
mate of the full current distribution in the brain. Among the set of all current
distributions J , an “optimal” solution Jopt is computed by using Tikhonov
regularization and finding that

Jopt = arg min
J

‖M − GJ‖2 + λJT
(
WW T

)−1
J , (3.81)

where M is the observed measurements, G is the lead field matrix, λ is
a regularization parameter, and W is a weight matrix that can take several
forms, such as the identity matrix or the Laplacian operator, depending on the
desired constraints. The drawbacks of imaging methods is that they require
manipulation and computation of huge matrices, and that they usually tend
to give oversmoothed estimates of the sources.

An alternative method is to assume that the measured electromagnetic
field results from the activity of one or a few highly localized neuronal sources
of a dipolar nature: this is called the equivalent current dipole model [27,30–
32]. In this case, for a single time slice, the inverse problem reduces to finding
qopt such that

qopt = arg min
q

‖M − Gq‖2 . (3.82)

Since q is a vector of n dipoles, and each dipole corresponds to six parameters
(position, direction, and intensity), the number of parameters to be estimated
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reduces considerably in comparison to imaging methods. The drawback of this
method is that the minimization problem is no longer linear and can present
many local minima. For single time measurements, proper convergence to the
exact solution is only assured when there is only one dipole [33], or if multiple
dipoles can be treated independently from each other [34].

More robust estimates for dipole characteristics can be obtained by consi-
dering fixed positions for the dipolar sources, so that the previous model can
be extended to the full spatio-temporal data set [35,36]. The forward model
is then written as

M = G

⎛
⎜⎝

u1 0 0

0
. . . 0

0 0 un

⎞
⎟⎠ ·

⎛
⎜⎝

q1(t1) · · · q1(tm)
...

. . .
...

qn(t1) · · · qn(tm)

⎞
⎟⎠ , (3.83)

where ui are unitary orientation vectors and qi(tj) is equal to the magnitude
of the ith dipole at time j:

∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, qi(tj) = qi(tj)·ui . (3.84)

Several search algorithms have been proposed for estimating the multi-
dipole solution [37–41]. Some of them also make use of prior anatomical
or functional information derived from MRI or fMRI data, to restrict the
solution space to biologically relevant solutions [42–44]. However, although
much research is currently devoted to this subject, solution of the inverse
problem for multi-dipole models still presents some unresolved issues. First,
the number of dipoles must usually be determined before the inverse pro-
blem resolution. Also, most current methods give only a single, presumably
best, estimation of the neuromagnetic solution, without any information on
other almost equally likely solutions, or on the solution confidence interval.
To answer these problems, we have developed two different approaches to
the MEG inverse problem: the current element distribution model, and pro-
babilistic resolution of the inverse problem using Markov chain Monte Carlo
methods.

A Probabilistic Approach using MCMC Methods. Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods are probabilistic tools that have recently
been proposed for the resolution of the MEG inverse problem [41,45]. Instead
of searching for a single optimal solution to the inverse problem, MCMC me-
thods give an estimate of the full probability distribution of the solutions. The
knowledge of this probability distribution gives indications on the number of
likely solutions, their characteristics, and their confidence interval. However,
simple MCMC methods such as the Metropolis algorithm usually get trapped
in local probability maxima, and fail to give robust estimates of the probabi-
lity distribution. We have proposed the use of two different MCMC schemes
to solve this problem [46,47] and to allow for the search for an unknown
number of dipoles [48,49]. Here we describe our approach, the two MCMC
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schemes that we proposed, and results obtained on both simulated and real
data.

The first step in using MCMC methods is to define a probability distri-
bution for the inverse problem solutions. Assuming a variable number n of
localized dipolar sources and single time measurements, the posterior proba-
bility of solutions (q, n) knowing the measurements can be computed using
Bayes theorem:

p (q, n|bobs) ∝ p (bobs|q, n) · p (q|n) · p(n) , (3.85)

where q is a vector of n dipoles q1, . . . , qn, with qi being defined by its position
(xi, yi, zi), its direction (θi, ϕi), and its intensity ji.

The first term is the likelihood of the observed measurements, given the
current distribution q. We have assumed an m-dimensional Gaussian noise
model, with mean 0 and covariance matrix Σ, so that the likelihood is given
by

p (bobs|q, n) =
1

(2π)m/2|Σ|1/2 × exp
(

−1
2
(Δb)T Σ−1(Δb)

)
, (3.86)

with Δb being equal to bobs − b(q).
For real data, the covariance matrix Σ was estimated from pre-stimuli

measurements. The theoretical measurements b(q) obtained from the dipole
distribution q were computed using the Sarvas formula [50,21].

The second term represents the a priori knowledge about the number
and characteristics of the neuromagnetic sources. The source positions were
limited to the brain volume by setting a null probability for sources outside
the brain. We favored sources in the cerebral cortex by setting a 1 to 100
probability ratio for sources in the cortex. Dipole directions were constrained
to be tangential by assuming a normal law of mean 0 and standard deviation
π/10 for the angle between the position and the direction vectors. The source
intensity was assumed to follow a constant law in a predefined interval. For
variable numbers of sources, a Poisson law was assumed.

To sample the posterior distribution p (q, n|bobs), we used parallel tem-
pering (PT) [51] to prevent being trapped in local modes and to speed up
convergence. A number k of Markov chains Ci =

(
q

(1)
i , . . . , q

(n)
i ,

)
are con-

structed, with each realization q
(j)
i being a set of n dipoles. The chains Ci are

constructed in an iterative process, with each realization q
(j+1)
i being deter-

mined from the previous state of the chains with a probability distribution
p
(j)
i . The chain C1 is called the principal chain; it is constructed so that the

distribution p
(n)
1 converges to the posterior distribution:

lim
n→∞ p

(n)
1 = p (q|bobs) . (3.87)
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Thus, any expectation of a function f with respect to the posterior can
be estimated from a delayed series of the realization of C1:

∀f, E[f ] =
∫

V

p (q|bobs) · f(q)·dq (3.88a)

	 1
N − M

i=N∑
i=M+1

f
(
q

(i)
1

)
, (3.88b)

where the first M iterations of the Markov chain represent the burn-in period
(i.e., the convergence process of C1 from random initial values to the posterior
distribution).

Other chains Ci, for i > 1, are called auxiliary chains: they prevent the
principal chain from getting trapped in a local mode. Each chain Ci is asso-
ciated with a temperature parameter Ti, such that T1 = 1 and Ti < Ti+1. An
unnormalized probability distribution πi is then defined for each chain Ci, so
that “hot” auxiliary chains are associated with probability distributions that
become easier and easier to sample:

πi = p (q|bobs)
1/Ti . (3.89)

Transition probabilities p
(j)
i are defined according to the Metropolis samp-

ler [52], so that for each chain Ci, the distribution of its elements will converge
to the probability distribution πi. A proposal value q∗

i is drawn at random
around q

(j)
i and is accepted with probability r:

r = min

(
1,

πi(q∗
i )

πi(q
(j)
i )

)
. (3.90)

If the proposal value is accepted, it becomes the new realization of the
chain; otherwise, the previous value is retained and the chain does not move.

Movement between the chains is allowed by PT moves. Two contiguous
chains Ci and Ci+1 are chosen at random and their realizations are swapped
with probability

r = min

(
1,

πi(q
(j)
i+1)·πi+1(q

(j)
i )

πi(q
(j)
i )·πi+1(q

(j)
i+1)

)
. (3.91)

For a variable number of dipoles, we added reversible jump (RJ) moves
[53] to the previous sampler. The parameters to be estimated now take the
form (k, qk), where k is the unknown number of dipoles, and qk is the set of
these k dipoles. The move from (i, qi) to the proposal value (j, qj) is realized
by drawing a random vector ui independently of qi, and setting qj to some
deterministic function fi of qi and ui. This move and the reverse move must
satisfy

dim qi + dimui = dim qj + dim uj . (3.92)
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The new proposal value (j, qj) is then accepted with probability

p = min

(
1,

π(j,J j)· p(j, i)· pj(uj)
π(i,J i)· p(i, j)· pi(ui)

·
∣∣∣∣∂(J j ,uj)
∂(J i,ui)

∣∣∣∣
)

, (3.93)

where p(i, j) is the probability of proposing a move from an i-dipole solution
to a j-dipole solution. We used four different types of reversible jumps. De-
ath/birth moves corresponded to deleting a random dipole from the source
distribution, or adding to the sources a new dipole with a random position.
The Merge move was done by choosing two different dipoles qi, and qj , dele-
ting one of them and updating the other to (1− r)qi + rqj , with r uniformly
drawn in [0;1]. The reverse move, splitting in two a single dipole, was made
by first randomly choosing a new dipole qj and updating an already existing
dipole qi to the new value [qi +(1−r)· qj ]/r. The probability pup(k) of choo-
sing a move going from dimension k to k +1 (respectively, pdown(k) for going
from k to k − 1) was

pup(k) = c(k) × p(k + 1)
p(k)

, (3.94a)

pdown(k) = c(k) × p(k − 1)
p(k)

, (3.94b)

where p(k) is the Poisson prior on the number of dipoles, and c(k) is a nor-
malizing term such that pup(k) + pdown(k) is equal to 1.

The RJ plus PT algorithm has first been applied to simulated data [48,49]
and compared to simulated annealing (SA) that has been previously proposed
for resolution of the MEG inverse problem [54,55]. Measurements for a two-
dipole pattern were simulated with 20 dB SNR white noise and 20 dB SNR
neuromagnetic noise originating from 60 random sources located in the brain.
An unknown number of sources between 1 and 4 was assumed for reversible
jump. Results showed a clear improvement of our RJ/PT algorithm over
simulated annealing: on 30 trials, the mean error was 4.5 mm, less than
simulated annealing (6.3 mm) even with the added difficulty of an unknown
number of sources. These results were even more striking when comparing
parallel tempering alone with simulated annealing: 90% of the trials made
with PT found the true solution to within 5 mm, but only half of SA runs
achieved this result. Moreover, the mean error in PT (3.0 mm) was reduced
to almost half of the SA error value.

Moreover, the PT/RJ sampler was able to correctly estimate the source
number and found a 65% probability of a two-dipole source configuration, in
accordance with the model used. The algorithm found also a 24% and 11%
probability for three- and four-dipole source configurations, thus showing a
slight bias toward a higher number of sources. More information about this
simulation study can be found in [49].

A second simulation was conducted to study the influence of noise on the
parallel tempering algorithm, without RJ moves [46]. Measurements for two
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Table 3.2. Algorithm comparison: percentage of success and mean error

Algorithm Number Number Correct position (%) to within Mean error

of trials of dipoles 5 mm 10 mm 15 mm (mm)

PT 30 2 90 100 100 3.0

PT/RJ 30 1–4 73 92 98 4.5

SA 30 2 53 83 92 6.3

Metropolis 10 2 35 55 70 14.5

Table 3.3. Influence of noise level on PT and SA

Total SNR SA PT SA PT

(dB) valid runs valid runs mean error mean error

(%) (%) (mm) (mm)

15.8 100 90 8.7 7.0

10.1 70 90 9.5 9.4

7.8 45 95 10.6 11.5

4.1 0 15 – 17.7

dipoles were simulated with both white noise (20 dB SNR) and neuromagnetic
noise (5, 10, 15, and 20 dB SNR). Sources were restricted to the brain volume,
and constrained to the cortex (approximated by the outer 5 mm of the brain)
by a 1 to 1000 probability ratio. Solutions explaining at least 95% of the
total variance were considered as valid. Although SA and PT gave equivalent
results for a low noise level (16 dB SNR), SA results degraded quickly when
the noise level increased (45% of valid runs for 8 dB SNR). On the contrary,
PT was little affected by the noise level, and it was only for the very high
noise level (4.1 dB SNR) that the PT performance suddenly degraded.

We also applied the PT algorithm to real MEG data obtained in diffe-
rent conditions (auditory evoked fields, somatosensory evoked fields [47,56])
and with signal-to-noise ratios ranging from 5.4 dB to 20 dB. For AEF, ma-
gnetic measurements were recorded by 148 axial magnetometers (baseline =
50 mm) and averaged on 100 runs. Measurements were analyzed at a latency
of 92 ms. The noise standard deviation was equal to 15 fT, for a SNR of
20 dB. The prior probability for the source positions was the same as in
the previous study. The results clearly showed two dipoles located in the
left and right primary auditory cortices, and that explained 95.7% of the
measurement variance (Fig. 3.37). In the second experiment, SEF data were
obtained after electrical stimulation of the right index, below the movement
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Fig. 3.37. Results of dipole estimation using the PT algorithm: AEF (left) and
SEF (right). The increased area of the dipole locations for SEF reflects the lower
SNR. The intensity is color coded for the SEF image from blue (lowest intensity)
to red

threshold. Measurements were recorded for five subjects with an 80-channel
magnetometer system, and were averaged from 70 runs. The noise standard
deviation ranged from 17 to 27 fT, for a 5 to 15 dB SNR. Depending on the
subjects, the source locations showed different patterns, that corresponded
to the contralateral, and sometimes the ipsilateral, first and second somato-
sensory cortices (Fig. 3.37). These first results obtained on real data, even
with a low noise ratio, are consistent with previous studies. Other practical
applications of the MCMC method are planned, both for cognitive sciences
and clinical applications.

Current Element Distribution. The conventional procedures for analy-
zing the magnetic field source in biomagnetism are to estimate the location,
the direction, and the intensity of an equivalent current dipole which is as-
sumed to be representative of biological activity. Iso-magnetic field mapping
is mostly used to determine the location of the dipole, by finding the two
extrema of the magnetic field on the surface being observed. The dipole is
estimated directly from the extrema or calculated by some mathematical
procedure such as least square fitting of a dipole model.

To estimate a single dipole, the mathematical operation yields a unique
solution in the solution space, which consists of six coordinate corresponding
with the dipole parameters. A dipole is described by parameters of three
components of position, two of direction, and one of intensity. If we have
magnetic field signals without any noise, these unknown parameters are esti-
mated with at least six independent observations. In this case, the model is
evaluated by the value of the residue between the observed data and ma-
gnetic field generated by model. If we expand the model and adopt a more
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complex system [31,57,58], such as the current multiple expansion (CME),
multi source model (MSM), or the distributed current model, there is no
longer a unique solution. We encounter a kind of combinatorial optimization
problem and the mathematical approach should introduce a novel concept of
evaluation. If we assume that the MSM acts like multiple current dipoles –
even just two or three current dipoles – we should observe 12 or 18 signals
that should be strongly independent of each other and should be free from
noise. Furthermore, in the course of parameter estimation, there will be many
local minima. Simulated annealing [59] is one of the ways of escaping from
local minima. However, there is still no concrete strategy for a model that
has large numbers of signal sources.

To consider a more general aspect of the inverse problem, we must first
think of a model of a system (such as the cardiac or central nervous system in
biomagnetism). There is no practical idea that teaches us to adopt a particu-
lar model. The CME reduces the residue, such as the L2 norm [59], between
the measured data and the magnetic field generated by the model. We still
have no rational idea of how to select a model, even if the locations of the
estimated poles happen to be an incident with the excited portion of the
biological system.

Model. In this study, we tried to establish an approach to describe magnetic
sources due to a distribution of current elements that converge to a specific
source distribution. We believe that every observable magnetic field signal
consists of a summation of magnetic fields, each of which is generated by
an independent current element. The model of the signal source consists of
a large number of current elements. Each element is described as a current
dipole. Each element has the same intensity. The position and direction of
each element are not specified. With this model, the inverse problem is that,
by using an algorithm mentioned below, the distribution of the elements is
expected to converge to a signal source current pattern.

Algorithm. Assume N current elements I i,i=1,...,N . The position of I i is
ri , and the direction of I i is ni .

Step 1: To distribute the elements randomly into the volume that is subject
to a biological function being active. Then, to calculate the magnetic
field Bmodel generated by distributed current elements (I1, . . . , IN ) at
measurement positions (Rj , . . . ,RM ):

Bj ,model =
M∑

j=1

Bi , (3.95)

where Bi = B(ri , ni) is the magnetic field generated by current element
I i at position ri and direction ni .
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Step 2: To calculate an evaluation value L of model fitting by norm bet-
ween model field Bj,model and measured magnetic field Bj,measured at
measurement position Rj :

L =
M∑
j

|Bj ,model − Bj ,measured|2 , (3.96)

where the norm is the L2 criterion of two vectors.
Step 3: To select an arbitrary current element. The element moves to the

vicinity of its original position in the solution space Si to reduce L. The
element motion is limited by the algorithm parameters. There are N
solution spaces, each of which belongs to an independent current element
I i :

Si = Si(ri , ni) . (3.97)

The solution space is specified by the position coordinate and the direc-
tion vector of each current element.

Step 4: In the case of L being reduced, the element has a new position. In
the case of L being not reduced, the element stays at its original position.
The algorithm operation returns to Step 3 and the algorithm selects the
next arbitrary element.

The mathematical charactersistics of the algorithm are not clarified. It
might be quite difficult to analyze the characteristics by means of an analyti-
cal method, rather than by empirical or heuristic means. The major purpose
of this study is to verify that the algorithm can calculate the distribution
of current elements that describes the magnetic source in good agreement,
within a practical cpu time.

Simulation 1. As the first step of mathematical clarification of the algo-
rithm, the following simulation has been carried out. The circular current
was assumed to be a magnetic source located in a cube. Magnetic field vec-
tors at several positions on the surface of a cube generated by the circular
current were adopted as the measured magnetic field vectors Bmeasured. The
magnetic field vectors at measurement positions generated by elements are
calculated.

In the initial stage of the simulation, we should determine all of the pa-
rameters that specify the signal source, the model, and the algorithm. The
parameters of the signal source that are not essential but are practical for
this method are the size of the cube, the diameter of the circle current, the
position and the direction of the circle and the current intensity. The inten-
sity of the element, the number of elements, and the distribution are model
parameters. The algorithm is specified by the rule of element motion and the
termination rule of iteration.
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Fig. 3.38. The circular current which is the source of the magnetic field in a cube.
The model is evaluated by a value of summation of the norm between model field
Bmodel and measured field Bmeasured

In the steps of the algorithm, an arbitrarily selected element moves within
its vicinity in the solution space Si , where a five-dimensional space is specified
by the position and direction of the element I i . Figure 3.38 shows the signal
source (the circular current in the cube). Figure 3.39 shows the successive
results of current elements converging from random distribution to the signal
source patterns. 3600 iterations were carried out.

Discussion 1. The result is quite well posed to the signal source, even
though it is not certain whether the algorithm may be effective for an ar-
bitrary ill-posed situation. In a practical application, we should introduce
many heuristics and a priori knowledge about the measurement, in order to
restrict the solution space and to avoid the local minimum solution.

Returning to the specification of this simulation, number and intensity of
elements are determined arbitrarily. However, it is necessary to select concrete
values for the parameters. It is proposed that, before the algorithm is run, the
intensity of an equivalent current dipole is estimated and, from histological
and physiological knowledge, the number of elements is determined. Then,
the current intensity of the element can be determined from the energy value
of the equivalent dipole divided by the number. As the iteration number
increases, the element becomes a pair of elements. The pair of elements,
that face each other, produce a very small magnetic field and make a small
contribution to the norm. It is a kind of local minimum.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3.39. a The initial distribution of current
elements in the algorithm: 28 current elements
were distributed at random as a starting situa-
tion for the inverse problem. b The distribu-
tion of the current elements after 2400 itera-
tions. They seem to going to converge to the
pattern of magnetic source. c The distribution
of the current elements after 3600 iterations.
They have converged to the pattern of a ma-
gnetic source, which is a solution to this inverse
problem

There might be many pairs when the number of elements is large. The
appearance of the pair of elements is a sign that the iteration of the algorithm
should be terminated. This algorithm is quite heuristic. The algorithm was
applied to an inverse problem for a circular current signal source. We could
not gain a perspective on the possibility of applying the algorithm to a general
inverse problem. However, we would like to insist that this element approach
could figure out the three-dimensional pattern of an electric current that is
hidden in a volume without any strict parametric model such as CME. If we
introduce a strategy such as CME, we have to measure more and more data
as the number of unknown parameters increases.
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Fig. 3.40. The result of estimating a single circular current source. The distribution
of 20 current elements was obtained after l0 000 iterations

Improvement of the Algorithm. As discussed in the previous section,
the algorithm of magnetic source imaging by current element distribution is
capable of describing the pattern of a specific signal source which consists of
circular currents. The algorithm describes a current pattern as a magnetic
source without the assumption of a parametric source model The estimated
solutions for a single circular current source and a double circular current
source are shown in Figs. 3.40 and 3.41, respectively. These solutions were
obtained by computer simulations. The circular current sources are described
by the distribution of current elements.

To apply this algorithm to other types of magnetic sources, such as a vo-
lume current source, which is more suitable for biomagnetic activity, we have
introduced a stabilized condition in addition to the conventional cost func-
tion. As a result of this, the convergence of current elements to the pattern
of the magnetic source is improved.

The major part of the optimization strategy, except for an evaluation
criterion, is the same as discussed previously. The proposed evaluation cri-
terion is composed of the least-square norm and the restrictive condition:
the so-called stabilized condition [60]. The stabilized condition is intended to
evaluate more complicated distributions of current elements. The least-square
norm of this optimization procedure is (3.96). To improve this algorithm, the
stabilized condition is combined with the evaluation function as follows:

L + w × Op(g) , (3.98)

where Op(g) is a stabilized condition, g is a set of parameters to be estimated,
and w is the weight with which the stabilized condition contributes to the
evaluation function.

The Stabilized Condition. Generally, the result of optimization of a mul-
tiple current element distribution shows a complicated pattern, even when
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Fig. 3.41. The result of estimating a pair of circular current sources with the
current flowing in opposite directions. The distribution of 20 current elements was
obtained after 30 000 iterations

the distribution is a smoothly curved line or circle. Two current elements
are frequently located closely together and face each other. In this state, the
value of the evaluation criterion does not decrease any further. This is one
kind of the local minimum. To avoid this problem, a stabilized condition as
shown in Fig. 3.42 is introduced. The condition is that the current flow has
to be continuous and smooth (Fig. 3.42a). Any two current elements, whose
positions are close to each other, must not be in opposite directions. If the
distance d between two elements is less than the threshold dt, the angle θ
between them must be less than θt (Fig. 3.42b). If there is a pair of current
elements that does not satisfy this condition (Fig. 3.42c), one of the pair mo-
ves away, and its direction is changed. The motion is controlled by random
numbers.

Simulation 2. The mathematical characteristics of the algorithm have not
been fully clarified. It might be quite difficult to analyze the characteristics
using an analytic method. Computer simulations were carried out to confirm
that the algorithm is capable of finding that distribution of elements which
best describes the source. The algorithm was applied to a volume current
source consisting of 45 elements, as shown in Fig. 3.43. The initial state of
the estimation strategy is shown in Fig. 3.44, where 20 current elements, the
model of the magnetic source, are randomly distributed in a subject region.
The results of the estimation using the least-square norm of (3.96) and the
improved evaluation criterion of (3.98) are shown in Figs. 3.45 and 3.46,
respectively. Two hundred and sixteen (= 6 × 6 × 6) measurement points
are placed on the whole surface of a cube. The measured magnetic field
Bmeasured is calculated as the summation of the magnetic field generated by
each element of the volume current source using the Biot–Savart law. Bmodel
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was generated by 20 current elements of the model. The thresholds of the
stabilized condition were as follows: dt = 0.5 and θt = 90◦. The results of the
estimation were obtained after approximately 100 000 iterations.

Discussion 2. The assumed volume current source can be described with
the proposed algorithm quite well (Fig. 3.43), although the source is not esti-
mated correctly with the least-square norm only (Fig. 3.45). There are five
pairs of elements facing each other. Such pairs produce a very small magne-
tic field as if no current element existed. In this situation, any motion of the
element increases the value of the evaluation criterion. Thus, the estimated
distribution is not improved in this case. When the evaluation criterion is
the least square norm only, it frequently happens that two current elements
are close together and face each other. The proposed algorithm, however, is
capable of describing a volume current source by introducing current con-
tinuity as a stabilizing factor. The assumption of current continuity shown
in Fig. 3.42 appears to be reasonable, even when this algorithm is applied
to biomagnetic measurements. However, to apply this algorithm to complex
magnetic source distributions, it is necessary to introduce suitable stabilized
conditions which depend on the characteristics of the subject.

3.3.3 Visualization

Field Contour Map. A contour map is the illustration of the variation
of b = f(G), which is valuable on a surface G, by contours as a result of
connection of the points that have the same value of b.

Fig. 3.42. The stabilized condition for optimizing the distribution of current ele-
ments. a The situation in which the current flow is continuous and smooth. b The
definition of smooth current flow. The distance d between two elements is less than
the threshold dt, and the angle θ between them is less than the threshold θt. In
this case, the pair is allowed to stay in its present position. c The definition of
a nonsmooth current flow. The angle θ is larger than θt. In this case, the pair is
rejected
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Fig. 3.43. The volume current source used in the computer simulation. The current
is composed of 45 elements

Fig. 3.44. The initial state of the estimation strategy: 20 elements are distributed
at random in the subject region

Fig. 3.45. The result of estimation using only the least-square norm without the
stabilized condition. The distribution of 20 current elements was obtained after
100 000 iterations. There are five pairs of elements in opposite directions. The esti-
mated distribution was not improved any more in this case

Drawing a field contour map is one of the most general ways to express
the distribution of the magnetic field. In this section, a simple way to draw
a field contour map from a set of the data measured by a multiple SQUID
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Fig. 3.46. The result of optimization with the proposed stabilized method. The
current elements converged to the pattern of the magnetic source quite well. The
estimated distribution of 20 current elements was obtained after 100 000 iterations

sensor array is described. The basic procedure to draw the contour map is as
follow:

(1) Each observation site is regarded as a grid. Generate triangle meshes on
the observation surface.

(2) Determine whether or not a contour that has a particular value passes a
triangle.

(3) If the contour passes a triangle, determine where it crosses the triangle.

Part of the contour is drawn at steps (2) and (3).
Triangulation, as the first step in drawing a contour map, is used to create

a set of nonoverlapping triangular bounded cells from the location grid of
the sensors. There are a number of triangulation algorithms that may be
proposed. One of the more popular algorithms is Delauney triangulation.
The triangular network that results from Delauney triangulation satisfies the
criterion that states that no vertex should lie inside any of the circumcircles
of the triangles in the network.

At the next step, whether or not a contour that has a particular value
crosses a triangle is examined. In this section, the part of a contour is appro-
ximated as a segment for simplicity. It is possible to examine whether or not
a segment of a contour crosses a triangle by comparing the value of the kth
contour, bk, with three values at each vertex of the triangle A1A2A3, bA1 ,
bA2 , and bA3 . If

(bk − bmax)(bk − bmin) ≤ 0 , (3.99)

where bmax is the maximum of bA1 , bA2 , and bA3 , and bmin is their minimum is
satisfied, the contour crosses �A1A2A3. Otherwise, it is outside the triangle.

When the contour k goes on �A1A2A3 and bAn ≤ bk < bAm is satisfied,
an edge of the segment of the contour is at the point that separates Am and
An in the ratio of (bAm − bk) : (bk − bAn ).
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Fig. 3.47. An example of drawing a contour map. a A set of data at five observation
points was given. b Triangular meshes were produced. c A segment of a contour
was determined on one of the triangular meshes. d A contour was formed after
examining all the triangles. e The same procedure was repeated, with different
values of the contours. f The whole contour was obtained

Observation plane

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.48. A field contour map with an ideal single current dipole. a An example
of a contour map with a dipole-like pattern. Black lines represent an upward field.
Gray lines represent a downward field. b The estimation of a magnetic source. The
arrow represents the estimated current dipole

After examining the contour for all the triangles, a whole connected con-
tour is represented. Furthermore, a whole contour map is obtained by repea-
ting the same procedure with different values for the contours.

In Fig. 3.47, an example of making a contour map from a set of data
at five observation points is shown. The contour map in the figure is very
angular because only a few observation points are used for simplicity. More
observation points located at narrower intervals can provide a smoother con-
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tour map. Otherwise, the interpolation of the value at the interior points of
each triangle can be applied in order to obtain a smoother contour map.

If a source of the magnetic field is an ideal single current dipole, two
extrema, called an inhalant and an exhalant, appear on the field contour
map. When this symmetric pattern as shown in Fig. 3.48a, which is called a
dipole-like distribution, is observed on the field contour map, the location of
the magnetic source can be roughly estimated intuitively.

In the case of Fig. 3.48b, a current dipole can be estimated using the
approximation that the surface of the observation object is flat and that
the sensors are arranged on a plane. The current dipole is located on the
perpendicular bisector to the segment that connects the two peaks at a depth
d, given by

d =
L√
2

, (3.100)

where L is the distance between the two peaks. The magnitude of the dipole
q is

q =
6
√

3πd2

μ0
bmax , (3.101)

where μ0 is permeability of the air and bmax is the magnitude of the magnetic
field at the peaks. The direction of the dipole satisfies the right-hand screw
rule.

Vector Map. A field contour map is the most simple way to visualize the
distribution of the magnetic field, when only the radial component from the
object is considered. However, in the case of three-dimensional vector magne-
tometry, not only the radial component but also the tangential component
should be considered. A vector map is a suitable way to express the distri-
bution of the tangential component of the field. An example of a vector map
is shown in Fig. 3.49.

Extraction of Head and Brain Volume from MRI. Because of the diffi-
culty of the MEG inverse problem, it is important to use as much information
as possible to restrict the search only to the solutions that are biologically
consistent [42–44]. One way to achieve this goal is to use magnetic resonance
images (MRI) to obtain information about the head and brain volume. For
example, this MRI information could be used to discard solutions located
outside the brain, to favor certain parts of the brain, or to force the dipole
orientations to follow certain constraints. Also, the 3D representation of the
head and of the brain could also be used as input for realistic modeling of
the forward fields. And, of course, this MRI information can also be used to
construct three-dimensional representations of the head to better visualize
the pattern of the neuromagnetic sources and their evolution with time.
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Manual selection of the brain and head parts on the MRI images is preclu-
ded, since it would require several hours of human work for each subject. It
is therefore necessary to develop an automatic algorithm to analyze these
images, with minimum intervention from the user. We present here a method
that we have devised to extract the brain and head volume [61,62] and that
we currently use to set prior knowledge, and to display the solutions.

The initial data are T1-weighted MRI images. Each data set contains
from 122 to 125 axial slices of 256×256 voxels. In-plane resolution is 0.9375×
0.9375 mm, and out-of-plane resolution is 1.5 mm. Since MRI suffers from
numerous artifacts, a direct extraction of 3D objects from only gray level
information is not possible. Therefore, our algorithm proceeds in two steps.
The first step is the automatic extraction of estimates of the brain and head
objects from gray level information. In the second step, these estimates are
filtered and errors are corrected. For the first step, the gray level histogram is
computed for all of the MRI volume, and is smoothed by using the Silverman
bump-hunting method [63]. For that method, the histogram is considered as
a probability density function and is estimated by

ph(x) =
1

h· N
N∑

i,j,k

f

(
x − g(i, j, k)

h

)
, (3.102)

where N is the number of voxels, f is a Gaussian function N(0,1), g(i, j, k)
is the gray level of voxel (i, j, k), and h is a parameter controlling the degree
of smoothing. A large value of h will produce a unimodal histogram, while
smaller values of h will give histograms with more and more modes. Our
algorithm begins with a large value of h and makes a dichotomic search for
the smallest value of h that will produce a distribution with three modes

Fig. 3.49. An example of a vector map. The tangential component of the field is
projected onto a plane
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Fig. 3.50. Segmention of MR images. Histogram segmentation (left) gives an ap-
proximate segmentation between brain, head, and background, but many details
are still erroneously resolved. Morphological filtering (right) corrects them and gives
an accurate segmentation of the head and of the brain

(background, head, and brain). The smoothed histogram is then automati-
cally thresholded into background, head, and brain by searching for points
with a derivative smaller than a given threshold, and corresponding to the
beginning or end of the peaks.

Since the MRI data suffer from various sources of noise, and so that there
is no unambiguous correspondence between gray level and anatomical struc-
tures, a simple segmentation based on gray values does not give adequate
results, so it must be refined by appropriate post-filtering. We make exten-
sive use of two functions of mathematical morphology [64]: erosion (which
corresponds to removing the outer voxels of an object), and the opposite
operation, which is called dilation. The combination of these two operations
with logical operations on binary images is sufficient to correctly extract the
head and brain objects from the segmentation results previously obtained.
For this, the whole head object is first filled and separated from the backgro-
und. The brain is then correctly extracted by a series of erosions to remove
spurious brain areas, and dilations to reconstruct the whole brain object.

This segmentation algorithm has been tested on 15 data sets from nor-
mal subjects, and four data sets from patients suffering from brain tumors.
All the data sets from normal patients were correctly segmented in a fully
automated way. For the four other cases, manual adjustments of the para-
meters were necessary to obtain adequate results for the normal part of the
brain. Due to an extremely variable gray level, dimension, and shape, tumors
were generally not satisfactorily extracted and would need some amount of
manual contouring to be accurately segmented. On a standard PC (400 MHz
Pentium II processor), the whole segmentation process took less than 20 s,
thus allowing its use for routine MEG measurements.

The segmentation information was directly used for prior computation.
For 3D visualization, the next step is the computation of the boundaries of
the brain and of the head. This is done with the marching cube algorithm
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Fig. 3.51. The display of MEG sources (AEF) on the reconstructed 3D head and
brain

[65], modified according to [66] to resolve the ambiguities of the initial algo-
rithm. Since the marching cube algorithm usually creates a very large number
of triangles, the user can parameterize the precision of the boundary com-
putation by adjusting the size of the marching cubes. This provides an easy
way to obtain different level of detail, allowing the user to adjust the tradeoff
between realism and speed of rendering. The obtained triangulation is then
used to display a three-dimensional representation of the head and of the
brain, along with the neuronal source estimations (Fig. 3.51).

3.4 Biomagnetic Measurement

3.4.1 Magnetoencephalography

In this section, we describe a specific MEG system developed at Kanazawa
Institute of Technology, and also some examples of MEG measurements.

Magnetoencephalogram Systems Developed at KIT. We have deve-
loped new systems for magnetoencephalography (MEG). The pickup coil is
a coaxial type first-order gradiometer with a 50 mm baseline. The magnetic
field resolution of the system is about 4 fT/rtHz or 0.8 (fT/cm)/rtHz in the
white noise region. The unique feature of the system is the gantry-free ho-
rizontal dewar, which is fabricated through what we call a “ship-in-a-bottle
approach”. Less than 10-liter/day liquid helium consumption for the 100-liter
capacity is realized. One of the merits of the horizontal dewar is that a small
room is sufficient for installation because of the low height (0.89 m) of the
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dewar. Another merit is that the patient can be measured in a lying position,
which is more relaxing compared to the conventional vertical type.

System Configuration. The array of SQUID sensors is installed in the
liquid helium dewar, which keeps the sensors at around 4.2 K. The dewar is
placed inside the magnetically shielded room (MSR) in order to eliminate the
environmental noise. The sensors are operated with flux-locked loop (FLL)
electronics, which are located outside the MSR. The magnetic signals sensed
by SQUID are transformed to voltage signals and processed through analog
signal processors, and are acquired and stored by a data acquisition (DAQ)
system.

The data are collected by the analyzing software, which operates on Win-
dows NT on the host computer. Data analysis such as equivalent current
dipole (ECD) estimation is done on this console. Operators can easily com-
pile reports with the analyzed results using common word processing, desk-
top publishing software, spreadsheet software, or graphing according to their
preferences. The operation of the SQUID sensor, such as the lock or unlock
mode, is also controlled through this console. The post-processing software
and the acquired data are transportable to other PCs so that the users can
do further analysis using their own desktop or laptop Windows PCs. The
stimulation apparatus for the subjects is also provided and can be controlled
through the console. Another peripheral instrument is the automatic liquid
refilling system, which reduces the operator’s burden. The subjects lie down
on a bed in a relaxed position to have their MEG responses to various sti-
muli measured. Figure 3.52 shows an overview of the system. We describe
the components of the systems in the following sections.

Sensor and Electronics. A coaxial type first-order gradiometer is adopted
for the SQUID sensor. The sensing coil and reference coil have a diameter
of 15.5 mm and the baseline between the two coils is 50 mm. The magnetic
signal is transferred to a double-washer SQUID placed about 75 mm from the
sensing coil. There is small possibility of flux trapping caused by magnetic
materials that some subjects might bring into the tail of the dewar carelessly,
such as eyeglasses.

We have employed an external feedback coil configuration [67]. The feed-
back current to compensate the input magnetic signal is fed to the sensing
loop, the reference, the coil, and the input coil, so that the field to be mea-
sured suffers no disturbance. Consequently, the cross-talk between adjacent
sensors is reduced. To measure the cross-talk, two gradiometers are placed
in parallel and adjacent to each other at a separation of 23 mm. The level
of cross-talk is measured by monitoring one of the SQUID outputs when a
sinusoidal flux of known amplitude, 2.0 Φ0, is applied to another SQUID,
both being in FLL mode [68]. The result is excellent, −93.3 dB, thanks to
the external feedback coil configuration.
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Fig. 3.52. An overview of the MEG system

Fig. 3.53. A first-order gradiometer with 50 mm baseline and 15.5 mm diameter
coils

The SQUID is driven by the direct offset integration technique (DOIT)
[69], which is useful for cost and complexity reduction, especially MEG sy-
stems with over 100 channels.

Sensitivity. The term sensitivity is often used as a power spectrum of the
noise of the sensor or system. Here, we use the term as follows: the field
sensitivity [nT/Φ0] is the magnetic field at the pickup coil necessary to couple
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one flux quantum to the SQUID; the feedback current sensitivity [μA/Φ0] is
the current at the feedback coil necessary to couple one flux quantum to the
SQUID; and the magnetometer sensitivity [nT/V] is the output voltage at
the FLL circuit when the pickup coil senses a unit magnetic field. We can
also determine the field gradient sensitivity [(nT/cm)/Φ0] as the magnetic
field gradient at the pickup coil necessary to couple one flux quantum to the
SQUID.

The feedback current sensitivity is 49.5 μA/Φ0. We adopt 20 kΩ as the
feedback resistor. This means 49.5 μA × 20 kΩ = 0.99 V is the output
voltage of the FLL circuit, while the feedback current balances one flux
quantum in the SQUID. The field sensitivity of the sensor is designed to
be 0.68 nT/Φ0. In the sense of field-gradient sensitivity, it corresponds to
(0.68 nT/Φ0)/(5 cm) = 0.136 (nT/cm)/Φ0. The magnetometer sensitivity
and gradiometer sensitivity are calculated by (0.68 nT/Φ0)/(0.99 V/Φ0) =
0.69 nT/V and 0.138 (nT/cm)/V, respectively. These calculated values must
be confirmed by the calibration process described in Sect. 3.2.2 and the re-
sults are 0.59 nT/V and 0.118 (nT/cm)/V. The differences of about 17% are
due to field sensitivity and the feedback resistor. We adopt the calibrated
value for MEG measurement.

Noise and Flux Trapping. It is important and practical to represent the noise
performance for the overall system, not just for the SQUID sensor. SQUID
sensors have low intrinsic noise; for example, 2.0 fT/rtHz in the white noise
region and 4.1 fT/rtHz at 1 Hz. However, additional noise sources which we
must include are the electronic noise of FLL circuits, Johnson noise from the
radiation shield foil in the vacuum chamber of the dewar, and electromagnetic
interference from the DAQ system/host PC/the stimulators. The measured
noise, shown in Fig. 3.54, is 2.3 fT/rtHz in the white noise region, above
50 Hz, and 7.0 fT/rtHz at 1 Hz with the overall system, which includes the
noise due to the SQUID, FLL, dewar, radiation shield, cables, MSR, and an
analog signal processor with a low-pass filter set to 2 kHz cutoff.

It is possible to assume that a signal is applied only to the sensing coil and
not to the reference coil. In such a case, if a signal of 2.7 fT/rtHz is applied to
the sensing coil, we can interpret this signal as being detectable with SNR =
1. Therefore, it is convenient to describe the noise performance in terms of
“field noise [fT/rtHz]”. However, in the actual MEG measurement, the signal
is detected by the sensing coil, and some decayed signal at the reference coil
is subtracted. ECD estimation is carried out by taking this subtraction into
account. Therefore, a notation of “field-gradient noise” is sometimes useful
for the expression of noise performance. The gradiometer baseline in this case
is 5 cm, which leads to another notation of 2.3/5 = 0.46 (fT/cm)/rtHz in the
white noise region and 1.4 (fT/cm)/rtHz at 1 Hz with overall system.

Incidentally, the range of white noise observed over all channels is spread
around the average value of 4.0 fT/rtHz, which corresponds to 0.8 (fT/cm)/
rtHz, with a standard deviation of 1.3 fT/rtHz.
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The sensors are usually cooled down by liquid helium inside an MSR.
Otherwise, magnetic flux is easily trapped in the SQUID chip, where it redu-
ces the critical current and consequently prevents the sensor from operating
properly. We have observed this phenomenon just once in 1151 accumulated
trials. In this case, the SQUID washer with an area of 0.01 mm2 is exposed
to a magnetic field of about 0.2 μT inside the MSR, and is supposed to trap
(0.2 μT × 0.01 mm2 = 2 fWb = 1.0 Φ0, should this rare case happen. For
a magnetic field less than that, it is impossible for the SQUID to trap the
flux. On the other hand, we have observed that almost all trials lead to flux
trapping when cooled down in the Earth’s magnetic field of about 50 μT,
which corresponds to 250 Φ0. Therefore, it is crucial to cool down the sensors
inside the MSR.

The Dewar. The unique feature of the system is the gantry-free horizon-
tal dewar, which is fabricated through what we call a “ship-in-a-bottle ap-
proach”. The size of the sensor complex is larger than the diameter of the
neck of the dewar bottle. The larger the sensor complex is, the wider the
head surface is covered. On the other hand, the smaller the neck of the dewar
is, the lower is the boil-off rate of the liquid helium. Therefore, we assem-
ble the large sensor complex inside the dewar just as hobbyists make ship
models in an empty bottle, using tools which go through the neck of the
bottle, instead of inserting the sensor complex after the assembly. With this
technology, less than 10 liter/day for the 100 liter capacity is realized. There
is a 20 mm distance between the sensing coil of the gradiometer and the

Fig. 3.54. The noise spectrum for the overall system, which includes the SQUID,
FLL, dewar, radiation shield, cables, and MSR: 2.3 fT/rtHz in the white noise
region, 7.0 fT/rtHz at 1 Hz. The cutoff of the low-pass filter is set to 2 kHz
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Fig. 3.55. A cut-away diagram of the horizontal dewar made using a “ship-in-a-
bottle” technique

surface of the dewar where the subject’s/patient’s head touches. Figure 3.55
shows a cut-away diagram of this dewar. The helmet-shaped manifold is the
sensor-holder, with many sockets for the gradiometers.

One of the merits of the horizontal dewar is that a small room is sufficient
for installation because of the low height (0.89 m) of the dewar. The size of
the MSR can be reduced to a 2.4 m height by 2.2 m width by 3.5 m depth
(outer shell dimensions). Two systems in Boston and Tokyo are installed in
this size of MSR. The next merit is that the dewar is gantry free. The dewar
is placed on a rigid base, therefore eliminating numerous concerns caused by
moving mechanisms.

The third merit is that the patients can be measured in a relaxed lying
position. The subject’s MEG responses are measured for 10–20 minutes, and
they are required to stay still during measurement. Therefore, it is necessary
to provide a relaxing and easy position for the subject. Our solution with the
horizontal dewar is a bed on which the patient can recline in a supine mode,
with his or her head resting on a pillow. The bed is slid towards the dewar so
that the head is placed into the concave part of the dewar. For the patient, it
is easy to be transferred from the stretcher to the bed. The lying position is a
good match with other scanners, such as MRI and X-ray CT, which measure
patients in the same way. We made a vertical type of dewar with the “ship-
in-a-bottle approach” in order to compare the vibration of the subject’s head
during the MEG measurement. To confirm the improvement, the vibration
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of the head was measured with a normal subject and the amplitudes were
compared between the vertical dewar and the horizontal one.

Figure 3.56 shows the time variation of the magnetic field in 5 s caused
by small magnetic object, a 2 mm square part of a subway ticket, attached to
the forehead of the subject. These are not the noise signals that appear in an
ordinary MEG measurement, but they are a good indication of the relative
value of the vibration of the head position of the subjects. The subject was
asked to stay still during the measurements in a vertical-type dewar case
and a horizontal dewar case. The vibration was about 65 pT peak-to-peak
for the horizontal case, but 320 pT peak-to-peak for the vertical case. The
improvement factor is about 5. The factor for a longer time span, such as
20 minutes, would be larger. The result for a seriously ill patient is imagined
to be much larger, because it is hard to maintain a straight and rigid pose
in a vertical system. Recently, swinging type dewars which allow patients to
lie in a supine mode have been described [70–72], and those would show a
similar improvement.

It is practical for the operator to refer to the helium consumption rate in
terms of the necessary amount including loss during transfer, rather than in
terms of the boiling-off rate at the time in-between the refills. If the cycle for
refill is frequent, the overhead loss is not negligible. The necessary amount
of liquid helium to maintain this system is 100 liter/week or 5200 liter/year,
and the refill cycle is one refill per week.

User Friendliness. As described in the previous sections, the systems have
some merit as far as “user friendliness” is concerned. We now summarize the
issue from this point of view, adding some other functions which have not
been referred to before.

Operator Friendliness. The liquid helium refill operation with the LHe stor-
age dewar can be done outside the MSR with the door closed. The transfer
tube is installed in the dewar with one port sticking out of the MSR. The
operator connects the extension tube to be inserted in the 100 liter helium
container. There is no need to open the door of the MSR or to jolt the dewar
to be connected to the LHe container outside the MSR.

An automatic helium gas pressurizing system makes it easier to transfer
liquid from the container to the dewar. A heater inserted in the container
heats up the liquid helium and the vaporized gas forces the liquid helium
to transfer from 100 liter container to the dewar. The level gauge monitors
the liquid helium in the dewar and automatically stops the heating up when
the dewar is filled. There is no need for an extra helium gas cylinder or
an operator’s rubber balloon. The whole process, including setting-up, is
accomplished in about 45 min.

Parameter tuning for the DOIT type FLL circuit is done automatically.
It takes only 30 s and saves 3 hours compared to manual tuning. Flux-locked
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Fig. 3.56. The time variation of the magnetic field measured in the horizontal
dewar (upper) and the vertical dewar (lower) for 5 s caused by a small magnetic
object attached to the forehead of the subject
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mode operation, the data acquisition operation, stimulus control, and data
reports can be done on a single PC, allowing the operator to remain in focused
on a single monitor.

Owner Friendliness. A small MSR is sufficient for installation because the
dewar is compact: it is 0.89 m in height and needs no gantry. Prospective
owners of the system need not be concerned about available space.

The necessary liquid He amount to maintain the system is 100 liter/week
or 5200 liter/year, and the refill cycle is 1 refill/week for this system.

An upgrade plan is easy to realize because the components of the system
are based on a 16-channel unit. It is easy to add on another 16 channels or
more. It is also easy to install additional sensors.

Subject/Patient Friendliness. Conventional MEG dewars are of a vertical
type and their height is more than 1 m. The subjects/patients must sit be-
neath the dewar and put their heads into the concave-shaped tail: they must
sit with their necks straight and stiff during measurement. Especially for pa-
tients in a serious condition, it is a hardship to be measured beneath such
a vertical dewar. The dewars are settled on a gantry in order to adjust the
alignment of the angle of the head and the tail of the dewar. The gantry
structure causes some vibration problems. This might give the subject an
uncomfortable feeling under the heavy weight.

When using this horizontal dewar, the subject can lie down during the
MEG measurement. The reclining type of dewar is gantry free and the sub-
jects/patients feel less weight. The swinging type dewars of commercial com-
panies [70–72] have similar merits in relaxing subjects in a supine mode, but
those dewars still have gantry structures.

An Example of MEG Measurement. Figure 3.57 shows an example of
the MEG response and the estimated equivalent current dipole of a normal
subject, a right-handed 35-year old male, with electrical stimulation to his
right-hand thumb. Measurement is done with a filtering band of 3–500 Hz,
a sampling rate of 2 kHz and 400× synchronized averaging. The time chart
is recorded with an origin time at the moment of stimulation. The signals
measured with 160 channel sensors are superimposed on the same chart, in
the upper left of Fig. 3.57. A clear response at 20.5 ms after the stimulus is
observed with a maximum amplitude of about 110 fT. The large signal at
0 ms is an artifact due to the stray current from the electrodes attached to
the subject for stimulation. The artifact does not cause deterioration of the
20.5 ms response because the latency is separated far enough. The contour
map of the isomagnetic field at 20.5 ms around the head is also displayed
in the upper right in reference to the position of the SQUID sensors. The
increment for the contour is 10 fT/step. The dark lines are positive, which
means that the flux goes from the inside to the outside of the head. The gray
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lines are negative values. L and R represent the left and right hemispheres,
respectively. The local minimum and part of the local maximum are observed
on the left hemisphere. From these spatial data and the calibration data
for markers on the head, equivalent current dipoles are estimated using a
spherical model and displayed as a white dot superimposed on the MRI image
(lower three diagrams). The white line stretching from the white dot shows
the direction and the amplitude of the estimated ECD. The position of the
ECD is on the posterior part of the central sulcus of the brain. The result is
in good agreement with anatomical knowledge. The intensity of the ECD is
also calculated to be 9.75 nAm. The reproducibility of an equivalent current
dipole model for measurements on actual patients/subjects is also good and
the spread is in a box of 1–2 mm, thanks to the horizontal dewar, which
eliminates subject vibrations.

Clinical Applications. With MEG, neural activity may be imaged with
a time resolution of 1 ms or better and a spatial resolution of a few to se-
veral mm. MEG is basically noninvasive measurement, so it gives profound
benefits not only to the researcher but also to the people to be investigated.
In clinical application, MEG is used to study psychiatric conditions such as
epilepsy, to carry out presurgical localization of brain function, and to eva-
luate the level of recovery of brain function. In scientific research, MEG is
used to study human cognitive functions or so-called higher brain functions.

In this section, the actual clinical applications of MEG are described.
They are neurosurgery, ophthalmology, otorhinolaryngology, neurology, the
examination of epilepsy, and psychiatric conditions.

Presurgical Localization of Brain Function. A 31-year-old patient with left
frontal lobe astrocytoma was examined before surgical operation in order to
identify the primary somatosensory area (Fig. 3.58). This information helps
a medical doctor to avoid damage to the important parts of the brain. Before
surgery, electrical stimulation to the median nerve in the right-hand joint was
applied to the patient and the position of the primary somatosensory area in
the left brain was identified with MEG.

Postoperative examination was done to confirm that the important part
had survived.

Electrical stimulation was applied to the median nerve in the right hand
of the patient. The signals on the affected side of the brain were more or
less weak, but a somatosensory evoked field was observed 20.5 ms after sti-
mulation, as shown in Fig. 3.59, which proves that the important part has
survived and the sensory has remained.

Objective Examination. MEG sometimes can examine defects in brain func-
tion that cannot be detected by other modalities. A 56-year-old female was
examined, who complained about the absence of the right half of the vi-
sual field after injury in a traffic accident. MR images failed to identify any
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Fig. 3.57. An example of the MEG response and estimated equivalent current
dipole of a normal subject, a right-handed 35-year-old male, with electrical sti-
mulation on his right-hand thumb. The time chart (upper left) shows the signals
measured with 160 channel sensors. The iso-field contour map is displayed in the
upper right in reference to the positions of the sensors (dots). The ECD is displayed
as a white dot superimposed on the MRI image (lower three diagrams). The graphs
in the lower left, lower center, and lower right are transversal, sagittal, and coronal
views. The white lines stretching from the white dots show the direction and the
amplitude of the estimated ECD

responsible lesion. Electroencephalography failed to find homonymous hemi-
anopsia, because the right and left visual areas are close to each other. The
whole visual field of the right eye was stimulated. The right occipital region
responded. MEG measurement shows that the left occipital region did not
respond, as the patient claims (Fig. 3.60).

MEG is also useful when medical doctors would like to diagnose children
who are too young to have objective communication. A five-year-old female
with left occipital brain neoplasms was examined with MEG. Upon measu-
ring visual evoked fields resulting from flash stimulation to the left eye, the
right and left occipital regions responded. Since the subject was too young
to fix her eyes, visual field examination was impossible. Visual evoked po-
tential measurement can hardly help to find hemianopsia, because the right
and left visual areas are close to each other. Magnetoencephalograms allo-
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Fig. 3.58. The somatosensory evoked field before surgery

Fig. 3.59. The somatosensory evoked field after surgery
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Fig. 3.60. Homonymous hemianopsia found by MEG

wed objective diagnosis of functional normality of the subject’s visual sense
(Fig. 3.61).

Epilepsy Examination. In some cases of focal epilepsy, medical doctors in-
troduce electrical cortical measurement, which is invasive examination, to
localize the foci before surgery. Noninvasive localization of foci has recently
been attempted with MEG. Figure 3.62 is an example of a 23-year-old male
with Lennox–Gastaut syndrome. A two-dipole pattern was observed on the
iso-contour map at the point of diffuse slow spike and wave discharges in the
EEG, and the equivalent current dipoles were estimated to originate in the
region of a cortical dysplasia lesion.

The results of the ECD estimation are as follows. All of the ECDs were
superimposed on to the area of the cortical dysplasia. The difference in the
gray levels of the rounded marker in Fig. 3.63 indicates the time sequence
of estimation. Cortical dysplasia bilaterally in the parietotemporal area was
found on MRI.

Measurement of Event-Related Field. In addition to clinical applicati-
ons, the MEG system has been introduced into the field of brain and cogni-
tive science. One of the most frequently used methods with MEG in cognitive
science is the measurement of an event-related field. The MEG signals under
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Fig. 3.61. Objective diagnosis of a young child’s visual sense with MEG

Fig. 3.62. Noninvasive localization of foci of epilepsy with MEG
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Fig. 3.63. A time sequence of the estimation of foci

the auditory oddball paradigm [73] were measured. Subjects were presented
with two types of auditory stimuli: a frequent tone (1000 Hz) and an infre-
quent tone (2000 Hz). The stimulus sequence consisted of 80% frequent tone
and 20% infrequent tone. The duration of both tones was 100 ms. The in-
terval between stimuli was 2 s. The tones were delivered binaurally through
a plastic tube. Subjects were tasked to count mentally the number of infre-
quent stimuli. The length of the recorded MEG signals was about 300 s and,
consequently, they contained at least 30 epochs for the infrequent stimulus.
The time series of the responses of one of the subjects to both stimuli is
shown in Fig. 3.64a. Figure 3.64b shows the isofield contour map at 300 ms
of the latency. In the response to the infrequent tone, some broad peaks in
addition to the N100 component were observed.

Summary. We have developed new systems for magnetoencephalography
(MEG), with the number of sensors ranging from 96 to 160. The gantry-
free horizontal dewar is realized with a liquid helium consumption rate less
than 10 liter/day. A small room is sufficient for installation because of the
low height (0.89 m) of the dewar. The patient can be measured in a lying
position, which is more relaxing compared to the conventional vertical type.
The vibration of the subject’s head during the MEG measurement is reduced
by a factor of 5 compared to that of a vertical dewar supported by a gantry.
The magnetic field resolution of the overall system is about 4 fT/rtHz or
0.8 (fT/cm)/rtHz in the white noise region. The systems have sufficient noise
performance and are friendly to owners, operators, subjects, and patients.
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Fig. 3.64. a The comparison between the waveforms of the responses to the fre-
quent tone (black lines) and the infrequent tone (gray lines). Both are the averaged
data of 30 epochs. The MEG signals from all 150 sensors are overlapped. b The
isofield contour maps at 300 ms of the latency. The left and right maps correspond
to the responses to the frequent and infrequent tones, respectively

3.4.2 Other Biomagnetic Measurements

In this section, we consider the biomagnetometer system for the measurement
of spinal cord evoked fields.

As shown in the preceding section, one of the most successful applications
of SQUIDs is the magnetoencephalography (MEG) system [74,75]. On the
other hand, there is a strong demand for the measurement of the magnetic
field from the spinal cord and peripheral nerves, that enables orthopaedic
surgeons to observe the neuronal activity noninvasively. The biomagnetic
recording of signal propagation in the peripheral nerves and spinal cord is
expected to be a highly effective tool in diagnostic study of the conduction
blocks, such as carpal tunnel syndrome [76], and in the analysis of spinal cord
function, due to the fact that magnetic recording can provide information on
the propagation of neuronal signals with a much higher spatial resolution than
the conventional electrical potential measurement with electrodes attached
to the skin.

Several measurements of the biomagnetic fields from peripheral nerves
have already been reported [77,78]. We have developed a biomagnetometer
system especially designed to measure the spinal cord evoked magnetic field
(SCEF), taking clinical applications into consideration.
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Fig. 3.65. a The configuration of the composite gradiometer. b The configuration
of the probe of the system and its x–y–z coordination

Instrumentation. We used composite SQUID gradiometers in the system
to observe not only the radial components of the biomagnetic fields from
the subjects but also the tangential components. Each combination sensor is
composed of one axial-type gradiometer and two planar-type gradiometers,
located perpendicular to each other as shown in Fig. 3.65a; therefore the
three-dimensional components of the magnetic field vectors can be observed.
The pickup of axial type is a round coil with a diameter of 15.5 mm. The
planar-type pickup is a square coil with a 14 mm side length. Both gradio-
meters have a baseline length of 50 mm.

Eight composite gradiometers arranged in a 2 × 4 matrix are attached to
a flat plane as shown in Fig. 3.65b.

The SQUIDs are driven by the direct offset integration technique (DOIT)
[69], which is useful for the reduction of both cost and complexity, especially
in a multi-channel magnetometer system.

The array of composite gradiometers is installed in a glass fiber reinforced
plastic (GFRP) cryostat. The cryostat has a capacity of 28 liters of liquid
helium and can maintain the superconductivity of the sensors for about 84
hours without refilling. The thickness of the bottom of the cryostat is less
than 7 mm.

It is necessary to identify the exact values of the location and direction
of the sensors relative to the subjects for precise measurement of the spatial
distribution of the field.
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The sensor positions inevitably deviate from the designed values in the
cryostat because of structural distortion caused by cooling [79]. Therefore
we cannot know the real values, even if we measure the distance and the
angle between the subject and the cryostat from the outside with measuring
scales. In this regard, we use a multi-coil set that is machined precisely and
fed with a critical electric current to calibrate the position and direction of
the sensors after cooling. The coil set is embedded in the nonmagnetic x–y–z
stage on which the subjects lie. The calibration is carried out by measuring
the reference magnetic fields from the coils, and by numerically analyzing the
signals detected by each sensor [80]. The error of the calibration is estimated
to within ±0.3 mm [74].

SCEF Measurements. For verification of the performance of the system,
we recorded cervical spinal cord evoked magnetic fields in a cat. Repetitive
electric stimuli were given at the cat’s thoracic spine. The intensity and dura-
tion of the electric stimuli were 3 mA and 0.2 ms, respectively. The repetition
rate of stimuli was 10 Hz. The evoked magnetic fields over the subject’s cer-
vix were measured in a magnetically shielded room, in the coordinate system
shown in Fig. 3.66. The signals from the 24 gradiometers were filtered with
a band-pass filter of 500 Hz–2 kHz and were recorded digitally at a sampling
rate of 40 kHz. To improve the signal-to-noise ratio, 1000 responses were aver-
aged. Eight positions were scanned, and consequently the three-dimensional
components of the fields at 64 sites (= 8 x–y–z-gradiometers × 8 positions)
were acquired.

Figure 3.67 shows the result of the measurement. We can see that the
biphasic time domain waveforms and the peaks of the evoked fields were tra-
veling on the cat’s spine. The propagation velocity estimated from Fig. 3.67a
was 90–100 m/s. The two poles of the distribution of the x components shown
in Fig. 3.67c were located on the points between poles in Fig. 3.67b. This in-
dicates that there were two current dipoles as sources of the fields. These
results are in good agreement with the earlier physiological study [19].

Summary. We developed a 24-channel SQUID vector magnetometer system
for SCEF measurements and successfully observed the spatial distribution
and propagation of SCEF in a cat with this system. It was demonstrated that
the hardware of the system had enough performance to detect the magnetic
signals from spinal cords.

3.5 Other Applications of Magnetic Source Imaging

In this section, a field observation system is described as one of the other
applications of magnetic source imaging.
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3.5.1 Field Observation

We have developed a compact low-Tc three-axis superconducting quantum
interference device magnetometers (SQUID magnetometer) for geophysical
applications at low frequency from dc up to 1 kHz, such as for the search
for magnetized metals buried under the ground, or for moving magnetized
objects, and for measurements of geomagnetic fields. The SQUIDs used here
are relaxation oscillation SQUIDs (ROSs), which have a larger voltage output
compared to that of standard the SQUIDs used for the magnetoencephalo-
gram (MEG) system, so that greater dynamic performance is obtained for
stable operation in the field.

Currently, the major application of low-Tc superconducting quantum in-
terference devices (SQUIDs) is for magnetoencephalograms (MEG) to detect
extremely small magnetic fields in the order of ∼100 fT generated in a human
brain [81]. We have developed 160-channel systems for human brain research
and clinical diagnosis, which can help brain researchers and medical doctors
to investigate brain functions without harming patients [82]. In that case,
the SQUIDs are operated in a magnetically shielded room (MSR) to prevent
environmental noise.

While being widely applied for MEG systems, SQUIDs have also been
expected to function as promising sensors for geophysical applications. In
particular, the unrivaled sensitivity in the range at extremely low frequency
(ELF), lower than ∼1 kHz, enables one to obtain more detailed properties
of the Earth deep below the surface. In the 1980s, Clarke et al. proposed
remote-reference magnetotellurics (MTs) by using SQUID magnetometers,
and indicated their availability for geological survey [83–85]. Besides this
use in MT methods, SQUIDs have a big potential in geophysics. Recently,
some geophysicists have been observing electromagnetic phenomena related
to seismic and volcanic activity [86,87].

It is expected that SQUID magnetometers will yield new results, not ob-
tainable with conventional sensors, not only in geophysics but also in astro-

x
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z
72 mm

Fig. 3.66. A lateral X-ray image of the subject and the tail of the cryostat
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Fig. 3.67. The results of the measurement of SCEFs. a The time dependence of
the z components of the magnetic fields measured at the sites represented by the
filled round markers in (b). The lower rows correspond to the sites closer to the
stimulation point. b The contour map of z components of the magnetic fields at
2.125 ms of latency. Bold lines, solid lines, and dotted lines represent the zero, up-
wards, and downwards fields, respectively. c The contour map of the x components
of the fields at 2.125 ms of latency. Bold lines, solid lines, and dotted lines represent
the zero, rightwards, and leftwards fields, respectively

nomy. At present, however, SQUID magnetometers are not popular among
researchers involved in geophysics, and they are reluctant to use them. This is
because SQUIDs are thought to be unwieldy, mainly due to the liquid helium
supply and the complicated driving electronics.

We have been developing a SQUID magnetometer system aimed at long-
term operation in the field, taking the reliability and stability of the system,
easy operation, and lower consumption of liquid helium into consideration.
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Instrumentation
The SQUID Magnetometer and the Flux-Locked Loop (FLL). Considering
geophysical applications, not only high sensitivity but also a large dynamic
range and a high slewing rate are necessary in order for a SQUID to work
stably in the field, where SQUIDs are exposed to large artificial magnetic
noises and the Earth’s field. A relaxation oscillation SQUID (ROS) is ad-
opted as a magnetometer because it has a 2–3 times larger output voltage
and typically a more than 10 times larger magnetic field-to-voltage transfer
function, compared to those of a standard dc SQUID used for MEG working
inside a magnetically shielded room (MSR) [88,89].

A ROS magnetometer is integrated on a silicon substrate by a thin-film
technology, using niobium as a superconductor. It has more than 100 μV
of the voltage modulation and 5–10 μV/Φ0 of the transfer function. Due to
the large output voltage and the large transfer function, the output signal is
read directly with a preamplifier, without any transformer matching, which is
helpful in designing an uncomplicated FLL circuit. In addition, the noise at-
tributed to the preamplifier can be neglected, which means that the 1/f noise
of a preamplifier can be reduced, and the closed loop gain can be decreased
to obtain a wide frequency bandwidth.

The chip is mounted on a PCB (1 cm × 1 cm) and is bonded to the
terminals with aluminum wires. A small resistor is placed adjacent to the
chip, to heat up if the SQUID is trapped by magnetic noise while cooling
down. The chip and the resistor are covered with epoxy glue for protection.
Three PCB chips are fixed perpendicular to each other on a GFRP block. In
order to eliminate radio frequency (rf) noise, which degrades the properties
of a SQUID, a small RC filter of about 3 MHz is connected to the SQUID.
To reduce helium consumption, stainless steel shielded wires are used bet-
ween the RC filters and a connector attached to the top of a probe at room
temperature.

A compact electronics, with a size of 30 cm×20 cm×80 cm, are developed
for easy carrying. Sixteen sensors are driven at one time. An FLL is reali-
zed with a simple direct readout technique. High- and low-pass filters, band
elimination filters, and amplifiers of various magnifications are prepared for
each channel.

In designing an FLL for a magnetically unshielded SQUID, the maximum
feedback field and the slewing rate, which means the allowed detectable field
and the frequency response, are important parameters. They have been deter-
mined by optimizing the preamplifier gain, the time constant of an integrator,
and the feedback resistor consisting of FLL, taking the SQUID parameters
into consideration. So far, the frequency response extends from dc to 100 kHz
under optimum conditions. The output gain in the magnetic field is set to be
24 nT/V.

The Properties of a Magnetometer. Figure 3.68 shows the magnetic field reso-
lution of a magnetometer measured with FLL operation, being magnetically
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shielded with a superconductive tube. Resolutions of 10 fT/rtHz (10 μγ/rtHz)
at 1 kHz and 20 fT/rtHz (20 μγ/rtHz) at 1 Hz are achieved. These values
are 103 smaller compared with those of a commercially available fluxgate
magnetometer. These properties at lower frequency are confirmed by measu-
ring the dc fluctuation, which is mainly due to the thermal fluctuation of the
preamplifier. A fluctuation lower than 1 pTpp/h is achieved.

The maximum feedback field and the slewing rate are shown in Fig. 3.69.
More than 100 μT/s (1× 105γ/rtHz) is realized at 10 kHz, which is expected
to be large enough for geophysical measurements carried out in rural areas.
At a frequency lower than 4 Hz, the maximum feedback field is limited by
the voltage of the power supply, corresponding to 360 nT (360γ). This value
is large enough compared to the diurnal variation in the Earth’s field. A
dynamic range of 107 in a 1 Hz bandwidth and 103 in a 1 kHz bandwidth are
obtained.

Liquid Helium Cryostat. A probe with three SQUID magnetometers is inser-
ted into a liquid helium cryostat, and connected to driving electronics. Two
types of cryostat are prepared. One is made of aluminum and is 0.8 m in
height and 0.26 m in diameter, for low-frequency measurements. It contains
10 liters of liquid helium, which keeps the SQUIDs in a superconductive con-
dition for a week. This cryostat functions as a rf shield because of the eddy
current effect. For measurements of high-frequency signals, we have also de-
veloped a GFRP cryostat with a height of 1 m and a diameter of 0.3 m which
has a capacity of 35 liters of liquid helium, and a liquid helium consumption
of about 1 liter per day. It enables us to use SQUID magnetometers for a
month without a further supply of liquid helium.
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Fig. 3.68. The magnetic field resolution of a magnetometer
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Fig. 3.69. The maximum feedback field and the slewing rate of a magnetometer
operated with FLL

Results and Discussion. We operated the three SQUID magnetometers in
the aluminium cryostat in our laboratory building and measured the variation
in the Earth’s field for one night. Since some other electrical equipment was
working and people were going into and out of the room during the day time,
opening and closing an iron door, the measurements were made in the middle
of the night. Signals were filtered at 10 Hz by low-pass filters, and 60 Hz noise
from the power line was eliminated by band elimination filters. The measured
data recorded with a time recorder are shown in Fig. 3.70. The horizontal
axis represents Japanese Standard Time (JST) and the vertical axis is the
variation in the magnetic field, corresponding to 12 nT (12γ) per division.
H, D, and Z denote the direction of each component of the field in terms of
geophysical notation, where H and D are the directions from north to south
and east to west, respectively, and Z is the direction perpendicular to the
surface of the Earth. It is indicated that the system is working stably. No
lock-off and no flux jump can be seen, where a flux jump per flux quanta
(Φ0) corresponds to 1/5 division. We have also confirmed that the SQUID
magnetometers work stably in the GFRP cryostat without a rf shield.

There are many unexpected noises with various amplitudes and frequen-
cies in the field, even in rural areas. It is clear that a wider frequency band-
width and a larger slewing rate are strongly required so that the feedback
loop of an FLL does not result in flux jumps and lock-off. However, it is
impossible to predict how large a noise a SQUID magnetometer would be ex-
posed to. For stable operation, the system should be carefully shielded from
the rf noise system, including the SQUIDs. An aluminum cryostat as used
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Fig. 3.70. An example of time variation in the Earth’s field measured with SQUID
magnetometers

here is available for that purpose. However, the cutoff frequency is in the
order of around 10 Hz, because a metal cryostat with a capacity of several
tens of liters of liquid helium is normally ∼10 mm thick. If a higher-frequency
signal is focused on, a nonmetal cryostat, such as one made of GFRP, should
be used, and it is desirable that the cryostat should be shielded with metal
mesh or foil, ensuring that the thickness is equal to the skin depth for the
maximum frequency of interest. In the case where a magnetometer itself is
shielded with metal, the thermal noise from the metal should be considered.

For confirmation of the longer-term stability of the system, we are plan-
ning to bury the three-axis SQUID magnetometer developed here undergro-
und and attempt to measure the Earth’s field for a month.
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4 Bioanalyses Using Electrochemical
and Electrophysiological Methods

E. Tamiya, K. Mabuchi, K. Yokoyama, Y. Murakami, M. Kobayashi,
M. Suzuki, H. Suzuki, T. Suzuki, and M. Kunimoto

4.1 Introduction

Biosensors are devices that combine the advantages of the specificity and
sensitivity of biological systems with the rapid and quantitative transducing
of the response of electrochemical or other instruments [1–3]. Biosensors ge-
nerally require three elements, as shown in Fig. 4.1.

A molecular recognition element is composed of biological materials that
react selectively with the specified substrate. Transducers convert the rela-
ted information from the bio-catalytic reaction into electrical signals and an
element for recording these electrical signals. The sensing elements used in
biosensors can be generally classified into several groups, such as proteins,
organelles, cells, and tissues. On the other hand, the conversion elements
used in biosensors employ most of the methods used in the field of physi-
cal and chemical analysis. Spectrophotometry, amperometry, potentiometry,
thermometry, and fluorometry are widely adopted for this purpose.

Fig. 4.1. The design and development of biosensors
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Fig. 4.2. The development of amperometric enzyme sensors

Electrochemical methods were first used as transducers of biosensors. The
use of biosensors begin in 1962, when Clark and Lyons combined an oxygen
probe with glucose oxidase to determine glucose levels.

Electrochemical biosensors are formed by coupling a biochemical media-
tor, such as an enzyme, a microorganism, and an antibody, to a transducer
of the electrical signal, such as an ion-selective electrode, a pH electrode, a
gas-sensitive electrode, and so on. The general mechanism of electrochemical
biosensors is based on the interaction between the analyte present in the sam-
ple and the biochemical mediator, which is immobilized on the surface of the
electrode. The consequent formation of an electroactive species generates an
electrical signal or a variation of a preexisting electrical signal. This signal,
which is easily recorded by suitable electrochemical apparatus, is therefore
proportional to the activity of the chemical species to be determined.

Amperometric biosensors can be divided into three generations, which are
indicated in Fig. 4.2. First-generation enzyme electrodes are essentially mem-
brane electrodes, in which the enzyme is immobilized near the surface of an
electrode by the use of a semi-permeable membrane. Amperometric detection
of enzyme-catalyzed turnover of substrate to product is often limited to redox
enzymes, whereby the electrode responds to a change in the oxygen or hydro-
gen oxide concentration. In second-generation sensors, the electron transfer
activity of the redox enzymes is coupled to the electrode surface through
a low molecular weight electron transfer mediator. This arrangement lessens
interference from competing species in the analyte solution by requiring a less
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extreme potential than is normally used in a first-generation sensor. In the
third-generation enzyme electrode there is direct electron exchange between
the immobilized enzyme and the electrode surface. The third-generation en-
zyme electrode can form the basis for a complete amperometric biosensor,
which does not require the addition of external reagents.

Electrochemical sensors also can detect DNA and antibodies labeled with
redox species such as oxidoreductase and mediators. Figure 4.3 indicates the
classification of electrochemical detection of specific DNA and antigens.

Electrochemical cell sensors are mainly classified into two types on the
basis of the respiration activity and production of electroactive metabolites
(Fig. 4.4). In the former type, the respiration activity can be directly mo-
nitored by an oxygen electrode. One of the successful cell sensors consisting
of immobilized yeasts and an oxygen probe have been developed and com-
mercialized for five-day BOD (biochemical oxygen demand), which is one of
the most important and widely used tests in the measurement of organic
pollution. In this type of sensor, several kinds of metabolites, such as carbon
dioxide, ammonia, pH, and organic acids, can be determined by the corre-
sponding electrodes and semiconductor devices such as the ISFET and the
SPV.

Microfabrication technology can be used to integrate microelectrodes and
semiconductor sensors such as the ISFET and the SPV [4]. This fabrication
method has become an advantageous approach in the development of the
miniaturization of the total analysis system, which involves several functional
units for detection, separation, reaction, sample injection, and so on. It is also
suitable for in vivo measurement, microanalysis, and disposable uses. The
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integration of the enzyme and the antibody biosensor was developed for the
simultaneous analysis of multiple samples of multiple analytes. A patterned
array of DNA can be realized for smart gene sensors.

The first half of this chapter (Sects. 4.2–4.6) is focused on the princi-
ples and application of electrochemical biosensors. Redox enzyme activity
and DNA can be electrochemically monitored by linking with a suitable me-
diator and intercalator, respectively. Electrochemical active metabolite was
estimated by SPV devices and applied to BOD sensor. Microfabrication tech-
nology gives advantageous examples of electrochemical biosensors. A GLOD-
immobilized microelectrode can directly approach the living neural network
and monitor neurotransmitter activity. Advances in integration of chemical
and biosensor systems are also discussed.

In the latter part of this chapter (Sects. 4.7–4.9), we explain: 1) neural
interfaces, including the development of the devices, methods and techniques,
and their application for controlling external devices or for evoking artificial
sensations; and 2) trials to measure humoral factors of the living body in vivo
and on-line, and their applications to the control of external devices using
humoral information from the living body.

We are currently developing several kinds of artificial organs, such as
internal organs (artificial heart, etc.), sensory organs (artificial eye, artificial
somato-sensory system for the skin, etc.) and locomotive organs (artificial
limbs, etc.), and we are currently focusing our interests on the development
of techniques to control these artificial organs using some information from
the living body (e.g., neural signals, concentrations of the humoral factors,
etc.). In the case of artificial sensory organs, we are developing techniques to
evoke artificial sensations by inputting signals to the nervous system of the
living body in accordance with the output of the artificial sensory system.
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In order to achieve these studies, it is necessary to develop a biochemical
sensor that allows in vivo and on-line measurement of humoral factors with
both a very high sensitivity and specificity, or a multi-channel neural inter-
face that is able both to record signals from each nerve fiber (or nerve cell)
individually and also to stimulate them individually.

Recent striking advances in micro-electromechanical systems, tissue en-
gineering, biotechnology, biomaterials, and electrochemical techniques are
making it possible to realize these sensors or neural interfaces, and the deve-
lopment of these devices will surely mean that the next generation of artificial
organs or bionic human systems will make notable progress.

4.2 The Electrochemical DNA Chip Sensor

4.2.1 Introduction

The detection of sequence-specific DNA is of great significance in biomedical,
environmental, and food analyses. Recent progress in fabrication on chip, the
DNA microarray, using photolithography or arrayer methods, has opened up
a new window to nucleic acid analysis applications. This includes sequence
analysis, genotyping, and gene expression monitoring. Electrochemical detec-
tion has many advantages, such as reducing the size of the total detection
system, compared to a current fluorescence DNA chip system. Therefore,
portability and point-of-care testing will be realized. Sensor chips can be fa-
bricated by a mass production system based on lithography and microarray
technology, and it is possible to an produce inexpensive sensor. By combina-
tion with mTAS, which is a micro total analysis system based on micromachi-
ned technology, more intelligent chip design can be possible for automated
flow analyses. Table 4.1 indicates examples of previously reported electro-
chemical DNA sensors, especially focused on the intercalator type DNA sen-
sor. Metal complexes such as [Co(bpy)3]3+, [Co(Phen)3]3+, and [Os(bpy)3]2+

function as cationic redox mediators, because DNA polymer has much ne-
gatively charged phosphate and interact easily with cationic compounds. On
the other hand, the antibiotic Daunomycin or the dye Hoechst 33258 have
different kinds of affinity; for example, Hoechst is considered to bind with the
minor groove of duplexed DNA. Ishiimori first reported a DNA sensor using
Hoechst dye [5]. The ferrocenyl naphtalene diimide developed by Takenaka
was a different type of intercalator that was a unique and specific bind with
duplex DNA [6]. In this study, we used Hoechst intercalator and designed
and prepared an integrated DNA chip sensor.

In this section, we report the electrochemical detection of DNA and PCR
by microfabricated electrodes and microfluidic chips, respectively.

4.2.2 The Multiplexed Electrochemical DNA Sensor

The principle and preparation of our electrochemical DNA sensor is shown
in Fig. 4.5.
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Table 4.1. Reported electrochemical DNA sensors
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Fig. 4.5. The principle of a DNA chip using an electrochemical reaction on the
gold electrode
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First, we fabricated a microelectrode array and then the DNA probes were
synthesized and had thiol group placed at the 5’-phosphate ends for covalent
binding with the surface of each gold electrode. By using a microarrayer,
each DNA probe was selectively arrayed on each electrode. The fixed probes
were complementarily bound with targeted 20 mer oligonucleotides chosen
from the conservative region of HIV and HCV genes, as shown later. After
a hybridization process with target DNA, an electrochemically active DNA
intercalator specifically binds with the duplexed DNA. Then electrochemical
signals were obtained from the intercalators fixed with DNA on the electrode.
The electrochemical signal provides a correlation with the amount of DNA
duplex formation.

The 32 individually addressable gold electrodes were arranged on a glass
plate (Fig. 4.6). Each electrode measured 200×200 μm2. Each microelectrode
was connected to an external potentiostat by an insulated gold track. The
fabrication procedure of the microelectrodes is shown in Fig. 4.7. At first,
a 200 nm gold layer was deposited over a 20 nm chromium adhesion layer
on a glass chip by vacuum evaporation. Next, the chip was spin-coated with
photoresist and was irradiated with UV light. Each metal layer was etched to
form electrodes, lead wires, and their connections. The lead wires were pho-
tolithographically covered with photoresist for insulation. Only the electrode
region was open to the solution.

Figure 4.8 shows a cyclic voltammogram of intercalator, Hoechst 33258,
which consists of piperazine and imidazole derivative. This has been reported
to be a DNA minor groove binder and an electrochemically active dye. This
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compound is concentrated at the electrode surface through association with
formed hybrid, and is irreversibly oxidized on the bare gold electrodes at
about 550 mV. Ishimori has reported sequence-specific gene detection using
a gold electrode modified with probe DNA and Hoechst dye.

Each probe DNA was spotted on the microelectrodes using a microar-
rayer. The printing tips can be moved two-dimensionally and used for loading
of probe DNA onto each electrode. We prepared three types of printing tip,
as shown in Fig. 4.9. Each tip had a different size of groove and then different
spotted areas were obtained. In this study, the type III tip was used because
the spotted area was sufficient to cover the whole electrode.

We targeted HIV-1 and Hepatitis C virus DNA. Target sequences were
selected from sequence-conserved regions. The target DNA or control DNA
was hybridized at 37◦C for 1 h and allowed to react with 100 nM inter-
calator dye for 10 min. After washing, the electrode electrochemical signals
derived from the dye were measured by linear sweep voltammetry or diffe-
rential pulse voltammetry. Four kinds of probe DNA were immobilized onto
each electrode. The anodic currents were compared between the four types
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Fig. 4.10. Anodic peak current values of Hoechst 33258 on different probe-modified
electrodes. 100 nM probe DNA (HIV SK 38, HIV SK 39, HCV 1a, and C20T20-
SH) was immobilized on the gold electrodes by spotting with DNA arrayer. 10 nM
target DNA (HIV SK 39 target) was hybridized and reacted with Hoechst 33258
on the chip

of electrode. When we used the HIV SK 39 probe as the target DNA, the
electrode modified with complementary DNA against HIV SK 39 probe gave
the biggest anodic current (Fig. 4.10).

Calibration curves for target DNA were shown in Fig. 4.11. The anodic
current increased with the concentration of the target DNA from 0.01 to
100 nM. The control DNA also gave anodic current because Hoechst dye was
not completely specific to duplex DNA. If we have target DNA over 1 nM, we
can discriminate target DNA. When nontarget DNA was less than 0.01 nM,
the sensitivity improved up to 0.1 nM, because the background level was re-
duced. Each electrode may react with a sample solution of approximately 1 nl
volume. On this assumption, approximately 105 molecules of target DNA can
be determined by each electrode. Figure 4.12 shows the results of detection of
a single base pair mismatch. When target or one base mismatched DNA was
used at 100 nM, they were detected using differential pulse voltammometry.
However, it was difficult to detect SNPs less than 10 nM. A PCR-amplified
sample is also acceptable in this case.

4.2.3 The Microfluidic PCR Chamber
and the Electrochemical Detector

The determination of a specific DNA sequence presented in biological sam-
ples such as blood, serum, tissues, and body fluid is of great significance in
the biomedical field. The results from such analyses can be used to detect
infelicitous diseases of bacterial and viral origin. Therefore, there has been
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Fig. 4.11. Linear sweep voltammograms of Hoechst 33258 on gold electrodes at
different concentrations of DNA probes: a none; b 1 nM; c 10 nM; d 100 nM
reacted with 100 nM target DNA at 100 mV/s. Electrode area 200× 200 μm2

considerable interest in developing reliable methods for single nucleotide po-
lymorphism analysis [5].

When we need to lower concentration of sample DNA, PCR amplifica-
tion of target DNA is effective. Recently, many methods for amplification
and detection of DNA, such as 5’ nuclease assay [7] and electrophoretic ana-
lysis [8] on a microchip, have become available. These methods are based
on the phenomenon of fluorescence resonance energy transfer [9] (FRET), or
use intercalating dye for fluorescence detection, and there are few reports of
DNA amplification and electrochemical detection on a microchip. Therefore,
this section introduces a microfluidic PCR chamber and an electrochemical
detector.

Microchip Fabrication. We designed integrated chips for electrochemical
PCR and gene detection. The structure of our chip is shown in Fig. 4.13.
This chips couples a PCR chamber with a chamber for electrochemical gene
detection, and provides on-chip DNA amplification and detection. The chip
was fabricated using standard micromachining techniques. The chip design
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Fig. 4.13. The structure of the PCR chip

was transferred onto the glass substrates using a photoresist, a photomask,
and UV exposure, and the chip was coated in a photoresist. The chamber
plate was also transferred onto the substrate using same techniques, and
etched into the substrate in dilute HF/HNO3. Then, the chip was covered
with the chamber plate. This structure is simple and versatile, enabling easy
accommodation of different chip designs. This kind of integration is not diffi-
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cult using micromachined technology, and it gives us a sensitive and selective
DNA chip sensor.

The Detection of DNA Amplification Using an Electrochemical Me-
thod. In this subsection, the principles and advantages of DNA biosensing
using electrochemical methods are illustrated by examples. Figure 4.14 shows
the principle of electrochemical detection. Hoechst 33258 is a DNA minor
groove binder and an electrochemically active dye [10]. Before PCR, Hoechst
33258 hardly binds to DNA, because the concentrations of target DNA are
low. On the other hand, After PCR the DNA concentration is high, and
therefore this dye will almost bind to DNA.

Figure 4.15 shows linear sweep voltammograms of Hoechst 33258 on DNA.
By using an electrochemical method after PCR, DNA amplification was de-
tected. The target DNA is HBV, its length is 1 kbp, and the amplified area
was a selected high preserve sequence. The electrochemical measurements
were carried out using an electrochemical analyzer (BAS-50W). The electro-
chemical signals of 50 μM Hoechst 33258 were measured. The anodic current
of Hoechst 33258 after PCR is smaller than that before PCR. The reason for
this may be that a lot of Hoechst 33258 is bound to amplified DNA and so
the electrochemical response is decreased compared to that before PCR. In
fact, this result means that electrochemical response of intercalated Hoechst
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Fig. 4.15. Linear sweep voltammograms of Hoechst 33258 on HBV
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Fig. 4.16. The portable electrochemical detector

33258 is smaller than that with no intercalation. As a result, this method can
detect target DNA. A great advantage of this method is that it does not need
to immobilize the DNA probe on the electrode, like current DNA chips, and
so this system enables easy preparation and detection. However, this method
has some weak points. The Hoechst 33258 used in this principle does not
undergo a reduction reaction, although it does have an oxidation reaction.
Furthermore, this dye protects DNA amplification, because it binds to DNA
on PCR. Therefore the dye did not proper to real time PCR, and this me-
thod requires screening of new intercalator or DNA binder. Recently, there
have been many reports about DNA detection or DNA analysis using electro-
chemical [11] and fluorescence methods [12]. It is difficult to know which of
these methods is better, because each has some advantages for DNA detection
and analysis. However, the system for DNA detection using an electrochemi-
cal method can be compact, and this is one of the main advantages of the
method. Therefore, finally, a portable electrochemical detector was introdu-
ced, as shown in Fig. 4.16. This system has one slot for a PCR chip, DNA
amplification is detected by an electrochemical method, and data is output-
ted on a notebook computer at present, but this detector will involve output
system, and will be more portable size. As stated earlier, DNA biosensing
based on nucleic acid recognition processes is rapidly being developed toward
the goal of rapid, simple, and inexpensive testing of genetic and infectious
diseases, and for the detection of DNA damage and interactions. A DNA
biosensor is thus expected to reach the market in the near future.
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4.3 Enzyme-Based Electrochemical Biosensors

Biosensors are analytic devices that are capable of providing either qualitative
or quantitative results. Biosensors combine the excellent selectivity of biology
with the processing power of modern microelectronics and optoelectronics to
offer powerful new analytic tools with major applications in medicine, envi-
ronmental diagnostics, and the food and processing industries. This review
covers enzyme-based electrochemical biosensors, particularly amperometric
enzyme sensors for glucose monitoring.

4.3.1 Introduction

The measurement of the blood glucose level is very important for the dia-
gnosis of diabetes mellitus, and many glucose sensors have been developed
[13]. Most glucose sensors are enzyme-based amperometric biosensors. Three
general strategies are used for the electrochemical sensing of glucose, most
of which use immobilized glucose oxidase (GOx), an enzyme that catalyzes
the oxidation of glucose to gluconic acid with the production of hydrogen
peroxide. The first detection scheme measures oxygen consumption; the se-
cond measures the hydrogen peroxide produced by the enzyme reaction; and
a third uses a diffusable or immobilized mediator to transfer the electrons
from GOx to the electrode.

It is easy to construct glucose sensors based on the principle of mea-
suring the consumption of oxygen or the production of hydrogen peroxide
(Fig. 4.17). However, they are disadvantageous in that the signal depends on
the dissolved oxygen concentration. Blood glucose concentration is compara-
tively high, and it is around 5 mM in the hungry healthy human. It reaches
20 mM for diabetic patients, and measurement of the accurate glucose con-
centration by the sensor on the basis of this principle is difficult, since the
oxygen concentration is insufficient. Furthermore, a high potential is neces-
sary to reduce oxygen or to oxidize hydrogen peroxide. For example, in the
case of a metal electrode, when 700 mV is applied to a silver/silver chloride

Fig. 4.17. The rinciple of a conventional electrochemical biosensor
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Fig. 4.18. The principle of a biosensor based on electron transfer mediator

electrode, the reducing compounds, such as ascorbic acid and uric acid, in the
blood sample will be oxidized. Hence, these compounds usually influence the
sensor output when hydrogen peroxide is measured. That is why a method
that uses a nonnatural electron acceptor instead of oxygen attracts attention
(Fig. 4.18). This acceptor is called a mediator, since it mediates the electron
transfer reaction between the electrode and the enzyme, and electrochemical
biosensors using mediator are hardly affected by the dissolved oxygen concen-
tration. Hence, a sensor can be constructed to measure highly concentrated
glucose. Ferrocene derivatives [14], benzoquinone [15–17], and a phenazine
derivative [18] have been used for mediators.

Cass et al. [14] have shown that the ferrocene/ferricinium ion couple acts
as an effective mediator between reduced glucose oxidase and a graphite el-
ectrode. The incorporation of 1,1-dimethylferrocene into a graphite electrode
upon which glucose oxidase has been immobilized provides a glucose sensor
that has many of the features required for the analysis of clinical glucose
samples. Its performance depends on a number of features: the rapid rate
of electron transfer between the reduced enzyme and the ferriciniun ion; the
good electrochemical properties of ferrocene; and the low solubility of the
ferrocene, which results in the effective confinement of the mediator to the
electrode surface. The greater solubility of the ferricinium ion allows diffusion
between the immobilized enzyme and the electrode surface.

4.3.2 Biosensors Based on Redox Active Polymers

Although the properties of biosensors using a mediator seem to be excellent,
defects in the biosensors that use a mediator of low molecular weight have
been indicated recently. Mediator molecules are gradually released from the
electrode, even if the insoluble mediator is used. An insoluble mediator such
as ferrocene will be water-soluble in the oxidized form. Hence, the develop-
ment of a novel mediator immobilization method was required. Therefore, a
polymer that can mediate the electron transfer between the electrode and
GOx has been developed. Redox active polymers with an osmium complex
of pyridine and imidazole group have been reported [19–25]. Ferrocene-based
redox active polymers have also been developed [26–33].

Gregg and co-workers have reported biosensor applications of cross-linked
redox gels containing GOx based on polyvinylpyridine (PVP) with comple-
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xed [Os(bpy)2Cl]+ (bpy = 2,2’-bipyridine) [19]. Free pyridine groups were
quaternized with either the bromoacetic or the bromopropionic acid ester of
N -hydroxysuccinimide to promote cross-linking with lysines on the enzyme
surface. However, competition between the desired aminolysis of the N -hy-
droxysuccinimide groups and their spontaneous hydrolysis caused unsatisfac-
tory variation from film to film. Subsequently, they developed an improved re-
dox polymer, PVP containing complexed [Os(bpy)2Cl]+ and partially quater-
nized with bromoethylamine, for the immobilization of oxidoreductases [20].
The electrochemical characteristics of this redox polymer in the absence of
the enzyme and the steady-state electrochemical response of the GOx immo-
bilized electrode were examined. Elmgren and co-workers have evaluated the
details of the electrochemical characterization for PVP containing comple-
xed [Os(bpy)2Cl]+ [21]. Ohara and co-workers have reported novel osmium-
based redox hydrogel enzyme electrodes. These were formed by cross-linking
poly(1-vinylimidazole) (PVI) complexed with [Os(bpy)2Cl]+ [22], [Os(4,4’-
dimethyl-bpy)2Cl]+ [23,24], or [Os(4,4’-dimethoxy-bpy)2Cl]+ [25] and poly-
ethyleneglycol diglycidylether in the presence of GOx or lactate oxidase.

Tatsuma and co-workers have reported an enzyme electrode using GOx
and poly(N -isopropylacrylamide-co-vinylferrocene) (PAF) [26]. Since PAF
was soluble in water at < 20◦C and insoluble at > 28◦C, the electrode was
loaded with PAF and GOx at < 20◦C and employed at > 28◦C. However,
leakage and swelling of this redox polymer occurred at room temperature.

Calvo and co-workers have investigated the electrical communication bet-
ween a novel ferrocene-containing acrylamide–acrylic acid copolymer and
GOx or horseradish peroxidase [27]. The carboxylic group of the copoly-
mer was covalently attached to aminoethylaminomethylferrocene, and GOx
was immobilized with an amide group via glutaraldehyde. They have also
reported a redox hydrogel obtained by derivatization of polyallylamine with
ferrocene and pyridine groups that coordinate iron and ruthenium comple-
xes, and they have prepared the cross-linked redox polymer with GOx via
epichlorohydrin [28,29]. However, these redox polymers and GOx may swell
because of high hydrophilicity.

Watanabe and co-workers have reported a novel redox copolymer con-
sisting of ferrocenylmethyl methacrylate and methoxy-oligo(ethylene oxide)
methacrylate [30]. This redox copolymer and GOx were mixed with carbon
paste, and a GOx-immobilized carbon paste electrode was prepared to de-
tect glucose concentration amperometrically. When using this carbon paste
GOx electrode, the catalytic current response was highly sensitive and the
glucose concentration was determined up to 50 mM. However, the use of car-
bon paste causes difficulty in evaluating the electrochemical properties of the
redox polymer.

Bu and co-workers have reported a redox copolymer of acrylamide and
vinylferrocene cross-linked with N ,N ’-methylenebisacrylamide, and GOx was
entrapped simultaneously in the hydrogel during the polymerization process
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[31]. However, this redox hydrogel required a dialysis membrane to be fixed
on the electrode.

To improve the above problems, our group has previously proposed a
BSA-based immobilization that co-reticulates GOx and a redox polymer with
glutaraldehyde on a glassy carbon electrode [32]. A cross-linked copolymer
of acrylamide and acrylic acid with 11 bonded side chains containing ferro-
cene at the ends was used. This immobilization method was highly effective
for stabilizing the electrochemical response of the redox polymer. However,
synthesis of this redox copolymer was complicated and the yield was low.

In our previous work, we investigated a cross-linked redox polymer that
can readily be prepared and we characterized a mediated enzyme electrode
using this redox polymer [33]. Polyallylamine was cross-linked with glutaral-
dehyde and modified successively with ferrocenecarboxylic acid. GOx and the
redox hydrogel were immobilized on the electrode surface using glutaralde-
hyde. To prevent the enzyme-containing redox polymer gel from over-swelling,
BSA was also employed for immobilization of the redox polymer and enzyme.
The effect of BSA for immobilizing both the redox polymer and GOx was
examined by cyclic voltammetry. A time course of the relative peak current
of the redox polymer-modified electrodes was investigated. A typical electro-
chemical response of the ferrocene-containing redox polymer was obtained
initially for each electrode. However, continuous soaking in an aqueous solu-
tion reduced the redox current of the electrode without BSA. These results
indicate that such a decrease in the redox response resulted from swelling
of the polymer–protein hydrogel. Therefore, the distance between the redox
sites of the polymer was extended and the electron transfer rate among neigh-
boring redox sites decreased. Stable cyclic voltammograms were obtained for
the electrode with a greater BSA content than the ratio of redox polymer:
GOx : BSA = 150 : 50 : 150 (mg/ml). This result suggests that the addition
of BSA prevented the polymer matrix from over-swelling. This paper also
showed that the redox response, which was reduced by soaking in a buffer
solution, was recovered after drying the electrode.

We also investigated the effect of the redox polymer and enzyme content.
Although several studies on enzyme-catalyzed electrochemistry using redox
polymers have been reported, an enzyme electrode using a redox polymer at
high redox polymer content and/or at high enzyme content has never been
examined. Consequently, interesting electrochemical behavior was observed.

The catalytic electrochemistry of the enzyme electrode with the redox
polymer was investigated. Figure 4.19 shows cyclic voltammograms of the
enzyme electrodes at various redox polymer contents at various glucose con-
centrations. These figures demonstrate that a catalytic current was observed
by the addition of glucose. In Fig. 4.19a, the enzyme electrode at high redox
polymer content showed prepeaks at around 260 mV at low glucose con-
centration. On the contrary, no clear prepeaks were observed at low redox
polymer content, as shown in Fig. 4.19b. At high glucose concentration, a
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Fig. 4.19. the catalytic electrochemistry of the enzyme electrode with redox po-
lymer: the effect of redox polymer content. Cyclic voltammetry was carried out in
a deoxygenated phosphate buffer containing (1) 0, (2) 1, (3) 2, (4) 6, (5) 10, (6)
15, and (7) 20 mM glucose. The enzyme electrode was prepared by loading with a
2.0 μl (BL suspension of a polymer–protein mixture. The ratios of the mixture for
immobilization were redox polymer : GOx : BSA = (a) and (c) 200 : 50 : 150, (b)
and (d) 50 : 50 : 150 (mg/ml). The scan rate was 1 mV/s

typical catalytic current with a sigmoidal shape was observed at low redox
polymer content, as shown in Fig. 4.19d. However, peaks were still observed
at high redox polymer content in Fig. 4.19c.

The appearance of these prepeaks can be explained by cyclic voltammetric
simulation. A cyclic voltammetric simulation for the electrochemically me-
diated enzyme reaction has been reported by our group [34]. In this chapter,
the digitally simulated cyclic voltammogram demonstrates that a prepeak is
observed at low substrate concentration, high mediator concentration, and
high enzyme activity. This electrochemical behavior can be elucidated from
the calculated concentration profiles of the mediator and the substrate. The
appearance of the prepeak is due to the depletion of the substrate concentra-
tion in the vicinity of the electrode surface. Hence, the recycling rate of the
redox site is reduced, and the catalytic current increase is suppressed. The
concentration profiles can also elucidate whether the catalytic currents show
a sigmoidal shape or a peak at high glucose concentration.

The observation of such prepeaks has also been reported by Coury and
co-workers in the enzyme electrochemistry of sulfite oxidase mediated by
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[Co(bpy)3]2+/3+ [35]. A prepeak was observed at low concentrations of sulfite.
They concluded that this was due to a rapid depletion of sulfate in the cata-
lytic reaction layer by an enzymatic reaction. The appearance of a prepeak
has also been observed in the electrochemistry, followed by the second-order
reaction [36]. Barker and co-workers have reported the simulation of this
electrochemistry, and an experiment in which a second-order reaction took
place. They compared the digitally simulated cyclic voltammogram with an
experiment on the second-order reaction of electroactive cytochrome c and
electro-inactive plastocyanin, and the concentration profiles of these two spe-
cies were calculated. The appearance of a prepeak has been interpreted in
terms of a fast electron transfer reaction taking place between two proteins
in homogeneous solution.

Figures 4.19a,c also show that the prepeak current increased with an
increase in the glucose concentration, and a positive shift of the prepeak
potential was observed. Furthermore, the prepeak was merged into the me-
diator oxidation wave as the glucose concentration increased. Andrieux and
co-workers have proposed that a prepeak potential shift occurred, depending
on the scan rate, the homogeneous rate constant for the mediator/substrate
reaction, and the ratio of mediator to substrate concentration (the excess
factor) [37]. By using this proposed theory, Coury and co-workers have de-
duced that a shift of the prepeak potential is observed at very low substrate
concentration at comparatively high enzyme and mediator concentrations,
where the rate control should be shifted to the substrate/enzyme reaction
[35]. The positive shift of the prepeak potential occurred due to the increa-
sing concentration of the reduced mediator at the electrode as the substrate
concentration increased.

The effect of enzyme content was investigated. Figure 4.20 shows cyclic
voltammograms of the enzyme electrodes with the redox polymer at various
enzyme contents at low glucose concentration. No prepeak was detected at
low enzyme content in Fig. 4.20a, whereas a prepeak was observed at high
enzyme content in Fig. 4.20b. These results also led us to conclude that these
prepeak phenomena occur at high enzyme activity.

The steady state response at fixed potential was investigated using a ro-
tating disk electrode. Figure 4.21 shows the current responses to glucose at
three different redox polymer contents. These figures demonstrate that the
steady state current was increased by the addition of glucose. At low redox
polymer content, the steady state current was saturated at low glucose con-
centration, as shown in Fig. 4.21a. This is ascribed to the redox polymer
content being too low to oxidize the highly concentrated glucose. At high re-
dox polymer content, the response to the first glucose injection was less than
that to the second injection, as shown in Fig. 4.21c. This seems strange if
only the enzyme kinetics are considered. However, this result can also be elu-
cidated in terms of the cyclic voltammetric simulation. In our previous work
[34], at low mediator concentration, a plateau on the cyclic voltammogram
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Fig. 4.20. The catalytic electrochemistry of the enzyme electrode with redox poly-
mer: the effect of enzyme content. Cyclic voltammetry was carried out in a deoxyge-
nated phosphate buffer containing (1) 0, (2) 1, and (3) 2 mM glucose. The enzyme
electrode was prepared by loading with a 2.0 μl (BL suspension of polymer–protein
mixture. The ratios of the mixture were redox polymer : GOx : BSA = (a) 200 :
5 : 150 and (b) 200 : 50 : 150 (mg/ml). The scan rate was 1 mV/s

was observed at low substrate concentration. On the contrary, at high me-
diator concentration, a steady state current in the cyclic voltammogram was
not obtained at low substrate concentration, and a time-dependent current
decrease was observed. Therefore, if the steady state current at high redox
polymer content is discussed, there is some possibility that the response to the
first glucose injection is less than that for the further injection. Figure 4.22
shows the correlation between the steady state response and the glucose con-
centration. The response current depended on the redox polymer–enzyme
content and increased with an increase in the redox polymer content. This
figure demonstrates that it is possible to determine glucose concentration up
to 7 mM.

4.3.3 Glucose Sensors on the Market

There are many different blood glucose sensors on the market that are faster
and less complicated to use. Manufacturers have developed sensors and test
strips that require less blood, conduct the test faster, and offer a variety
of functions and data management capabilities to match individual testing
needs. This section covers blood glucose sensors for self-testing on the market.

Commercial glucose sensors are based on enzyme-photometric or am-
perometric biosensor technology. Bayer’s Glucometer Encore, LifeScan’s One
Touch Basic, Profile, and SureStep, and Roche’s Accu-Chek Easy use the
former technology. Most of the other sensors are based on amperometric de-
tection. The characteristics of the blood glucose sensors on the market are
reviewed below.
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Fig. 4.21. The steady state response
of the enzyme electrode with redox po-
lymer to successive additions of glu-
cose. The electrodes were prepared by
loading with a 0.5 μL suspension of
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Bayer [38]
Glucometer Elite. Bayer’s easiest self-testing system to learn and use,
the Glucometer Elite is a small, rugged meter that provides state-of-the-art
blood glucose monitoring with a 20-test memory. There are no buttons to
push and the automatic sampling provides fast accurate results in just 30 s.
User benefits are: MicroEase Sampling action helps strip draw blood from
any angle for an accurate result; foil-wrapped strips assure a fresh test re-
sult every time; especially beneficial for frequent testers, new patients, those
who do not bleed completely automatic – the simplest meter, the simplest
way to get accurate results; simple no-button operation minimizes user er-
ror; no cleaning required – optimal for hospital blood glucose testing at the
bedside; referenced to laboratory methods for virtually lab-accurate results;
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Fig. 4.22. Glucose calibration plots of enzyme electrodes with redox polymer. The
ratios of the mixture were redox polymer : GOx : BSA = (◦,�) 300 : 50 : 150, (�)
200 : 50 : 150 and (�) 50 : 50 : 150 (mg/ml). The electrodes were prepared by
loading with (◦) 1.0 μl and (�,�,�) 0.5 μl suspensions of polymer–protein mixture

new shape, new features – including 20-test memory; fast – results in 30 s;
expanded measurement range 20–600 mg/dl (1.2 to 33.3 mmol/l); optimal
hematocrit range – 20–60%.

Glucometer Elite XL. The Glucometer Elite XL Diabetes Care System
makes blood glucose monitoring for effective diabetes control easier than
ever. The Elite XL is simple and convenient to use – needing only the smal-
lest amount of blood. Patients can transfer data from the Elite XL memory
to the computer for smart data management. The special WinGlucofacts XL
Diabetes Management Software can be downloaded through the web site or
patients can order the software and cable from Bayer Customer Service. It’s
an excellent tool for effective diabetes data organization, analysis, and mana-
gement. The Elite XL Diabetes Care System is available at most pharmacies
and some accessories can be ordered directly from Bayer.

The Elite XL model has a button for manual on/off operation and to go
back through stored readings. It stores 120 readings in memory, with date and
time taken. It has a data port to download stored readings to a computer via
an optional cable. It can delete a reading if a strip has not yet been removed.
It can designate a reading as a control before or after obtaining it.

Glucometer DEX. The Dex is somewhat harder to use than the Elites
in that the angle at which the strip is held to the drop is less flexible. For
accurate results, the meter should be held horizontally and the blood sample
should be introduced for 1–2 s after the beep and count-down start, no longer.
An insufficient fill will give a falsely lower reading, while an overfill can give
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a higher than actual reading. The sensor has an open end and an overfill
can draw blood into the meter electronics and short them out. Once dry, the
meter should work properly again, but do a control test to verify it. Visual
inspection of the Dex sensor to determine whether it filled sufficiently is not
as reliable as with the Elite strips.

The Dex uses a cartridge of ten test sensors instead of individual strips.
Sometimes a sensor does not pop out properly and cannot be used. After
use, sensors are ejected without being handled. It automatically calibrates
the test sensor cartridge, no code strip being needed. It displays an overall
average and four 2 h time-range averages. It uses a different version of the
Win Glucofacts software (it is meter-specific). The Glucometer Elite XL, the
Elite, and the DEX are referenced to give plasma/serum glucose values when
testing capillary whole blood and will compare directly to laboratory results.
A meter referenced to whole blood will give results 10–15% lower than the
Glucometer DEX and laboratory results.

Glucometer Encore. This competitively priced blood glucose monitor is a
great way to obtain accurate readings with an especially easy to use meter. Its
fully automatic operation means no hassles, and no complicated procedures
to learn. It is the right choice for the infrequent tester who wants to keep
things simple.

A wide test range can be achieved, from 10 to 600 mg/dl, for added
confidence. The test results are not significantly affected by hematocrit in the
range of 20–60%. No battery replacement is needed, with up to a 15 000 test
capacity. Visual backup – color chart comparison provides backup security
and assurance. There is a ten-test memory with one-button recall. Individual
foil-wrapped, easy-grip reagent strips with hexonkinase chemistry are used;
there is no oxygen dependence and fewer interfering substances are observed.

MediSense [39,40]. In the UK, MediSense manufactures a range of dis-
posable test strips to support users of consumer and hospital products, in-
cluding their Precision Plus strip design. This strip delivers accurate, small
blood sample, patient friendly monitoring for the Precision family of meter
products.

MediSense’s family of glucose strip products exploits their unique biosen-
sor technology. The electron flow generated by the specific reaction in the
enzyme glucose oxidase with the glucose in the blood sample is coupled by
a ferrocene mediator to an electrochemical cell. The current flows along the
strip to be measured by the advanced solid state electronics of the sensor,
to read out the amount of glucose in the blood. This provides a durable and
easy to use system that removes the risk of cross-infection and the need for
cleaning.
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Precision Q-I-D. The Precision Q-I-D Blood Glucose Test System provi-
des accuracy and convenience for home use testing, to ensure better patient
compliance. The precision Q-I-D incorporates the natural testing process of
the sensor electrode. The key to the performance of the precision Q-I-D is
the sensor electrode test strip design. This advanced biosensor technology
limits interference from 50 substances that are commonly found in people
with diabetes. It also delivers accurate results in a wide range of tempera-
ture, humidity, and altitude conditions.

Precision PCx Point-of-Care System. This fully portable handheld de-
vice allows nursing professionals to quickly and conveniently test a patient’s
blood glucose at the bedside. It combines powerful data management and
networking capabilities with the unique MediSense biosensor testing strip
technology. This system offers hospitals a complete solution for managing
their point-of-care testing needs.

ExacTech. A blood glucose monitoring system that gives accurate results
in only 30 s – for easy testing, with no timing, wiping, cleaning, or blotting.
No battery replacement is required.

Arkray [41]. Glucocard II Data answers the patient’s demand “I want to
have full and satisfying data management of my own blood glucose levels.”
Glucocard II Data is standard equipped with an external output function
that stores up to 120 test results. The exclusive cable and data management
software (optional) enable the user to transmit the data to a PC for further
compilation and processing. For a more scientific and personalized blood
glucose management, these are the special features from Arkray, Japan.

Roche [42].

Accu-Chek Advantage. With just two simple steps, the patients get an
accurate result in only 40 s. The Accu-Chek Advantage meter has a snap-in
code key, making calibration extremely simple. The Accu-Chek Advantage
meter has a 100-value memory that lets you automatically store results, time,
and date. With the Accu-Chek Advantage meter, the patients can download
the test results onto a computer.

Accu-Chek Complete. The Accu-Chek Complete system provides more
information, giving users more control over diabetes, and more power to live
exactly as they choose.

With just two simple steps, patients get an accurate result in about 40 s.
The Accu-Chek Complete meter has a 1000-value memory that lets patients
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automatically store results, time, and date. The Accu-Chek Complete system
records blood sugar, insulin, carbohydrates, exercise, stress, ketones, HbA1c,
and much more. The Accu-Chek Complete system features “ATM-like” push-
button selection and displays reports in chart or graph form without the need
of a computer.

LifeScan (Johnson & Johnson) [43]. The One Touch FastTake Blood
Glucose Monitoring System consists of three main products: the FastTake
Blood Glucose Meter, FastTake Test Strips, and FastTake Control Solution.
These products have been designed, tested, and proven to work together as
a system to produce accurate blood glucose test results. The FastTake Me-
ter displays results between 20 and 600 mg/dl (1.1–33.3 mmol/l). If the test
result is lower than 20 mg/dL (1.1 mmol/l), “lo” will appear on the meter
display. This indicates severe hypoglycemia (low blood glucose). Users should
immediately treat hypoglycemia as recommended by their healthcare profes-
sional. If your blood glucose test result is above 600 mg/dl (33.3 mmol/l), “hi”
will appear on the meter display. This indicates severe hyperglycemia (high
blood glucose). Users should seek immediate medical assistance. When the
blood glucose test result is between 240 and 600 mg/dl (13.3–33.3 mmol/l),
“ketones” will appear on the meter display. This message does not mean that
the system has detected ketones, but that testing with a ketone test strip
may be advisable. The characteristics are described below: very small blood
sample size, 1.5 μl; patients can use a finer-tip lancet, which means less pain;
accurate results in just 15 s; plasma calibrated for easier lab comparison;
150-test memory with date, time, and automatic 14-day averaging; small,
portable, and easy to use. With One Touch FastTake Test Strips, patients
can test on their arm or fingertips. It is entirely up to them. The arm has
fewer nerve endings, so testing there feels much better; the FastDraw design
automatically pulls blood into the test strip, so patients no longer have to
target blood onto the top of the test strip.

4.3.4 Conclusion

Blood glucose sensors are now commercially available. However, there are
still some problems, namely, the commercially available glucose sensors are
limited to disposable use. Reducing compounds affect the sensor response,
and an accurate blood glucose level cannot be determined. Therefore, further
improvements of the blood glucose sensors should be necessary.

Except for the glucose sensor, most biosensors have not been used. This is
due to the low stability of enzymes except for glucose oxidase. Novel molecular
recognition materials are now being developed. Biosensor development in the
21st century will be drastically different.
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4.4 Cell and Tissue Monitoring and Their Applications:
The Whole Cell Sensor

4.4.1 Overview of Cell-Based Sensor

As also discussed in other sections of this chapter, the biosensor consists of
biomaterials for selective sensing and transducers for sensitive signal tran-
sduction. Immobilized biomaterials on a transducer recognize specific com-
pounds in the sample solution. The first biosensor started with enzyme, but
later studies have extended the immobilized layer to various biomaterials,
such as nucleic acids, antibodies, receptors, and cells. Cell-based biosensors
employ living cells as immobilized biomaterial.

The most typical cell-based biosensor is a BOD sensor [58]. BOD stands
for biochemical oxygen demand, and is an indicator of water pollution. Alt-
hough the five-day BOD test has remained a standard pollution-monitoring
tool since 1936 [44], the test requires a five-day incubation period at 20◦C and
skill in determination. More rapid and simple BOD measurement methods
for estimation of five-day BOD are required for pollution control. A BOD sen-
sor allows rapid and easy sensing. Microorganisms immobilized on an oxygen
electrode metabolize organic compounds in sample water that consume oxy-
gen. A decrease in the dissolved oxygen detected by the oxygen electrode
indicates the amount of degradable organic compounds. The BOD sensor is
already commercially available and the secondary well-produced biosensor
has created a market of 400 million yen per year in Japan.

A typical characteristic of cell biosensors is a wide specificity compared to
enzyme electrodes such as the blood sugar sensor. The glucose oxidase used in
a blood sugar sensor can catalyze only the reaction of glucose. However, the
microorganisms used in a BOD sensor metabolize various kinds of organic
compounds. This is because many kinds of enzymes that degrade organic
compounds are found in the cells. It is difficult to immobilize such enzymes
without cells on a transducer. Cells can provide a better microenvironment for
proteins as sensing materials than artificial immobilization. Furthermore, cells
on a transducer can continuously produce weak proteins as sensing materials,
providing characteristics of self-reproducibility.

A signal cascade realized on a transducer by cell immobilization is useful
to detect unknown species that show certain effects on them. A cell-based
toxicity sensor measures cell activity (usually respiration) as a result of inhi-
bition by toxic compounds in the sample. Not only the normal cell but also
the genetically modified cell is designed to produce reporter marker protein
in a response to the detection of toxic compounds.

The oxygen electrode is the most common transducer for oxygen measu-
rement. Its large size and complicated structure limit the application of such
a conventional electrode to a portable device. The cells’ viability or other
activity affects the production and consumption of other compounds. Several
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electrochemical devices as alternatives to the oxygen electrode are now avai-
lable, such as the microfabricated oxygen electrode, the thick-film electrode,
the ion-sensitive field effect transistor, and the surface photovoltage device.
In following section, we will describe the recent development and application
of cell-based biosensors for BOD measurement.

4.4.2 The Surface PhotoVoltage (SPV) and Its Application

The surface photovoltage (SPV) device, or light-addressable potentiometric
sensor (LAPS), is a silicon-based transducer to measure the surface poten-
tial of the device, especially the pH of the solution near the surface [45–48].
One side of the device is covered with silicon dioxide and/or silicon nitride
layers as the sensor side. The other side is mainly bare silicon and a parti-
ally deposited metal layer for ohmic contact. Illumination from the rear of
the SPV device induces a photovoltage. When only the sensor side of the
SPV device is immersed in an analyte solution, and the potential of the so-
lution is biased against the bulk silicon of the device using ohmic contact,
the silicon device acts as a MIS (metal insulator semiconductor) structure.
In this case, the solution plays the role of the “M” of MIS due to its con-
ductive nature. Because the depletion layer at the surface of the device has a
certain capacitance depending on the surface potential, the modulated photo-
voltage induces a photocurrent that depends on the sum of the bias potential
and the surface potential of the device. Thus, frequently modulated illumi-
nation induces a modulated photovoltage and ac photocurrent. The surface
potential can be estimated from the typical CV characteristics of the MIS
structure (Fig. 4.23). Finally, the SPV device gives the same response as the
Ion-Sensitive Field Effect Transistor (ISFET).

The SPV device has advantages compared with other pH sensors. The
fabrication process is simpler than for an ISFET. The multiplexing of dif-
ferent light sources in different locations allows multisensing (called LAPS
in a strict sense) without additional process complexity. SPV devices have
been used in some research, such as enzyme-linked immunoassays [49,50], and
measurement of taste compounds [51], hydrogen [52], and the metabolism of
animal cells [53–57].

The metabolism of cells produces acidic substances such as carbonate
ion and organic acid. The microbial metabolism is affected by many factors
in a cell’s environment. Changes in the biological, chemical, and physical
environment of a cell are reflected in the production of acidic compounds.
Thus, when microorganisms or cells are immobilized on the sensor side of the
SPV device, the system can sense the biological information in the analyte
solution.

Recently, many methods have been developed for the measurement of
BOD. The BOD sensor consists of microbial cells immobilized on an oxy-
gen electrode and measures the current decrease resulting from a decrease
in dissolved oxygen [59–67]. Some other methods have been also reported
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Fig. 4.23. The CV characteristics of the SPV device. A phosphate buffer solution
of 10 mM (pH 7) without sodium chloride was flowing at 250 μl/min

[68–70]. Both the five-day method and the oxygen electrode method use the
oxygen consumption as a parameter of the activity of the immobilized micro-
organism. The other parameters of the metabolism are potentially useful in
constructing a microbial sensor, combined with an appropriate transducer.
Therefore, we applied the SPV device to the the fabrication of a novel BOD
sensor [71]. In this section, we will discuss fabrication and characterization
of a novel BOD sensor combining microorganisms with the SPV device.

The Dependence of the C–V Characteristics of the System on pH.
Figure 4.24 shows the configuration of a flow cell of the system. The flow cell
consists of the SPV device (Shindengen, Japan) and silicone sheets, and was
connected to an SPV controller (SE1030, Technologue, Japan) and a com-
puter. Figure 4.25 shows the sigmoidal curves at various pH and calibration
curves at various bias potentials. According to the Nernst equation, the rate
of potential change against pH is about 58 mV/pH at room temperature,
although the experimental value was 46 mV/pH in Fig. 4.25. The difference
may due to the existence of other ions in the buffer. The same tendency was
reported in the research on ISFETs that had same MIS structure as the SPV.
When the sample reservoirs of the flow system were replaced, and changed
from pH 7 to pH 4, the photocurrent began to decrease, and then showed
a steady response after 6 min. It took about 2 min to replace the buffer in
the flow cell after the replacement of the reservoirs. Generally speaking, a
slower flow makes the response larger, but it takes a longer time to become
stable. The response time for the flow rate of 50 μl/min, about 70 min, was
too long, compared to the response time of typical BOD sensor, which is
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Fig. 4.24. A schematic diagram of a flow cell. LEDs were located at the rear against
sample flow side. A platinum electrode and a gold electrode were located inside the
wall of the flow cell, and used as reference and counter electrodes, respectively. Two
jigs bound a silicon chip and a microbial membrane with silicone rubber sheets as
a spacer for the flow cell

about 10–20 min. A flow rate of 250 μl/min was chosen to make the response
time about 25 min. The average values of the response from 5 min before
replacement to the time of replacement, and from 25 min to 30 min after re-
placement, was calculated to reduce error in the estimation of the difference
as a response value.

Immobilization Method for T. cutaneum on the Device. Trichos-
poron cutaneum IFO10466 (AJ4816) was cultured in GP medium at 37◦C
for 36 h. The cells were collected by centrifugation. Phosphate buffer and
glycerol as cryoprotectant were added to the cells. A 2 ml aliquot of the
suspension was gradually frozen at −25◦C, and stored at −80◦C. The cell
stock was melted in a water bath at 37◦C prior to use. The cell was was-
hed three times with phosphate buffer using centrifugation. A double-sided
adhesive tape having a 4 mm hole was put on an acetylcellulose membrane
filter (DISMIC-25cs, pore size 0.8 μm, Advantec). Then 1 mg of cells was
filtered through the membrane. Another acetylcellulose membrane was put
on the membrane. The size of the membrane was adjusted so that it located
on the silicon device. Because both sides of the microbial membrane were
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Fig. 4.25. Calibration curves at various fixed bias against various pH levels. The
calibration curves were calculated from CV characteristics to varied pH solutions
at a fixed bias, as described in the figure

made of acetylcellulose, the membrane was easy to handle and store. Storage
of a microbial membrane in the 1 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7) containing
0.15 M of NaCl at 4◦C kept its activity for more than 14 weeks.

Optimization of the Conditions of the System. Biosensors that mea-
sure pH shift have a large dependence on the buffer ability. A high buffer
ability inhibits the pH shift at the sensor surface and reduces the sensiti-
vity, but a low buffer ability makes the response unstable. Figure 4.26 shows
the dependence of the response on the concentration of the buffer. A lower
concentration of the buffer gave a larger response, and even the lowest con-
centration, 1.0 mM, showed enough stability.

Various concentrations of BOD solution (0–500 ppm) were applied to the
system to obtain a calibration curve as shown in Fig. 4.27. A BOD stan-
dard solution containing glucose (150 mg/l) and glutamic acid (150 mg/l)
was employed as a model wastewater, according to the Japanese Industrial
Standard (JIS). The BOD response increased with increasing BOD concen-
tration of the standard solution in a linear relationship between the decrease
of the photocurrent (BOD response) and the BOD concentration from 0 to
100 ppm (r = 0.988).

Comparison with BODS and BOD5. The SPV-based sensor also mea-
sured the BOD value for various kinds of organic substances. Table 4.2 sum-
marizes the substrate specificity of the SPV method, compared with reported
data of BOD5 (five-day method) and BODS (sensor method) for the various
compounds [61]. For the organic substances, including lactose, soluble starch,
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Fig. 4.27. The calibration curve of the SPV-based BOD sensor for the standard
BOD solution. The phosphate buffer solution of 1 mM, pH 7, was pumped at
250 μl/min. The amount of immobilized cells was 1.0 mg
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Table 4.2. A comparison of BOD values of various organic samples (mg O2/mg
substrate)

Substrate SPV Microbial electrode Five-day methoda

Glucose 0.66 0.72 0.50–0.78
Fructose 0.73 0.54 0.71
Sucrose 0.45 0.36 0.49–0.76
Lactose 0.04 0.06 0.45–0.72
Soluble starch 0.07 0.07 0.22–0.71
Glycine 0.36 0.45 0.52–0.55
Glutamic acid 0.40 0.70 0.64
Histidine 0.34 0.35 0.55
Acetic acid 0.39 1.77 0.34–0.88
Citric acid 0.18 0.72 0.63–0.88
Lactic acid 0.14 0.17 0.40
Ethanol 0.49 2.90 0.93–1.67
Glycerol 0.44 0.51 70.62–0.83

The SPV method was performed under the conditions of 250 μl/min, 1 mM phos-
phate buffer, pH 7, containing 0.15 M of NaCl, and 1.0 mg cell weight when wet.
The substrate was 100 mg/l, pH 7, in the buffer.
a Calculated data from [61].

and lactic acid, the SPV-based sensor and the sensor based on the oxygen
electrode show lower BOD values compared with the BOD5. Because these
two methods employ short-time metabolism of the same kind of microorga-
nism, the compounds that are difficult to degrade would have smaller BOD
values than BOD5.

The SPV-based sensor, however, gives lower values for the same compo-
unds, such as acetic acid, citric acid, and ethanol. The most likely explanation
is that the system mainly responds to the acidic compounds produced by the
microbe in its early metabolism stage. For example, the microbe metabolizes
glucose to produce acidic compounds such as pyruvic acid, and lactic acid
through glycolysis. Glycolysis is generally faster than the TCA cycle, and the
major factor in the SPV response might be glycolysis in the short response
time. There is no consumption of oxygen in glycolysis, and the production
of only two molecules of NADH requires a small amount of oxygen in the
following ATP production reaction. Compared to the TCA cycle, glycolysis
makes only a small contribution to oxygen consumption in the oxygen elec-
trode method, although it produces a certain amount of acidic compounds.
Thus, a relatively small amount of response might be obtained for the com-
pounds that are metabolized only in the TCA cycle. The mechanism suggests
that the method can be used in anaerobic conditions. Microorganisms that
metabolize certain materials specifically in anaerobic conditions would be
applicable to the microbial sensor when combining it with SPV-based sensor.
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Fundamentally, the SPV method measures not the “oxygen demand”, or
the consumption of oxygen, but the production of acidic compounds, while
the other method measures the consumption of oxygen. The acidic compo-
unds produced by the microbe are mainly carbon dioxide and carbonic acid.
Oxidation of the substrate produces acidicity. Thus, the production of acidic
compounds is closely related to the oxygen consumption. The differing princi-
ples can induce different substrate specificities, although they utilize the same
microbe. Strictly speaking, BODSPV has different characteristics from BODS

and BOD5. There is also the difference between BODS and BOD5. The five-
day method utilizes any kind of microorganism, allowing metabolization for
a long time, while the sensor method utilizes the designated microorganism,
allowing metabolization for a short time. We have to pay close attention to
compare the BOD values to each other when the sample contains compounds
of differing specificities. Fortunately, environmental monitoring often treats
samples from fixed sites, or the same kind of sample, and one can consider
that difference prior to analysis.

Subsequently, the SPV-based BOD values of some wastewater samples
were determined. The five-day BOD value of the BOD solution and various
wastewater samples were determined by the Japanese Industrial Standard
(JIS) method [44] as follows. An incubator flask containing a BOD reagent,
the sample, and the microbe was cultured at 20◦C for 5 days. After cultiva-
tion, a dissolved oxygen electrode measured the dissolved oxygen concentra-
tion.

The wastewater samples tested were treated and untreated wastewater
collected from a septic tank at our institute and at a brewery. Each of the
wastewaters was diluted appropriately with the same solution as the carrier
solution prior to use. A good agreement between the SPV-based sensor and
BOD5 methods was obtained for the test sample. The correlation coefficients
between BODSPV and BOD5 were 0.979 and 0.976 for the sample from the
institute and from the brewery, respectively. Although the sample from the
brewery may contain redox compounds such as ascorbic acid, the sensitivity
without an extra reference electrode is almost the same as that of the sample
from the institute.

The results expand the applicability of the SPV method to the field of
microbial sensors, although this research only treats BOD measurement. In
principle, many microbial sensors measure the activity of immobilized micro-
organisms, and the method used in this research was less specific to BOD
measurement. Thus, the method should be applicable to other microbial sen-
sors simply through the replacement of the immobilized microorganism from
T. cutaneum with another that is specific to a certain analyte and some op-
timization. In our recent research, the method has already been applied to
process monitoring in a brewery [72].
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4.5 Neural Network, Neural, or Brain Analyses:
Measurements of Neural Activity and Their
Application for Analyses of the Neural Network
System in the Living Body

4.5.1 Ultra-Microglutamate Sensors for Brain Analyses

Chemical neurotransmitters play an important role in the brain, since they
are the key link in communication between neurons. Glutamate is one of
the neurotransmitters that carry nerve signals across the synapse from one
neuron to another. Released by the presynaptic neuron, glutamate binds to
specific receptors on the postsynaptic neuron. Interactions between glutamate
and the glutamate receptor are involved in memory-storage phenomena in
the hippocampus, known as long-term potentiation (LTP), and long-term
depression (LTD) in the cerebellum [73]. Quantitative analyses of released
glutamate are required to further investigate the biomolecular mechanisms
of neuron function and the etiology of neural diseases.

Possible approaches to monitoring the glutamate concentration in such
small environments are to use the microdialysis (MD) probe sampling system
[74] and to develop an “ultra-”microglutamate sensor.

Monitoring of the glutamate concentration released from cultured nerve
cells by using an MD probe and an enzyme sensor system was reported by
Niwa et al. [75]. The sensor consisted of an MD probe fixed at the manipula-
tor, a small-volume glutamate oxidase enzymatic reactor (0.75 mm i.d. and
2.5 cm long), and an electrochemical reactor in a thin-layer radial flow cell
with an active volume of 70–340 nl. The overall efficiency of the glutamate de-
tector with the sensor is 94%. They achieved a sensitivity of 24.3 nA/mM and
a detection limit of 7.2 nM. By using this sensor system, they could monitor
glutamate concentration changes at the submicromolar level caused by KCl
stimulation of a single nerve cell and micromolar glutamate concentration
increases caused by electrical stimulation of a brain slice. The combination of
the MD probe and the enzyme sensors is useful for not only neural and brain
analyses, but also for small-scale bioprocess monitoring. We have reported
simultaneous monitoring of glucose and lactate in lactic acid fermentation
by using integrated miniature enzyme electrodes and an MD probe sampling
system [76].

Recent studies have demonstrated that the in vivo electrochemical sensor
is a powerful tool for clinical and neurochemical monitoring [77]. A smaller
electrode causes less damage to tissue during its insertion into the brain
or nerve tissue. To examine such small environments, a very small electrode
with a diameter of the order of micrometers is required. Since microbiosensors
based on semiconductor fabrication technology are of the order of millimeters
in size [78], novel ultra-microbiosensors should be developed for this purpose.

The carbon-fiber electrode is considered to be one of the most useful
transducers for in vivo biosensors, because it can be designed for use as
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Fig. 4.28. A diagram of the platinized carbon-fiber disk electrode immobilized
glutamate oxidase. 1: Glutamate oxidase enzyme membrane, 2: electroplated pla-
tinum, 3: carbon fiber, 4: glass capillary, 5: silver paste, 6: silicone resin, 7: lead
wire

an ultra-microelectrode with high strength and low cost. We have used a
carbon-fiber electrode as a detector for glucose [79] and acetylcholine [80]
determination, but the sensitivity of the carbon-fiber electrode to hydrogen
peroxide is not sufficient for the construction of microbiosensors.

In the case of microbiosensors of the order of a micrometer in size, the
following problems should be solved. First, since the amount of immobili-
zed enzyme is very small, the electrode should be very active and sensitive.
Secondly, special measurement techniques are required, because a small el-
ectrode is very easy to inactivate. Thirdly, the reference electrode (counter
electrode) should be combined with a working electrode, especially for in vivo
applications.

We have developed an ultra-microenzyme sensor by using a platinized
carbon-fiber electrode, and it has been applied for the determination of gluta-
mate [81].

The structure of the ultra-microenzyme sensor is shown in Fig. 4.28. A
carbon fiber 15 mm long with a diameter of 7 μm was cemented to lead wire
with silver paste and then inserted into a prepared glass capillary. Silicon
resin was used to fix the electrode inside the glass capillary. After polishing
the tip of the electrode, the surface of the carbon-fiber electrode was plati-
nized electrochemically. Glucose oxidase, bovine serum albumin, and photo-
crosslinking polyvinyl alcohol (PVA-SbQ) were mixed well, the mixture was
attached to the tip of the electrode, and it was left for 10 min under a flu-
orescent lamp. The electrode was dipped into phosphate buffer for 1 h, and
then left for 3 min in a glutaraldehyde atmosphere.

Th prepared glutamate microsensor could be characterized as follows. The
response was very stable and the response time was within 12 s. The calibra-
tion range of the glutamate microsensor was 0.002 to 1.2 mM. The standard
deviation at 0.002 mM obtained from 60 measurements was 0.498 pA. Since
the actual response current was 8.498 pA, the error for 0.002 mM glutamate
measurement was 5.9%.
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Fig. 4.29. The structure of cerebellar cortex tissues and the measurement point.
1: Glutamate sensor, 2 parallel fiber, 3: molecular layer, 4: Purkinje cell layer,
5: white matter

Then the glutamate microsensor was applied to in vitro measurement of
neural glutamate. Figure 4.29 shows the structure of cerebellar cortex tissue
and the measurement point. Cerebellar cortex tissue has four layers: the mole-
cular layer, the Purkinje cell layer, the granule cell layer, and white matter.
We inserted the glutamate microsensor onto the molecular layer where synap-
ses occur between parallel fibers, climbing fibers, and Purkinje cells. The pre-
synaptic membrane was depolarized to release neurotransmitters [82]. Then
glutamate microsensor responses were recorded before and after potassium
stimulation. A rapid increase in glutamate response to a peak concentration
value was followed by a gradual decrease to the initial background level, af-
ter approximately 90 s. The decay in the appearance of the peak response
is attributed to the approximately 20 s required to replace the perfusate so-
lution with high potassium ion solution in the experimental flow chamber.
Depolarization-induced release of glutamate, in either the presence or absence
of calcium ions, was investigated using our glutamate microsensor. The perfu-
sate solution was changed from normal Ringer solution to a high potassium
ion solution containing 5 mM of calcium ions. No glutamate was detected
using normal blank Ringer solution, which produced only a slight increase
in background current. However, the difference between the depolarization-
induced glutamate release under high and low calcium ion concentrations
was significant in the cerebellar tissues. These results suggest that voltage-
dependent calcium ion channels function prior to the release of glutamate
from cerebellar synaptic junctions. To ascertain that the responses obtained
by potassium stimulation are due to glutamate, we compared the responses of
an enzyme-active sensor with an enzyme-denatured sensor, both without the
polyvinyl pyridine membrane. In this experiment, only 5.7% of the sensor re-
sponse was estimated to be from compounds other than glutamate. By using
a calibration curve, the peak current obtained by the potassium stimulation
was found to correspond to approximately 400 mM of released glutamate.
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Furthermore, for in vivo application, we have integrated the reference
electrode (counter electrode) with this ultra-microglutamate sensor [83]. An
integrated ultra-microglutamate sensor has been constructed with a 7 μm dia-
meter platinized carbon-fiber disk electrode and a platinum thin-film counter
electrode fabricated on the glass capillary tube. The counter electrode shows
good stability and can be used as a substitute for a silver–silver chloride elec-
trode. The sensor shows a stable response to glutamate and a response time
within 12 s. The calibration range for glutamate measurement is 50–800 μM.

4.6 The Application of Micromachining
Techniques to Chemical Sensors, Biosensors,
and Microanalysis Systems

4.6.1 Introduction

Considering the application to clinical analyses, the miniaturization of sen-
sors, actuators, and systems is of great importance. In realizing them, se-
miconductor and micromachining technologies are becoming indispensable.
Concurrent advantages accompanying the miniaturization are 1) reduced size,
2) small sample volume, 3) identical, highly uniform, and geometrically well-
defined structures, and 4) ease of integration. Among chemical sensors and
biosensors based on various detection principles, electrochemical sensors will
benefit most from the rapidly advancing technology. In this section, recent
advances in the application of microfabrication techniques to electrochemical
sensors, biosensors, and micro systems will be discussed.

4.6.2 Basic Technologies

Basically, the technologies used to miniaturize chemical sensors and biosen-
sors originate from semiconductor processes. These include pattern formation
by photolithography, thin-film metallization, and chemical etching. In elec-
trochemical sensors and systems, detecting electrodes are formed as patterns
by photolithography. As a representative process, photoresist patterns are
formed on a metal layer and exposed areas are selectively removed by wet
or dry chemical etching (Fig. 4.30a). The metal layers can be deposited by
vacuum-evaporation or sputtering. Lift-off is also used in forming patterns
of noble metals such as platinum and iridium (Fig. 4.30b). After photoresist
patterns are formed on a substrate, a metal layer is deposited. By removing
the photoresist layer in an appropriate solvent such as acetone, a faithful
reproduction of the patterns on a photomask is obtained. Screen-printing
is a technique frequently used to form electrode patterns without expensive
facilities. The patterns are literally printed by casting and squeezing an ap-
propriate paste onto a substrate through a mask (Fig. 4.30c). In forming
mercury microelectrode arrays or an Ag/AgCl electrode, electrodeposition
has also been used supplementally.
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Fig. 4.30. Representative methods for the formation of electrode patterns (a–c)
and microscopic structures (d–f) used for micro-electrochemical sensors. a etching,
b lift-off, c screen-printing, d anisotropic etching of silicon, e field-assisted bonding,
and f application of photosensitive polymer

In constructing some kinds of chemical sensors and systems, three-dimen-
sional structures are required. A couple of examples include a container for
an electrolyte solution and a flow channel. Anisotropic etching of silicon
is promising and is used very often (Fig. 4.30d). The etching utilizes sig-
nificant differences in etching rates among orientations of crystal lattices.
Field-assisted bonding or anodic bonding is also useful in constructing three-
dimensional structures (Fig. 4.30e). With a combination of a #7740 glass
substrate and a silicon substrate, a negative high voltage is applied to the
glass substrate against silicon. Hermetical sealing is instantly achieved even at
around 250◦C. Photosensitive polymers such as polyHEMA (poly (2-hydroxy-
ethylmethacrylate)), polyimide, and thick-film photoresist such as SU-8TM

are useful in forming microscopic three-dimensional structures (Fig. 4.30f).
The photosensitive polymers can be patterned following a process similar to
that used to produce a photoresist. In addition to these methods, various
promising techniques have been used, as summarized in Table 4.3.

4.6.3 Microsensors for Dissolved Gases and Electrolytes

In conducting the measurement of pO2 and pCO2 in whole blood, commonly
used devises are the Clark-type oxygen electrode and the Severinghaus-type
carbon dioxide electrode. The Clark-type oxygen electrode consists of a ca-
thode and anode pair housed in a container. A hydrophobic gas-permeable
membrane is placed over the sensitive area. The oxygen electrode measures
the current generated by the electrochemical oxygen reduction on the ca-
thode at an overpotential. The structure of the Severinghaus-type electrode
is similar to that of the Clark-type oxygen electrode. A pH-glass electrode
and a reference electrode are incorporated in a container. A local change in
pH caused by the permeation of carbon dioxide through the gas-permeable
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Table 4.3. Representative elements used in microsensors and systems, and tech-
niques to form them

Element Techniques or materials

Electrode patterns Wet/dry etching, lift-off, masking, screen-
printing, electroplating

Electrolyte layer Screen-printing, application of photosensitive
polymers, lamination

Gas-permeable membrane Sacrificial layer (in forming the membrane
over a through-hole)

Flow channel Anisotropic/isotropic etching, anodic bond-
ing, application of photosensitive polymers,
application of a dicing saw

Microcontainer Anisotropic etching, anodic bonding, applica-
tion of photosensitive polymers

Liquid junction Anisotropic etching, porous silicon, sacrificial
layer, application of photosensitive polymers

Enzyme-immobilized layer Lift-off, screen-printing, inkjet printing, elec-
trochemical deposition, application of photo-
sensitive polymers

Diffusion-limiting membrane Application of photosensitive polymers, dry
etching

Through-hole Anisotropic etching, electrochemical drilling,
sandblasting, ultrasonic drilling

Ion-sensitive membrane Application of photosensitive polymers

Needle-type probe Anisotropic etching, etch-stop

membrane is measured with the glass electrode. As a result, pCO2 is related
to the potential of the glass electrode against the reference electrode.

Techniques for the miniaturization of the Clark-type oxygen electrode
have been established during the past two decades. Structures often seen in
oxygen microelectrodes are shown in Fig. 4.31. The structures are very com-
mon and can also be seen in other types of electrochemical sensors. At an
earlier stage of development, oxygen electrodes were developed whose detec-
ting electrodes are exposed to a test solution (Fig. 4.31a). However, these
were soon replaced with the Clark-type cell. In forming the gas-permeable
membrane using a precursor solution, an electrolyte solution has been impreg-
nated in a hydrogel such as polyHEMA [84–87]. A pattern of an electrolyte
layer can also be obtained using a photocurable polymer. Similarly, the elec-
trolyte layer can selectively be formed by injecting a precursor solution in a
micropool formed with polymer such as polyimide [88,89], or in an anisotropi-
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Fig. 4.31. Structures often seen in a micro-electrochemical sensors. a A working or
indicator electrode exposed to a test solution. b A working or indicator electrode
covered with a hydrophilic polymer layer containing an electrolyte solution and a
hydrophobic membrane. c A working or indicator electrode formed in a silicon con-
tainer covered with a hydrophobic membrane. d A working or indicator electrode
formed on a planar substrate, to which a container substrate with a hydrophobic
membrane is adhered. Liquid electrolyte solution is incorporated just before use.
The hydrophobic membrane can be a gas-permeable membrane for the Clark-type
oxygen electrode and the Severinghaus-type electrode or an ion-selective membrane
for ion-selective electrodes. 1: substrate 1 (e.g., glass), 2: substrate 2 (e.g., silicon),
3: working or indicator electrode, 4: insulating layer, 5: electrolyte layer, 6: hydro-
phobic layer

cally etched groove on a silicon substrate [90]. Silicone rubber is usually used
for the gas-permeable membrane, because it has a good oxygen- or carbon
dioxide-permeability, and it shows excellent adhesion to the underlying layer
or substrate. The electrolyte layer and the gas-permeable membrane can be
formed following a completely dry process. The electrode thus formed can be
activated by subjecting it to sterilization in an autoclave [91]. Otherwise, wa-
ter can be incorporated by osmosis by just immersing the electrode in water
at room temperature. Post-incorporation of an electrolyte solution, as is done
in conventional macroscopic electrode, is also used. In using the method, an
oxygen electrode chip is immersed in an electrolyte solution. The solution is
evacuated in an appropriate vacuum chamber.

In carbon dioxide microelectrodes, the pH-glass electrode in its macros-
copic counterpart is replaced with a pH-ISFET. Like the oxygen electrode,
a commonly used structure is the one shown in Fig. 4.31b. The electrolyte
solution in the hydrogel contains KCl and an appropriate concentration of
bicarbonate. The gas-permeable membrane can be formed on an electrolyte
layer formed as a pattern on the sensitive area [86–89]. In order to avoid the
formation of the gas-permeable membrane and to simplify the structure, the
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internal elements can alternatively be housed in a silicone tube that functions
both as a container and as a gas-permeable membrane [92,93]. If the impe-
dance of the indicator electrode is low, signal amplification with an ISFET
is not necessary. An iridium oxide indicator electrode can be used instead of
the ISFET in the structure shown in Fig. 4.31d [94].

As a representative micro ion sensor, the ISFET has been the subject of
hundreds of papers [95]. Its major function is to transduce the membrane
impedance to make the sensor unsusceptible to noise. Some groups of ion-
selective electrodes can be successfully miniaturized without transducing the
signal using an ISFET. Planar ion-selective electrodes can be realized using
the structure shown in Fig. 4.31b [96–99]. An internal reference electrode
pattern (usually Ag/AgCl) is formed on a substrate and an electrolyte layer
and the ion-selective membrane are subsequently formed.

In order to improve mechanical instability, the coated-“film” electrode
has been used [100–102]. The coated-film electrode has a membrane–metal
interface between which the interfacial potential is not well-defined, and os-
motic transport of water to the interface causes noise and potential drift. In
practice, if the electrode is calibrated just prior to use, satisfactory accuracy
seems to be obtained [100]. In applying the microfabricated ion-selective el-
ectrodes to in vivo use, nonspecific protein adsorption and cell adhesion pose
a problem. In order to minimize biofouling, physicochemical or biological
modification has been tried, using materials such as polyHEMA [103].

Although miniaturization of the indicator electrode including the ISFET
has advanced dramatically over the past two decades, the miniaturization
and batch-fabrication of a reliable reference electrode has not advanced until
very recently. In realizing a miniaturized reference electrode, three lines of
approach have been proposed [104]. The first is the so-called pseudo-reference
electrode which is usually composed of a metal pattern such as Ag/AgCl that
is in direct contact with a sample solution. In potentiometric sensors, it ser-
ves as a potential standard in combination with an indicator microelectrode
or used as the third electrode in an ISFET-REFET (Reference Field Effect
Transistor) configuration [105,106]. Needless to say, the potential of this type
of reference electrode varies depending upon the activity of the primary ions
determining the electrode potential. Therefore, care must be taken to main-
tain the activity of the primary ion constant.

The second type is the solid-state reference electrode without a liquid
junction. This includes the application of an ion-insensitive membrane of-
ten found in differential ISFETs [107]. A perm-selective membrane such as
NafionTM has also been used to suppress the effusion of chloride ions con-
tained in the internal electrolyte solution of a Ag/AgCl reference electrode
[108]. However, the interface between the former membrane and the solutions
might become polarized by blocking the exchange current. Also, the latter
membrane might generate additional potential due to the perm-selectivity
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itself. In both cases, the situations in which a reliable reference electrode
potential can be obtained would be limited.

The third approach is to miniaturize a conventional liquid-junction el-
ectrode, which would be most practical considering the accuracy required
for potentimetric detection. In some miniature liquid-junction reference el-
ectrodes, a silicon microcontainer fabricated by anisotropic etching has been
used. A liquid junction was formed on one portion of the container using a
restraining material such as porous silicon [109,110], porous glass [111], and
polyHEMA [110]. In relation to this, it is necessary to store KCl electrolyte as
much as possible to achieve a long lifetime. With a screen-printed electrolyte
layer containing KCl in a solid powdered form, a lifetime exceeding 100 h has
been achieved [112]. It might be considered that a long lifetime can be achie-
ved by restraining the effusion of internal KCl. However, this is closely related
to the liquid-junction potential. If the effusion is restrained too much, it im-
mediately results in a liquid-junction potential that exceeds 10 mV or more.
There is a tradeoff between the lifetime and the liquid-junction potential.

4.6.4 Microfabricated Biosensors

Amperometric biosensors have been very actively studied, and blood glucose
testing using planar-type glucose sensors has advanced dramatically [113].
Some models have already been commercialized and created a big market. In
fabricating amperometric microbiosensors, the working, reference, and auxi-
liary electrode patterns or cathode and anode pair are integrated. An enzyme
is immobilized on the working electrode area. Hydrogen peroxide produced
by an enzymatic reaction is often measured with a platinum thin-film or
thick-film working electrode.

In immobilizing an enzyme, a method very frequently used for microbio-
sensors is to immobilize the enzyme in bovine serum albumin with a bifun-
ctional reagent such as glutaraldehyde [114]. In fabricating microbiosensors,
the enzyme-immobilized membrane must be formed as a pattern on a neces-
sary portion of the sensitive area of a transducer. Representative techniques
for selective pattern formation are summarized in Table 4.4. As seen in the
table, a couple of techniques can be combined.

Microbiosensors fabricated by just immobilizing an enzyme are sometimes
so sensitive that the linear range of the calibration curves cannot cover the
higher range of concentration required in real analyses. The linear range can
be expanded using a diffusion-limiting membrane. Representative materials
for the membrane include polyurethane, silicone, and polyHEMA.

Electrochemical biosensors whose working electrode is in direct contact
with the sample solution are influenced by interfering compounds such as
L-ascorbic acid, uric acid, and acetaminophen. In order to minimize the in-
terference, a perm-selective membrane is often used. A couple of examples
include a cation exchange polymer such as NafionTM and cellulose acetate.
Another technique often seen is to use a pair of working electrodes with the
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Table 4.4. Representative methods used to form patterns of an enzyme-
immobilized membrane

Methods

Application of a photosensitive polymer (e.g., PVA-SbQ, polyHEMA) accomp-
anied by spin-coating depending upon the case

Drop-on technique accompanied by spin-coating depending upon the case

Lift-off

Screen-printing accompanied by UV-polymerization depending upon the case

Electrochemical deposition including codeposition during electropolymerization

Physical adsorption on an electropolymerized membrane

Ink-jet printing

Injection of a precursor solution into a micropool

Spraying

Localized immobilization by covalent coupling on a derivatized metal surface

same dimensions and take a differential signal. An enzyme is immobilized
on one of the two working electrodes and a deactivated enzyme, or nothing
at all, is immobilized on the other. If working electrodes with a very close
performance can be obtained, this method will be effective.

Miniature Clark-type oxygen electrodes have also been used as a tran-
sducer for microbiosensors. Although this type of sensor is affected by the
variation of the dissolved oxygen concentration, it has an excellent selectivity
owing to the hydrophobic gas-permeable membrane. As a group of repre-
sentative potentiometric microsensors, numerous microbiosensors have been
fabricated using the ISFETs [115,116]. Because the integration of ISFETs is
easy, many integrated biosensors have been fabricated using the method of
immobilization listed in Table 4.4. There are few conductometric microbiosen-
sors, but they have been fabricated using interdigitated array microelectrodes
[117–119]. Although this mode of detection lacks specificity, the principle is
so general that it can be applied to any enzymatic reactions that produce
charged species.

4.6.5 The Integration of Sensors
and Micro-Electrochemical Systems

A miniaturized system that can perform analyses at or near the site of use
would be of great assistance in therapeutic decision-making. In the 1990s,
an innovating technology, the μTAS (Micro Total Analysis System), was ac-
tively studied. In a completely realized form, the systems will have functions
such as sampling, sample pretreatment, separation, and detection along with
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a high degree of automation and a high level of methodology of analytical
chemistry [120,121]. The advantages in using such a miniaturized system are
fast response, small sample volume, high throughput analysis, reduction in
reagent consumption, reduction in waste disposal, and flexibility in choosing
the location of the analysis. Basically, the micro-flow cells can be realized
by bonding two substrates, such as glass and silicon, onto a printed circuit
board, on which a flow channel along with detecting electrode patterns has
been formed [122]. Flow cells can easily be formed with various photosen-
sitive polymers such as a dry film photoresist [123]. A flow cell made from
polysiloxane can realize a leakproof cell by placing another substrate on the
flow cell and pushing it [87].

The measurement of blood gases, electrolytes, and various metabolites is
clinically very important. Several sensor chips have been developed to mea-
sure pO2, pCO2, and pH [86,88] and six analytes including gases and elec-
trolytes [89]. Some integrated sensor chips or separate ISFETs have been in-
corporated in a flow cell [87,123–126] or a system [127]. Microbiosensors have
also been incorporated in miniaturized systems to measure glucose [128] or
glucose and lactate [122]. On-line microsystems have been developed to moni-
tor the concentration of neurotransmitters [129]. With this mode of detection,
a lower detection limit can be achieved compared with microelectrode-based
sensors.

Although all necessary functions in an analysis system should ideally be
integrated on a single chip, this seems to be very difficult considering the pre-
sent level of technology. Furthermore, it will be time-consuming to integrate
different types of components fabricated by different processes. Also, it will
not be cost-effective, because the complicated fabrication process decreases
the production yield. A good alternative is to decompose the entire system
into several modules with different functions [121,130–132].

In realizing a μTAS, an important but yet advanced technology is that
of sampling and pumping mechanisms. With the present level of technology,
an advanced microsystem uses a simple micromachined pump connected to a
flow cell comprised of ISFETs [126,130,132]. Otherwise, macroscopic pumps,
valves, and external readout electronics are used to complete the whole system
[133]. At present, a few microsystems use a microdialysis tube connected
to a syringe pump [134–136]. An advantage of using this technique is that
contaminants that may foul the sensors are filtered, which helps to elongate
the lifetime of the enzyme electrodes. In these cases, sampling was performed
with the help of a syringe pump, and integration of the pump will become a
critical issue in the next decade. A couple of trials are beginning to appear to
realize a microsampling mechanism. A volume phase transition of poly(N -iso-
propylacrylamide) gel has been used to fabricate a microsampling mechanism.
The mechanism was used in a microsystem for glucose, equipped with a micro-
needle of 50 μm in inner diameter [137]. The so-called “intelligent mosquito”
is promising in realizing a system of analysis that is not highly invasive.
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4.7 Microneurography: Measurements and Stimulation
of a Single Peripheral Nerve Fiber

4.7.1 Introduction

One of the most important key techniques used in our research (the genera-
tion of artificial sensations by microstimulation [138] and the control of an
artificial heart system using sympathetic signals [139]) is microneurography
or microstimulation. This is probably the only technique that allows recor-
ding of the activities of a single sensory nerve fiber or stimulation of a single
sensory nerve fiber of a human subject who is awake.

In this chapter, we will briefly explain the techniques for microneurogra-
phy and microstimulation, which basically use the same procedure.

4.7.2 The History of Microneurography

Microneurography was developed by Hagbarth and Vallbo [140] in Uppsala,
Sweden, in the late 1960s. The technique makes use of a very thin tung-
sten microelectrode that is inserted into a peripheral nerve percutaneously
to measure the signals of the nerve fibers attached to the tip of the electrode.
Microstimulation of the nerve fiber, but not recording of the signal of the
nerve fiber, can be performed with the same microelectrode.

Initially, this technique was used to record the activities of Ia afferent
nerve fibers from a muscle spindle, which helped demonstrate the existence
of α–γ linkage in voluntary muscle contraction by showing that the activities
of the Ia fibers were altered in accordance with the degree of extension of
the involved muscle [141]. Next, the technique was applied to record the
activities of sensory nerve fibers and those of sympathetic nerve fibers (e.g.,
Torebjörk and Wallin [142]). This allowed analyses of the response of a single
sensory nerve fiber to stimulation of the involved mechanoreceptor unit and
contributed to classify the kinds of mechanoreceptors according to the speed
of adaptation or the pattern of the response to the given stimulation [143].

With respect to sympathetic nerve activities, the technique allowed for the
classification of skin (activities of the vasomotor and sudomotor functions)
and muscle sympathetic nerve activity (activities that control the tonus of
the vessels in the involved muscle), and a vast amount of research has focused
on these two sympathetic activities [142,144].

There have been far fewer studies on “microstimulation,” which uses ins-
erted microelectrodes for stimulating nerve fibers [145,146], than on recording
nerve activities.

Thus, microneurography has achieved excellent results in the field of basic
medical science. In the clinical field as well, many attempts have been made
to elucidate the pathophysiology of neurological diseases by recording the
activities of the involved nerves, although the technique has not yet been
used as a method of medical treatment.
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4.7.3 The Technique of Microneurography

As mentioned above, microneurography involves percutaneous and direct in-
sertion of a very thin tungsten microelectrode (needle type) into a peripheral
nerve to measure the signal of the nerve fiber attached to the tip of the elec-
trode and to make it possible to stimulate nerve fibers that are attached to
the tip of the electrode (microstimulation).

With respect to the tungsten microelectrode, the diameters of the shaft
and the tip are around 120 μm and 10 μm, respectively, and when the tip
of the electrode (where the electrical insulation by epoxy resin is removed)
is properly attached to only one nerve fiber, it is possible to record signals
from a single nerve fiber (Fig. 4.32) and to stimulate a single nerve fiber
electrically.

The procedure of microneurography that we are currently adopting is
based on that of the Nagoya University group under the direction of Professor
T. Mano. This research group has played a leading part in the introduction
and establishment of this technique in Japan.

The procedure is described below.
Extremely fine tungsten microelectrodes (needle electrodes) are used as

working electrodes. One is inserted percutaneously into a peripheral nerve.
A reference electrode is attached to the surface of the skin with paste, a few
centimeters away from the point of insertion of the working microelectrode.

Although percutaneous electrical stimulation is usually used to search
for the direction of the objective nerve, we use ultrasonography to confirm
the position of the tip of the needle electrode and that of the target nerve
trunk. Using an ultrasonic probe with a comparatively high frequency (we are
currently using an annular alley probe with a frequency of 7.5 MHz), normal
peripheral nerves at the extremities (in the transverse section) are displayed
in a circular area circumscribed by a high-intensity linear structure, and this
circular area contains high-intensity microtubular structures (Fig. 4.33). By
watching the spatial relationship between the position of the tip of the needle
electrode and the objective peripheral nerve, it is easy to make the top of
the microelectrode reach the surface of the target nerve. Furthermore, it
is possible to set the tip of the needle electrode at any desired position in
the nerve trunk (Fig. 4.34). It is easy to judge when the needle electrode is
actually inserted into the peripheral nerve, because a subject usually reports
a particular sensation when the electrode is inserted.

The measured nerve activities are amplified through a preamplifier, after
which they are passed through a band-pass filter (300–5000 Hz), displayed
on an oscilloscope, and finally amplified around 50 000 times. At the same
time, the nerve signals are connected to a loudspeaker so that they can be
audibly monitored (Fig. 4.35).

Electrical stimulation of the nerve fiber can also be performed through
the same microelectrodes by changing the circuit from a measurement mode
to a stimulation mode using a switch box.
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Fig. 4.32. A schematic figure showing the situation when the microelectrode is
inserted into a nerve; when the tip of the electrode is attached properly to only
one nerve fiber, it is possible to record nerve signals from the single nerve fiber
(modified figure of T. Mano)

Although institutions initially manufactured their own tungsten micro-
electrodes, various types are now commercially available. For example, the
tungsten microelectrodes that we are currently using in our experiment have
the following properties: 1) the diameters of the shaft, tip, and the top of the
tip are approximately 125 μm, 10 μm, and 1 μm, respectively; 2) they are
(electrically) insulated with epoxy resin, except for the top of the tip; and
3) the impedance is adjusted between 2 and 12 MΩ.

Although the non-insulated part at the tip of the electrode is larger than
the diameter of the sensory nerve fibers (large myelinated nerve fibers), it is
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Fig. 4.33. Ultrasonic echography is used to confirm the position of the peripheral
nerves (echo-guided microneurography); the photograph shows a median nerve in
a wrist observed by ultrasonic echography

Fig. 4.34. The manner in which microneurography is performed. The microelec-
trode that is inserted percutaneously into the median nerve of the subject can be
observed in an ultrasonic echography probe held by the subject himself in this case
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Fig. 4.35. The experimental arrangement and the procedure of microneurography

possible to record the activities of the single sensory nerve fiber using this
microelectrode.

Whether the acquired activities originate from sensory nerve fibers can be
easily confirmed by checking whether the signal increases when mechanical
stimuli (rubbing, touching, or pressing) are applied to a specific area of the
skin, which is called a “receptive field” (the area where the sensory receptors
are innervated by the involved nerve fibers) (Fig. 4.36). When the activities of
a single sensory nerve fiber are recorded, the nerve signal consists of a series
of pulses, each having basically the same amplitude and shape (Fig. 4.37).

Sympathetic nerve activity can be recorded as a series of bursts (a com-
bined record of the activities of several unmyelinated fibers). Whether or not
the recorded signals originate from sympathetic nerve activities can be con-
firmed by checking to see: 1) that they consist of bursts of efferent signals,
generated simultaneously with spontaneous pulses; 2) that they increase with
almost the same latency as mental stress and/or sensory stimulus (such as
sound and pain); and 3) that they increase as a result of deep breathing [144].
This sympathetic nerve activity is usually displayed after rectifying and in-
tegrating the full wave (Fig. 4.38).
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Fig. 4.36. Each area which is encircled by a black line shows a receptive field (the
area where the sensory receptors are innervated by the involved nerve fibers)

Fig. 4.37. The pressure that is applied to the skin (upper wave) and the response
(signal) of the nerve fiber from a single mechanoreceptor unit (lower wave)

4.7.4 The Advantages and Disadvantages of Microneurography

The advantages and disadvantages of microneurography are listed below.
Microneurography has two major advantages that cannot be achieved by
other methods.

The first advantage is that the technique is not very invasive, and expe-
riments can be performed on subjects who are awake. Sensations are very
subjective and, at the moment, we have no good way to evaluate the evoked
somatic sensations objectively and quantitatively. Currently, since the sub-
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Fig. 4.38. Skin sympathetic nerve activity (SSNA). Sympathetic nerve activities
are usually displayed after rectifying and integrating the full wave (quoted from
[144]

jects’ descriptions are the only way to evaluate the properties of the evoked
sensations, it is very important that the subjects be awake during the expe-
riments involving sensations. The second advantage is that it is possible to
measure activities or stimulate a single nerve fiber.

This technique also has some disadvantages.
First, and most importantly, it is very difficult to fix the microelectrode at

a certain position for a long time so that signals from a single nerve fiber can
be recorded under identical conditions. Because the electrode is fixed by the
resistance between it and the surrounding tissues, the electrode can easily be
dislocated, even by a slight twitch of a muscle near the electrode. Secondly,
microneurography basically belongs to the “needle-electrode” category, and
the number of electrodes that can be inserted into a nerve simultaneously is
basically limited to one or, at most, three or four.

Because of the advantages and disadvantages discussed here, it is obvious
that it is difficult to use microneurography as an electrode system for clinical
purposes. However, the method is very useful and nearly indispensable for
analyzing the relationship between mechanical stimuli, which are given to
the mechanoreceptors, and the neural signals evoked by the stimuli, or the
relationship between the properties of the electrical stimulation that is given
to the nerve fiber and those of the evoked sensations.

4.7.5 Summary

For the development of the next generation of neural interface devices, which
will allow bilateral communication between each nerve fiber in the living body
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and the corresponding electrical (or optical) signal lines from the external
devices, two key technical factors will need to be achieved.

First, it will be necessary to develop a multi-channel electrode that can
connect each of the sensory nerve fibers contained in the concerned peripheral
nerve to an electrical signal line coming from a corresponding sensor located
in an artificial hand system. This is explained in a separate section.

Secondly, it will be necessary to develop an algorithm that will permit the
modulation of the output signals that are detected by the sensors located on
the surface of the robot hand to the signal (sequence of electrical pulses) for
electrical stimulation to evoke the desired somatic sensation in the subject.

Microneurography is assumed to be one of the most important and va-
luable key technologies for dealing with the development of an algorithm.

Microneurography is soon expected to assume a large and indispensable
role in “bionic medicine”, which involves the connection of external devices
to the human body through the nervous system [138,139,147].

4.8 A Microelectrode for the Neural Interface

4.8.1 Introduction

Recently, the direct neural interface between the human nervous system and
external equipment has been recognized as a key technology to realize the
next generation of prosthetic applications, such as artificial vision and neural
control of prosthetic devices [148–150]. This technology is also very important
as a tool of basic neuroscience research [151,152].

In order to realize these neural interface applications, two essential pro-
blems have to be solved:

1. How to establish intimate contact with the nervous system.
2. How to translate nerve signals.

In other words, the first problem is the development of nerve electrode.
Although other techniques, such as magnetic methods, can be used, electrical
methods are the most realistic way, at least in the near future. In terms of
establishing an intimate and stable interface with the nervous system for the
long term, however, the present nerve electrode technology is insufficient in
many ways.

The second problem refers to analysis of the nerve signal, or analysis
of the coding and decoding rule of nerve signals. For example, if we want
to understand the meaning of the command signal given by the circulatory
center to the natural heart, we have to know the method of interpreting it. If
we want to make patients feel some touch sensation, we have to know what
kind of signal to input into their sensory nerve fiber.

As the wide and important application of nerve electrodes has been re-
cognized, and the recent rapid development of silicon process technology has
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been encouraging the study, a lot of groups around the world are eagerly
untertaking research in this area.

In this section, we review recent developments in nerve electrode techno-
logy, including the work of our research group.

4.8.2 The Nerve Electrode (Handmade)

An Electrode for a Nerve Bundle. First, nerve electrodes for compound
signals are shown:

• the wire electrode [153]
• the cuff electrode [154]
• the collagen electrode [155]

All of these can be used chronically, and Fig. 4.39 shows the schematics
of the wire electrode and the cuff electrode.

Wire electrodes made from various metals, such as SS, Pt–Ir, and silver,
have been used for long-term measurements. Their impedance is determined
by the dimensions and the surface status of the exposed area (for example,
whether or not platinum black is deposited). By adapting their impedance,
they can be used for measurement of single nerve fibers or a small number
of fibers. A wire electrode and nerve bundle are embedded in two-component
silicone rubber for fixation [153].

Also, cuff electrodes are widely used for recording from and stimulating
peripheral nerves. They fix a nerve bundle by covering it with their silicone
tubes. The two wire electrodes arranged inside the tube work as electrodes.

Collagen electrodes were developed by Ninomiya and co-workers, for cir-
culation physiological research. The nerve signal is measured through the skin
electrode, which consists of collagen fiber. Stable long-time measurements can
be realized, because the nerve bundle and the metal electrode do not contact
each other directly [155].

In general, the influence of the connective tissue or the exudate from the
surrounding tissue limits the recording time of these kinds of electrodes for
nerve bundles.

Fig. 4.39. a A wire electrode (embedded in two-component silicone rubber for
fixation). b A cuff electrode (fixed to the nerve bundle by a silicone tube). N :
Nerve bundle
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The Intrafascicular Electrode. Lefurge and co-workers [156] reported
their measurement of signals from the radial nerve of cats by intrafascicular
electrodes for six months. The intrafascicular electrode is a type of wire elec-
trode. Its recording site is created by removing some insulation, by means of
heat, from the wires at some distance from one end, and then platinum black
is deposited in the uninsulated region. A tungsten needle is used to insert the
electrode into the nerve fascicle (Fig. 4.40).

The Tungsten Microelectrode. In the method of microneurography
[157,158], insulated tungsten microelectrodes are used. The most typical type
of electrodes is 120–200 micro meters in diameter, and only the tip of the el-
ectrode is uninsulated. They can be inserted percutaneously into the median
nerve of awake human subjects, because the shaft is sufficiently rigid. Thus
they are capable of recording from and stimulating a single nerve fiber. We
use this type of electrode to stimulate the sensory nerve fiber that comes
from a cutaneous receptor and generate an artificial touch sensation [159].
However, this type of electrode is only good for acute experiments, and is
difficult to use in multi-channel interfaces.

A Summary of the Handmade Electrodes. The handmade electrodes
mentioned above are still used as fundamental tools in a lot of basic research
areas. There are also some applications in which compound signals from the
nerve bundle are useful. Moreover, if the number of neurons in the compound
signal could be made small enough by selecting the implant position, useful
information could be extracted by suitable signal-processing methods. On
the other hand, the tungsten electrode has sufficient properties to record
single unit activity, although it is limited to acute experiments. However,
these handmade electrodes have limitations in the feasibility of multi-channel
chronic interfacing, which is necessary to realize the applications mentioned

Fig. 4.40. The intrafascicular electrode. A needle is used to insert the electrode
into the nerve fascicle
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Fig. 4.41. A multi-channel multiplexed intracortical microprobe reported by Wise
and Najafi [161] (with permission: c© 1991 American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science)

above, such as the control of prosthetic devices and the display of artificial
sensations.

In the next section, we review new microelectrode technologies which are
encouraged by the development of silicon microtechnology. In these technolo-
gies, the recording method is basically extracellular recording, as is the case
of the tungsten electrode.

4.8.3 A Microelectrode for the Neural Interface

The Probe Electrode. Wise has reported many types of microelectro-
des (probe electrodes) which have multiple recording sites [160]. They have
also developed electrodes that have buffer amplifiers on their carrier shank
(Fig. 4.41). Their electrode is designed mainly for recording from cortical
neurons. But successful measurement is not accomplished easily. One of the
reasons may be that this electrode has its recording sites on the shank, so
it can record only from the neurons that are damaged by the passage of
the electrode [150]. Recently, CNCT (the Center for Neural Communication
Technology at the University of Michigan) has started to freely provides many
kinds of probe electrodes for researchers. The experiences of the researchers in
implantation and recording should improve the development of this electrode.
Nowadays, many groups around the world are developing nerve electrodes by
using a silicon microprocess.

The Needle Array Electrode. Campbell et al. reported the Utah sili-
con needle array, which has 100 (10 × 10) electrodes [162]. In the fabrication
process, they used a diamond dicing saw followed by chemical etching. The
array was insulated with silicon nitride. Some types are currently commer-
cially available as a recording tool from cortical neurons for neuroscience
research. Figure 4.42 shows the typical type of electrode, which has a 100 μm
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Fig. 4.42. The Utah silicon needle array. The center-to-center spacing between
electrodes is 400 μm for scale [162] (with kind permission from IEEE: c© 1991
IEEE)

shaft diameter, a 1.0 or 1.5 mm needle length, and the distance between the
needles is 400 μm. The size of the whole electrode is 4 mm × 4 mm. Because
of the large number of electrode needles, the whole friction is too large, so
they have developed a special pneumatic inserter.

Recently, the same group has reported a new shape of needle array in
which the length of the needle changes gradually. They call it the Utah Slant
Array (U.S.A.) [163]. It was able to interface with many individual sensory
and motor nerve fibers in peripheral nerves.

The Regeneration Electrode. The principle of the regeneration micro-
electrode is as follows. Peripheral nerves of vertebrates will regenerate after
they are severed. In this process, the axons in the distal portion will dege-
nerate, but the axons will regenerate again from the proximal portion and
will reach the distal end of the severed nerve bundle. Therefore, if we im-
plant a device consisting of many microelectrode holes between the severed
stumps, axons can regenerate through the holes, and the action potential of
the regenerating axons can be measured by the electrode. This regeneration
electrode has many advantages theoretically. It is possible to:

• achieve intimate stable contact due to good electrical and physical com-
patibility between the electrode and the nerve fibers

• measure signals from only one or a very small number of nerve fibers,
with a proper choice of the hole diameter

• achieve a great number of channels

Regeneration electrodes require transection of a nerve and subsequent
successful regeneration. These restrictions may limit the range of application
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Fig. 4.43. A schematic of the regeneration electrode

to prosthetic devices, such as the control of artificial limbs for amputees or
the control of an artificial heart by information from the autonomic nerve.

The development of the regeneration electrode has been undertaken using
many kinds of materials since the 1960s. After Matsuo reported their fabri-
cation on a silicon substrate, many kinds of silicon regeneration electrode
have been proposed. Kovacs reported a micromachined regeneration electrode
[164]. Most of the recent successful reports of measurements of nerve signals
by regeneration electrodes have been based on silicon substrates. However,
the weakness of the substrate becomes a problem when the implantation
procedure is put to real use.

We have designed and fabricated a flexible regeneration microelectrode on
a polyimide substrate using ordinary Flexible Printed Circuit (FPC) techno-
logy [165]. Polyimide has a good biocompatibility and is easily workable by
an excimer laser, but the greatest advantage of polyimide is its flexibility,
which aids physical compatibility during long-term implantation.

The schematic of the flexible regeneration microelectrode that we fabri-
cated is shown in Fig. 4.43. The electrode was composed of three layers. A
metal electrode pattern layer was sandwiched between two polyimide layers.
Silicone tubes fixed the nerve stumps to the electrode. The other terminal of
the electrode was connected to the connector during signal recording.

We implanted the electrode between the ends of the surgically severed
sciatic nerve of rats under pentobarbital anesthesia. We cut the nerve bundle,
inserted the nerve ends into each of the silicon tubes and fixed them with
one 10-0 nylon suture at each end. It was possible to record the spontaneous
action potential from the regenerating nerves.

At present, we are improving the electrode. We are using Pt as the metal
layer and the polyimide layer is thinner (approximately 8 μm).

Summary of Microelectrodes. To summarize the microelectrode tech-
nology mentioned above, it is true that the technology has been developed
remarkably, especially with regard to the number of the channels (electrodes)
and the size of the whole electrodes, as compared with the handmade elec-
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trodes. However, in the present technology, the highest number of electrodes
is around 100, which is rather insufficient for an application such as artificial
sensation. (The future increase of the number of electrodes may cause wiring
problems, which should be solved by a built-in signal processing unit such
as a multiplexer.) The distance between recording sites is too wide to use
as a tool for analyzing the activities of multiple neurons. Furthermore, the
solid structure of these electrodes is invasive and causes easy slipping out
of an adequate recording position. Thus the development of an ideal elec-
trode needs another breakthrough in the technology, especially with regard
to bio-compatibility and flexibility, as well as further micromachining.

4.8.4 Conclusion

In this section, we have reviewed the technology of electrodes for interfacing
with the nervous system, along with promising applications in the field of
prosthetic devices. It is true that the innovation of micromachining techno-
logy has brought about considerable development of the nerve electrode, but
another breakthrough is necessary to realize an ideal electrode capable of a
one-to-one interface between each electrode and nerve fiber. The key concepts
for this breakthrough are bio-compatibility and flexibility, as well as further
micromachining. These technologies will be developed in cooperation with
other fields of technology.

4.9 Regulation: On-Line Measurements of Humoral
and Neural Information from the Living Body and
Their Application for the Control
of Artificial Organs and Limbs

4.9.1 The Control of Artificial Hearts Using Humoral
Information

On-Line Measurement of Humoral Factors by Electrochemical Me-
thods. In addition to the autonomic nervous system, the humoral system
also plays an important role in the control of the human circulatory system.
Although artificial heart systems have now become widely used, the control
algorithm and control systems for artificial hearts have not been sufficiently
studied. So far, several studies have been performed to control the driving
condition of artificial heart systems on the basis of the physical demands of
the subjects or experimental animals [166–169]. However, most studies have
attempted to use hemodynamic parameters as feedback parameters, while
humoral factors, which play an important role in the control of the actual
circulatory system of the living body, have never been used, even though
they could provide very useful information for the control of artificial heart
systems.
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The main reason for not using humoral factors is the difficulty (or impos-
sibility) of performing real-time measurement of their concentrations in the
blood or in tissues.

One method that would permit real-time measurement of the humoral
factors is measurements based on the electrochemical measurement technique
[170,171]; alternatively, a sensor such as the ion-sensitive field effect transistor
(ISFET [172]) or the enzyme field effect transistor (EnFET [173]) could be
used. Both of these are basically electrochemical measurements.

In this section, we would like to introduce our attempt to develop a system
that allows real-time sensing of catecholamine concentration, which is one of
the most important humoral factors involved in the control of the circulatory
system of the living body, as well as providing feedback on the factors involved
in the control of an artificial heart system.

As mentioned above, we adopted an electrochemical technique in this
study to measure catecholamine concentration. The main reason is that this
technique permits real-time measurement of the electrolyte concentration in
solution; in addition, the technique has already been used for the measure-
ment of catecholamines in the brain.

Figure 4.44 shows the principle underlying the method of electrochemical
measurement. If only electrode A (or B) is dissolved in the solution, the
current increases by HA (HB) due to the oxidation of electrolyte A (B)
when the applied voltage is greater than εA (εB) (the oxidation potential for
electrolyte A (B)). Similarly, if both A and B are dissolved in the solution,
the electric current increases by HA and (HA +HB) when the applied voltage
is greater than εA and εB , respectively. Thus, the increase in electric current
due to the oxidation of electrolyte B is equal to the difference between the
electric currents when the electric potentials are εA and εB .

Figure 4.45 shows the experimental setup of our experiment for measu-
ring catecholamine concentrations and providing subsequent feedback to the
artificial heart driving system. The sensing system is composed of a working
electrode consisting of a carbon fiber, an Ag–AgCl reference electrode, and a
potentiostat. The electrodes were immersed in phosphate-buffered solution or
goat plasma, and the catecholamine concentration of the solution (or plasma)
was then varied. Changes in the electric current resulting from the ampero-
metric measurement of the catecholamines were determined by the system,
and the information was transferred to a personal computer.

The operating parameters of the pneumatically driven artificial heart sy-
stem were altered in accordance with the algorithm for changes in the cate-
cholamine concentration (the catecholamine concentration and the alteration
of the driving parameters were measured every 2 s).

The results of this study indicated that the system worked well for the
measurement of catecholamine concentration in phosphate-buffered solution.

Figure 4.46 shows the correlation between the electric current and the
adrenaline concentration in the phosphate-buffered solution. The minimum
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Fig. 4.44. The principle behind the method of electrochemical measurement (quo-
ted from [200])

Fig. 4.45. The experimental arrangement for measuring catecholamine concen-
trations and subsequent feedback to the artificial heart driving system (quoted
from [200])

detectable concentrations of both adrenaline and noradrenaline in the phos-
phate-buffered solution were approximately 1–2 ng/ml (10−8 mol/l).
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Fig. 4.46. Correlations between the oxidation current and the concentration of
catecholamines in the phosphate-buffered solution (quoted from [200])

Fig. 4.47. Changes in the driving parameters of the artificial heart system following
a change in the adrenaline concentration of the phosphate buffered solution (quoted
from [200])

Figure 4.47 shows the changes in the driving condition (the driving pres-
sure and beating rate) of the artificial heart system following the change in
the adrenaline concentration of the phosphate-buffered solution. The driving
parameters of the artificial heart system were varied according to the changes
in adrenaline concentration (positive pressure, vacuum pressure, and pum-
ping rate of the artificial heart system increased with the rise in adrenaline
concentration). There was almost no time delay between the addition of the
catecholamines and the changes in the operating parameters.

As for the resolution of the catecholamine concentrations in the solution,
results of a previous study by the authors [174] on the concentrations of
plasma catecholamines before, during, and after treadmill exercise suggested
that the minimum resolution of catecholamine concentrations must be im-
proved to at least 10−9 mol/l or hopefully 10−10 mol/l, so that the system
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Fig. 4.48. The experimental arrangement for measurement of the catecholamine
concentrations using an electrochemical detector in conjunction with the microdia-
lysis technique

can feed back the concentrations of catecholamines and control the driving
parameters optimally during the exercise.

Thus, except for the resolution of the catecholamine concentration, the
system worked satisfactorily when buffered solution was used instead of actual
blood or plasma. However, when the sensing system was used in goat plasma,
the sensitivity of the sensor decreased greatly with time after immersion in
plasma, and the electrode came not to respond to the catecholamines in it
immediately.

It was observed that plasma proteins were adsorbed onto the electrode,
which was suspected to be the main cause of the decrease in sensor activity.

One of the possible solutions for preventing blood proteins from being
adsorbed onto the electrode is to adopt a microdialysis technique [175,176] in
conjunction with the above-mentioned electrochemical method. In our expe-
riments, a cellulose microtube (cutoff molecular weight = 50,000) was used for
dialysis; the microtube was immersed in the goat plasma, and a dialytic so-
lution (phosphate-buffered solution) was flushed through the microtube. The
catecholamines in the goat plasma were dialyzed into the dialytic solution
through the cellulose membrane, and catecholamine concentrations in this
dialytic solution were measured using the electrochemical detector described
above (Fig. 4.48). With this system, the ratio between catecholamine concen-
trations in the dialytic solution and that in the plasma was approximately
20% when the flow rate of the dialytic solution was 10 μl/min, with a delay
of approximately 90 s between the time when the catecholamine concentra-
tion in the goat plasma was altered and that when the detector identified the
changes of the catecholamine concentrations as those of the dialytic solution
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Fig. 4.49. Changes in the oxidation current that are detected by the sensing system
which is shown in Fig. 4.48. The oxidation current of the dialytic solution increased
(with fluctuations) with a time delay of approximately 90 s after catecholamines
were added to the original (dialyzed) goat plasma or phosphate-buffered solution

(Fig. 4.49). The ratio and the time delay generally decreased in inverse pro-
portion to the increase in the flow rate of the dialytic solution. Using this
system, it was possible to alter the driving air pressure and pulse rate in accor-
dance with the algorithm for changes in the catecholamine concentration of
the plasma in which the sensor was immersed, although the minimum detec-
table concentration of both plasma adrenaline and noradrenaline decreased
to 10−7 mol/l.

Thus, the use of an electrochemical detector in conjunction with the
microdialysis method shows the future possibility of developing a feedback
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Fig. 4.50. The concept of the “whole cell sensor” [201]

control system for artificial hearts using blood catecholamine concentrations.
However, in order to use this system for actual clinical use, it is necessary to
both improve the sensitivity of the sensor system (for the detection of cate-
cholamines) to at least 10−9 mol/l and decrease the time delay to no more
than 10 s or so.

On-Line Measurement of Humoral Factors by Whole-Cell Sensors.
The other method that can achieve stability for the measurement of the
chemical factors in the blood and high sensitivity for specific biochemically
active substances is to use a living cell with high sensitivity for biochemical
substances as the detector (cell-based biosensor – whole-cell sensor [177]).

In the case of the measurements of plasma catecholamine concentrations,
myocardial cells, which have adrenergic receptors, can be used as a primary
transducer.

DeBusschere et al. (Stanford University) have reported that they have
succeeded in measuring catecholamine concentrations in a Hepes-buffered
culture medium using a cell-based biosensor [178].

They used spontaneously beating mouse myocardial cells as the primary
transducers. In order to measure a specific bioactive chemical agent, they used
wild-type cells and genetically engineered cells that lack a specific receptor for
the chemical agent (by developing a knockout mouse of the receptor) as the
primary transducer and made differential measurements between the results
of these two cells (Fig. 4.50).

Specifically, they used wild-type myocardial cells as the working primary
transducer for measuring β-adrenergic agents, and they developed genetically
engineered knockout cell lines (null mutants) of either the β 1-adrenergic re-
ceptor or the β 2-adrenergic receptor as the reference primary transducer.
The former cells respond to β-adrenergic agents (e.g., isoproterenol) and
alter their beating rate; in contrast, the latter are not affected by the β-
adrenergic agents. It is therefore possible to evaluate the concentration of the
β-adrenergic agents by comparing the difference in the beating rate between
these two kinds of cells.

These authors used a 6 × 6 array of circular platinized iridium, gold,
or platinum microelectrodes fabricated on either glass or silicon wafers for
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the secondary transduction of the signals detected by the primary transdu-
cers. They monitored action potentials (extracellular currents) of the primary
transducer cells (both working and reference) using the microelectrodes, and
made a differential measurement of the spontaneous beating rates between
the two types of cells.

Their results showed a strong increase in the spontaneous beat rate (50–
80%) of the wild-type cells, whereas the β 1-adrenergic receptor knockout
cells exhibited only a minor response (1–5%) when a 10 μM concentration of
isoproterenol (which is expected to saturate the receptors) was added to the
medium.

The main problem for the development of this system is that the knockout
of the target receptor would result in a lethal mutation in many cases and,
as a result, it would become impossible to develop the target cell lines, as
these cells are derived from the primary culture of the tissues of the knockout
mouse.

However, this technique is expected to allow on-line measurements of the
concentration of specific biochemical agents that are active to the receptors
that are made knockout. It is also expected that this measurement can be
effectively and reversibly performed in the blood or plasma, with a very high
resolution.

The authors are also developing a similar whole cell sensor system using
genetically engineered cells derived from embryonic stem cells.

Summary. At the moment, minimal detectable concentrations of both
adrenaline and noradrenaline with respect to the sensing system are still
inadequate for practical use. Stability of the measurement in blood or in
plasma is also necessary for the implementation of this sensing system.

However, novel techniques such as “whole cell sensors” and “microdialy-
sis” will allow the development of a control system for artificial heart systems
using feedback of catecholamine concentrations in blood in the near future.

4.9.2 Control of Artificial Hearts Using Autonomic
Nervous Signals

Introduction. The nervous system, together with the humoral system, plays
a significant role in controlling the human body. Not only does it control our
voluntary movements, but it also plays an indispensable role in governing the
autonomic nervous control, which regulates the functioning of internal organs
to optimum levels in accordance with external conditions. The development
of a man–machine interface, which can allow information sent by the human
nervous system to control external equipment, is therefore extremely impor-
tant for the development of the next generation of prosthetic devices, such as
artificial organs, hands, and legs. On the other hand, with regard to the con-
trol method of artificial heart systems, a definitive and reliable method has
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not yet been developed, although several methods have so far been proposed
and tried [179,180].

In this section, we discuss the possibility of developing an artificial heart
system that takes information from the autonomic nervous system of the
living body and can control the driving conditions of an artificial heart system
using autonomic nervous activity, so that the artificial heart works optimally.

In Vitro Experiment to Control an Artificial Heart System Using
Skin Sympathetic Nervous Signals. It has been reported that emotional
stress or various kinds of nociceptive stimuli to the sensory receptors at the
skin or viscera provoke increases in heart rate and peripheral vascular resi-
stance, and augmentation of the contractility of the heart through changes
in the activities of the sympathetic nervous system (the cardiac sympathe-
tic nerve-accelerator) and the parasympathetic nervous system (the cardiac
branch of the vagal nerve-suppressor) by reflex.

In this study, we attempted to reproduce the change that takes place
in the actual hemodynamics of the living body when nociceptive stimuli are
given to a subject. To that end, we used a mock circulatory system connected
to an artificial heart system, and tried to control the driving condition of the
artificial heart system by using information from the sympathetic nervous
activity.

In this experiment, we used skin sympathetic nerve activity (SSNA) as
the parameter to determine the condition of the artificial heart system. SSNA
includes the activities of the sympathetic nerve fibers that are contained in a
peripheral nerve and involve the vasomotor and sudomotor functions at the
skin area.

Although this activity is directly concerned with cardiac function, the
first and most important reason for selecting SSNA is that, at the moment,
it is the only sympathetic nervous activity that can be measured from awake
and nonanesthetized human subjects. The second reason is that, as SSNA
concerns the activity of a vasoconstrictor, a change in SSNA seems to reflect
a change in the peripheral vascular resistance or peripheral blood flow.

It has generally been accepted that the discharge of a vasomotor nerve
fiber burst accelerates the constriction of peripheral blood vessels, and that
the increase in this activity causes an increase in the peripheral resistance
and consequently in the peripheral blood pressure [181,182]. The number of
SSNA bursts counted using a pulse counter was therefore used as the parame-
ter to determine the driving condition of the pneumatically driven artificial
heart system connected with a mock circulatory system with a peripheral
resistance.

The Experimental Arrangement. The experimental arrangement is
shown in Fig. 4.51. The subject sat in an armchair in a fairly relaxed po-
sture throughout the experiment. The measurements included blood flow
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rate in the skin, digital arterial blood pressure, and skin sympathetic nerve
activity (SSNA). The measurement of SSNA was carried out from the me-
dian nerve by means of microneurography [183]. Details of the technique of
microneurography will be presented in another section. Skin blood flow was
measured using a laser Doppler blood flowmeter in the regions innervated by
the nerve from which SSNA activity was recorded. The blood pressure of a
digital artery was measured by a noninvasive continuous monitoring system
for arterial blood pressure.

SSNA and other physiological parameters were measured using the above-
mentioned system when the subjects were sitting in a fairly relaxed manner
and when they were exposed to a series of mental or physical stresses (electri-
cal stimulations, unpleasant white noise, and the sound of a firing revolver)
and recorded using a data recorder.

The Development of a Program for Controlling the Driving Para-
meters of an Artificial Heart System and the Results of the Control.
From the changes with respect to time in the above-mentioned measured pa-
rameters, the lapses between the time when a stimulus was given to the sub-

Fig. 4.51. The experimental arrangement
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ject and the onset of an SSNA burst and that between the onset of an SSNA
burst and the time when the hemodynamic parameters began to change were
studied. Based on these results, a program was developed to estimate the
vascular response caused by the change in the number of SSNA pulses, to
alter the driving condition of an artificial heart system in accordance with the
change in the estimated vascular response, and consequently to change the
hemodynamic parameters of the mock circulatory system so that it mimics
the changes in the subject’s actual hemodynamics.

Next, the time series data recorded for the SSNA under various stimuli
were inputted into the computer, and the driving parameters of the artificial
heart system (the values of beating rate, positive pressure, and vacuum pres-
sure) were determined and altered using this program in accordance with the
deviation of the counted SSNA number from the control value, and the he-
modynamic parameters of the mock circulatory system were compared with
the actual change in the hemodynamic parameters of the subjects when the
subjects were exposed to the various stimuli.

Here, the control program is not described in detail for the sake of brevity,
and the method of determining the driving parameters of the artificial heart
system (the values of pumping rate, positive pressure, and vacuum pressure)
is briefly outlined below.

First, SSNA(T ), the index of the SSNA level to determine the driving
conditions of the artificial heart at time T (s), was determined as the weighed
summation of the SSNA number from 2.5 s to 7.5 s before time T , giving
consideration to the lapse until the onset of the SSNA burst. Next, the driving
parameters of the pneumatically driven artificial heart system (the values of
the beating rate, positive pressure, and vacuum pressure) were determined
and altered in accordance with the deviation of the SSNA index from the
control value (an average value of SSNA(T ) when the subject was sitting in
an armchair in a fairly relaxed manner), and the driving condition of the
artificial heart system was altered every 3 s.

Figure 4.52 shows an example of the results of this control. The upper
part of Fig. 4.52 shows the changes with respect to time in SSNA (discri-
minated wave, integrated wave, and number of pulses), the skin blood flow
at the finger, and the digital arterial pressure of a subject when the subject
was repeatedly exposed to unpleasant white noise. The time at which each
stimulation was given to the subject is indicated at the top.

As can be seen in this chart, an increase in SSNA bursts (activation of the
sympathetic nervous system) was observed after the subject received audi-
tory stimulation due to the unpleasant white noise; consequently, the digital
arterial pressure increased, and the skin blood flow at the finger decreased.
The lower part of Fig. 4.52 shows the driving condition of the artificial heart
system and the arterial pressure of the mock circulatory system. The positive
pressure, vacuum pressure, and pumping rate of the artificial heart system
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Fig. 4.52. Upper part: the changes with respect to time in the SSNA, skin blood
flow at the finger, digital arterial pressure of a subject when the subject was repea-
tedly exposed to unpleasant white noise. Lower part: the driving condition of the
artificial heart system and the arterial pressure of the mock circulatory system

also increased in response to this change in the number of SSNA pulses in
accordance with the algorithm for changes in the driving parameters.

In order to reproduce all the responses of the cardiac and circulatory
system in the living body in the mock circulatory system, it is necessary to
change not only the driving condition of the artificial heart system but also
the passage resistance of the mock circulatory system on-line in accordance
with the change in the actual total peripheral vascular resistance of the living
body. However, in this experiment, it was impossible to achieve this (the
resistance was maintained at a constant value), and we controlled the artificial
heart system so that the changes with respect to time in the blood pressure
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of the mock circulatory system mimicked the changes that actually occurred
in the actual living body.

Thus, it seems possible to alter the driving condition of an artificial heart
system so that the artificial heart mimics the change in the function of the
natural heart through the information of the autonomic nervous system. Our
experiment demonstrates the possibility of controlling the driving conditions
of an artificial heart system using sympathetic nervous activity. (Further inve-
stigation is, of course, needed with regard to whether the activity accurately
reflects the systemic hemodynamic conditions.)

An In Vivo Experiment to Control an Artificial Heart System Using
Autonomic Nervous Signals. Although the in vitro experiment employed
SSNA as the signal for controlling an artificial heart system, it would of course
be desirable to employ the activity of cardiac nerves instead of SSNA for the
purpose of controlling an artificial heart system. As this is impossible to per-
form without invasive procedures, we are currently employing this procedure
in in vivo experiments on animals (goats) that are equipped with a left ven-
tricular assist device (an artificial heart system). We are also trying to control
the driving condition of this artificial heart system by using the signals from
the autonomic nervous system, so that it can mimic the actual changes in
the pumping conditions of a natural heart.

As indicated above, goats were equipped with a left ventricular assist
device. The electrode used in these experiments was a wire electrode made
of stainless steel. It would be desirable to set and fix the electrode to the
cardiac sympathetic nerve; however, in the experiments currently under way,
the electrodes have been fixed to the left vagal and sympathetic nerve trunk
at the neck for technical reasons (Fig. 4.53).

The artificial heart system used in these experiments is the same as that
used in the in vitro experiments (Fig. 4.54). At present, it is not always easy
to measure and record signals of the autonomic nervous system stably from a
goat without preventing it from moving freely, and there still remain several
problems such as:

1. working out a countermeasure against noise;
2. improving the stability and the sensitivity of the nerve electrodes;
3. separating the efferent sympathetic (or parasympathetic) signals from

the afferent signals.

We are currently working on solving these problems.

4.9.3 The Control of Somatic Sensations and the Generation
of Artificial Sensations by Direct Stimulation
of the Neural System

Introduction. In this section, we discuss a method to evoke artificial soma-
tic sensations by stimulating sensory nerve fibers. The technique is currently
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Fig. 4.53. An in vivo experiment to control a left ventricular assist device (an
artificial heart system) using information from the sympathetic nervous system.
The electrode is expected to be fixed to the cardiac sympathetic nerve. However, at
the moment, the electrodes have been attached to the left vagal and sympathetic
nerve trunk at the neck for technical reasons

Fig. 4.54. A schematic diagram of the in vivo experiment to control the driving
condition of an artificial heart system using information from the autonomic nervous
system

being used in our project to develop an artificial arm (or leg) system that is
capable of sensing mechanical stimuli and then transferring these stimuli to
the subject, so that the subject can experience the stimuli as the correspon-
ding somatic sensations. First, we will explain the concept and technique used
to evoke somatic sensations artificially by electrically stimulating a sensory
nerve fiber from a single mechanoreceptor unit. Next, we will discuss how the
properties of an evoked sensation are affected when electrical stimulations
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Fig. 4.55. The concept for generating artificial somatic sensations by the electrical
stimulation of afferent sensory nerve fibers

are given simultaneously to multiple sensory nerve fibers which separately
innervate different single mechanoreceptor units. Finally, we will describe
the prototype of the artificial arm system mentioned at the beginning of this
section.

The Concept and Method for Generating Somatic Sensations by
Intraneural Microelectrical Stimulation. The concept for generating
somatic sensations is shown in Fig. 4.55.

When we touch something with our hands and a somato-sensory receptor
(mechanoreceptor) is activated by a stimulus such as pressure, heat, or vi-
bration, or by nociceptive stimuli, the nerve signals (which consist of a series
of pulses of evoked potential) generated at each mechanoreceptor are trans-
ferred to the somato-sensory area of the cerebral cortex through a peripheral
nerve and the spinal cord, which evoke the corresponding somatic sensation
to the subject.

The underlying idea is that if each single peripheral nerve fiber could
be supplied with appropriate electrical stimulation, and if we could thereby
generate the same afferent signal (the same series of evoked potential pulses)
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to the nerve fiber, we would then be able to generate in the subjects the
same somatic sensations as would be evoked by stimulation of the actual
corresponding mechanoreceptor unit.

We have been using the micro-stimulation (microneurographic) technique
[184,185] in order to evoke the desired sensation by electrical stimulation to
the sensory nerve fiber, and we have been analyzing the relationship between
the properties of the electrical stimulation and those of the evoked sensation
generated by stimulating only one sensory nerve fiber coming from a single
mechanoreceptor unit.

Microneurography involves percutaneous and direct insertion of a very
thin tungsten microelectrode (needle-type) into a peripheral nerve, so that
the signal of the nerve fiber attached to the tip of the electrode can be
measured: it is also possible to stimulate nerve fibers which are attached to
the tip of the electrode (microstimulation) using this technique. Details of
the technique of microneurography are provided in Sect. 4.7.3.

In our experiments, we inserted a microneurographic electrode into the
median nerve of each subject. The position of the electrode was adjusted and
fixed so that the nerve signal from a single mechanoreceptor unit could be
recorded (Fig. 4.56), and the type and receptive area of the involved mech-
anoreceptor unit were determined from the response of the receptor to the
mechanical stimuli [184,185]. (In a set of our experiments, SA I type mech-
anoreceptors are basically selected as the object for electrical stimulation.)
Then, we gave electrical stimulation to the nerve fiber in a series through the
same microelectrodes by changing the circuit from the measurement mode
to the stimulation mode using a switching box. Subsequently, we investiga-
ted the properties of the evoked sensation and the relationship between the
area and the subjective intensity of the evoked sensation and the frequency,
amplitude, and temporal profiles of the electrical stimulation. The relations-
hip between the intensity of the evoked sensation (pressure sensation) and
the frequency or amplitude of the electrical stimulation was quantitatively
evaluated using the so-called “magnitude estimation method” (we used a
positive square-wave pulse for 250 μs; the frequency was fixed at 20 Hz).

Note 1: Six kinds of mechanoreceptors (or endings of the nerve fiber) have
been reported to exist on the skin [185–187] (Fig. 4.57): Merkel disks; Pinkus
corpuscles; Ruffini endings; Meissner corpuscles; Vater–Pacini corpuscles;
and hair follicle receptors. The response of these receptors is classified into
four patterns: SA I (slowly adapting type I), SA II (slowly adapting type II),
RA (or FA I – rapidly adapting type), and PC (or FA II – Pacinian type)
according to their properties with respect to the adaptation of the response
and the area of the receptive field (refer to Fig. 4.58).

The slowly adapting types correspond to the signals from Merkel disks
or Ruffini endings, which detect deviations of the skin; these two receptors
are suitable for detecting continuous pressure or touch.

The rapidly adapting type corresponds to the signals from Meissner
corpuscles or hair follicle receptors, which detect the velocity of the skin
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Fig. 4.56. The manner in which the experiment for the measurements and stimu-
lations were performed. The position of the inserted electrode was fixed so that it
allowed recording and stimulation of a single nerve fiber from a single mechanore-
ceptor unit

movement; these receptors are suitable for detecting slow vibrations whose
frequency is less than 40 Hz.

The Pacinian type shows very sensitive responses and very fast adapta-
tion to the stimuli and corresponds to the signals from Pacinian corpuscles,
which detect the acceleration of the skin movement; this type of receptor is
suitable for detecting vibration.

Ochoa et al. have reported that a pressure sensation is evoked by stimu-
lating an SA I mechanoreceptor unit, and that the magnitude of the evoked
sensation is influenced by the frequency of the stimulus but not by the am-
plitude of the stimulus [188].

Our results basically confirm the results reported by Ochoa et al. With
respect to sensory nerve fibers from the SA I mechanoreceptor unit, our re-
sults showed that the electrical microstimulation evoked pressure sensations,
and that the magnitude of the evoked sensation increased with the stimulus
frequency and seemed to be a positive power of the frequency (Fig. 4.59).
This type of response is often observed in the field of sensation, as in the case
of the relationship given by the Weber–Fechner law or Stevens’s law.

Combined Evoked Sensation due to the Simultaneous Electrical
Stimulation of Multiple Single Mechanoreceptor Units. So far, we
have mentioned the methods of evoking artificial sensation by electrically sti-
mulating a single mechanoreceptor unit. However, when we actually touch
something, it is impossible for only one mechanoreceptor unit to be stimu-
lated; in fact, both a large number and various kinds of nerve fibers are
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Fig. 4.57. Mechanoreceptors located on the skin (quoted from [186])

Fig. 4.58. The response of the mechanoreceptors is classified into four groups ac-
cording to the firing pattern (type of the adaptation of the response) to the pressure
stimulation which is given to the receptor, and the area of the receptive field (quoted
from [184])

stimulated simultaneously. Therefore, in order for this technique to be accep-
table for actual clinical use, it is necessary to clarify how the properties (type,
projected area, subjective amplitude, etc.) of the evoked sensation affect each
other when electrical stimulations are given simultaneously to multiple sen-
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Fig. 4.59. The elationship between the frequency of the electrical stimulation to
the nerve fiber from the SA I mechanoreceptor unit and the subjective magnitude
of the sensation which was evoked by the electrical stimulation

sory nerve fibers that separately innervate different single mechanoreceptor
units.

In the case of direct stimulation to the skin, several kinds of nonlinear
phenomena or interactions between two evoked sensations such as “masking
effects” and “phantom sensations” have been reported [189–192] to occur
when multiple stimulations are given to a subject simultaneously.

Note 2: The “masking effect” represents the phenomenon in which
the subjective amplitude of the test stimulus decreases or becomes
subliminal when another stimulus is presented to the skin simulta-
neously, or with a very short time interval between the two stimuli.
The “phantom sensation” represents the phenomenon in which two
separated transient stimuli to the skin come to be felt as only one
single stimulus at a point between the two actual stimuli. This occurs
when these two stimuli are presented simultaneously and of almost
equal intensity, and the distance between the two stimuli is adjusted
within a certain range.

In addition to these two phenomena, a few nonlinear phenomena such as
“cutaneous saltation” or “apparent tactile movement” have been also repor-
ted [193,194].

Theoretically speaking, it seems that the same phenomena can also occur
when the two sensations are evoked by electrical stimulation to the sensory
nerve fibers as well as by mechanical stimuli to the mechanoreceptors at the
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skin, and we investigated whether or not a nonlinear phenomenon such as
the “phantom sensation” or some kind of interaction may occur between the
two sensations evoked by electrically stimulating two sensory nerve fibers
simultaneously [195].

The experimental arrangement was basically the same as that used in the
experiments described in Sect. 4.7.3.2. The difference was that two tungsten
microelectrodes were separately and simultaneously inserted percutaneously
into the median nerve at two points on the forearm (around 2 cm and 10 cm
proximal to the wrist joint, respectively) of each subject. After investigating
the type of mechanoreceptor unit and the physical properties of the evoked
sensation (quality, magnitude, and projected area) by giving electrical stimu-
lation (a series of electrical pulses) to each electrode individually, electrical
stimulation was then given to these two electrodes simultaneously, and the
resulting changes in the properties of the evoked sensation and its projec-
ted area were then compared with the situation in which each electrode was
stimulated individually.

In our experiments, combinations of types of mechanoreceptor units sti-
mulated simultaneously were slowly adapting I (SA I) and SA I in most cases.
In some cases, however, combinations of types of mechanoreceptor units bet-
ween Pacinian (PC) and SA I, and between PC and PC were also examined.

From the results obtained to date, it may be concluded that the combi-
ned evoked sensation when two nerve fibers are stimulated simultaneously
became a simple algebraical summation of two evoked sensations evoked by
the electrical stimulation of the individual mechanoreceptor unit. It may the-
refore not be necessary to pay attention to nonlinear interactions between
the properties of the evoked sensation of each sensory fiber when we give el-
ectrical stimulation to each sensory nerve fiber in accordance with the output
signal from the sensor system of an artificial arm system.

However, further research is needed in order to reach conclusive results,
because the number of the experiments is still too small, mainly due to the
difficulty in fixing the positions of the microelectrodes for a long time, so that
a nerve signal from a single mechanoreceptor unit can be recorded by each
electrode.

The Development of a System of Interpreting Somatic Sensations
for Use with Artificial Hands and Limbs. Based on the results of the
abovementioned studies, we developed a prototype of an artificial arm system
capable of sensing mechanical stimuli and then transferring these stimuli to
the subject, so that the subject may experience the stimuli as the correspon-
ding somatic sensations [196].

The system consists of: 1) an artificial arm system whose palm and fin-
gers were covered with pressure-conductive rubber [197] in order to detect
pressure applied to the artificial hand (Fig. 4.60); 2) an electrical stimulator
(pulse generator) which can provide microelectrical stimulation to the nerve
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fiber; 3) a controller (a personal computer system) which can calculate the
frequency of the electrical stimulation (a series of electrical pulse sequences)
that should evoke in the subject the same magnitude of pressure sensation
as is given to the pressure-conductive rubber of the robot hand, and which
can control the electrical stimulator so that it generates an electrical pulse
sequence with that frequency; and 4) a tungsten microelectrode which, when
inserted into the subject’s nerve, can stimulate a single nerve fiber coming
from a mechanoreceptor unit. The schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 4.61.

When pressure was applied to the pressure-conductive rubber, the per-
sonal computer (controller) modulated the output voltage of the pressure-
conductive rubber to the frequency of the electrical pulses for stimulating
the sensory nerve fiber; it controlled the electrical stimulator so that it could
output the above-mentioned electrical pulses. The sensory nerve fiber was
stimulated by the electrical pulses via the tungsten microelectrode, and the
same afferent signal (as should be evoked when the pressure was applied to
the mechanoreceptor unit itself) was evoked in the nerve fiber, making the
subject evoke a pressure sensation at the projected area.

Just before the experiment to convey sensation via the artificial arm sy-
stem, we evaluated the quantitative relationship between the frequency of
the electrical stimulation and the intensity of the evoked pressure sensation
using the magnitude estimation method with the same subject; in addition,
we determined the equation to calculate frequency of the electrical stimula-
tion from the output voltage of the conductive rubber.

The subjective intensities of the sensations evoked by the electrical sti-
mulation were described by the subjects using a slide volume (Fig. 4.62),
and these subjective evaluations were then compared with the strengths of
the stimuli that were applied to the pressure-conductive rubber of the robot
hand.

The system worked satisfactorily. The subjects were able to feel pressure
sensations resulting from the pressure applied to the conductive rubber of the

Fig. 4.60. The prototype of the artificial arm system developed in our study; the
palm and fingers of the arm system were covered with pressure-conductive rubber
in order to detect pressure applied to the arm system
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Fig. 4.61. The schematic diagram of the technique with which the artificial arm
system senses mechanical stimuli and transfer these stimuli to the subject, so that
the subject experiences the stimuli as the corresponding somatic sensations

Fig. 4.62. The slide volume which was used in our study in order to describe the
subjective magnitude of the evoked sensation

robot hand. There was also a good correlation between the pressure applied to
the pressure-conductive rubber of the robot hand and the subjective intensity
of the evoked sensations.

The upper part of Fig. 4.63 compares the changes with time in the pressure
applied to the finger (upper line) and the subjective changes in the intensity
of pressure sensations felt by the subjects.

On the other hand, the lower part of Fig. 4.63 shows the changes with
time in the pressure applied to the conductive rubber (upper line), and the
changes with time in the subjective intensity of the evoked sensation when
the pressure on the robot hand was transferred to the subject by the system.
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Fig. 4.63. Upper: changes with time in the pressure that were applied to the finger
(upper line), and those in the intensities of the evoked pressure sensations felt by
the subjects. Lower: changes with time in the pressure applied to the conductive
rubber (upper line) and those in the subjective intensities of the evoked sensation,
as described by the subject (lower line) when the pressure was transferred to the
subject by the system

In both cases, although some motion delay can be observed in the chart,
similar changes in the evoked sensations were observed, corresponding to the
changes in the pressure applied to the hand (former case) or to the pressure-
conductive rubber (latter case); furthermore, stimuli detected by the sensors
of an artificial arm system were thought to be successfully conveyed to the
subjects via this artificial arm system, which produced the same somatic
sensation as the original stimuli and with corresponding magnitude.

However, several obstacles still remain to be overcome in order to improve
this prototype system so that it can be used in actual clinical cases.

The main problem lies in the development of a multi-channel microelec-
trode that is capable of connecting each nerve fiber to an electrical signal
line from external devices, so as to enable actual clinical use. Basically, the
number of lines that can be connected using the microneurographic techni-
que is limited to at most two or three. However, in order to connect all fibers
contained in a peripheral nerve to each corresponding electrical signal line,
it will be necessary for the electrode to have a minimum of more than 10,000
channels.
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With regard to this problem, we are developing a type of nerve-regenerat-
ing (multi-channel) electrode as a candidate for this purpose. Please refer to
Sect. 4.8 (Microelectrode for Neural Interface) for a detailed description.

4.9.4 Control of the Motor Function of Artificial Limbs
(by Neural Signals)

In the recent past, interest in the control of the movement of artificial limb
systems using neural information from the living body has increased consi-
derably.

This kind of technology is expected not only to realize the voluntary con-
trol of artificial limbs used by amputees, but also to improve the control of
paralyzed limbs in combination with the FES (Functional Electrical Stimu-
lation) technique.

Although studies using EMG to control the movement of artificial limbs
have the same goal, using information from the nervous system for the control
of prosthetic devices seems to have more potential to achieve more natural
control with more accuracy and a greater degree of freedom.

In order to realize this technique, it is necessary to measure signals from
the motor nervous system using nerve electrodes. Concerning the location for
implanting the electrode, three candidates are proposed and are being tried
at the moment: the cerebral cortex, the spinal cord, and the peripheral nerve
trunk, which contains efferent motor fibers.

Very recently, Chapin et al., researchers at the SUNY (State University
of New York) Health Science Center in Brooklyn, reported that they had
succeeded in experiments to control the movements of a robot arm using
information derived from the brain of a rat [200].

The research group reported that they could make the rat control the
robot arm voluntarily by decoding nervous activities recorded from neu-
rons in the brain to the control signal of the robot arm. In this experiment,
multi-channel electrode arrays were chronically implanted in the MI cortex
(16 channels) and VL thalamus (eight channels) of rats. As each channel
has two pulse discriminators, a maximum of 48 single neuron activities were
recorded to obtain control information.

First, rats were trained to use their forelimbs to push a bar that controlled
a robotic arm to bring water to them. Then, the research group derived a
neural population function (NPF) capable of predicting the movement of
the robot arm from the neural information when the rats pushed the bar.
Finally, the control mode was switched in accordance with the NPF so that
the position of the robot arm was controlled only by the information extracted
from neural activities.

Wessberg (Duke University, a co-worker of I. Chapin) et al. also performed
a similar experiment, in which they implanted multiple microelectrode arrays
(16–32 channels, made from Teflon-coated stainless steel microwires) at dif-
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ferent cortical areas (the premotor, primary motor, and posterior parietal
cortical areas) of an owl monkey and reported similar results [199].

With regard to the attempts to utilize the signals of motor nerve fibers
measured from the spinal cord or peripheral nerves to control the movements
of a robot limb, no fruitful results have been achieved up to the moment,
although several studies are currently under way.

For this technique, it is difficult to determine the location at which the
electrode is to be implanted. This is because each system (the cerebral cortex,
the spinal cord, and the peripheral nervous system) has its own advantages
and disadvantages in this respect. When the electrode is implanted in the
peripheral nervous system, it may be easier to understand the meaning of
the recorded nerve signals; invasiveness and the risks of implantation are also
lower than when the electrode is implanted in the motor cortex. On the other
hand, the stability of the recording and the signal-to-noise ratio of the signal
would worsen because peripheral nerves are usually circumscribed by moving
muscles. A system utilizing the signal of the motor cortex has the advantage
that the system would work well regardless of the position of the paralysis or
amputation, as long as the motor cortex or the upper system is being kept
intact, thus guaranteeing a wider area of application.

In conclusion, the development of a multi-channel electrode that allows
long-term and stable recording of neural activities of a motor function is
thought to be the key technology to realize this application.
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